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Son Dos Alas (They are Two Wings)
Dissertation Abstract

M. Riviere

From New York to Rio, from Nairobi to Tokyo, hip-hop, more than any other musical
genre or youth culture, has permeated nations, cultures and languages worldwide. Hip-
hop emerged from race and class rebellions during the New York City fiscal crises of the
1970’s. It flourished under grim conditions as a vibrant expression of youthful
exuberance used to overcome repression, marginality, discrimination and hardship. I
concentrated my research on the globalization of hip-hop in Cuba and Puerto Rico
because each island showcases a unique and thriving rap scene yet holds contrasting
cultural and economic contexts. Although Cuba and Puerto Rico share common colonial
histories, today they hold polarized relationships with the United States, the birthplace of
hip-hop. In the case of Cuba the U.S. embargo is older than hip-hop, offering a case of
complete exclusion from direct influences. In contrast, Puerto Rico is a U.S. territory and
thereby intimately linked to American art movements, youth genres, production
resources, and market interests.

This dissertation argues that youth utilize hip-hop to express their individual local
struggles to unite with each other between Cuba and Puerto Rico as “world citizens” in
order to belong to a global majority when they are considered local minorities. Through
multimedia production, local artists globalize their repertoires despite geographic,
economic or political restrictions. The innovative fieldwork methodology herein termed
Ethnographic Production proposes the use of audiovisual media to create a contemporary
technological “place” in which youth transcend boundaries to create virtual dialogues
through their repertoires in order to overcome isolation between each other. This
methodology proposes that the key site for anthropological inquiry is not necessarily to
be “discovered” or “located,” as traditional disciplinary expectations may assume, rather
it can also be “created.” As a result, the dissertation demonstrates how the experiences
rappers articulated within the media modified their everyday behavior and insinuated a
sense of responsibility to each other. This approach differs from traditional uses of media
in anthropology used as a form of documentation or dissemination of fieldwork data.

The dissertation assesses how musical repertoires transcend localized contexts between
the islands and how access to audiovisual recording and reproductive technology has
given youth the tools to (re)produce hip-hop. The research data, consisting of
collaborative songs between rappers from each location, reveals that it is through value
systems and common civil rights struggles, more so than strictly the four elements of hip-
hop (rap, break dance, turntablism and visual art), that youth relate to one another and
their global audiences.
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Chapter 1 - Son Dos Alas (They Are Two Wings): An Introduction

Introduction

From New York to Rio de Janeiro, from Nairobi to Tokyo, hip-hop, more than

any other musical genre or youth culture, has permeated nations, cultures and languages

worldwide. Despite many local variants, four forms of expression, identified as

“elements,” define hip-hop worldwide. The four general elements, linguistic, visual,

auditory and physical, are in the particular rap, break dancing, turntablism and graffiti or

aerosol art. Hip-hop’s native tongue is English, yet youth in Kenya have discovered a

unique form mixing rhythm, rhyme, delivery and lyrical velocity to manifest the “flow”

in Swahili1; break dancers in Japan have turned the dance into an acrobatic sport2; graffiti

writers in South Africa have proposed new methods of graphic design and new styles of

tattoo art derived from the visual rhythm of aerosol art3; and turntablists in Germany have

transformed the record player into a formal musical instrument with an elaborate script of

record-scratching notation4. Often in the cases of global hip-hop, emulation was so

critical in its transmission and variant adaptation that we find its orthodoxy more extreme

and the concept of “keeping it real” nearly a mantra in its practice.

Hip-hop emerged from race and class rebellions during the New York City fiscal

crises of the 1970’s. Urban decay and development initiatives increased concentrations of

low-income populations, particularly African-American and Puerto Rican communities,

leaving them with few employment prospects and economic instability (Chang 2005).

Hip-hop flourished under these grim conditions as a vibrant expression of youthful
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exuberance used to overcome repression, marginality, discrimination and hardship.

Socially interwoven in the mentorship and apprenticeship of skill acquisition, youth learn

value systems that instill socialized rules of reciprocity, hierarchical positions, decision-

making, and leadership implementation. In the words of hip-hop scholar, philosopher,

and rapper KRS-One: “Rap is something you do, hip-hop is something you live.5”

This dissertation claims that youth utilize hip-hop to express their individual local

struggles to unite with each other between Cuba and Puerto Rico as “world citizens,” to

belong to a global majority when they are considered local minorities. Through

multimedia production, local artists globalize their repertoires despite geographic,

economic or political restrictions. The innovative fieldwork methodology herein termed

Ethnographic Production proposes the use of audiovisual media to create a contemporary

technological “place” in which youth transcend boundaries to create virtual dialogues

through their repertoires in order to overcome isolation between each other. This

methodology proposes that the key site for anthropological inquiry is not necessarily to

be “discovered” or “located,” as traditional disciplinary expectations may assume, rather

it can also be “created.” As a result, the dissertation demonstrates how the experiences

rappers articulate within this space modified their behavior, demonstrating a sense of

responsibility to each other.

The dissertation assesses how musical repertoires transcend localized contexts

between islands and how access to audiovisual recording and reproductive technology

has given youth the tools to (re)produce hip-hop. The research data, consisting of

collaborative songs between rappers from each location, proposes that it is through value

systems and common civil rights struggles, more so than strictly the four elements (rap,
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break dance, turntablism or visual art), that youth relate to one another and their global

audiences. The work proposes that indirectly, hip-hop, unlike any other art form of this

generation, has created platforms for youth to communicate, establish local leaders,

organize social hierarchies, and develop solidarity networks that transcend national,

political or economic frameworks.

Son Dos Alas focuses on rap as an element of hip-hop among Cuban and Puerto

Rican lyricists (singer/songwriters) who use the music as a tool for reflecting, expressing

and critiquing social change. Rap has become the most utilized (and marketed) tool by

youth to express their political, racial, economic and social conditions regardless of their

margins or boundaries. The global prevalence of rap beyond the other elements of hip-

hop is related to its organic nature, requiring no material resources other than rhythm and

one’s voice for its experimentation.

Since its inception, rap lyrics have expressed tensions between youth and

authority, pushed moral definitions of censorship, and undermined government-market

apparatuses of co-option. Blamed for inciting aggressive behavior against the status quo,

rap artists have defended themselves, stating that they are simply expressing what they

see around them.. In order to better understand how and why hip-hop functions as a tool

for expressing social transformation and uniting youth worldwide, I concentrated my

research in Cuba and Puerto Rico, each island a showcase of a unique and thriving rap

scene within contrasting cultural and economic national contexts.

Cuba and Puerto Rico share a common colonial history yet currently hold

polarized relationships with the United States. In the case of Cuba, hip-hop developed

despite its isolation from the U.S. primarily caused by a fifty-year economic embargo and
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travel ban for American citizens. None-the-less, hip-hop seeped in through third countries

and pirate radio. Because of its U.S. individualistic and commercial pop culture origin, it

was initially rejected by Cuban revolutionary ideals as inciting “dissidence.” In contrast,

because Puerto Rico is a U.S. territory, and thereby intimately linked to American art

movements, youth genres, production resources, and market interests, its music industry

has been locally celebrated as a “national product” and neatly packaged for distribution to

pan-Latins on the mainland. This is facilitated by the liberal U.S. migratory and capital

transfer policies in place since 1898. The consequences of nearly complete inclusion are

reinforced when we consider the roles Puerto Ricans had along side African Americans

in the creation of hip-hop during its inception in New York City (Flores 2001, Rivera

2002).

During the span of this research, both locations have undergone critical shifts in

their political and economic formations. Cuba has adjusted to radical internal

transformations with the succession of Castro’s leadership (Smets 2006) and in Puerto

Rico the removal of U.S. military bases from the island has empowered the struggle for

island independence (Ayala and Carro-Figueroa 2006). In both contexts, hip-hop has

been an essential voice in analyzing and critiquing localized social transformations while

introducing new generational global leaders.

One of the primary contributions of Son Dos Alas is the implementation of

audiovisual production as a unique methodology to investigate how youth express their

individual localized struggles to unite with each other. Rather than utilizing standard

question and answer interview formats or standard disciplinary participant/observation

methods, audiovisual production allows subjects to respond to each other “on their own
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terms.” Hip-hop is an audiovisual youth culture, defined by music, videos, images and

the use of reproductive technology to diffuse, transmute, and innovate itself. Creating a

series of original musical productions with local hip-hop artists on-site in each location,

and their subsequent juxtaposition into a dialogue offers insight to the key themes and

value systems that unite both groups despite their isolation from one another. Despite a

brief handshake in Venezuela between Tego Calderón and Anónimo Consejo four years

after their collaborative song together, the artists who participated in the dissertation

never physically met - their contact remains solely through the music and within the

space created by media. Using this methodology Son Dos Alas generated four

collaborative tracks: (1) "Son Dos Alas” (They Are Two Wings) by Anónimo Consejo

and Tego Calderón, the title of the dissertation, (2) "Guasábara" (War) by Siete Nueve

and Magia López of the rap duo Obsesión, (3) "Sin Permiso” (Without Permission) by

Los Aldeanos & Intifada, and (4) “Sangre Guerrera” (Warrior Blood) by El B and Siete

Nueve. The songs serve as the research data from which I highlight elements that stand

out in the lyrics, music and production processes. These key themes guide us to a better

understanding of how idealizations and value systems are points of convergence

expressed within hip-hop that articulate real (and fantasized) racial and class solidarities.

The songs also become platforms upon which to discover how personal relationships

among artists (and their respective audiences) can develop despite physical isolation

between these two communities isolated from each other for over 50 years.
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Cuba y Puerto Rico Son [Cuba and Puerto Rico Are]

Influenced by the syncretism of colonial rule and slave identity, the son is a

musical genre made up of a mixture of African percussion with Spanish guitar and

European melodic vocal patterns. The traditional musical genre of son, shared by both

islands, became the primary focus for this research because of its ability to unite both

islands in the creation of a new identity shaped by music to transcend from colonialism to

post-colonialism.

Throughout the Spanish colonial Caribbean there are varied derivatives of

Spanish guitar combined with African percussion, however the son stands out as the

iconic music of criollo racial and ethnic fusion in the New World. The son is primarily a

musical style, but it is also a term used to reference a social dance ambiance oriented

towards gender pairing or coupling. As we shall see, various artists have used the son as

an iconic symbol of island allegiance beyond music. The term son when used as a verb in

Spanish such as soneo and sonear, stands for lyrical improvisation, the term on its own is

a conjugate meaning “are” or “to be.”

The most striking historical figure to offer a blueprint for this research is Puerto

Rican poet Lola Rodríguez de Tió. An avid reader in her youth, she was particularly

seduced by the writings of Fray Luis de León, and wrote her first verses under his

influence. In 1863, at the age of 20, Lola Rodríguez married Bonocio Tió Segarra, an

educated writer and a man of liberal ideas who was politically active against the Spanish

Colonial regime. Lola and Bonocio made their home a center of gatherings and political

reunions. Between 1867 and 1889, Rodríguez de Tió and her husband were routinely

banished from Puerto Rico due to their political activities against the Spanish colonial
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government. In 1867 Lola wrote the revolutionary lyrics for “La Borinqueña.” (The song

evoked patriotism in the followers of Ramón Emeterio Betances, the primary instigator of

the Grito de Lares of 1968, the largest Puerto Rican uprising against colonialism in

history.) Whether residing on the island or in exile throughout these years Lola used her

poetry to contest colonial rule, openly claim the independence of Puerto Rico, and

propose a united independent republic with Cuba.

Lola and Bonocio lived in New York for some time where Lola met and

developed a working relationship with José Martí, a Cuban national hero and an

important figure in Latin American literature. It is believed that her work with Martí

developed strategies for her proposed unified republic. It was during her meetings with

Martí that Lola is said to have proposed the design of both island’s post-colonial flags,

using the same design with the colors reversed for each nation. Based on their connection

to Martí, Rodríguez de Tió and her husband set up residence in Havana where they

actively worked towards Cuba’s independence from Spain and where she founded the

Cuban Academy of Arts and Literature.

It was from Cuba that Rodríguez de Tió published her third book in 1893 titled

“Mi Libro de Cuba” (My Book of Cuba) in which one of her most famous poems “Cuba

y Puerto Rico Son” (Cuba and Puerto Rico are) appears. This classical work plays with

the definitions of son as a marker of national identity linking Cuba and Puerto Rico as the

two wings of one bird and illustrating the many figurative uses of son during her time

period. The poem reads:

Cuba y Puerto Rico Son
De un pájaro las dos alas,
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Reciben flores o balas
Sobre un mismo corazón

(Cuba and Puerto Rico are
Two wings of one bird

They receive flowers or bullets
Upon the same heart).

Much of Lola Rodríguez de Tió‘s poetry was a feminist revolutionary critique of

Spanish colonial rule. She was an author whose scripts took on political action. Today

she is remembered not only as a poet but also as a political activist against Spanish

colonialism as well as towards the literary bridging of both islands. After the U.S.

appropriation of Puerto Rico, Rodríguez de Tió and her husband fled permanently to

Cuba to avoid political persecution. She died there in 1924 (Toledo 2002). Lola‘s

biographical, political, creative, and literary works offer a historical and metaphorical

blue print for “Son Dos Alas.”

A post-colonial Americanized interpretation of this relationship between Cuba

and Puerto Rico as “nearly brothers” is depicted in a post Spanish-American war political

cartoon that appeared in the Chicago Inter Ocean in 1905 (Johnson 1993). The political

cartoon depicts American public opinion reifying the island-wide notions that both

islands shared a relationship to each other with reference to the United States. In this

classic illustration we see Uncle Sam holding a young, light skinned “Puerto Rico” by the

hand while telling him that “bad boy” Cuba could have been his brother, insinuating that

Cuba could have also become a U.S. colony. The less overt messages are found in the

personification of Cuba as a reckless sambo gunslinger, running from not only Uncle

Sam and Puerto Rico but also its own emptied out bank accounts made to resemble the

“irresponsible adult.” Uncle Sam’s paternalistic approval of Puerto Rico is insinuated in
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the caricature’s youthful expression of surprise at Cuba’s behavior. The political cartoon

is an illustration that resonated with Rodriguez de Tio’s poetry in U.S. popular culture

and the mainstream media of her era.

Image #1: “And to think that bad boy came near to being your brother!”
Chicago Inter Ocean 1905

Decades into the 20th century, during the 1940’s and 50’s, Cuban

singer/songwriter Benny Moré internationalized the son. A few years into his global

success, on tour in Puerto Rico, Moré named singer songwriter Ismael Rivera “El Sonero

Mayor” (the premier improviser) who utilized the son to reaffirm the African roots of the

working class struggle. It is noted that Moré and Rivera utilized the son as a musical

representation of Caribbean identity in reference to both racial and working-class

solidarities. Later, in somber remembrance of the death of Che Guevara, Cuban musician

Carlos Puebla published the song “Que Pare el Son” (stop the son) as a tribute of

mourning. We see, marked within the prose and the music, how the son has offered
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social, racial, class and political critiques through popular culture artistic expressions in

both Cuba and Puerto Rico.

Diaz Ayala’s (2003) comprehensive research on Cuban musical styles points out

the distinction of son among other island musical genres. Based on improvisation, the

son, and more particularly the act of sonear (poetically improvising to the melody), was

innovative when it first flourished because it presented a musical style with polyrhythm.

The son was the first of musical genres of the Caribbean, both Cuba and Puerto Rico, to

offer a rhythm with a melodic counter point, while basing itself lyrically on the act of

improvisation. Ayala points out that the flexible improvisational nature of the son offered

freedom from the confined three-minute song structure. Due to this nature of the son,

Ayala comments, there are very few early recordings of the genre because early music

industry standards of the era couldn’t fit a son into the typical three-minute vinyl slot.

It is in the son where we find the strongest ethno-musical relationship between

Cuba and Puerto Rico. Although there may be an evolved relationship from traditional

son to contemporary rap, for which some previous ethno-musical studies demonstrate

similarities, this work does not propose that there is a direct relationship from one

tradition form to a contemporary one. Rap developed globally, regardless of local

tradition ethno-musical contexts and evolutions. This work proposes, rather, that son was

the last musical form in which Cuba and Puerto Rico shared musical convergence on-site.

After the Revolution and the imposition of the U.S. embargo, Cuba became isolated. It

was not until this fieldwork that a musical “bridge” was created uniting each local

manifestation of rap through a global platform.  (It should be noted that a diaspora of
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musicians from the islands led to the development of Latin jazz, salsa, and other

derivative musical forms.)

Despite parallel developments of the son on each island, it was in New York City

shortly before the development of hip-hop that these converged into the musical genre

today known as salsa, marked by pioneer percussive innovators such as Giovanni

Hidalgo, and Mongo Santamaria. The collaborative nature at its inception between both

islands – created in the diaspora and not on-site – is reiterated in the Fania Records

(Universal Music Group 1966) co-authored album by Puerto Rican timbalero Tito Puente

and Cuban vocalist Celia Cruz titled “Cuba y Puerto Rico Son.” An even more

contemporary reflection of the popularity of this brotherhood was exemplified in the

2006 Baseball World Classic held in San Diego where fans of both finalists, Cuban and

Puerto Rican leagues, celebrated the gathering of the two island leagues with chants of

the century- old poem by Rodriguez de Tío “Cuba y Puerto Rico son, de un pájaro las

dos alas.”

Due to the isolating factors (political, economic, geographical) between both

islands, the son musical form was the last ethno-musical convergence these islands

shared until they re-converged through this fieldwork via the production of a series of

historical pioneering rap songs. Despite their political isolation, the popular culture belief

that both islands formed the two wings of one bird,  derived from Rodriguez de Tio’s

poetry, prevailed in Cuba, Puerto Rico, New York and throughout their diasporic

communities worldwide. Although since this research was initiated new unrelated

collaborations have prevailed outside of this fieldwork, this work pioneered the concept
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(and methodology) of re-unifying lyricists (and their audiences) via audiovisual

production.

From Phases to Phrases

The research consists of the production of the four musical tracks (“Son Dos

Alas” – They are Two Wings, “Guasábara” - War, “Sin Permiso” – Without

Permission, and “Sange Guerrera” – Warrior Blood) by rappers selected from each

island based on their professional trajectories. Fieldwork took place in Cuba and Puerto

Rico, primarily in Havana and San Juan respectively, for 6 years from August 2003 –

August 2009. Initially I set out to inquire how hip-hop was acquired in Cuba versus

Puerto Rico and if there was a correlation between the political and economic contexts of

each field site as it related to the diffusion of hip-hop abroad. My primary hypothesis was

that the diffusion of hip-hop relied on racial and class solidarities. These solidarities

allowed for Cuban and Puerto Rican youths to utilize hip-hop not only as a localized tool

for social change, but also as a global bridge for solidarity among each other. However I

discovered an energetic and dire need from rappers of each location to engage with each

other, and slowly the fieldwork took on a life of its own, yielding four unique songs

produced solely for this research. Individually they make up the core research data, yet

when looked at as a series they provide evidence for evaluating the success of the

methodology.

I relied on the son as the (post-colonial yet pre-revolutionary) blueprint for

previous historical musical convergence and separated categories of hip-hop’s potential

diffusion from the U.S. into the islands via (1) individuals, (2) images and (3) markets
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(Puerto Rico) / government agents (Cuba). I began by asking general questions such as:

(1) Where did networks develop between individuals, who were they, and what were the

influences of the “people to people” contact? (2) How was the transmission of hip-hop

influenced by access to publications, films, music videos, photographs, and more recently

access, or lack thereof, to the internet? (3) Is there any resonance of the son (or other

folkloric musical forms), its content and delivery (lyricism, delivery, improvisation, or

flow) found within contemporary hip-hop musical productions in either site? (4) Is there

a correlation between government absorption of hip-hop in Cuba and its market

exploitation in Puerto Rico, especially with regard to repertoire, rotation or censorship?

Interviews were conducted in three phases. The initial introductory interviews

were informal guided dialogues and discussions, sometimes one-on-one and other times

in small social circles. The second interview phase, generally limited to fewer subjects,

entailed more formally oriented question-and-answer sessions, sometimes in front of a

camera or with a voice recorder, but more commonly just generating notes. I discovered

in this second tier process that my manner of framing questions interfered with yielding

authentic answers. No matter how I posed a question, my background, education and

privileged access to both field sites influenced the manner in which artists might respond

to meet my expectations. In order to overcome this limitation, the third interview phase,

unique to this fieldwork, requested artists respond “on their own terms” to the research

themes. Rather than posing a question, I posed the abstract theme of “Cuba and Puerto

Rico” and allowed artists to “perform” their responses. In turn I discovered artists were

more articulate and honed in on the issues that most mattered to them, responding to the

research scope rather than a set of research questions. Originally these third-tier
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interviews were aimed at documenting responses constructed through the four elements

of hip-hop including rap, turntablism, visual art, and dance routines. However as research

played itself out in the field, these third phase interviews became solely dedicated to rap

or lyricism and their musical production, recording, and mix. In most cases audio and

music video realization created an organic and complex set of responses and production

processes that yielded the core of the research data.

I witnessed two types of human behavior through participant / observation. These

behaviors were between individual actors in private settings and among artists in social

gatherings or public performances. In private settings I paid close attention to the

dynamics of support networks, references to colleagues, commentary about political

agendas, dialogue towards or about genre leaders and gendered interactions. In public

forums I focused my attention on interpersonal interactions and allegiances. Presentation

of the self within the social context with respect to fashion, gender, physique, and other

forms of non-verbal communication was also taken into consideration. The purpose of

gathering such specific data was to complement the manner in which the artists define

themselves as social beings and idols of popular culture. Analysis of musical

compositions, lyrics, body language of performers, and the reactions by their audiences is

essential to understanding their influence and hence their leadership initiative. These

became guidelines by which I selected which artists would best serve for the third phase

interviews to interact with each other from each location.

Forms of idealization and cultures of personality among hip-hop artist, their

repertoires, and their audiences allowed me to compare the real person with their

romanticized popular image. The person is differentiated from the cult of personality,
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analyzed in terms of artist and individual, furthermore these are separated from their

repertoires. I wanted to capture the individual within this methodology yet produce the

artist in the final outcome.

Musical production methods varied according to the access artists had to

technological equipment. For example, early in my fieldwork I saw a DJ in Cuba, wrap  a

wet sponge around a microphone and rub it against a mirror to mimic the sound of

scratching a vinyl record, yielding an “authentic” sound. DJs did not simply accept that

they had limited technological resources such as turntables or vinyl to create the famed

vinyl scratching sounds. Essential to the authenticity of hip-hop is the creative nature of

inventing the means by which to produce it.

Previous academic research, literary works, magazines, journals, photographs,

newspaper accounts, album liner notes, film, radio and television archives supplement the

primary data. Music publishing, the role of corporate labels, international copyright laws,

and market / government initiatives to subvert or engage hip-hop in the social fabric have

highlighted areas of inquiry. Bureaucratic processes necessary to acquire performance

permits, publish compositions, broadcast recordings, and secure venues are indicative of

state and mass media support. Cases of government and/or market censorship are

particularly informative in assessing the official as well as public “rejection” or

“acceptance” of historic repertoire as much as that of this research. This secondary data

lends itself to the analysis of collaborations between both islands’ musical repertoires

throughout the past 50 years, as developed in chapter 1, “A Caribbean Soundscape,” and

with regard to overall conclusions.
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Initially the phase three audio visual and musical recordings/interviews were used

as a form of archiving, documenting and disseminating data. I set out with a microphone

and camera to “see what I could get.” When I first arrived on the scene for pre-

dissertation research in 2001, I had to walk in the footprints of all too many unethical

music and video producers who came before me. Many of these producers had taken

commercial advantage of talent, most often for free without retribution for the artists of

their marketed productions, at times, even omitting contributor’s credits. Producers who

visited Cuba would take already made musical productions and compile these into CD

compilations or video documentaries. Some even omitted artist’s credits. They then filled

their own pockets without returning to share the finished products and their rewards.

Research students such as myself came to extract information yet never returned their

data, making subjects feel like “specimens” rather than “creative contributors.” If my

fieldwork were to be successful I would have to distinguish myself from the rest and

forge new ground, first by giving back rather than taking in. I began by defining what a

successful project might look like, in terms of its relationship with the subjects and its

ethical obligations. I started filming and editing music videos as a way to “give back”

rather just “taking in” data, images, music, and so on. A one-time visit with the

“proposal” of returning would not suffice. Spending one long fieldwork journey to later

write and produce the dissertation material was obviously not the trustworthy or more

qualitative approach. I decided instead that shorter dispersed trips, yielding productions

upon each return, depositing copies in artists hands, and offering them material for their

own press kits for their own street marketing would develop trust. As time passed and I

made a series of trips, each one yielding a finished product developed from the previous
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trip, the work developed consistently, and artists participated actively, working together

to make these productions a reality, one by one.

I made myself available to direct and produce music videos and musical

productions for artists in order to create social relationships based on (a) my need for

research data and (b) their need for music/video direction, technological equipment and

engineering. I utilized annual events such as the Habana Hip-Hop and the Symposium for

Cuban Hip-Hop in Havana to introduce myself and expose my work to artists as a way of

removing possible suspicions and gaining a local reputation as a qualified producer. The

result of this experience, which played out over the initial few years of fieldwork, yielded

social relationships that incorporated my work into their “scene” and helped make me

less the “other” while yielding fieldwork data in the form of music videos, live

performance documentaries, interview videos, and musical productions.

In 2005 Anónimo Consejo released their first music video for their song “La Ley

5566” (Law 5566) which I directed, produced and filmed. The music video was

nominated for the “rap music video of the year” for the Lucas award ceremony (The

Cuban equivalent of MTV Music Video Awards in the United States, essentially a

mainstream, nationally broadcast music video award ceremony that receives regional

Caribbean satellite reproduction). Previous years the Lucas awards did not offer a rap

category. Due to the submission of this video, the category itself was given substantial

content to offer a competition, which was in itself significant for both the movement and

my own participation as a trustworthy collaborator. This developed the hip-hop

movement and sent a clear message that there was support for this musical genre in the

mainstream media outlets. Producing music videos such as Anónimo Consejo’s “La Ley
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5566,” Obsesión’s music video for “Los Pelos” (The Hairs), Yimi Konclaze’s video for

“Morir por la musica es vivir” (To Die for Music is to Live), RCH’s music video for

“Protesto” (I Protest) and Los Aldeanos’ videos for “Coge tu Flow a La Aldea” (Get

Your Flow a La Aldea as read from a menu, Aldea referring to village) placed my

relationship to artists into a new category that was recognized as a ”collaborator /

contributor” beyond “researcher.” This recognition solidified my inclusion as an

international platform for directing, producing and disseminating Cuban rap and as a

global actor within the local hip-hop scene. At the time of dissertation writing, the “Los

Pelos” video received the prestigious Cuban Lucas music video award6 solidifying the

influential role I played as a music video director in the field and recognizing the local

value of the participatory aspects of my fieldwork.

I often discussed the foreigner’s exploitative approach with local artists, to which

most artists referenced specific works where their music or art was featured but they

never received financial gain from sales and often wondered if they were even given

credit. Keep in mind, there is barely internet contact for most Cubans, leading to the

disconnect and isolation from the globalization of their works via web publication

platforms or internet sales outside Cuba. Although in many cases it is true that videos and

CDs were sold online, other cases were exaggerations of financial gain from productions

that barely rotated in film festivals or blogs and cost their producers and directors more

than they ever received. Artist’s perceptions of being taken advantaged of seemed to

matter more than the actual profits on the other end. I discovered all artists I interviewed

whose work was featured abroad had notions that money was being made of their music,

when in reality it was minimal if any.
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The music industry has shifted from one of previously profiting from a product

(CD, DVD, mp3, or merchandise) to one of gaining income from a service, such as

concert tours. Independent films and music compilation albums made about Cuban hip-

hop have barely managed to be shown in the film festival circuits or generate free

download statistics and Youtube views. At the very least these efforts have enabled

audiences to get a glimpse of Cuban rap, but have certainly not yielded wealth for the

artists. Although this can help artists stimulate music sales online or generate live show

invitations, the documentaries and films in and of themselves have not been seen to

generate major sales or marketing statistics. In one discussion rappers referred to this

common method executed by foreigners as the “Columbus syndrome,” such that foreign

producers would “discover” them as artists and then take their productions abroad to

make money off them and never return. This was more popular among artists after the

explosion of Ry Cooder’s 1996 famed Buena Vista Social Club film and soundtrack,

which served as the ideal example of such production. The American filmmaker /

producer arrived in Havana to “discover” talent and then showcased these artists as exotic

relics in New York’s Carnegie Hall.

At the time I had concentrated on phase three interviews, recording artists through

all four elements of hip-hop responded to the research themes naturally from their own

will and interest in the project. I began to take note that these recordings began generating

a social value of their own. Removed from my research, artists were using these

productions for their own demos and street marketing. The value of reciprocity in the

Ethnographic Productions took form, and the playing field became leveled between that
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of researcher and subject, perceived more so as co-creative roles between artist and

producer.

Phase three interviews became in and of themselves a methodology for not only

establishing social relationships based on media production, but the actual songs and in

some cases their respective videos formed the data archive from which Puerto Rican

artists learned about Cuban rappers and vice versa. By allowing artists to interpret and

respond to the research questions through visual art, lyrics, dance performance, and

musicality (hip-hop), I created a space for them to dialogue with each other through the

research process. This unique method allowed me to create guided arrangements for

observation. Media as a methodology for documentation, collaboration and

representation offered a new form of self-criticism and immediate evaluation typical of

classical anthropological research, accessible to all contributors, researchers and subjects,

but through a new multimedia platform, making the methodology and dissemination

process unique to this research model.

As time passed back and forth from one field site to the other and through

moments sharing the fieldwork data from each location, the concept of recording one

song between a rapper in Puerto Rico with a rapper in Cuba was introduced into the

dialogues. Specifically, on a bus ride in Havana chatting with pioneer rapper Yrak Saenz

also known as “Vitalicio,” we discussed such a phenomenon as producing a hip-hop track

between islands. Something of this nature had never before been attempted. By then I had

discovered that many youth from Cuba longed to know about their global counterparts,

with a particular affinity for Puerto Rican rappers. In Puerto Rico, regardless of political

inclination, there was a general curiosity for Cuban rap, likely due to the minimal
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information available. Puerto Rican rappers were authentically interested in themes of

comparison between both sites and engaging with their counterparts to create new

alliances.

A musical track between Cuba and Puerto Rico became the most daring

challenge, for it had the potential to identify with youth in both places, allowed for direct

communication despite geographical and political isolation between artists, as well as

each others’ audiences, and would entail communication without any type of censorship,

filtration or institutional control. Within a geographical and political situation where

artists couldn’t meet in person, they could in fact meet through the media. Artists were

actively involved in the selection process of which other artists they would be paired with

based on the availability of artists on the other island. The goal for artists was to speak to

and with each other, their audiences and demonstrate their caliber of talent together.

A main purpose for the research was to see what they would relay to each other through

music given the chance. The mutual goal was to defiantly challenge the geographical and

political barriers in an engaging and exciting public display of courage through rhymes

that aimed at highlighting common themes. At the same time this fieldwork began,

hardware and software for production and reproduction became available. The

technology for non-place based audiovisual production, unavailable only ten years

earlier, was now portable and economically accessible.

My access to low-budget yet high-grade audiovisual production equipment

allowed for the methodology presented in Son Dos Alas to develop organically. The

methodology proposes audiovisual production as a key site for anthropological inquiry in

order to overcome the geographic and political isolation artists articulated about one
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another. Although artists were recorded in each field site location, the “place” for inquiry

was not to be “discovered” or “located” in either Cuba or Puerto Rico. Instead, it was to

be “created” between sites within the media.

A Place Called Media

Son Dos Alas questions whether media can be a place for anthropological inquiry,

and if it is, then what are the unifying elements rappers, isolated by all other means,

articulate when they encounter each other in this place. The key site for anthropological

inquiry in Son Dos Alas was “created” using multimedia technology. As a result, the

dissertation demonstrates how the experiences rappers articulated within the media

modified their everyday behavior and demonstrated a sense of responsibility to each

other. This approach differs from traditional uses of media in anthropology used as a

form of documentation or dissemination of fieldwork data.

Distinguished from documentary films, audiovisual production is a method that

demystifies the comparison between oneself and the other. Within the ethnographic

recordings of this thesis, there exists a liminal space in which each artist interprets their

speech as “protected,” transcending localized censorship, political context and the

vigilance of authority figures. Due to the global audiences the songs were intended for,

rappers chose their lyrics more carefully than they may have for other recordings

expected to stay within regional limits. Roseman (1991) explains a similar manifestation

is the exploitation of Vietnam war movies since the 1960’s by American filmmakers in

which concern for presenting political and cultural critiques of the social world become

“protected” by being separated from their political context and “deposited” in a global
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audience’ psyche. Artists interpreted these recordings far more protected than perhaps

even themselves as protagonists.

Documentary filmmaking and anthropology both expanded together in the first

half of the 20th century. Russian filmmaker Dziga Vertov and French anthropologist Jean

Rouch labeled Cinéma Vérité as provoking audiences to promote social change through

realistic documentation laced with scripted camera work and editing. Interpretive

ethnographers who incorporate multimedia into their Ethnographic Productions now have

more room for interplay between the circumstances of fieldwork and the control of their

ethnographies (Roseman 1991). I discovered that the execution of this type of

ethnographic vérité production expands traditional anthropological fieldwork not only

through multimedia presentation but also by narrowing the division of power dynamics

between the anthropologist and their subjects in the field, relying less on the word choice

of literary works that can obstruct situational power relations in the subjectivity of the

script.

Action research as presented by Lewin (1944) as “a comparative research on the

conditions and effects of various forms of social action and research leading to social

action” applies to this fieldwork and its multimedia component. Herein cooperative

inquiry, also known as collaborative inquiry (Heron 1971, Reason & Bradbury, 2001) is

combined with the action research approach. The major idea of cooperative inquiry is to

“research ‘with,’ rather than ‘on,’ people.” It emphasizes that all active participants are

fully involved in research decisions as co-researchers.

Participation is also a political process (Bookchin, 1991; Bachrach and Botwinick,

1992). It honors the basic right of people to have a say in forms of decision-making. In
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traditional research, the roles of researcher and subject are mutually exclusive. The

researcher only contributes the thinking that goes into the project, and the subjects only

contribute the action to be studied. In co-operative inquiry these mutually exclusive roles

are replaced by a co-operative relationship based on reciprocal initiative and control, so

that all those involved work together as co-researchers and as co-subjects. This is not an

immediate occurrence. In this fieldwork I have acted as primary investigator, but the

cooperation with the artists took its own range of processes (and consequences). Some

included building trust or navigating the lack thereof, acquiring recognition as a producer,

transcending gender roles and acquiring business knowledge with regard to legal

contracts, releases, etc.

Son Dos Alas fieldwork focuses on uniting collaborative inquiry with action

research as proposed by Freire’s (1970) Participatory Action Research (PAR). Freire’s

work on the “pedagogy of the oppressed” offers a point of departure, in which the method

of “banking” knowledge unidirectionally by a teacher into a student’s mind, to later be

reproduced in the testing process, is critiqued as inefficient. This method from teacher to

student, does not allow each to learn from the other, nor does it value the student’s

experiences in the pedagogical process. The power dynamics are shifted in PAR so that

all participants bring a unique value to the research. This promotes the idea that PAR

researchers are really co-learners with the people they meet in the fieldwork process,

thereby promoting the validity that all people are intellectuals who develop intricate

philosophies through acquired knowledge and lived experience. Sharing the educational

process mutually yields new data for the research itself and stands to offer a democratic

mediation to the research goals.
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The Ethnographic Productions from phase three interviews began to take

precedence as a site for inquiry. As the fieldwork organically developed, I experimented

with recording a musical track with two artists from each island. This first production

intended to investigate the potential for creating a musical bridge, but by no means set out

to define a methodology nor create the first in a series of songs. Nonetheless, this

experimentation yielded the title track for this dissertation, Son Dos Alas between

Anónimo Consejo in Cuba and Tego Calderón in Puerto Rico on a musical composition

by Paul “Echo” Irizarry. The tangible production of this first song added a new

dimension of questions and possibilities to the research.

The song “Son Dos Alas” (They are Two Wings) was created between 2004 and

2006. I suggested Anónimo Consejo and Tego Calderón respectively because of their

similar Afro-diasporic repertoires and each one’s self-proclaimed interest in the other’s

work. Needless to say, when offered the chance to collaborate on a song together, each

assumed their contribution with great pride. Retrospectively I would even say today with

relief that market and political agents were the only barriers and had these not been in

place, they may have come together to write music together long before this project.

I recorded Anónimo Consejo’s lyrics for “Son Dos Alas” in a state-run recording

studio in Havana called Electro-acustica Studio. Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernandez

played a rumba Columbia through the instrumental that I later interlaced with Echo’s

original composition. Tego’s portion of the song was recorded in Puerto Rico at The Lab

Studios. Later Viviana Pintado’s vocals were interlaced to create a chorus of her

harmonizing the words, “Cuba, Puerto Rico, son dos alas.” The overarching theme of the

song is about overcoming political boundaries through the solidarity of race, marked by
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similar everyday racial struggles and Afro-Latin identity. Miscegenation is still viewed

institutionally as a whitening process in the Caribbean and race remains an underlying

theme in contemporary social politics and mainstream media, radio and television in both

islands. In Latin America racial categories, usually defined by labor conditions more so

than phenotypes, dictate access to civil rights, education or economic and environmental

resources such as healthcare, hygiene, sustainable development, and the empowerment of

role models. Racial allegiance was the primary metaphorical “bridge” that reached

beyond geographic, political, or economic boundaries. It is not coincidence, nor the hand

selection of artists, that upon initial contact rappers joined voices yielding a song that

aims to distinguish race as a point of juncture rather than exclusion. Rather, I argue, this

theme was at the forefront of youth’s civil rights struggles in each fieldwork location.

The collaborative track produced after “Son Dos Alas” was written and recorded

by Siete Nueve from Puerto Rico and Magia from Cuba between 2005 and 2007 titled

“Guasábara” (meaning “War” in the indigenous Taino language of the Caribbean

Arawak tribe). This track differs from the production of the rest because I did not directly

record the vocals for this track nor did I produce the mix. My role served as facilitator

more so than that of producer/engineer. While producing the song “Son Dos Alas” I was

also exploring a few other similar collaborations since I did not know exactly where the

work might lead. One of these proposals was between Magia and another rapper from

Puerto Rico called Eddie “Dee” Avila. Despite recording Magia’s vocals at Electro-

acustica on the same day as Anónimo Consejo’s, Eddie never contributed his part, and

the track remains among those that did not blossom from this research project. However

the proximity to Magia working on the track with Eddie opened up possibilities to try to
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realize a similar engagement with her and another Puerto Rican rapper. On his own

initiative, Siete Nueve who had heard about my project reached out to me

enthusiastically. He was ready and had follow-through to complete the track with Magia.

Siete Nueve recorded his portion first on a musical composition by Nuff Ced. The song

“Guasábara” is a call to unify rappers throughout Latin America to protest the wars led

by governments against the will of their masses. Again, it is not coincidence that this

theme prevailed as a bridge since it was created at the peak of the U.S.-led war in the

Middle East.

The third track to reach completion was “Sin Permiso” (Without Permission) by

Intifada from Puerto Rico and Los Aldeanos from Cuba. The song is based on the critique

of corruption, bureaucratic processes, and its bourgeoisie delegates. The song divides

society between vagabonds and rebels as opposition to government authority. Marx’s

“lumpenproletariat” of beggars, guerrilla armies, or gangs are placed in the position of

the “good guys” in opposition to bureaucrats, government officials, soldiers, state

security and police. I recorded in the underground Real 70 Studios in Cuba and my own

portable set-up studio I refer to as 009Once in Puerto Rico. Real 70 Studios is the studio

of producer Papa Humbertico, who lives in the far outskirts of La Habana. Named by its

address, house #70 on Real Street, is a unique place where despite its removed

geographical location in Guanabacoa, receives visits from rap fans worldwide.

Humbertico first built his home studio in 2001 with minimal equipment built around the

shared use of his mother’s laptop and a small portable microphone. Today with help from

foreign friends, tourists, producers and rappers, combined with an island wide clientele,

Real 70 is one of the most well-known and best equipped underground hip-hop recording
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studios in Cuba. Although it is geographically isolated, it is socially and technologically

central to the hip-hop movement. The concept of defying permission comes into play not

only in the lyrics of rap, but also in its production process, since underground studios

such as Real 70 are considered illegal in Cuba. In Puerto Rico 009Once is a small

homemade recording studio I constructed myself in a studio apartment with portable

recording equipment and a makeshift vocal booth.

The lyrical content of the song is about taking back power by the “weak” and re-

leveling binary relationships (Scott 1985). The overarching theme of “Sin Permiso” is

about resisting authority figures, in a militant fashion, by any means necessary. The

song’s content refers to using truth as a means to power, expressing the reality of how

people survive within the margins of the socio-economic and political systems without

asking for permission. This anti-systemic theme based on class solidarities was not

coincidental rather precisely what Intifada and Los Aldeanos had been expressing in their

own repertoires independently for years prior to this union.

When I refer to “Sangre Guerrera” (Warrior Blood) as the “last track” of the

four, this is solely in terms of methodological chronology. However its chronological

placement makes “Sangre Guerrera” different than the other productions. It incorporates

new layers of meaning in its production and cinematographic techniques, as well as the

manner by which it directly speaks to the previous recordings and assesses the issue of

ethnographic self-representation in anthropology. The song, written by El B, from the rap

duo Los Aldeanos and Siete Nueve, who had respectively each participated in the second

and third tracks of this project, utilized this digital arena to acknowledge and react

towards the project and the production space itself. The music video incorporates, or
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makes reference to, many of the artists in the previous collaborative productions. “Sangre

Guerrera” serves as the core evidence that artists reflected upon the methodology and

altered their behavior based on the encounters experienced within the media.

Assessed by their altered behavior by references to previous collaborations within

this series of songs created within the digital space, artists confirm to each other and their

mutual audiences the existence of a “place of encounter” within the media. Although

lyrics are oriented towards each other, at the same time they are speaking outwardly to

their mutual audiences. These historical songs as the first collaborations between rappers

from Cuba and Puerto Rico demonstrate that when given the opportunity to overcome

isolation, the interaction and collaboration in the created space was based on mutual

assessments about injustices.

Artists in this project such as Tego Calderón and Anónimo Consejo did not come

together in the song “Son Dos Alas” because they were rappers within a globalized four-

element model of hip-hop. They came together because they were united by their value

systems that reflected their assessment of racism as a global injustice. The song “Son Dos

Alas” is a celebration of race and racial solidarity. However what united its authors was

not the celebration of racial identity, but rather the injustice of racism as a phenomenon

between islands experienced by each rapper in their respective locations.

The research data proposes that youth who participate in hip-hop are united

through value systems that are perceived and expressed through the elements of hip-hop.

The musical genre offers youth the platform on which to codify and express their values,

but it is because of shared value systems that I found rappers came together in these

productions.
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None of the rappers who participated in this project were united by issues that

were deemed “right,” such as perhaps could have been seen through themes of love,

patriotism, courtship, materialism, or fantasies of wealth and fame. Rather what brought

them together was their common assessment of wrongdoings and injustices. The themes

are obvious, but what may not be so obvious is the perception of rights and wrongs as the

core unifying themes and value systems that united these rappers.

Participant/Observer, Producer/Scholar, or Activist/Anthropologist?

What exactly is my role as producer and observer, as participant and scholar or as

activist and anthropologist? How does one wear many hats while maintaining scientific

objectivity? How do artists interpret my roles or their participation in these productions?

What role does their audience play in consuming, transforming or rejecting the artistic

material in each location? Does the artist and their repertoire become more “authentic”

when they collaborate with a respective artist from a location that is considered

prohibited? Do artists introduce more or less political terms when their platform and

audience become clearly global? Do they rely on historical legacies of collaboration

between their islands on which they build their lyrical foundation for their contemporary

rhymes? Does musical ethnographic recording, editing, and their subsequent publications

(i.e. production), become a new global space or location for anthropological inquiry and

exchange between subjects? Does the evolution of this work from “Son Dos Alas” to

“Sangre Guerrera” alter the meaning of each song and my position as participant,

producer, observer, scholar, or activist and anthropologist?
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These collaborative tracks were created with each artist in isolation, yet from

within the incubated space artists not only responded to one another and as we can see

from the series “Son Dos Alas” to “Sangre Guerrera” they also alter their behavior

alluding to the fact that recording these tracks created mutual responsibilities to each

other. Vocals were recorded within the local context of each island and then brought

together in a new “space.” This new space exists neither locally in Cuba nor Puerto Rico,

although the media records them each in their local settings. Rather it is a non-localized

space that I propose gets created within the media. The research utilizes media as a place

where musical dialogues occur under circumstances that prohibit the meeting of its

respective artists. This method of making media a location outside the field site, yet

relying on access to the field site, challenges many of the “location-based” discussions of

traditional anthropological fieldwork consisting of media production that primarily uses

media as a form of archiving, documenting or disseminating data.

This research aims to further understand what musical productions between artists

who never meet, from two nations who have similar post colonial histories yet

contrasting political contexts, and whose citizens are physically divided from each other

can tell us about the similarities in their social, political, racial and economic situations.

The research aims to assess where there exist junctures between the two, and whether

these junctures highlight potential tensions alongside allegiances. The work further

investigates what these contact zones tell us about how hip-hop, and rap particularly, has

developed in each respective island despite their isolation from each other. What can

these production processes tell us about writing and recording music together – yet in

isolation from each other? Producing musical tracks between two groups who never meet
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creates a convergence between two similar and parallel communities that allowed for

solidarities to form, upon which very real personal obligations were developed and social

behavior was altered.

Exchanges occur within the content of their lyrical montages, as well as in their

musical compositions. The process of production was unlike a regular authoring or

recording session where artists are organically inspired from one another in the creative

process and then lay down vocal tracks accordingly. These tracks were a collaborative

project, and as such the geographical and political boundaries between artists was

completed in sessions over the span of months. Artists wrote all their original lyrics and I

recorded their vocals, later editing them into a dialogue, as would have been done in a

regular studio session. However the processes to asses each other’s lyrics, approve and

suggest changes, record, listen to a preliminary mix, perhaps rerecord, edit, and finally

celebrate a satisfactory final mix took at least one year rather than a few days and crossed

geographical and political boundaries rather than occur in one secluded studio session.

By engaging the artists into these dialogues it also engaged their audiences,

creating multiple layers of meaning between hip-hop artists and their mutual localized fan

bases. Elaborating on these conditions, I show that each portion of the song was created

in isolation from the rest of the montage, artists wrote their lyrics on their own but

because of short time constraints rarely had a chance to analyze in depth what the other

had proposed. Of course had my economic resources as an ethnographer/producer been

limitless, these collaborations could have been completed in the same succession yet over

a much shorter time span, thus allowing artists to have greater connection with each other

as well as contemplate more closely over the other’s lyrics before recording their own.
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However financing limitations forced me to record each song in the time span of

approximately one month with its respective artist, return to base to finance a

the next departure, and set out to the other field site to record its counterpart for another

month.

My first steps into the field intended to address the processes of diffusion for hip-

hop onto each island. This initial scan of the field revealed to me that the primary

difference with regard to audiovisual production between locations was the access youth

had to technology. Where youth in Puerto Rico had access to at least second hand

recording equipment nearly within reach, Cuban rappers invented their instruments from

antique Soviet relics. My role filled the technological gap allowing for the process of

bridging these two communities of rappers to blossom organically.

While producing these tracks, creating a convergence of recordings from each

field site, media was no longer simply a form of archiving and documenting, rather it

became an organic variable in the fieldwork process for which I had to account. How I

interpreted the technology was undoubtedly different than how subjects in each location

interpreted the same. Ironically where in Puerto Rico my equipment (and perhaps even

my determination) seemed outdated and minimalistic, the same equipment and dedication

was viewed in Cuba as modern and state of the art.

It seemed as if when each artist rapped into the microphone, they weren’t

speaking to their usual audiences, rather they were sending a message to a “new” global

audience that was previously out of their reach. Reminiscent of sending a message in a

bottle, they performed for the recording as if they were testifying to “the world.” Media

itself became a location that symbolized “right here” and “everywhere” at once, a new
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location where two parallel musical genres and its artists, converged. The public eye of

the final productions seemed to create a safety zone where audiences became witnesses,

creating a worldwide archive of their stories as well as a neutral political space to express

their struggle towards their own freedom of expression.

For the sake of understanding the dynamics of this project I like to use the

concept of media serving as a transversal bridge, such as a line that intersects two

parallels. Metaphorical parallels can be distinguished throughout the overall project. First

and foremost, Cuba and Puerto Rico share similar post-colonial histories with parallel

racial and class ideologies portrayed through their previously published repertoires. The

audiovisual production created a “global location” for convergence and media became

the transversal line that joined parallel subjects and locations together. There is also my

parallel role in the productions as a national and cultural outsider, neither of Puerto Rican

nor Cuban decent. Lastly, artists in both locations held similar relationships to me as well

as to the media that I orchestrated. Potential future research could inverse this method of

research such that if we find (or we create) a transversal such as media served for this

research, we should check for social, political or economic parallels. I selected to build

“bridges” within the media, but perhaps other structures could also be developed with

media that could prove this methodology expansive for the discipline.

The Politics of Art, or the Art of Politics?

Bridging communities whose governments have opposing ideologies created a

series of politicized obstacles to the fieldwork in both locations. The research received

scrutiny from Washington offices for legal clearance traveling to Cuba, requiring an
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extensive bureaucratic process for travel authorization, particularly after 2001 during the

onset of this research. The fieldwork took place for six years throughout the majority of

the second Bush Administration, whose U.S. foreign policy towards Cuba was

antagonistic, limiting family remissions and tightening the U.S. travel ban.

Each collaborative track took approximately 18 months to complete. Travel

between both field sites was necessary to complete the recordings, and to finalize mixes

inclusive of the artist’s opinions and approvals during the production processes. Adding

to this participatory element were the political barriers the work was crossing, forcing me

to work one on one with each artist. At times, when I sent the musical references with

others to give to the artists to begin the writing process until I arrived, the material never

reached them, considered “lost” in the delivery. Many artists, in Cuba particularly,

blamed state security for intervening in the transference of audio files. Other times, due to

the high profile nature of the artists, concerns about the vocal files “leaking” through

third parties limited me from sending files with third parties.

Another major factor between political poles was the limited funding available for

research in Cuba, as nearly all U.S. institutional dissertation grants do not allow

fieldwork support in Cuba due to the U.S. embargo, and of those small pools of funding

that do, most are federal grants oriented towards national security interests. These, as I

witnessed among colleagues, tended to create restrictive circumstances for research on

the island. The primary supporter of this research came from the John D. and Catherine

T. MacArthur Foundation administered by the Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of

Global Change. Any funds external to the MacArthur Dissertation grant originated from
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personal miscellaneous labor while registered as a full-time graduate student and working

as a teaching or research assistant.

The research further received manipulation from Miami’s Cuban-American media

outlets. The songs and their Puerto Rican artists received threats of boycotts from the

Cuban-American community in Miami, claiming that the collaborative songs supported

the Castro regime by glorifying Cuban rap. In addition to the antagonism from Miami

Cubans, many Cuban government officials are suspicious of any projects granted

authority by Washington to travel and more so when the research ignites the Miami anti-

Castro community. The “project” became much too charged for a neutral interpretation of

the research scope.

The 2006 Cuba Commission Report by Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice makes

reference to a marginalized group of Afro-Cuban males under 35 who are under-

represented in leadership positions. She points out the rap community as a possible site

for dissident youth to congregate, a site that should be monitored by Washington as

potentially generating internal counterrevolutionary cells. Fernandes’ (2003) fieldwork

with Cuban rappers acknowledges this social layer as the primary producers of hip-hop.

The purpose of the Commission report is to locate cells of dissidence in order to finance

and assist counter revolutionary agendas within the island. Washington’s approval of my

travel to Cuba confirmed for Cuban officials that my production of hip-hop with rappers

did not need to be of malicious intent for the research data to serve enemy interests.

In hindsight at the time of writing, I deduce that no research from a U.S.

institution can be completed in Cuba without facing these political issues. Regardless of

the researcher’s intent, it is my personal and professional experience that the “sacrificial
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lamb” will always be the principal investigator if his point of origin is a field site’s

political or ideological enemy. This is true with respect to the manipulation of my

persona by Cuban officials because of my U.S. citizenship, or the institutional restrictions

and lengthy Homeland Security interrogations caused in the U.S. due to not serving

American political interests. The neutrality of academic research becomes an empty

space where in the end, despite efforts to “stay objective,” the researcher is penalized

both within the field site and from within the U.S., usually resulting in expulsion and

manipulation by both7.

For readers in the discipline it becomes clear that I am avoiding a lengthy

discussion about anthropology and counterinsurgency. I intend not to address this issue at

length, nor do I intend to ignore it. Since its colonial inception, anthropology has been

utilized to better understand the natives in order to better exploit them, regardless of the

intentions of the anthropologist. Although I have faced interrogations and offers on both

ends to serve as a government informant, it is important for me to be clear about my

political neutrality.

I am against the U.S. embargo on Cuba and believe the travel restriction for U.S.

citizens should never have been made into law in the first place. Yet at the same time I

have published songs by rappers such as Los Aldeanos track “La naranja se picó” that

strongly criticizes the Castro administration. I also produce and publish music videos that

do not coincide with the images of Cuba the U.S. administrations wish to portray. For

example none of my videos present youth holding hunger strikes or marching with

gladiolas asking for international intervention against a dictatorship or regime. Had I

encountered these occurrences, I would have objectively published them; but I did not.
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My only loyalty has been to hip-hop and its practitioners, using media as a safe platform

for their expressions, regardless of who their target of aggression has been.

I have witnessed youth in Cuba censored and jailed for their rap lyrics and public

performances. I have also witnessed youth from the United States prosecuted and fined

for traveling to Cuba and performing in hip-hop festivals. In 2004, the annual Habana

Hip-Hop festival was cancelled due to the passing of hurricane Charlie over the capital

city. Among those disillusioned by the cancellation, a spontaneous freestyle rap circle

developed in the streets by rappers who enthusiastically improvised for onlookers. As a

response to this public congregation, military police moved against the gathering. Youth,

likely empowered by having international witnesses, resisted and police violently arrested

and physically abused participants. Officials seized photo and video cameras of both

Cubans and foreigners alike. Since that day I realized as a U.S. foreigner in Cuba I stood

in a place of privilege. My public defiance of the U.S. embargo and travel ban made me

symbol of Cuban revolutionary triumph. Yet ironically defending Cuba against the

repression by the United States, I stood witness to police brutality within a nation I

defended against my own. I am conscious that my fieldwork and artistry as a producer

defies both Cuban and United States political interest by “not taking sides.” Since that

day, the irony I witnessed inspired me. Rather than bringing down my left fist, I raised

both. From that eureka moment the concept of uniting rappers between Cuba and Puerto

Rico through media as a safe platform for expression was birthed.

My activism has focused on keeping manipulative politics away from the work

and myself. However it has become clear that neither “side” of the issue has approved of

my findings since they have not served either of their political interests. If one thing is
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clear, both U.S. and Cuban government authorities have expressed discomfort with my

fieldwork. Rather than further develop an understanding of the complexities, it seems to

have been easier to simply manipulate the context of my fieldwork to fit into either of

their 50 year old paradigmatic boxes.

It was not out of the ordinary for me to label digital vocal files, audio or video

tapes, and CDs with abstract titles of popular salsa bands or mainstream television shows,

just in case they were to get reviewed by authorities that may consider confiscating the

data should a rapper’s identity be affixed to it. This is true either in Cuba or entering (and

exiting) Puerto Rico or the mainland U.S. My layovers in Cancun from Havana consisted

of intentionally designated hours at the airport business center uploading files to a host

European based server online The research was highly scrutinized by authorities, both

from the United States and Cuba, although in hindsight, Cuban officials were much more

polite, likely because of perceived “foreigner privilege.” All these precautions were not

without reason. Most re-entry into the United States experiences consisted of private

physical screenings, lengthy interviews that turned into interrogations, having my hard

drives temporarily confiscated by Homeland Security agents for review, and phones calls

to the Office of Foreign Assets Control office to verify my University of Minnesota

license for travel to Cuba. Usually these sessions took from 2- 10 hours8. Although other

items were routinely permanently confiscated, the appropriate documentation kept my

data and media equipment such as laptop, microphone, audio interface and video camera,

as well as tapes, CDs, DVDs and hard drives from permanent seizure.

Needless to say, the research data, the songs and I, myself, quickly became

politically charged and deemed “rebellious” with respect to all the authority it confronted.
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Although this created tensions in the field and eventually tensions led to roadblocks on

one side or the other, this element also created a unique authenticity among rappers. The

defiance towards authority the productions proposed were just as valuable as the

dialogues it was creating, reifying the purpose and need for the work. Where one artist

would relate lyrics that would be welcome by Cubans on the island, the same text might

have the opposite reaction for Cubans in the diaspora. Considering that hip-hop

blossomed as an anti-authoritarian expression of marginalized communities in New York

City, it seemed to be perceived by artists that this “rebel” nature of the fieldwork granted

it a unique authenticity. Songs and their respective music videos from Puerto Rico and

Cuba, by allying with each other, inevitably presented images contrary to those promoted

by Miami media and Washington politics. The new location within the media carried

political weight where authority figures were not welcomed by rappers, forcing me to

navigate and negotiate between two political poles while balancing out and negotiating

between my role as an activist and that of an anthropologist.

Organizing the Dissertation

The second chapter titled “A Caribbean Soundscape: Challenging a Myth”

addresses the history of musical collaborations from both islands since their

independence from Spain until today. I divide music into a service versus a property,

defined by either the live performance marked by concerts and tours or the recorded

tangible product such as sound recordings, albums, or mp3s. As we review points of

collaboration between Puerto Rico and Cuba we will also find locations of tensions.

These contact zones where frictions prevail are highlighted as resulting from differences
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between U.S. capitalism and Cuba’s socialist state with regard to music as a form of

intellectual property. The historical background of collaborations between islands,

despite major label omissions, is necessary to better understand the methodological

contribution of Son Dos Alas in order to value its distinction from previous similar

musical partnerships.

In volume I of Capital, Marx (1867) explains mental labor as a type of work that

could be performed outside of the relations of production, and therefore be

“unproductive” but with a potential to shift, if the laborer as proprietor of his past or

present labor, decides to sell the labor product. This alludes to the nature of creative,

mental labor as a form of intellectual property that holds an intrinsic potential value to

shift from that of unproductive to productive. As such, intellectual property yields rights,

unlike manual labor, which according to Marx creates alienation. In a romanticized

attempt to nationalize all intellectual property rights at the inception of the Revolution,

the possibility of profit from copyrights and musical royalties were initially removed.

Music as a product or as a form of intellectual property was forbidden, along with its

rights. In the last ten years singer/songwriters have received more support to protect their

works, but yet today there is no international Cuban copyright office or library of

individually registered intellectual property.

Major music labels in the United States whose marketing is geared towards Latin

genres in the United States have omitted a relationship with Cuba since the 1959

Revolution, perpetuating a myth that the island’s music has developed in complete

isolation. This first chapter challenges such a myth by picking out musical collaborations

between Cuba and Puerto Rico over the last hundred years, focusing on negotiations in
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post-revolutionary musical repertoires and distinguishing key collaborations and

influences. I argue that the “hands off Cuba” approach by major labels and music

publishers has created a false interpretation of musical isolation during the last fifty years,

and that the illusion holds origin in the unreconciled conflicts between socialist/post-

socialist and capitalist intellectual copyright laws.

Chapter 3, “Between Play and Rewind” addresses the issue of access to

technology within the social margins. The chapter is divided into sections named after the

different action categories of reproductive technology such as Stop, Play and Rewind.

The chapter aims to offer a new perspective to traditional hip-hop scholarship that tends

to categorize hip-hop as the result of victimization within marginality. Instead, this work

aims to express how hip-hop is a result of ingenuity that only occurs within the margins

due to its given scarcity and “trickle down” access. The chapter opens with a new

interpretation of the 1970’s and 80’s New York Bronx movement and its marginal

development. I argue that images, sound and video were exported abroad from this

original pop cultural manifestation, materializing more rampantly in key locations where

marginalized youth have “just enough” access to technology in order produce and

reproduce it.

“Between Play and Rewind” aims to provide value to the methodology proposed

in Son Dos Alas since hip-hop is, in and of itself, an audiovisual culture. Building an

approach on artists’ “own terms” was the only acceptable approach upon which to

achieve an anthropological understanding of hip-hop as a platform for (re)production.

The comparative approach is utilized to analyze how reproductive electronic

equipment filtered into both islands from aspects of Caribbean labor migration and
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privatizations from U.S. military bases abroad. The margins of military bases were sites

that media and communication technology could be intercepted and acquired by youth

who chose to experiment with it. Distribution and broadcasting outlets of the bases did

not allow for experimentation in the same rebellious and unsupervised manner the

margins permitted. Fluctuations within the rim of these bases is precisely where

interception and experimentation occurred during the 1970’s and 80’s between Panama,

Puerto Rico and Cuba, leading to the development of Latin hip-hop. This access to

experimentation with handed down equipment yielded a new generation of self-taught

civilian technologists. For the music industry this translated to the informal development

of underground music producers and video clip directors.

Lastly, “Between Play and Rewind” assesses the role urban geography plays in

marking and identifying specific sounds to urban settings and neighborhoods. The

professional or homemade production studio mimics the urban setting and is analyzed as

a global outlet within a local context. The chapter aims to explain how access to

technology and the creation of isolated spaces are processes that transform hegemonic

means of surveillance and social organization into “weapons of the weak” (Scott 1985)

Chapter 4, “Repertoire and Rotation: Music as a Contact Zone,” explores global

contact of musical catalogues in the music industry guided by mobile capital. Music is

divided into a product and a service and how these create global contact zones between

local politics and global capital. Since the development of digital music file sharing, the

recorded tangible product has been limited to marketing purposes for selling the

experience of music. Due to the fact that music as a tangible product no longer sells as it
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once did, major labels have altered their investments towards shaping artists who perform

repertoires from their catalogues in order to make money from copyrights.

Many performers who can liberally travel and gain wages abroad find themselves

belonging to a slightly distinct elite class. Mary Pratt’s (1992) work on “contact zones”

points to the creative reform power held by such elites since their position allows them

certain perspective and authority towards challenging the hegemony of the nation-state.

Consequently, a second group develops on the margins of local institutions and markets

with limited access to global networks. The research demonstrates that this group can at

times face censorship as a reaction to their social critiques by authorities. Both of these

responses lead to global rotation, one for artists the other for their repertoire. Even in

cases when the content is institutionally marginalized or censored, the repertoire, without

the artist, is popularized into global rotation.

Music acts as a contact zone between service and product, especially where these

intersect between songwriters and performers. Radio broadcasting, publishing, television

or film synchronization and the performance of songs by artists other than their

songwriters or composers all put music into global rotation without the necessity of

touring the artist to generate sales. A final arena for contact occurs with respect to music

as a service such as travel and touring of artists. Music becomes a contact zone between

the local and the global as well as between music laborers and a social elite class of

intellectual property owners. The chapter summarizes these issues as exemplified by the

ethnographic cases assessing how festivals and institutions acts as conduits for global and

local artists and repertoires to connect. Lastly the chapter analyzes the case of a denied
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trip to an international competition by a censored artist in Havana as an example of a

unfulfilled contact zone.

Chapter five “Rites of Rhyme: The Developmental Phases of Hip-Hop”

concentrates on the developmental phases of hip-hop’s global acquisition. This chapter

examines the public arenas for socio-economic and ideological negotiation between civil

groups and the state. Both fieldwork locations suggest similar historical processes that led

to and overcame censorship resulting in a later stage of commercialism. The

developmental phases of hip-hop are divided into (1) “assimilative” phase, (2)

“appropriative” phase, (3) a third phase called “homogenous dissimilarity,” and (4) a

fourth phase termed “commercial cooption.” In the analysis of phases, I question whether

censorship that tends to occur in the third phase is inherent in hip-hop or is contextually

conceived. The reason for reviewing these stages is that they represent the separate

phases each location was experiencing at the time of my fieldwork and can help us isolate

patterns in the phases of hip-hop’s development abroad and its binary relationships

between “underground” and “mainstream” commercialization. I propose that the

disjuncture between the islands experiencing the later two phases at the time of fieldwork

explains why half of the eight songs attempted were not completed. The completed songs

address themes that united rappers by their values and assessment of commonly

experienced injustices. Where as the songs that addressed themes about hip-hop itself

suffered an impasse, suggesting the disjuncture of phases could have influenced

connectivity with regard to hip-hop as a message. The chapter also illustrates a previously

uncollected rich history of hip-hop in each location.
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Chapter 6, titled “The Bridge,” presents previous multimedia ethnographic

literature assessing the historical role of media in anthropology. I demonstrate how the

media was utilized to produce the research data, termed herein Ethnographic Production.

The chapter explains with detail the audiovisual productions yielded from this research

and the four musical tracks assessed as the ethnographic data that makes up the bridges

between field sites. I propose that Ethnographic Production could in fact be utilized in

various manners, but was conceived as an innovative method to address this particular

fieldwork setting.

My concentration for the dissertation has been the creation of bridges within the

media, but I also propose that other structures could be built using the same methodology.

The showcased musical tracks, of which the last two also consist of music video are: (1)

"Son Dos Alas” by Anónimo Consejo and Tego Calderón, (2) " Guasábara " by Siete

Nueve and Magia, (3) "Sin Permiso" by Los Aldeanos & Intifada, and (4) “Sangre

Guerrera” by El B and Siete Nueve. Discussion of these productions is divided in three

sections marked by an analysis of each song’s theme, the dynamics of getting them done

and their production processes, followed by an analysis of their musical composition,

structure and engineering. The last two songs also include discussion of their music

videos as matrices. The songs serve as the research data from which I pick out key

elements that stand out in the lyrics, music and production processes of these creations.

The data reveals that it is through value systems and common civil rights struggles,

perhaps more so than strictly the four elements of hip-hop (rap, break dance, turntablism

and visual art), that youth relate to one another and their global audiences.
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The final chapter reiterates the major points outlined throughout and discusses the

implications of this fieldwork and dissertation with respect to its unique methodology of

creating convergence through audiovisual production proposing a new tool for

anthropological inquiry. Audiovisual production as a methodology combined with

historical analysis and a multi-media ethnography aspires to update traditional forms of

anthropological research to suit current multidisciplinary expectations. This process

nurtures and stimulates the creativity of the subjects, and offers them an integral and

autonomous role within the dissertation. It is an approach that aims to narrow the divide

between investigator and subject, creating an equal ground based on hip-hop as an

audiovisual culture, while the research itself becomes an educational tool. The

multimedia productions offer an avenue for anthropological inquiry as well as a platform

for cultural exchange.

                                                

1 Wanguhu, Michael. Hip-Hop Colony. 2007. Image Entertainment.
2 Condry, Ian. 2006. Hip-hop Japan: Rap and the Paths of Cultural Globalization. Durham, NC: Duke
University Press.
3 Ganz, Nicholas. 2004. Graffiti World: Street Art From Five Continents. New York: Harry Adams Inc
4 Prey, Doug. 2001. Scratch. Palm Pictures.
5 KRS-One. 2003. “9 Elements.” Kristyles. Independent Release: New York
6 Although in the United States one might consider this recognition similar to the MTV Video Music
Awards, it is in fact significantly different. Most of the cultural industries in the United States have been
privatized, thereby programming and broadcasting channels such as MTV are designed with the interests of
their corporate owners in mind. In Cuba, the LUCAS award comes from the Cuban Institute for Radio and
Television and due to its focus on music it is conjoined with the cultural industries of the state. For
purposes of understanding the cultural value of this award by American audiences, the LUCAS could be
compared to a mix between MTV’s programming and broadcasting influence with the cultural credentials
and government recognition of the National Endowment for the Arts.
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7 Take for example the fact that recently I received an employment negation from a government institution
for an Administrative Assistant position for “providing professional services to the Castro Regime and its
communist populations.”
8 From 2001 – 2010 only on one trip was I allowed re-entry through U.S. Customs without detention, this
was in September of 2009 as an official member of the Peace Without Borders Juanes concert work team.
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Chapter 2 - A Caribbean Soundscape: Challenging a Myth

Introduction

In Puerto Rico, music labels define themselves by market success, particularly

amongst youth. In Cuba, these same major labels have virtually no presence, albeit with

some exceptions through European subsidiaries. Major music labels in the United States

whose marketing is geared towards pan-Latin genres have perpetuated a myth that the

Cuba’s musical contributions and industries have developed in complete isolation from

Puerto Rico. In this first chapter, “A Caribbean Soundscape,” I challenge this myth by

looking at musical collaborations between Cuba and Puerto Rico over the last hundred

years, distinguishing key collaborations and influences as they pertain to their respective

contemporary hip-hop movements. A century of historical cases alluding to shared

repertoire and rotation demonstrates the union between each island in the construction of

their respective musical identities (son, nueva trova, and now hip-hop), despite their geo-

political isolation and a political and economic “hands off” approach by major

international labels or music publishers in the last fifty years. Challenging this myth is

important for understanding how shared repertoires have led to new musical genres and

have been one of the few bridges that has kept both islands conjoined despite political

and geographic isolation. The musical form of son is the first musical bridge forged

between islands by the medium of theatre. Salsa was another bridge between islands as a

result of migration. Today hip-hop, and more specifically this fieldwork, is a new bridge

upon which the islands have conjoined via the avenue of media.
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 “A Caribbean Soundscape” illuminates the role of music as a conduit between

both Cuba and Puerto Rico despite geographical, political, and technological isolation.

Despite apparent isolation, there has in fact been a century of collaborations between

musicians of both islands. Throughout this dissertation, music is divided into (1) a service

defined by the live performance, and (2) a property distinguished as the recorded tangible

product. Reviewing points of collaboration between Puerto Rico and Cuba, we will also

find locations of tensions with regard to music as property and musicians as laborers.

Many of these points of tension are the result of conflict between U.S. capitalism and

Cuba’s socialist/post-socialist state as they apply to the intellectual property that is music,

songwriting and copyrights. This chapter explores how these collaborations created the

historical backdrop upon which my fieldwork took place.

A Century of Musical Bridges

In order to understand the current relationship between Puerto Rico and Cuba, as

well as between globalization and isolation with regard to the music industry and its

artists, it is important to look at specific moments, genres, and political transitions where

Cuba and Puerto Rico have established contact through their musical and cultural

productions. This section highlights key musical collaborations (performance and

recording) and their socio-political implications in order to better understand how these

bridged both islands.

At the turn of the century after the Spanish-American war, Teatro Bufo created

one of the only platforms for political critiques in the public sphere that united Cuba and

Puerto Rico. This political comedic theatre offered a platform upon which dramaturges,
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actors and musicians from each island held exchanges through tours, shared composition

works and mixed casts of artists from both location. Teatro Bufo was the first “bridge”

from which musical forms particular to each island fused to offer a new distinct musical

style. Teatro Bufo was a Latin derivative of American minstrel comedy theatre

responsive to an anti-colonial agenda with political satire. Its very joking nature

constructs a forum for political opinions to be discussed by performers and audiences, yet

disown the appropriation of the critiques through the ambiguity of satire. According to

the research of Fredrick (2001) and Lane (2000) the scripts for Teatro Bufo are comprised

of three characters, the African black man, the Cuban mulatto and the white European.

Performances were both scripted and musical. In 1900 when the Foraker Law was

approved, establishing civil government and free commerce between Cuba, Puerto Rico

and the United States, productions such as the Teatro Bufo had an opportunity for

exchange and touring between islands. Some of the key themes tackled in these

productions concerned the symbolic representation of colonialism via the three

predominant racial character profiles of black, mulatto and white. Accompanied by

musical scores, the lyrical content critiqued the clash between national agendas, socially

racial hierarchies, and tensions between the rural and urban criollo identities1 along with

other politically charged comedic themes2. Arising from the use of Teatro Bufo as a

platform for artistic experimentation, Cuban and Puerto Rican artists collaborated to

make son a popular musical form.

The son is a musical genre that originates from the mixture of Spanish guitar

mixed with African percussion and European melodic vocal patterns. It is considered

both a musical style and a social dance ambiance. Although historical fusion and
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experimentation of the son in Teatro Bufo productions led to a new dual island sound, the

son developed independently in both Cuba and Puerto Rico. The musical soundscape is

associated with both islands’ similar post-colonial criollo racial identity.

The musical characteristics of the son vary widely. A defining characteristic is a

bass pulse that comes before the downbeat, giving son and its derivatives its distinctive

rhythm, known as the anticipated bass. Son lyrics are typically formulated in decima (ten

line) octosyllabic verses. It is performed in 2/4 time. The son clave has both a reverse and

forward clave. A forward clave has a three-note bar (tresillo), followed by a two note bar,

while the reverse is the opposite. It is argued where Puerto Rican soneros have advanced

the forward clave, Cubans have emphasized the reverse style.

Both islands developed their own derivates of son such as the son-montuno and

the son-guajira in Cuba, and the son-guaracha in Puerto Rico. Teatro Bufo became a

shared platform for both islands to interlace cast members, mix musicians and collaborate

in fusing musical styles. Due to each island’s colonial history Puerto Rico was known as

the “whiter” island where as Cuba was considered the “darker” isle. This was due to the

quantity of slaves in each place and the higher amount of traffic Puerto Rico had from

Spain for exporters of gold from the Caribbean. This racial difference allowed for a slight

auditory difference between the son-montuno and the son-guajira from Cuba to be

considered more percussive, and the son-guaracha to have developed more melodic

patterns.

Teatro Bufo was the first platform or “bridge” that allowed for the exchange of

artists and casts, musical techniques, and percussive versus melodic styles, that fused

distinct local repertoires of son-montuno or son-guaracha integrating them into “the son.”
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Although local repertoires of each distinct son continue to develop in isolation from one

another, because of Teatro Bufo the son is considered the first musical form to merge

Cuba and Puerto Rico’s musical styles. Although this is true of other musical forms such

as rumba, these other musical styles did not experience a similar platform as Teatro Bufo

that allowed the musical forms to interact during colonial and early post-colonial eras.

By the end of the 19th century the son developed in Cuba not just as a musical

sound but also inclusive of a social ambiance oriented towards sexual partnering3. From

traditional post-colonial son to the modern day perreo dance of reggaetón, one of the

primary extracurricular elements of the dance itself is courtship. A contrasting derivative

of the son-montuno in Cuba is the sucu-sucu son from the island of Pinos off of the coast

of the Cuban mainland. The sucu-sucu was a popular style of son that proposed the

potential for non-coupled dance. Where as coupled dance settings promote the concept of

procreation and gendered pairing, non-coupled dance offered an alternative form of

individualized public social interaction and movement. Despite the fact that the sucu-sucu

offered a more advanced fusion of pan-Caribbean sounds incorporating influences from

el tamborito of Panama, el porro from Colombia, merengue from Santo Domingo, and

Plena from Puerto Rico, it was authored with the aim of engaging groups in the

consciousness of lyrics more so than promoting partner dancing. The lyrics of early sucu-

sucu son recordings allude to social protest with references to situations and critiques

from within the isle of Pinos. We can see an example in the sucu-sucu son titled “Felipe

Blanco” named after a governor of the island during Spanish colonialism. The song

denounced individuals who failed to contribute to their workload in society (Orovio

1992). This unique lyrical and dance styles made sucu-sucu son known as a type of
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protest music. The sucu-sucu son was the only type of son that offered a platform of

social critique outside of its use in Teatro Bufo during the era and I deduce that this

localized isolation, far from the collaborative fusion that led to “the son” that emerged

between islands may be what led to its eventual disappearance.

Based on improvisation, the son, and more particularly the act of sonear (poetic

improvisation to the melody), was innovative when it first flourished because it altered a

musical style with polyrhythm. The son was amongst the first of musical genres of the

Caribbean to offer a rhythm with a melodic counter point, while basing itself lyrically on

the act of improvisation. Diaz Ayala’s (2003) points out that the flexible improvisational

nature of the son offered a musical liberty from the confined three-minute song structure.

Due to this nature of the son, there are very few early recordings of the genre because

music industry standards of the era couldn’t fit a son into a typical 3-minute vinyl slot.

At the turn of the 20th century, the North American recording industry caught

wind of this new musical form becoming popular in the Caribbean and focused its

commercial exploitation of the new fused son developing between Cuba and Puerto Rico.

Audio engineers traveled to sites in both Havana and San Juan to “absorb” the musical

sounds for potential recording contracts. Primarily engineers and early music publishers

returned to the United States, registering the copyrights for the new recordings as their

own intellectual property. In Cuba, RCA/Victor paid special attention to musical

repertoires through the 1930’s because national Cuban recording companies didn’t get

established in the island until a decade later. This allowed them to expand their own

catalogues with Cuban repertoires of the early 20thcentury. The archival research of

Glasser (1995) reveals that in 1925 Victor Music Corporation had registered 355
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recordings from Cuba produced on-site. In contrast Glasser reported only 25 similar style

recordings from Puerto Rico despite the island’s U.S. occupation and liberal economic

transfer policies. This seems to reflect a sense of urgency to extrapolate musical content

from Cuba while the political situation was favorable.

As the pre-World War I military bases expanded on the islands, entertainment

provided for stationed troupes made two significant impacts. First it brought the big band

musical troupes to perform on the bases that allowed for musical exchanges with local

artists. Second it made mainland U.S. and international music labels aware of the local

sounds and musical forms to audiences abroad. The first big band recordings from Puerto

Rico for U.S. catalogues were derived from entertainment troupes oriented towards

providing morale for World War I soldiers stationed abroad. In 1917 the Jones Act is

signed in Puerto Rico by U.S. president Wilson granting the United States full executive,

judicial and legislative power over the island, officially making it a U.S. territory.

Citizenship came with the establishment of English as an official language and obligatory

military drafting (Dietz 1994). Afro-Puerto Rican brothers Rafael and Jesus Hernández

formed part of the “Hellfighters Military Band Infantry Regiment #369” during the war

led by African-American musician James Reese Europe. The all-black member band

earned the nickname "Hellfighters" for its participation in several vital military

campaigns. It was the first big band to approach a political, pro-status quo agenda that

included Latino musicians (Acosta 2004). Acosta reveals that the United States military

influence abroad and entertainment places of leisure at bases in both islands brought a

desire to reproduce the “big band” sound locally. Both Cuba and Puerto Rico infectiously

caught on, appropriating the compositional structure. The popularity of these new
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Caribbean big band derivatives in turn influenced American bands to add Latin elements

to their repertoires.

Augusto Coén y Sus Boricuas was the first Latin big band orchestra in the United

States made up of Cubans and Puerto Ricans (Acosta 2004). Their music peaked during

the swing era of the mid 1930’s. The group incorporated distinct sounds of plena, danza,

son, and bolero as well as Dominican merengue, Venezuelan joropo, Colombian

bambuco and cumbia. Due to the success of Coén y Sus Boricuas, son, bolero and rumba

became common exports into the U.S. ballrooms for consumption. At the same time, the

influence of the mambo and the cha cha, began to merge into Afro and Cuban jazz,

leading to the fusions seen in the orchestras of Alberto Socarrás, Marcelino Guerra,

Machito, Chano Pozo, Arsenio Rodriguez and Miguelito Valdés. Arsenio Rodríguez

became the most recognized player of son in the United States, pioneering the modern

Afro-Cuban jazz sound and adapting the guaguanco percussive style to son. Rodríguez

instigated the early development of what would later become key themes in salsa, derived

distinctly from elements of son. He was especially influential, incorporating impromptu

son style lyrical patterns with toques (percussive rhythmical improvisations), adding

instruments such as the congas, extra trumpets, and pianos. Beny Moré (known as the

"Barbarian of Rhythm") further evolved the genre, adding guaracha, bolero and mambo

influences to the orchestra band composition. Big band Americanizing influences,

showcased in the military bases abroad, were replicated locally and incorporated

production, stage plots and instrumentation from groups such as Benny Goodman, Glen

Miller, and Arti Shaw Bands. Moré exported the Cuban interpretation of big band style

back to the United States filling American music label catalogues with new repertoire.
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Military entertainment establishments on both islands were influential in

increasing performance spaces for musical exchanges and created greater access for

American music publishers and labels to scout local musicians. The same is true for the

reverse acquisition and diffusion of American music amongst military cadets, particularly

in the Western hemisphere’s largest bases of Guantánamo in Cuba, the Panama Canal,

and Roosevelt Roads in Puerto Rico. American soldiers, government representatives and

mafia leaders utilized Havana as a resort city for off shore business transactions and

military recreation. In 1934, under Batista, Cuba and the U.S. signed the "Treaty on

Relations," which eliminated the influence of the Platt Amendment from 1901 in Cuba

but continued to allow the U.S. to lease Guantánamo Bay. Batista became a key figure for

the U.S. military to maintain control of Cuban politics inconspicuously while utilizing the

location for their geo-political agendas in the Caribbean. Despite the legal presidential

election of Socarrás in 1948, Batista, with U.S. support, overthrew him in 1952. The four-

year lapse of Batista’s rule did not interfere with the development of musical

performances and the addition of recordings that served U.S. label and publisher

interests.

In 1952, with Batista comfortably placed in Cuba, a new constitution was

approved for Puerto Rico under the permission of President Truman. The island was

proclaimed a Commonwealth of the United States and both capitals, Havana and San

Juan, became key Caribbean locations for military and government leisure. Tourism

stimulated real estate investments and commercial entertainment exploitation while the

geographical locations lent themselves as key potential narcotic trafficking and military

surveillance ports to and from South America and between the Caribbean and Europe.
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Music from the island became a reflection of the politics and development

initiatives that defined the new commonwealth. Under Luis Muñoz Marin, Puerto Rico

launched a development program known as "Operation Bootstrap." The program aimed

to industrialize the island by providing labor incentives to encourage U.S. mainland

investment of external capital. Under Operation Bootstrap, Puerto Rican based companies

would import raw materials to the island and export industrialized products to U.S.

markets. Due to these manufacturing incentives Puerto Rico transferred their primary

production resources from an agricultural focus on tobacco, plantains, coffee and sugar to

industrial development, such as pharmaceuticals, chemicals, textiles, and electronics.

The development initiatives emerging from Puerto Rico’s “Operation Bootstrap”

initiated massive migratory influx between the island and the mainland. Under Puerto

Rico’s new commonwealth status that granted citizenship to its island inhabitants

combined with an open migratory policy, the largest historical labor migration of Puerto

Ricans to the United States mainland prevailed. Dietz (1994) accounts for an estimated

70,000 emigrants from Puerto Rico to the U.S. in the first two years of “Operation

Bootstrap” between 1952 and 1953. The musical group Cortijo y Su Combo4, led by

Rafael Cortijo produced musical repertoires that spoke to the diaspora for Caribbean and

Latin American audiences. Immensely popular across Puerto Rican social classes, the

band "modernized" the traditional forms of bomba and plena, renewed the African roots

of the working class, and unified diasporic Puerto Rican communities from the mainland

with the sounds of the island. As proof, the popular island “Show del Mediodia” featured

the group for five years. They maintained a repertoire that identified with the working

class throughout the island, unifying them with Puerto Ricans in similar class brackets on
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the mainland. The group became recognized as a “voice of the people.” Playing concerts

throughout the island, especially at the traditional “fiestas patronales” (patron saint

celebrations) the group became a musical mark of national identity. Their global success

relied on their repertoires expanding and crossing borders, even without their touring. In

1962 members of Cortijo y Su Combo, led by pianist Rafael Ithier, split to become El

Gran Combo, a key group in the development of salsa on the island and in New York.

When Benny Moré visited Puerto Rico during the 1950’s he was impressed with the

group, but more specifically, with their singer Ismael Rivera, and baptized him "El

Sonero Mayor" (The Premier Improviser) (Diaz Ayala 2003).

The 1950’s in Puerto Rico signified a time of mass migration to the U.S.

mainland. A fractured Puerto Rican working class combined with an economic shift from

sugar and tobacco plantations to textile and manufacturing industries led to new labor

classes and identities. El Sonero Mayor was a legendary musical figure who reengaged

Puerto Ricans with their African roots and their diasporic communities in the mainland.

His repertoire consisted of racial commentary using the traditional son compositional

format. Rivera’s allegiance to racial pride and working class values was critical to his

popularity both on the island and in new mainland cities with predominant Puerto Rican

populations such as New York. Rivera’s lyrical content spoke to the divided Puerto Rican

identity between the island and New York City, claiming audiences on both ends. The

diaspora itself was often a theme in some of Rivera’s songs. It becomes evident that his

repertoire expanded far beyond his physical reach.

With the knowledge that the era brought with the Puerto Rican migration a

substantial musical influence, let us now consider the same era with respect to Cuba’s
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migratory history and the influx of its residents to the United States at the triumph of the

Revolution. This is important because it is in the diaspora of both islands that these

conjoin musically a second time. Teatro Bufo provided the medium that united the islands

with the son, the second sonic bridge occurred due to migration from each island into the

United States. Where son was a result of fusion from local points on each island,

migration provided a new location for the meeting of artists in their diaspora that led to

the development of salsa.

In Cuba, despite economic support and military aid from the U.S. to support

Batista’s regime, the Revolution led by Castro, Cienfuegos and Guevara triumphed in

19595. Radio stations today still play Cartaya’s hymn of the first attack on the Moncada

barracks from 1953 (the initial revolt by Castro’s Movimiento 26 de Julio.) This

reproduction of auditory history is symbolic of the ideological value revolutionary ideals

place on music as a “cultural product.” Immediately upon the celebratory triumph of the

Revolution, musicians responded with repertoire. Moré recorded “Se te cayó el tabaco”

(you dropped your cigar), a song openly written to Batista as iconic of the falling of his

dictatorship. Cuban folk singer Carlos Puebla was named the “Cantante de la

Revolución” (Singer of the Revolution). Puebla’s music became a political strategy to

educate about the potential for leftist revolution throughout Latin America as much as it

served as an artistic project. He presented new repertoire such as “En eso llegó Fidel”

(Fidel Arrived), “La reforma agraria va” (The agrarian reform begins), “Comandante

Che Guevara” (Commander Che Guevara) and “Que pare el son,” (Stop the Son) (Diaz

Ayala 2003). “Que pare el son6” was a plea to stop the son ambience, or stop the party,

particularly in reference to the nightclubs and casinos, reminiscent of Harlem’s Cotton
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Club where afro-Cubans were not allowed to enter unless they were performing. The son

became symbolic of the cabarets, which to the Marxist revolutionary agenda were

symbolic capsules that facilitated social amnesia. Under the guiding force of the

Revolution, cabarets were an expendable loss to achieve economic equality, educational

reform, and agrarian development. The cabaret and the son became icons of lavish

bourgeois leisure.

Military reforms after the Bay of Pigs, an unsuccessful U.S. operation to overturn

the Cuban Revolution, led to the implementation of the U.S. embargo in 1961. New

restrictions forced Cuban musicians to restricted American and European touring

capabilities and adjusted their pay scales to match that of the Cuban masses. Despite

Peter Manuel’s (1987) assertion that out of thirty-six major occupations, the salary of

“well known musicians” was in the top five, (surpassed by cabinet minister, hospital

director, skilled technician and cane cutter), many musicians fled to the United States for

a better “quality of life.” Adding to restricted tours and pay schedules, Castro, in a

romanticized attempt to socialize the nation, removed individual property rights. Under

socialism, authorship would no longer belong to the individual musical composers;

rather, musical and lyrical authorship became property of the nation. All Cubans became

proprietors of Cuban music, culture and art7. This unfolded negatively for musicians who

had recordings registered in the United States, a large sum of which belonged to the

catalogues of RCA/Victor. Justified by the U.S. embargo, New York publishers no longer

had royalty obligations to its Cuban authors, allowing them to hyper-capitalize on Cuban

recordings and copyrights. The 1960’s brought a steady flow of artists from Cuba to New

York and Miami, including icons such as Celia Cruz and La Lupe. As the succession of
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musicians departed, Cuban radio and television discontinued their repertoires from

rotation so as to erase their creative presence from within the Revolution (Diaz Ayala

1994).

The big band experimentation and further development of the son in Cuba became

isolated from the new experiments in the U.S. mainland from the encounters experienced

by musicians from Cuba and Puerto Rico. In New York City and Miami the big band

sound was furthering fusion with Latin elements and the rhythms of mambo, cha-cha and

big band rumba became popular amongst pan-Latins and American audiences alike.

Percussionists from big bands such as Tito Puente (Puerto Rico) were experimenting

musically and fusing elements of the son with vocalists such as Celia Cruz (Cuba). In the

same manner the big bands added elements of son, jazz artists also fused Latin elements

into their repertoires. The fusion of all these elements allowed a cross over and merging

of musical sounds that birth salsa, a phenomenon that could only have transpired in the

Cuban and Puerto Rican diaspora.

The isolation however of those that did not migrate caused a drastic shift in the

contact between island and these began to find avenues for convergence outside of their

relationship to the United States. In Cuba, the sonic form began to evolve, but due to the

U.S. embargo and its influence on any nation trading with Cuba it became globally

restricted to major music labels and publishers from the United States and Europe.

Although limited convergence occurred, most of the influence began to develop through

audiovisual reproduction through radio and television. Cuba’s socialist ideology was

concerned about American musical ideologies causing political influence on society and

carefully monitored its island wide rotation.
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American musical genres such as jazz suffered a difficult acceptance under the

Revolution. Although the new modern African-American identity associated with jazz

was promoted, the bohemian drug use was demonized. Russian rejection of jazz may

have influenced Cuban ideology. Early on groups like Irakere did not receive state

support or government recognition. Yet, similar to its trajectory with rap a generation

later, the Castro administration followed the masses in their acceptance of jazz, providing

state support in the form of salaried groups, annual jazz festivals, and island-wide

concerts (Brennan 2008, Manuel 1987).

In a similar vein, the later incorporation of rock-n-roll into mainstream Cuban

music by the 1980’s was internally considered a failure to liberate themselves from

mainland U.S. music. Argeliers Leon, Cuban ethnomusicologist and composer quoted in

Manuel (1987) contends “If we can borrow from North American music when it serves

us, it’s a form of winning against imperialism – taking what the good American people

have to offer, without the system.” Twenty years later, as further explored in chapter 5

“Rites of Rhymes,” we see a similar consideration towards the appropriation of hip-hop.

Cuba was not far behind American mainstream folk musical forms. Rejuvenated

by the success Cuba experienced economically and politically in the 1970’s and 1980’s,

musicians oriented their creations towards a pro-revolutionary repertoire. This was the

new platform for international rotation for many artists, who created the sound of nueva

trova (new lyrics). Marked by the sonic Revolution in Cuba, nueva trova consisted of

promoting class solidarities on which to promote a new solidarity against U.S.

imperialism and solidify Latin America ideologically. Amongst the most notable artists

of the era to receive international rotation are such icons as Silvio Rodríguez, Pablo
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Milanes, and Vicente Feliu, who became intimately linked with the “sound of the

Revolution.” Drawing from poets such Nicholás Guillén, nueva trova was distinctly

birthed by the Cuban Revolution. The revolutionary aspect of nueva trova lies in its

simple yet politically clear socialist lyrical agenda and its simplistic acoustic musical

composition. We see American protest folk musicians flourish around the same time with

icons such as Joan Baez and Bob Dylan. South America showcased a similar genre titled

nueva canción, (new song) marked by icons such as Victor Jara, Violeta Parra (Chile),

Atahualpa Yupanqui (Argentina), and Daniel Viglietti (Uruguay). Reflective of the

influence of nueva trova as a political resistance movement, in Chile, under the dictator

Pinochet, all live nueva trova performances were banned (Manuel 1987). Nueva trova

sonically captivated the era throughout the Americas, and major labels were not far

behind. Since they could not appropriate the Cuban recordings of the genre, they

strategically invested in the artists who mimicked the form elsewhere.

Puerto Ricans like Roy Brown, Andrés Jiménez, and the group Haciendo Punto

en Otro Son (Making a Point on Another Son) appropriated and contributed with their

musical versions of nueva trova. In both Cuba and Puerto Rico, the politicized lyrics of

nueva trova were directly critical of the United States. Puerto Rican New Song artists

were especially critical of the continued use of off shore islands Culebra and Vieques as

United States Navy training grounds, illustrated in the song “Canción Para Vieques”

(Song for Vieques) by Roy Brown8.

Puerto Rico and other international New Song musicians inserted themselves into

a global rotation of repertoire and touring during the commercial explosion of the New

Song genre throughout the 70’s and 80’s. Meanwhile Cuban pioneers of the genre were
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physically limited from touring. However, their repertoire was actively negotiating the

nationalization of their music as a “culture industry.” During the early phase of the Cuban

Revolution, artists enjoyed high media visibility and international reputations

unparalleled to other professionals, by bringing prestige to the socialist regime that

derived legitimacy, both inland and abroad. The striking difference between New Song in

Cuba and Puerto Rico was the ability for the Cuban repertoires to mark the ideological

sonic recording template worldwide while Puerto Rican artists toured the global live

circuits.

Global Citizenship: Foreign vs. National

Puerto Rico’s music industry success can be measured on similar terms as that of

pan-Latin publishers and labels in the U.S. Cuba’s case is quite different. Modern

recording technology and global capitalism have only trickled in, primarily in tourist

zones that remain in isolated pockets within the nation. Access to global communications

(phone, cell, text, email, internet, etc) is itself limited by these conditions. Added to this

are the many Miami based politically driven missionaries whose success depends on this

global innocence created by such isolation to influence consumer-based individualism

and desires for a “better life” in the United States. This same community, primarily in

Miami, filters selective definitions of what constitutes “democracy” and capitalist

markets with the aim of instilling desires. Counter-revolutionaries and the state both rely

on isolation from global citizenship to implement their notions of “socialism” or

“democracy.” Dichotomies become blurred for many youths, who only receive

glamorized visions of “American life” contrasted with everyday bureaucracies of their
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Cuban reality. Many youths eliminate polarized political ideologies and define

globalization only in local terms between opportunities for personal advancement and

lack thereof.

Global “contact zones” of communication such as the internet are simply not

readily available in Cuba. It is calculated an 8-10% of the Cuban population has access to

mobile or pager/text service9 (Reuters 2004). Aside from government institutions or

associations that allow their members internet access, the only other outlet to such is at

tourist hotels at rates that are prohibitively high for most national Cuban salaries.

Regardless if one can finance such rates, to date there is no broadband network available

on the island making exchanges of digital media impossible. Exchanges of digital audio

or video files are solely based on person-to-person and hand-to-hand transfers.

The internet and its world wide web has become a common international platform

for youth to activate their global citizenship despite their geographical locations. If rock-

n-roll had radio and television, then internet interest groups have been one of the

strongest globalizing forces for hip-hop artists, both in the United States, and worldwide.

The mere lack of internet service in Cuba sets it aside from the global access youth in

other nations have to interact with each other, even if the connection is merely via virtual

interest groups.

Unlike other forms of telecommunication, such as telephones or televisions, the

internet is a communication medium that permits each individual user to send and receive

information to/from many recipients and sources at once. It is not a means of

communication supportive of centralized control. In countries with unrestricted internet

access, the web is an effective means of establishing interaction and discourse among
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citizens10. Cuban officials however view unregulated access to the internet as a potential

tool for Cuban oppositional groups. Contemporary independent groups utilize the

isolation created by the limited access to report on localized manifestations, creating

cyber-windows from behind “the firewall” to the worldwide web without the filter of

state media or the auto-regulation of varying opinions. This allows for many reports to

become politically sensationalized and slanted due to the singularity of news outlets

restricted to individuals with at least some access to the “highway of information.”

A system called the Intra-net allows Cubans to receive e-mail and scroll domestic

web sites. A national network of computer clubs, post offices, and some workplaces and

education facilities are the common places where people gain access to Intra-net. Some

professionals with computers provided from government or commercial sector jobs also

use the service from their homes. Internet access to the worldwide web is restricted to

hotels and government agencies. In the black market, individuals with dial-up access to

an authorized internet outlet sell timeshare to dial up servers, considered illegal, yet

common. The Cuban government places culpability for limited access and the slow

connection speed on its use of a single satellite due to restrictions forced by the United

States trade embargo. Additionally, the trade sanctions in place between the United States

and Cuba prevent connecting to underwater fiber-optic cables installed just miles off the

country’s coastline. Instead of connecting to this “highway of communication,” Cuba

must rely on expensive satellite uplinks to establish internet connections via countries

such as Chile, Brazil and Canada (Reuters 2009)11.

In September 2009 an agreement with China provided a $300 million loan to help

improve Cuba's telecommunications network. Via this credit arrangement, Cuba and
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Venezuela formed a joint venture, Gran Caribe Telecommunications Company, to create

a highway of underwater fiber-optics cables linking the two nations. Telecom Venezuela

called for the development of a line with a capacity of 160 gigabytes per second, which is

well over 1,000 times the capacity of Cuba's current satellite-based internet link, reported

at speeds of 65 megabytes per second (Reuters 2009). This selective access to the internet

dependent on either foreign liaisons at hotels or mediated time shares to official servers

that only provides slow and often frustrating connection speeds creates a socio-economic

curtain between the local and the global imagination.

Approximately seventy five percent of the Cuban population was born and raised

under the Revolution. Cuba’s revolutionary communism/socialism/post-socialism is most

known for granting its citizens a globally advanced universal health care system,

effective literacy campaigns, free access to primary through college education, a socialist

agrarian reform, and a food rationing and distribution system called la libreta (notebook)

that subsidizes all of its eleven million citizens. Despite differing accounts as to whether

these rights are appropriately implemented, they address the concern for the construction

of the “New Socialist Man” to fulfill a functionalist role in national production.

Cuba’s dual economy, based on national pesos versus the international CUC

(paired to the Euro), caters to a separation of not only monetary units but also of social

relationships that inevitably rely on economic exchanges defined by the national and the

foreign. The fall of the Soviet Union, Cuba’s primary trading partner since the inception

of the Revolution, created an economic contraction called the “Special Period in Times of

Peace” during the early 1990’s that was marked by electrical black outs, transportation

shortages, and water rationing. The balsero mass exodus of 1994 (refugees leaving Cuba
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on rafts or balsas) reflected a peak in these scarce conditions. Cuba turned to the

economic security offered by tourism and remittances. Both of these entail an influx of

dollars that today begin to etch class lines amongst an ideologically egalitarian society.

Ironically, tourism caters to Europeans not Cubans, and remittances come mostly from

families in Miami whose underlying intentions are to invest in getting their relatives out

of the country.

Supplying jobs almost at the same rate as government labor, private business

enterprises have flourished more and more in Cuba over the last 15 years since the peak

of the “Special Period.” (Darlington 2010)12. The majority of household products are sold

in CUC (referred to as “hard currency”) despite the difficulty in receiving a salary in the

international currency. Most Cubans receive salaries in Moneda Nacional (MN– national

pesos, referred to as “soft currency”) unless they work in the tourism industry, which

stands to offer the potential of daily tips in CUC comparable to a monthly salary in

national pesos. The circulation of both currencies simultaneously as “real currency,”

either “hard” or “soft,” lends itself to the construction of two distinct economies.

Remarkably these two coins fluidly interact with one another yet mark distinct

differences with regard to the products each may purchase and the socio-economic status

attached to them. Although products or services in MN may be purchased using CUC, the

inverse is not possible. These differences are reflected as much in the national music

industry as in any other contexts. Foreigners visit Cuba in with their “strong global” coin

and Cuban’s coexist with a standard salary in national pesos of about $800MN,

equivalent to $30CUC a month. Alongside a dual currency exist dual markets, creating a

divide between locations and services for foreigners versus nationals.
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Cuban artists are not only isolated, but also vulnerable. Foreigners who go to

Cuba to participate in its music industry usually look for musical productions to take back

home with them, artists to interview, imagery to capture, and/or vocals to record. They go

with the intentions of offering immediate services of distribution, web presence, possible

invitations to foreign musical festivals, or potential fame at the other end of their lenses,

and sometimes just plain cash. They, too, rely on a series of hyper inflated notions of

global capitalism and access to financial opportunism to create local social relationships.

Most of these foreigners do not consciously engage maliciously. However after painting

illusions to gain access to their subjects, few return, and if they ever make something out

of their recordings, rarely do these products make it into the hands of their protagonists.

This situation has created a sense of urgency for the Cuban artists with the goal of

bettering him or herself, to take immediate advantage of the foreigner rather than to

develop a long-term relationship. His or her lack of knowledge about the foreigner’s

social context outside of Cuba, without being able to realistically evaluate where the

foreigner is coming from, their educational background, their health condition, their

financial wealth or lack thereof, at once creates limitations on how the Cuban can verify

the foreigner’s sincerity. Strangers with one thing in common, they are foreigners, can

freely come and go to Cuba for tourism, festivals, conferences, or research. Inevitably the

Cuban rapper realizes a clear divide, and the concept of the “global” and the “stuck” is

compounded in their own biography.

Cuba’s isolation from the global economy is a result in great part to the U.S.

economic embargo placed on the island since October of 1960 when Cuba expropriated

the properties of United States citizens and its corporations. Entitled the “Cuban
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Democracy Act,” the embargo was codified into law in 1992. In 1996 U.S. Congress

passed the Helms-Burton Act13 that further restricted United States citizens from doing

business in or with Cuba, and mandated restrictions on giving public or private assistance

to any successor regime in Havana unless and until certain claims against the Cuban

government are met. In 1999, U.S. President Bill Clinton expanded the trade embargo

even further by ending the practice of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies trading with

Cuba. Some U.S. corporations have managed to circumnavigate the laws of the embargo

because it does not restrict the distribution of “informational materials,” where recorded

music is included.

Despite a growing demand for new musical content and many requests for

commercial collaborations between Cuban and American artists, most U.S. based record

labels restrict their commercial exchanges solely to distribution of already recorded

music. This is because the U.S. embargo forbids the production of new music or the

signing of artists to U.S. music labels for the commercial production of new content. The

Office of Foreign Assets Controls, the branch of the U.S. Treasury Department that

authorizes travel to Cuba for American citizens, only permits the marketing of artistic and

cultural products as a legitimate way of circulating intellectual property. But it does not

authorize the contracting of a Cuban artist by an American record label since it considers

it a direct way of supporting the Cuban government.

Despite ongoing antipathy and a variety of American laws aimed at isolating

Castro’s administration, the United States and Cuba actually have a history of interaction

with regard to their culture industries for over the last half century whether through back

channels, formal conventions or third parties. According to Sweig (2009), negotiating
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teams from each country have met twice annually between 1995 until 2004. Likewise to

this day, the American and Cuban commanders on either side of the gate at Guantánamo

meet with their counterparts monthly. Both sets of talks demonstrate the capacity on both

sides for pragmatism, especially when it comes to the essentials of national security.

Between Political Poles: Copyrights & Intellectual Property

In a romanticized attempt to nationalize all intellectual property rights at the

inception of the Cuban Revolution, the possibility of financial profit from copyrights and

musical royalties were removed. Music as a product, or as a form of intellectual property,

was forbidden. This included eliminating the legitimacy of contracts artists had

established with international record companies that had flourished on the island during

the 1940s and 50s. As a response, many musicians chose to leave during the onset of the

Revolution in order to advance their financial profits from their artistic careers.

Financially driven emigration was at times more relevant for the departure of artists than

diplomatic or political desertions.

At the triumph of the Cuban Revolution, it is documented that while the best paid

salaries were those of musicians, at the same time artists were faced with a limited

rotation in the American and European music market. Many musicians accepted rationed

salaries, while others opted to leave because these did not compare with the potential

salaries attainable abroad. Many restricted tours surpassed the benefits of artists’ well-

positioned socio-economic status on the island. Adding to this, Washington’s economic

embargo created legal limitations towards paying Cuban artists, furthering their access

into a fast growing global music industry or its mobile capital.
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In 1961 Castro proclaimed art as having a social role within the Revolution. He

rejected its commercial aspects and announced the state would replace private businesses

(regarded as corrupt middlemen) in the distribution of all artwork to be processed as a

“cultural industry.” In return, artists assumed the responsibility to raise social awareness

and support the revolutionary regime. In 1968, Castro implemented the “Revolutionary

Offensive” closing down all private nightclubs, recording studios, publishing houses and

art galleries whereby artists deemed “professionals” became salaried employees or

members of the “culture industries.” These artists and their “troupes” were considered

labor units belonging to institutions of cultural production. Silvio Rodriguez reflected

about his labor status such that “an artist is no more than a worker, a bricklayer, a soldier,

or a clerk.” Pablo Milanés related during the era “I am a worker who labors with songs,

doing in my own way what I know best, like any other Cuban worker” (Rohter 1987).

To best understand the development of the music industry globally and more

particularly in Cuba we must analyze how music serves as intellectual property, both as a

product (recording) and a service (performance). For the purpose of this study it is

important to recognize the manner by which music and musicians are viewed under

Marxism and hence how their role is applied to the production and service sectors of

Socialist Cuba. Marx argued that the influence of capitalism is intrinsically destructive to

human beings; it alienates citizens, foments greed, and spawns materialism. According to

Marx, the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism and the ensuing transformation of

institutions would liberate mankind. However, for the Marxist master plan to succeed, a

socialist regime would have to reeducate its citizens so that they would know how to
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think and act within their new society. Essentially this plan proposes the creation of what

is referred to as the “New Socialist Man” (Fromm 1961, Cropsey 1987).

Cuban leaders believed that the creation of a Marxist utopia depended upon their

efforts to mold a socialist citizenry. McMurtry (1978) argues that Cuba viewed

transforming culture, alongside economic and agrarian reform as a priority. Viewing their

pre-revolutionary society as a product of Western capitalism and imperialism, the leaders

sought to transform or replace anti-revolutionary attitudes with a more appropriate set of

beliefs and values for the proposed “new society.” The nation was urged to cultivate an

eagerness for work, deference and loyalty to authority, self-denial, selflessness, and an

orientation toward the state. The “New Socialist Man” would combine all of these

qualities into mental, physical, and ideological strength. This effort to overhaul society’s

traditional culture proved to be a formidable task. The revolutionary culture that Castro

envisioned differed from the Cuban society and solidarity that ousted Batista. As has

been noted in Gerlach’s analysis of social movements (1970), a collective mission to

overthrow one leader is defined more by its opposition than by its own principles. When

groups who conventionally do not get along, unite as a front against one common

objective, social transformation reaches a critical mass. Gerlach notes that the more

difficult task is orienting social change once the communal objective is finally achieved.

Revolutionary leadership urged Cuban citizens, traditionally individualistic,

competitive, and entrepreneurial, oriented toward self and family, to fundamentally

change their attitudes and behaviors to meet new revolutionary standards and goals. The

leadership encouraged citizens to shun individualist entrepreneurship and adopt a

communitarian mentality, to reject competition for cooperation, to reject family loyalties
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in favor of a more nation-oriented perspective. Ernesto Guevara comments on the

existence of the “New Socialist Man” stating "we can see a new man who begins to

emerge in this period of the building of socialism" (E. Guevara 1965). The “New

Socialist Man” was to present to the world a transformed human being with a state

oriented labor ethic devoid of the influence of Spanish colonialism, Cuban slavery, and

Western capitalism (Bunck 1994).

In volume I of Capital, Marx (1867) explains mental labor as a type of labor that

could be performed outside of the relations of production, and therefore be

“unproductive” but with a potential to shift, if the laborer - as proprietor of his past or

present labor - decides to sell the labor product. This alludes to the nature of creative

mental labor as a form of intellectual property that holds an intrinsic potential value to

shift from that of unproductive to productive. For example when a poet writes, he is

unproductive. However if he sells the poem, the poem becomes a product and he

becomes a merchant. If the poet writes for a publisher he becomes a literary proletariat.

When the poet performs the poem publicly, the labor becomes a service. An artist may be

a wage laborer or a merchant. Key to this discussion is the fact that an intellectual

property yields rights, unlike manual labor, which according to Marx, yields alienation.

At the time of his writing, Marx categorized creative mental labor as pertaining to the

service sector rather then the productive sector. Although Marx may have seen minimal

importance in this sector, a century later artists would utilize the intellectual property

rights as a resource to negotiate their productive roles between the state and private

corporations. In order to turn creative work into capital, artists must register their

copyrights with the state and associate themselves with the appropriate organizations and
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corporations that have the productive resources, technology, and structures of

surveillance to monitor usage rights of their music worldwide.

Composers and singer/songwriters must negotiate with the owners of the means to

production that turn their copyrights into capital. In 1974 Cuba joined the United Nations

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and in 1977 the Cuban National

Assembly signed the new legislation protecting international copyrights, modeled under

Soviet Law, previously subordinating individual rights to those of the collective.

However the international intellectual property rights law was limited to territories

pertaining only to Socialist states and prioritized the dissemination of music as a culture

industry that was “in harmony” with socialist goals rather than focused on protecting the

individual authorship rights of the artists. Upon the inception of the “Special Period,”

Cuba revised its intellectual property laws to lure investments per World Trade

Organization stipulations, recognizing patent, trademark and copyright holders as

proprietors, but it did not openly facilitate the process by which to own or claim these. It

was in 1997 that the most significant changes occurred when Cuba signed the Berne

Convention, agreeing to update its intellectual property rights to international standards.

The convention allowed Cuba to form reciprocal agreements with foreign countries

thereby allowing authors to collect royalties from international publications.

Post Cold-War neoliberal precepts for free trade under capitalism proposed

intellectual property rights as a corporate/state mechanism to control the trans-

nationalization of ideas in the transfer of technology, procedures, processes, and recipes.

Some authors such as Hernandez-Reguant (2004) argue that key elements in Cuba’s

transformation are intrinsic in the relationship between art and authorship since the issue
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of copyrights revealed fundamental differences between socialism and capitalism

regarding labor, private property, individual rights and social equality. She considers

intellectual property rights an example that allows us to locate the limits and the

negotiation processes between state projects and artists as laboring citizens.

In the last ten years singer/songwriters have received more support to protect their

intellectual material, but yet today there is no national Cuban copyright office with

international coverage over intellectual property. Artists must register with the Agencia

Cubana de Derechos de Autor Musical (ACDAM – Cuban Agency for Musical

Authorship Rights) for reports and royalties for island-wide rotation. The ACDAM was

founded in 1986 with the passing of Resolution 150/8614. It is the only Cuban association

representing music authorship, composition, and publishing rights within the island.

However the association lacks global registries for their catalogues despite holding

conventions with over 80 individual publishing associations throughout the world, most

predominantly with the Sociedad General de Autores y Editores (SGAE – General

Society for Authors and Editors). In order to attain international royalty management,

Cuban musicians must register their works with Spain’s SGAE, which in 1997 opened an

office in Havana due to the overwhelming demand. Despite its island presence, the

SGAE is not allowed access to royalty assessment within Cuba. In order to attain both

local and global repertoire representation, artists must be dual members of the ACDAM

and the SGAE (or another, perhaps not as convenient) international singer/songwriter and

publisher association.

Today there are various record labels in Havana whose business extends to

foreign markets. The EGREM is amongst the most recognized, but on the same
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production level nueva trova singers Pablo Milanes and Silvio Rodriguez formed

business partnerships with the Ministry of Culture, into which they invested their

royalties and tour salaries from abroad. Rodriguez financed several commercial recording

studios, amongst them Ojala Studios – which forms part of Abdala Studios, and Milanes

established a private foundation for the arts. Other contemporary mainstream studios in

Havana include Electro-Acustica Studios. For hip-hop repertoire, Asere Productions is an

official studio lending its services to the Cuban Agency for Rap, complemented by

underground studios like Champion Records, and Real 70. These all depend on their

access to state of the art technology and acoustic engineering for their development.

Where formal mainstream studios are either state run or formed as business partnerships

of the culture industry, underground studios rely on collaborations and donations from

foreign allies and handed down technology.

Despite restrictions from the U.S. embargo on Cuba, the American music market

has found ways to circumnavigate its laws. Amongst the first U.S. birthed record labels to

distribute island-made music was Qbadisc, founded in New York City in 1990. Today

there are arrangements between Universal Music Group, Peer International, Ralph

Mercado’s RMM Records, and Ahi-Nama Records amongst others. Despite these

U.S.labels’ ability to circumnavigate embargo restrictions, the production team for the

Cuban film “El Benny” about the life of the musician Benny Moré recently produced by

the ICAIC (Cuban Institute for Cinematographic Art and Industry) in Cuba was not able

to gain access to its protagonist’s original recordings from the RCA/Victor catalogue

(Sánchez, 2006). The only recordings available by Moré or the film score were derived
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from live radio sessions or from Cuban broadcasting channels. Soledad (2006) illustrates

this limitation as yet another indirect effect of the U.S. embargo on Cuba.

Conclusion

Major label moguls have omitted the collaborative history between Cuba and

Puerto Rico due to the political effects of the U.S. embargo on Cuban repertoire. Despite

the apparent “silence,” this chapter illustrates a century of contact amongst recording and

performing artists between Cuba and Puerto Rico. I extrapolate potential justifications for

omitting historical collaborations in the mainstream rhetoric of both nations’ music and

culture industries by highlighting the tensions and changes between copyrights and

intellectual property amid Cuba’s socialist/post socialist nation state and U.S. capitalist

market structures. The tensions displayed by contentions with regard to intellectual

property, amidst socialism and global capitalism, illustrate where there exist contact

zones between these. I concentrate on these contact zones because they illustrate that

there has in fact been collaborations between Cuba and Puerto Rico for a century despite

myths of isolation and because these collaborations offer precedence to the historical

bridges that the fieldwork rebuilds.

                                                

1 See Diaz Ayala’s (1981) for further discussion of how Teatro Bufo is responsible for the legendary
reputation of the Alhambra Theatre in Havana that sprouted a unique group of legendary actors and
musicians during the turn of the century.
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2 Diaz Ayala’s (1994) work highlights early commercial public performances of son touring throughout the
Caribbean with musical compositions such as “Oye mi Clave” (hear my clave) and “Tumba La Caña”
(bring down the sugar cane) coming from Teatro Bufo productions
3 Romantic partnering and courtship is often associated with social dance as we can see in the bolero, the
tango, or the more contemporary perreo (“doggy style”) dance of reggaetón.
4 Cortijo y Su Combo contained the soon-to-become influential band member Ismael Rivera who would
speak to the issue of race and racism in the Puerto Rican labor migration.
5 See Castro, Fidel (1973) “La Historia Me Absolvera” Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, Instituto Cubano del
Libro, Habana.
6 “Que pare el son” was specifically written to stop the social ambiance in recognition of the death of
Ernesto Che Guevara in 1968, but eventually became applied to the entire doctrine against the social
ambiance of leisure.
7 For further discussion on the nationalization of art and culture in Cuba, see Hernández-Reguant’s piece
“Copyrighting Che: Art and Authorship under Cuban Late Socialism” (2004).
8 Roy brown’s album "Arboles" (Trees) (1988) was produced by Silvio Rodríguez, in Cuba. In 1997, Silvio
Rodríguez visited Puerto Rico and held a concert with Brown at the Hiram Bithorn Stadium, with a sold-
out audience of 20,000 people.
9 Empresa de Telecomunicaciones de Cuba SA (ETECSA) is the state-owned telecommunications provider
of telephone, internet and wireless services. Telecom Italia has a 27% stake in ETECSA, the rest is owned
by the Cuban government. In 2009 U.S. authorities licensed companies such as Verizon, AT&T and Sprint
Nextel, to provide long-distance and roaming services to Cuba. Such U.S licenses however mean little to
Cuban officials who rely on establishing a venture for mobile telecommunications with Cubacel (Telefonos
Celulares de Cuba SA). Cubacel was formed in 1991, as a joint venture between ETECSA and Mexico-
based TIMSA, but was bought out by Cuba in 2003. Interesting to note, it is in approximately 2004 that we
begin to see cell phones appear in the commercial and public spheres.
10 Google, the worldwide web internet search engine recently pulled out of China in Spring of 2010 after
four years of service when faced with restriction requirements to governmentally censored sites. BBC
News 23 March 2010
11 There exist many proposals to install (or revive copper lines) with fiber optic cables underwater between
Key West and Havana. Currently fiber optics run from Key West to Cancun, needing only a 32 KM split to
reach Cuba. These options however are still pending approval from the Cuban government.
12 At the time of this writing, Castro recently announced the layoff of 500,000 government workers to be
introduced into the private sector. Darlington for CNN Sept. 13, 2010
13 The Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (Libertad) Act of 1996 (Helms-Burton Act, Pub.L. 104-
114, 110 Stat. 785, 22 U.S.C. § 6021–6091) is a United States federal law which strengthens and continues
the United States embargo against Cuba.
14 Resolution No. 25 on September 8, 1986 by the President of the Comisión Nacional del Sistema de
Dirección de la Economía, authorized the creation of the "Agencia Cubana de Derecho de Autor Musical"
as an independently financed entity under the Ministry of Culture. (http://www.acdam.cu/res150.htm).
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Chapter 3 - Between  (play) and  (rewind): Media, Margins &

(Re)Productive Technology

Introduction

“Between Play and Rewind” is dedicated to the analysis of (re)productive

technology and definitions of sonic space as agents with respect to the Caribbeanization

of electronic music. The research focuses particularly on the “margins.” Be it urban,

institutional, market, technological or symbolic margins, they are reintroduced into the

discussion of global hip-hop as a specific location where restricted access to resources

occurs. This assessment of the margins argues against the more common trend to place

hip-hop as a “victim” of marginality. Instead I argue that it is the very nature of

marginality itself that breeds the uniqueness of hip-hop. Youth who created hip-hop were

not “victims” of the margin, rather they should be seen as “innovators” within the margin.

It is the creation of specific conditions that are “central to the margin” and could only

have occurred in these spaces similar to those conditions recorded in the Bronx setting of

the 1970’s and 80’s. In order to best contextualize the fieldwork in Son Dos Alas this

chapter takes a deeper look at audiovisual technology and sonic space as variables that

prevail around labor migration and U.S. military bases abroad. I argue these two variables

allowed for the introduction of, and experimentation with, reproductive technology

between Panama, Puerto Rico and Cuba. This chapter reevaluates and introduces as well

as analyzes new ways of looking at marginality for the furthering of hip-hop studies as
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well as analyzing the globalization of technology and media as active agents in the

history and contemporary production dynamics of Caribbean hip-hop.

I selected section titles for this chapter based on the five active categories of

reproductive technology such as  (play) or  (rewind). These symbols have become

universal images with which we engage and interpret reproductive technology. I have

organized this chapter in a similar fashion as one might rewind a tape and replay a

specific song, or pause a video, or record an event, so that each section can be read

independently, while coming together to form a whole.

 “Stop: The Moment and the Movement” looks at the inception of hip-hop on the

geographical margins of New York City in the Bronx. Hip-hop is not taken as an

expression of victimization from the margins such as Rose proposes (1994), but rather as

a “weapon of the weak,” a marker of triumph from within a specific urban setting

overcoming the marginality (Scott 1985). The economic hardship and innovation with

second hand technology, despite the lack of any formal training, was part of the context

that originated hip-hop. This is particularly the case with regard to musical production in

its early developmental stages. Shortly after, and due to extensive commercialization by

the media, the section “Play: The Reproduction of Authenticity” discusses the role

cinema and broadcasting had on the global diffusion of the hip-hop image. Cult films and

pictures were appropriated worldwide and emulated by young pioneers abroad while

video tapes brought them “recipes” on how to reproduce oneself as an “authentic” break

dancer, rapper, graffiti artist, or DJ.

As the chapter develops I will demonstrate that the essential variable in the wide

spread (re)production of hip-hop is directly correlated to youth’s access to productive and
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reproductive audiovisual technology. “Rewind: Migration, Afro-Latinism and Military

Technology” looks at the role labor migration, U.S. military bases, and economic trade

between Panama, Cuba, Puerto Rico and Jamaica had in creating access to youth in order

to intercept broadcasting or acquire and subsequently experiment with communication

technology. Through government privatization contracts and broadcast piracy, media

reproduction and technology trickle downs, a new generation of self-taught civilian

technologists developed in a unique geographical location and socio-economic strata on

the margins of labor and military outposts.  This unique location, both in terms of

geography and economics, permitted the development of an innovative generation whose

positions, level of education and proximity to, yet exclusion from, urban and economic

centers allowed for their experimentation. I argue this experimentation with technology

and sound became an integral variable towards the development of hip-hop in the

Caribbean.

Despite the fact that Cuba and Puerto Rico share a series of similar circumstances

facilitating their appropriation of hip-hop marked by their colonial contexts, their

polarized relationship to the United States and markedly opposing economic contexts

have created clear differences with regard to the civilian access towards audiovisual

reproductive technology. “Pause: Creolization of Reggae, Birth of the Dub and Origins of

Reggaespañol,” looks at the specific example of how reproductive technology was

essential to the widespread reproduction of electronic dub music, reggae, dancehall and

reggaespañol. The cases of dub and reggaespañol as reliant on reproductive technology

when viewed as predecessors of electronic musical innovation allow us insight towards

analyzing the contemporary technological differences and similarities between Cuba and
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Puerto Rico in the development of hip-hop.

 “Fast Forward: Urban, Sonic & Production Spaces” takes a look at geographical

and sonic spaces where hip-hop is identified in the urban setting. Specific similarities

prevail between the geographic, economic and urban settings of the Bronx (NYC),

Alamar (Cuba), and Carolina (Puerto Rico). These similarities are analyzed in regard to

geographic marginality, socio-economic contexts, isolation from urban communication or

broadcasting networks, or transportation shortages, sonic territoriality, and government

intervention initiatives. The city, sound and space are further explored in an analysis of

the area plot that is a sonic production studio. Recording studios, whether commercial or

underground, are explored as architectural and global/local spaces. These spaces act as

interfaces that connect rappers between Cuba and Puerto Rico.

The last section, “Record: Ethnographic Production” looks at what happens when

the camera becomes an actor in the field. I attempted throughout this research to analyze

both raw and edited co-productions with subjects on equal grounds. In an attempt to best

understand and make note of what specific technology was in fact bridging gaps,

collaborative productions served as the best source of insight. The four tracks yielded for

this dissertation were germinated in a series of audiovisual productions. These

productions allowed for the development of social relationships and networks upon

which research was conducted. I do not believe I could have produced the four tracks had

I not contributed “on the ground” to local hip-hop. This section briefly addresses some

observations about the agency of the “record” button that are later revisited more in-depth

in Chapter 6 titled “The Bridge.”
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(Stop): the Moment and the Movement

Hip-hop blossomed in New York at a time of urban abandonment from federal,

state and municipal funding accompanied by social desertion during the era of the urban

“white flight” towards the new spacious lifestyle and material subsidies suburbia had to

offer. This left behind many people, primarily African-American and Puerto Rican lower

class communities with few employment opportunities, economic instability and arguably

minimal urban identity belonging to the “Big Apple.” From the destruction of property

inherent in graffiti art, to the reactionary rap lyrics of urban living conditions and the

agile body language of break dancing, hip-hop is an expression that is solely

cosmopolitan, defined primarily by people of color and directed towards expressing

working class values and conditions. According to its primary academic historians Joe

Austin (2001), Jeff Chang (2005), and Tricia Rose (1994) hip-hop’s aggressive display of

youthful exuberance and explicit resistance to mainstream “white” values became an

identity marker of the underground resistance that birthed it.

Making something out of nothing, considered by many a working class value, is

noted as a variable in the origins of hip-hop and critical to reproducing it authentically.

Producing a tangible creative idea, or a product out of the mere lack of resources is

celebrated as an “essence” in the production of hip-hop. Disc Jockeys (DJs) turned a

household record player into a musical instrument. Graffiti art relied on converting spray

paint, an item accessible in any neighborhood hardware store, into a sophisticated

paintbrush and turned ordinary street corners into urban canvasses. Austin argues it was

precisely the lack of city and federal funds towards vigilance and upkeep that allowed

these artistic street forms to flourish into hip-hop culture (Austin 2001). Accepting the
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noted literature published thus far in hip-hop studies it becomes clear from all authors

that “creation from nothing” out of “marginality” is a concept essential to hip-hop.

Unemployment in the Bronx in the early 1970’s was at a rate of 60-80%. Jeff

Chang (2005) states, “If the blues developed under oppressive forced labor, then hip-hop

developed from no labor.” Chang’s work on the early development of hip-hop illustrates

an image of urban decay he refers to as the “Burning Bronx,” where rent-a-thugs could be

hired at $50 a job for property owners to collect up to $150,000 from insurance

companies, which he stresses was easier than finding renters and maintaining their

buildings. Between 1973 – 1977 Chang notes 30,000 fires set in the South Bronx alone.1.

He asserts that these were not “fires of rage” compared to earlier fires of Watts2 (1965) or

the later fires of the LA Riots3 (1992). Rather according to Chang, these were “fires of

abandonment.”

From the ashes, like a phoenix, youth rose above the marginal conditions by

creating avenues for personal development through art, music and dance. Previous to this

cultural movement’s earning a name, preceding its take over of Manhattan nightclubs,

and before cult films immortalized its pioneers, hip-hop was about creating avenues for

unleashing aggressive vehemence. It was about “making something out of nothing,” and

about developing alternatives. Hip-hop wasn’t solely about expressing a “margin,” it was

a direct manifestation of the urban, economic, racial and social margins.

Hip-hop is about rebellion, about the taking of space, about making the margins

an alternative new center. As such it is inherently anti-authoritative and anti-systemic

towards urban hegemonic models. The concept of marginality refers to the segregation

experienced by certain communities that are intertwined with each other, therefore
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making the discussion of marginalization about a core center as it relates to its immediate

surrounding or its relationship between centers and outskirts. Within this fieldwork

various margins prevail. There is the urban margin characterized historically by the

Bronx in New York City, or Alamar in the margin of Havana or as Carolina or the

caserios (public housing projects) in the margins of San Juan. These margins denote a

removed urban space marked by fewer resources than urban centers, transportation

shortages, and usually cramped living arrangements.

Institutional marginalization in Cuba is similar to market marginalization in

Puerto Rico. In Havana, artists who are not official members of agencies or associations

do not have access to legal performance venues or recording facilities. In Puerto Rico the

lack of access to credit or purchasing power to finance radio rotation or production costs

limits artists’ access to marketing avenues that could give their products or performances

monetary value. Prieto (2006) proposes that resistance and subversion are essential

elements that develop within the margins due to their inherent lack of resources.

Marx uses the term “lumpenproletariat” to refers to a group on the margins of the

class system who are not integrated into the division of labor but manage to live off the

fringe. The term is first defined by Marx and Engels in The German Ideology (1845) and

later elaborated by Marx in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon (1852). The

term was originally coined by Marx to describe a segment of the working class that

would never achieve “class consciousness,” and was therefore worthless within the

context of a revolutionary struggle. However in his later work he refers to the

lumpenproletariat as the “refuse of all classes,” including “swindlers, confidence

tricksters, brothel-keepers, rag-and-bone merchants, beggars, and other flotsam of
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society.” He describes these groups as a “class fraction” that constituted the political

power base for Louis Bonaparte of France in 1848. Marx further theorized this sector as

consisting of either an “Industrial Reserve army” or a “Criminal Element.”

Young civil rights leaders such as Lebrón, Newton, and Jimenez4 tapped Marx’s

“Industrial Reserve army” and “Criminal Element” to build grassroots political cells such

as the Black Panther Party and the Young Lords. According to Chang (2005) the criminal

element was abundant on the streets, noting over 100 different gangs in the Bronx

borough alone claiming 11,000 members, of which 70% were Puerto Ricans and the

other 30% African-Americans5. It is also noted in Chang's work that COINTELPRO, an

FBI counterintelligence program designed to "neutralize" political dissidents,

strategically disintegrated civil rights groups such as the Black Panthers and Young Lords

by pitting them into turf wars with local street gangs6.

Celebrations and parties became a popular alternative to street fighting. Often all

night gatherings served as grass roots vigilante alternatives by community leaders to

auto-patrol neighborhoods where police randomly entered and to create new avenues for

“socializing” in the street as a way of bringing down violence. Eventually these parties

began to take shape molded by local DJs, many of who were affiliated with gangs,

diverting energy from the street warfare that surrounded them towards community

gatherings. Gatherings were held anywhere possible, from street corners to abandoned

buildings. As proof of youth’s resourcefulness, DJs spliced power lines from streetlights

to generate electricity to run audio equipment and lighting in abandoned buildings

(Chang 2005, Fetcher and Chalfant 1993).
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The DJ in early hip-hop originally took on a performance role where audiences

would be captivated not only by the sounds of the music but also the acting out of its

execution. The concept of “rapping” developed from DJs speaking into their

microphones, greeting audience members and making public calls out to the crowds. Four

early hip-hop DJs emerged that set hip-hop on its course: Kool Herc, Afrika Bambaataa,

Grandmaster Flash and Charlie Chase (Flores 2000, Rose 1994). Although GrandWizard

Theodore is known for originating the “scratch,” Grandmaster Flash advanced its

auditory versatility. Kool Herc is known for making the turntables “talk.” He would

converse with his turntables and make them sound like they were “talking back” to him.

He also proposed a new technique of playing music he called the “merry-go-round” that

would take two of the same records switching them back and forth extending or

reiterating specific parts of the music. Africa Bambaataa, originally known as a Warlord

for the Black Spades gang, left the group to become a revolutionizing leader for street

youth in the role of a popular house party DJ. He discovered that participation in one

gang created limitations for him to act as a bridge between fragmented communities. It is

noted that he later took this into consideration when founding Zulu Nation, a gang-like

group with non-gang activities, solely devoted to hip-hop, making him the most

recognized (and subsequently marketed) DJ from this era to continue performing tours to

date. Grandmaster Flash was perhaps the most innovative DJ of his time proposing

performance aspects of playing turntables as if they he were dancing on “wheels of steel”

while naming his scratch sounds and techniques in an improvisational manner that

incorporated his live crowds. Eventually, the DJ stepped back from the microphone,

paving the way for Master’s of Ceremonies (MCs or emcees) to take over the microphone
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while the DJ concentrated on the musical auditory mixing, the development and

complexity of the background musical beat and the performance of spinning records

The Spanish-speaking Caribbean is tremendously influential in the development

of hip-hop’s musical composition, especially with regards to developing the break beat.

Afro-Cuban percussion lies at the base of a break beat. At this time boogaloo and salsa

were peaking as a Latin nightclub dance scene in New York City. The technique of

prolonging the “break” for the dancers was already a practice on many Latin dance floors

(Flores 2000, Thompson 1996). Flores’ account looks at the particular impact of DJ

Charlie Chase using the same technique employed by Kool Herc called the “merry-go-

round” mixing two of the same records together, but Chase would incorporate boogaloo,

son and salsa into his hip-hop repertoire. Rather than mixing the end of one song

seamlessly into the next, he concentrated on “spicing” the music with Latin percussive

breaks. He would then elaborate this mix, taking two of the same albums and mixing in

“the breaks” of the song (also known as “the musical bridge” of a song). A musical

bridge contains the percussive highlights, is usually placed as the third eight-bar phrase in

a thirty-two-bar composition, slightly before the end of the composition manifesting a

musical “crescendo.” The bridge is used musically to allow the listener to reflect on the

first portion of the song, create an auditory climax and prepare for the finale of the

composition. Chase, by conjoining two of the same breaks, could prolong these snippets

into four or five minute songs that stood on their own, made from the “breaks.” Called by

its technological method, the dancers that “got down” to this style of music mixing were

soon called “break dancers” (Flores 2000).
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Image #2: The Breaks

DJs had a role as performers, while they are were also the pioneers of a new

recording fashion in hip-hop called “mix tapes.” In the mid 1980’s mix tapes were

precisely as they are called, mixes of early rap music on tapes, compilations of popular

music as individual DJs wanted to create them. Not only did DJs create popular mix

tapes, youth in general would also trade music through their own homemade

compilations on cassettes. Much like file sharing occurs on the internet today, but these

transferred one on one and hand to hand. At times these were elaborate productions in

and of themselves, with personalized cover art and dedications.

Like performance sets in public, mix tapes were DJ’s promotional compilations

that fans could replay at home. They became timepieces of the musical movement, a

place for new musical experimentation, and an avenue for new up-and-coming rappers to

introduce themselves to hip-hop fans. DJs have often been termed “copyright criminals”

due to incorporating musical loops from previously published recordings, using samples,

and even taking small snippets of songs and looping these interlaced with various a

capella vocals to recreate new songs. Mix tapes are one of the most influential tools in the

diffusion of hip-hop since its production relied solely on the immediately available

technology to produce and reproduce sound as well as the ability to (re)record it. The mix

tape is no longer on cassettes tapes since the media type is outdated but are commonly
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still called “mix tapes” despite being in the form of digital downloads. The phenomenon

of producing musical compilations particular to hip-hop has become one of the DJs

strongest promotional tools for themselves and for rappers that want to get showcased to

new audiences7. DJs, whether performing or through mix tapes, encapsulate the changing

flavors of the street for the musical genre. Generally, mix tapes are given away free on

CD or as digital downloads to promote (1) the DJ and (2) the artists featured in these

mixes. These compilations have no rules and no regulations. They are not only

promotional tools, but because of their use of other artist’s music, they are often targets

of label lawsuits. However their “free” distribution allows them to circulate legally.

Although the performance role of the DJ remains intact for live shows, the recording

aspect has shifted today as one marked by the title of “musical producer.”

The term “producer” is perhaps the most elusive in hip-hop. A producer can entail

a musical composer who either plays all original music or utilizes digital programs to

conjoin loops and samples from previously recorded music into new tracks. It can refer to

an individual who coordinates all aspects of the musical production, such as recording,

engineering, direction, mixing, and mastering of sound, but may not compose the music.

Regardless we will assume for the sake of this research, a producer is one who

orchestrates the production of music, be it making the musical composition, recording,

engineering and /or directing it8.

In order to further understand production and the composition of electrical music

it is important to understand the structure of these sorts of compositions. As illustrated in

image #3, Rose (1994) argues that western classical music follows a compositional

developmental line beginning at one point leading to a crescendo and followed by a final
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resolution. She contends that this type of composition promotes a concept of cultural

progress. The figure below demonstrates a timeline with respect to the conceptual build

up of the musical composition and reflective of the emotive levels it generates.

Image #3: Crescendo

Image #4 illustrates the use of samplers9 to make compositions of circular design.

Rose proposes that African diasporic music, where she places hip-hop as a genre, is

predominantly circular, and repetitive. Accordingly hip-hop musical compositions

highlight the ruptures and breaks by circulating them and therefore creating equilibrium

in the sonic force. Previously in the production of rock-n-roll, samples were used to hide

errors, to mask ruptures, or to blur the musical composition as an aid to cover up audio

blemishes. With hip-hop beat production the sample became a celebrated uniqueness to

the musical composition. The distinction of the sample, or other times its ambiguity,

regardless if sped up, slowed down or maintained at the same speeds with regard to beats

per minute, became the key challenge for producers10.

Image #4: looped sample & crescendo
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Many early hip-hop producers were not formally trained musicians. They rarely

played an instrument, and based their compositions on snippets of previously recorded

music. The combination of these elements at altered speeds creates what some might

refer to as auditory distortion. Rose (1994) refers to this type of production as working in

a the “red zone.” Untrained producers are more apt to attempt new sounds where

formally trained musicians may not experiment in the same manner.

Rose blames capitalist markets, post industrialism, and mass production for the

trends of repetition and distortion as a modern musical style. She argues that lack of

resources forced youth to experiment with the technology accessible to them and the lack

of their formal training steered them towards producing new sounds that coincided with

their generation’s means of production. The era was encapsulated by the concept of

“making something out of nothing” and access to technology became the critical link for

the ability to produce or not produce an inherent product by and within the margins.

  (Play): The Reproduction of Authenticity

Despite the worldwide diffusion of hip-hop as a four-element “culture” based on

the expressions of graffiti art, break dancing, turntablism and rap, today each element has

developed its own artistic trajectories independent from each other. Graffiti art has

developed into a contemporary visual art with canvasses ranging from art galleries to

tattoos. An entire market has developed around its legal sibling of muralism dedicated to

producing specialized spray paint with various ranges of paint compression for optimum

colors and textures. Break dancing has not only been incorporated into other forms of

modern dance but has acquired an athletic status in sports, and a contortionist appeal for
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mainstream performances. DJs have mastered the turntable into an independent

instrument, proposing an elaborate form of scratching notation. This is not only true for

hip-hop, but various other genres of music, such as house music and other electronic

genres, that have incorporated record spinning techniques into their repertoires.

Production and the development of audio technology catering to hip-hop have been

significantly accelerated. With the advancement of looping software and sampling

techniques, musicians need not know how to play music to make it. The subsequent

piracy of software has also allowed the technology and its practice into greater hands. If

these three elements have blossomed in new directions forming lucrative contemporary

careers and markets for artists, rap has by far exceeded them marked by major music

label investments, global distributors, and multi-million dollar artist recording contracts.

Today if we only refer to the four elements, we stand to loose sight of the complexities of

many other variables involved with hip-hop that are just as incorporated into the

“cultural” manifestation. There are many more aspects involved with hip-hop than the

concept of a four-pillar cultural movement. Artists, journalists, photographers, authors

and scholars have proposed various numbers and degrees of elements ranging from hip-

hop literature, theatre, scholarship, fashion, photography, and more. However one thing

most hip-hop experts agree, is that media has served as the most influential unifying force

for all of these.

Cult films such as Ahearn’s classic Wild Style (1982) and Chalfant and Silver’s

documentary Style Wars (1984) inspired Hollywood to consider inner city youth as

potentially marketable. Their profit-generating viability led to mainstream films like

Lathan’s Beat Street (1984), and its West Coast rendition Breakin’ by Silberg (1984).
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Casting pop icons such as Fab 5 Freddy, Blondie (Debbie Harry), GrandMaster Flash,

Crazy Legs, Lady Pink, Lee Quiñones, Kool Herc and Shabba Doo immortalized the

moment and its pioneers. The moment commemorated the characters upon which the

sound and imagery quickly became emulated worldwide, and somewhere between “play”

and “rewind” so did the lifestyle.

New “hip-hop inspired” markets sealed the “culture” into neat packages

developed abroad not just for consumption but also to sell the instruments necessary to

produce it, the technology to reproduce it, the media to emulate it and the access to

networks that diffuse it. Consider that the first cult film by Ahearn was produced in 1982

and by 1987 its protagonists were selling out live shows in Europe. Chalfant and Cooper

published their picture book of New York City graffiti in 1984 titled Subway Art

containing images of art on the subways and showcasing its pioneer designers. Subway

Art took on cult status and created a design blue print for artistic emulation throughout

the world. Three years later the follow up publication Spray Can Art (Chalfant and

Prigoff; 1987) was solely dedicated to presenting graffiti art around the world outside of

New York City. As testimony to the immediate worldwide diffusion of hip-hop imagery,

the book featured walls from eleven major cities in Europe, Australia and New Zealand.

With the founding of Music Television (MTV), a Warner Communications and

American Express joint investment under Viacom in 1981, music video production and

consumption began to evolve quickly. If rock-n-roll had radio and later television, hip-

hop had television followed by the internet. MTV, based out of New York, founded a

branch network out of London called MTV Europe in 1987. MTV Tokyo followed suit.

Today there is a Latin MTV network in Argentina, an Australian network based in
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Sydney, and an African network based in Kenya. Music video television became the

norm, with new programs sprouting all over the world dedicated to the broadcasting of

these short stories set to music. Recently MTV has launched a series of channels such as

MTV Tr3s catering towards Latinos in the U.S.; each of their channels, such as VH1,

caters to slightly different target audiences/markets (age, ethnicity, language, musical

genre interests, etc.), gaining a monopoly of the airwaves and making lucrative careers

for producers and directors dedicated solely to the art of the music video.

Amongst the most influential productions for MTV in the mid 1980’s music video

programming was Fab 5 Freddy’s “Yo! MTV Raps.” The program offered a mix of rap

videos, interviews, live studio performances and comedy sets. It initially aired once a

week, but as the show's popularity grew, it was expanded to six days a week. Brown

(1992) in his research of rap videos taken from ‘Yo! MTV Raps’ places lead

characters/rappers into four separate societal categories11. These are: (1) “Lawless

Victim,” entailing an abstract notion of the amateur criminal, (2) the “Advanced

Gangsta” illustrative of how economic tyranny has been inverted into a lucrative career;

(3) the “Socially Conscious Rapper” whose concern is to overcome the criminal life and

the limitations set for the economic and racial underclass; and (4) the “Militant Black

Nationalist” whose image expresses the need to turn from gangster into an educated

political terrorist. If we consider how fictive values and real societal ideals mirror each

other we can see how these character profiles get played out in music videos and

replicated in lifestyle patterns and consumption trends. Videos are after all short stories

made to reflect societal values in a glamorized fashion – and put to music. However the

corporate apparatus that produces and broadcasts the rap music video is at times in
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conflict with the inherent message within these videos. By presenting one type of visual

message, other messages become disarticulated.

Although I disagree with lack of pliability of Brown’s static categories, they are

useful for understanding how lifestyle concepts become packaged for youth to identify

with in order to spend their allowances towards replicating the images of their idols.

These fragmented and displaced images, mixing cultural fragments of racialized

stereotypes are de-contextualized when they get exported abroad. Let us consider for a

moment that these music video characters described above become the example for the

hip-hop practitioners abroad to emulate. In their exported context, neither the economic

resources nor the specific artifacts such as fashion, brand names, cell phones, vehicles,

etc., necessary to reproduce these are available. Artists must then accept the roles but

either substitute its accessories or learn to “represent” without them.

The term “keeping it real” is practically a mantra for hip-hop practitioners

exhorting individuals to stand up for what they believe in and not pretend to be, or go

along with, something they are not (Cutler 2003). According to Golomb (1995) the

proclamation of authenticity is a social construct that entails a tangible acknowledgment

by audiences and colleagues. Therefore authenticity is not something its author imposes,

but rather is a value that audiences and cohorts recognize. Authenticity in hip-hop culture

is the desired attainment in any (re)production. Central to the diffusion of hip-hop is the

diffusion of “authenticity” with respect to determining what components justify

replication within the social sphere of cohorts. In these cases, what elements get

emulated, which are withdrawn and how are these compensated for through other means
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is critical in understanding the phases by which the genre is assimilated by youth in the

margins.

Many hip-hop theorists have assessed the reproduction of authenticity as a

variable for the development of hip-hop abroad. Fernandes (2006) proposes how youths

in Cuba produce their “most authentic” hip-hop in order to rebel against systemic

authorities, reinterpreting hip-hop as a tool for defining rebellion. In Lusane’s (2004)

fieldwork on global hip-hop he demonstrates how Japanese youth dress and project

themselves in a manner identical to American rap artists seen in the music videos, while

making anti-American lyrical tributes to victims of U.S atomic bomb attacks. Condry’s

analysis of Japanese hip-hop (2006) stresses the imagery of tanned skin and dreadlocked

hair as an authentic expression of the commercial imagery exploitation from “keeping it

real” for Japanese “blackfacers.” HardStone, a Kenyan rapper, emphasizes the effect

music videos had on his desire to want to dress and live “gangsta” in order to reaffirm his

authenticity among cohorts. He recalls the rap video being even more influential than the

music alone in the formation of Kenyan rap groups as it provided a blue print for not only

how “rap should sound” but simultaneously how one should “stand, walk, move, hold the

microphone and bounce to the beats in order to be recognized as an authentic rapper12.”

Brown’s characters become fragmented in the global context. Youth reassess the

images and apply their own relative counter parts. Ironically a form a syncretism

manifests similar to how slaves crowned Christian deities with Yoruba characteristics in

the Americas despite the fragmentation caused by the slave diaspora. The lawless victim

from the African American urban context is not the same in its global manifestation, nor

is the advanced gangster, the conscious rapper or the militant nationalist. If these were the
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only categories to emulate they would leave little room for authentic reproduction abroad.

Yet their context, their marginality in all aspects, as lawless, gangsters, protest lyricists

and militant political figures are abstractly absorbed and re-configured by youth to meet

their needs and their available resources. What seems to get universally appropriated

from Brown’s characters is their marginality factor as rebels on the margins of a cultural

hegemony, standing up for what they believe in as a manner of proving that they are

“keeping it real.”

Hip-hop videos today are far more developed than the first rap images and

storylines we saw on “Yo! MTV Raps.” According to Rose (1994) at the inception of the

rap music video production era, the creative decision making power was in the hands of

the artists and their underground production companies (usually made up of a crew of

friends). Rose argued, which we will return to, that the “underground” nature of these

productions allowed for greater creativity. However as rap took on a mainstream

audience (and an advertising budget) it became responsible to respond to the restrictions

set forth by major broadcasting airwaves such as the Recording Industry Association of

America (RIAA) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United

States and other similar associations for broadcasting media networks abroad. These

included clean lyrics, no extreme violence, no pornography, and no “label muddling”

which can be any type of conflicting commercial or logo appearances13. When a rapper

signs with a record label they are confined to utilize the label’s music video production

networks since their videos must place the appropriate products to finance broadcasting.

For example Viacom financially accommodates music videos that incorporate images of
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their partner products to offset productions costs financed by placing sponsor products in

the music video scenes (Slichter 2004).

Despite the obvious propagation by broadcasting outlets and their permeation of

product marketing, they may not have been solely responsible for hip-hop to “go global.”

Such immediacy wasn’t as reliant on the media that promoted it, as it was the

technological advancements to make the production, reproduction, and distribution of

paired image and sound more accessible for a sound bite generation.

  (Rewind): Migration, Afro-Latinism and Military Technology

In order to best understand the contemporary worldwide appropriation of hip-hop

reliant on access to (re)productive technology in order to construct sounds as well as

images, it is important to review some key historical patterns that best illustrate this

phenomenon. I argue that significant influences in the diffusion of hip-hop in the

Caribbean were the pirated access to U.S. media broadcasting and the access to trickle

down technology from the hand downs of foreigners. From the margins of military bases

and the “peace time” or off seasonal use of government and military technology provided

the equipment that led to the development of a new class of young innovative self taught

civilian technicians who experimented as music producers. It was not by coincidence that

Spanish rap first developed in Puerto Rico and Panama in the form of reggaespañol and

later permeated Cuba in the sounther city of Santiago near Guantánamo. I argue the U.S.

military presence in these regions was highly influential in exporting programming of

U.S. mainstream media and the necessary technology to reproduce it, providing some

explanation as to why it was these locations first prevailed as hubs of the musical form.
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Access to audiovisual (re)productive technology is one of the most critical

elements in the globalization of hip-hop. In order to understand this variable in the

development of hip-hop, it is imperative to review how access to recording, looping and

sampling equipment was essential to the development of its musical predecessors. This is

valuable for this research because one of the primary tangible differences between hip-

hop in Cuba and Puerto Rico has been the access to reproductive technology available to

its young producers. Access to technology is important when we consider digital

equipment as the instruments of electronic music. In order to understand the origins and

diffusion of an American electronic musical genre we must ask ourselves why these

locations became hotbeds for the development of these genres far more than anywhere

else in the Caribbean.

The all too often dismissed origins of Latin hip-hop or Spanish rap is found in the

dub and reggaespañol between Jamaica and Panama. Jamaicans made up the largest

group of regional labor migrants that formed part of the workforce for the Panama Canal

at the turn of the century (Duncan 1920). During the 1930’s there was a second massive

labor exodus from Jamaica to Panama to participate in the construction of 3rd set of locks

(Petras 1988). Migration to Panama to work on the Canal brought with it the allure of

potentially crossing over to the United States, which became true for a handful of

migrants, but not all; many established new long term diasporic communes in Panama.

The United Brotherhood of Panama, a labor organization that created close ties with the

African American labor movements in the U.S. during the 1920’s through 1940’s helped

ferment labor alliances and created racially identified political parties and campaigns that

yielded avenues of migration based on working class solidarities. The 20th century
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migration of Jamaican labor to Panama created a small yet distinct Jamaican colony

along the Panama Canal. Most notable is the city of Colón, situated at the Atlantic mouth

of the Canal. Laborers brought with them their religious practices, their cooking recipes

and their musical traditions. Jamaican national hero and founder of the Universal Negro

Improvement Association, Marcus Garvey resided in Colón temporarily while he edited a

tri-weekly newspaper during 1911 – 1912. Garvey developed a strong influence in Afro-

Latin politics of the era by using the international hub of Colón as his base. The unique

Afro-Latin intellectual ambiance of Colón, combined with the appropriate access to

technology that prevailed due to the insertion of U.S. military bases during the era,

created the necessary elements which – for the purpose of this research – I argue

propagated the development and diffusion of Afro-diasporic electric and digital musical

genres, such as reggaespañol, a precursor to Spanish rap.

With the implementation of the Platt Amendment at the turn of the century

securing the U.S. naval base in Guantánamo, Cuba and placing bases in the new

territories of Puerto Rico14 and Philippines it seemed that cultural Americanization abroad

was intimately linked with U.S. military presence on the ground. A significant motivation

for the U.S. military base at the Panama Canal went alongside a general operative method

of imposing military bases throughout Latin America in the early 20th Century. U.S. bases

prevailed in Nicaragua15, Mexico16, Haiti17, and the Dominican Republic18. Ecuador,

Aruba, Curacao, and El Salvador, later known as "Cooperative Security Locations19," or

CSLs to conduct monitoring and training operations followed suit (Lindsay 2004;

Rosenfelder1996). The United States also has small military “properties” in Antigua,

Peru, Colombia, Venezuela20, and on Andros Island in the Bahamas.
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In 1946 the United States’ Army School of the Americas was opened in Panama

as a hemisphere-wide military academy, using the original School in Georgia (Alabama)

as its model. The justification for its placement was the doctrine of National Security

under Truman’s administration by which the chief threat to the United States was internal

subversion by communism in Latin America. In the aftermath of the successful Cuban

Revolution, The Panamanian School of the America’s became the primary base for U.S.

counterinsurgency training in Latin America. The Canal made Panama the transport hub

of the Americas, inevitably leading to the development of The Zona Libre de Colon just

years later as an autonomous free trade zone. Still to date imports arrive primarily from

Hong Kong, Japan and the U.S. with destinations in South and Central America. Since

the free trade zone was established, combined with the expanded U.S. military base in

Panama, the city of Colon has become an international hub for global imports,

particularly electronics, computers, and communications technology.

The U.S. Southern Command (SouthCom) refers to the web of ten U.S. military

facilities and functions in the Caribbean and South American regions as Unified

Combatant Commands (COCOMs). Although today Puerto Rico and Guantánamo have

since become part of NorthCom (Minchen 2002), for our purposes to better understand

the influence of military presence and the privatization of technology that placed the

instruments of electronic music in the hands of civilians, I outline the geopolitical

structure of the Caribbean during the inception and early development of hip-hop from

1979 - 1984. Of the ten primary U.S. military bases in Latin America at the time, the

largest of these were Roosevelt Roads21, Guantánamo Bay22, and the Canal Zone, referred

to as the  “theater architecture.”
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According to Stodder and McCarthy (1983) from 1960-1982 the United States

maintained and reinforced major facilities in three strategic locations in the Caribbean:

1. “In Puerto Rico, at the Atlantic threshold of the Caribbean
2. In Panama, defending the Canal Zone at the southern rim of

the Basin
3. At Guantanamo Naval Station, in Castro’s Cuba, on the

northern perimeter of the Caribbean” (Stodder et al 1983)

These three concentrations of military force represented strategic points, north,

south, and east, of what U.S. military referred to as the “Hostile Triangle.” The region

was referred to as hostile because of the Soviet supported bases that stretched across the

entire Basin from Cuba’s primary five bases in Cienfuegos, Havana, Mariel, Punta

Ballenatos and Canasi, to Nicaragua’s FAS/FSLN (Fuerzas Aeras Sandinistas / Fuerzas

Sandinistas de Liberacion Nacional) Puerto Cabezas base and Grenada’s Point Salinas

airstrip base. The strategic position of the U.S. “Security Triangle” was to provide

security for the U.S., while also enabling it to maintain the Basin as an “economy of

force” region.

Reports on the inspection of U.S. military bases in Puerto Rico, Cuba, and the

Panama Canal Zone such as that published by William Dickinson (1980) is insightful in

considering the similar contents of these base locations and their shared technology,

equipment, software, and military personnel. Dickenson makes reference in particular to

similar telecommunication and recording technology in these sites, with shared personnel

to run them based on common Spanish language training, background and education.

Dickinson also reports that processes of privatizing government endeavors in both

locations prevailed in very similar fashions. These similarities allowed for a parallel
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trickle down access to telecommunication, computer hardware equipment and software to

eventually enter into the hands of civilians who worked or resided along the margins of

these bases. For the purpose of this research, I focus on the technology that found its way

to musicians and youths within the civilian sector. Their “untrained” experimentation

yielding recordings and the reproduction of sounds, later led to the more formal

development of musical compositions. Similar to how youth adapted urban

marginalization during the development of hip-hop in New York City, Panamanian,

Puerto Rican and Cuban youth took from left overs, hand me downs and throw outs from

upgrades available only in the margins of labor privatizations and military bases. This is

not only true for hardware or software but can also be applied to intellectual property

such that many residents marginal to bases have intercepted imagery, video and music by

intercepting military radio and television airwaves.

Sound systems originally used for political propagandas and public speeches,

alternated as dancehall amplifiers during times of political “rest.” Electrical systems

could be used to amplify as well as to turn sounds around and loop them together.

Dancehall historian Norman Stolzoff (2000) reports that reverb noise amplification

systems replaced live band ensembles in Kingston after WWII. This is helpful in

assessing the access youth had to this equipment in times of peace. Rather than hiring live

musicians, the alternative of playing pre-recorded music on amplified sound systems

became a more economical and feasible method of producing music at social dancehall

sites. We can apply Stolzoff’s research to our cases in Panama and indirectly onto

potential scenarios elsewhere in the margins of military bases abroad. Stolzoff’s research

is critical to understanding the role access to equipment played in the development of
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dancehall culture in Jamaica and the important role vendors, higglers, and hustlers shared

in trafficking electronics, in particular sound systems, between political parties and disc

jockeys throughout the Caribbean basin using as a hub Panama’s Zona Libre.

Dickenson’s inventory of the bases notes the use of identical telecommunication

surveillance and data management systems in Puerto Rican and Panamanian bases used

to monitor the region on opposing rims. His report includes mention of similar hardware

use during 1979 and 1980, such as computers (terminals and monitors), video cameras,

radio transmitters, microphones, voice recorders, and amplification systems, as well as

synchronized software and (albeit primitive) digital programs. Dickinson also references

the usual exchange of military personnel between the Roosevelt Roads base in Puerto

Rico and Panama’s Canal base reliant on Spanish speaking U.S. troops specifically for

training and operation purposes of the aforementioned shared technology.

From the 1960s through the 1990s, American Forces Radio and Television

broadcast from Ramey Air Force Base and U.S. Naval Station Roosevelt Roads from

Puerto Rico as the “American Forces Caribbean Network” (AFCN). Programming was

also broadcast over a repeat transmitter located at San Juan. Puerto Rico’s naval radio

reached naval ships throughout the basin and had sister transmission towers in

Guantánamo and Panama23.

According to the official website for the American Forces Network, AFN

worldwide radio and television broadcast network “serves American service men and

women, Department of Defense and other U.S. government civilians and their families

stationed at bases overseas, as well as U.S. Navy ships at sea. AFN broadcasts popular

American radio and television programs from the major U.S. networks.”
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Complementary to the transference of personnel and technology, as well as radio

and television of popular U.S. media, onsite entertainment was provided by USO Camp

Shows, Inc. Officially launched in 1941, the company was designated by the War and

Navy Departments as the "Official Entertainer" of the armed forces to provide U.S. based

entertainment performances of all genres to the bases.

The image below delineates three sections of the Caribbean. The first section, in

blue, reflects the primary U.S. military bases in the Caribbean referred to as the “Security

Triangle” consisting of Roosevelt Roads, the Canal Zone, and Guantánamo. The second

section, in green, outlines the Soviet supported bases from 1962 – 1991 in Cuba, 1979 –

1983 in Grenada and 1979 – 1990 in Nicaragua, perceived as the “Hostile Triangle” by

the U.S. military. It is questionable whether Soviet forces were equipping the airstrip and

base in Grenada, although Cuban troops were present (Arbel 2003). The perception of

threat and public opinion has often been the greatest motivator of U.S. interest and

military deployment. The third outline, in red, marks the cities where reggaespañol /

reggaetón were first noted to develop in the Caribbean: Colon, Carolina and Santiago de

Cuba. For our purposes of understanding the diffusion of military technology and U.S.

mainstream media broadcasting, we can see the areas that coincide with the development

of reggaespañol are in direct relation to the placement of the major U.S. Navy bases.
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Image #5: Map of largest U.S. Navy bases and military “Security Triangle” (blue), Military bases in Cuba,
Grenada and Nicaragua with Soviet infrastructure also known as the U.S. “Hostile Triangle” from 1962 –

1983 / 1990 / 1991 (green), and reggaetón/reggaespañol ethnomusical nodules / routes (red) in the
Caribbean basin

This liberal flow of individuals and technology created direct routes connecting

the U.S. military bases in Puerto Rico, Guantánamo and the Panama Canal zone.

Television broadcasts for the bases were interceptable by nearby residents allowing for

entertainment and gatherings amongst civilian populations on the rims of the bases. The

cabaret and dance clubs in the military bases are also described by Dickenson (1980) as

key locations of leisure not only for the military personnel, but that also served as open

entrance and a fluid interaction space by local communities, escorts, friends, and local

musicians who accompanied or performed for military personnel.
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Analysis of the “Hostile Triangle” demonstrate how the Soviet bases grew rapidly

and significantly fast in the region due to the Russian military expansion and

modernization after the Bay of Pigs in 1962 as presented in the reports by Stodder and

McCarthy (1983)24. As a response, the U.S. “Security Triangle” matched the growth,

investing in new technology until its eventual drastic downsizing in the early 1980’s and

then again with the fall of the Soviet camp after 1991.

Stodder and McCarthy note the largest declines resulted from the downgrading,

outsourcing, privatizing or closing of installations. The most important of all ten

SouthCom bases to experience downsizing were Puerto Rico (Ramay Air Force Base and

Fort Brooke), the Panama Canal, and Guantánamo. 1982-83 marked a period of the

“sharpest decline in the U.S. presence in the Caribbean” not only with respect to military

bases but also staffing, attaché offices, technological inventory and privatizations of

military projects into the civilian sector25. Military personnel from Panama were

primarily transferred to Puerto Rico, Naval and Marine forces were downsized in

Roosevelt Roads and Ramey Air Force Base closed, placing service personnel in the

National Guard and posting them into the metro areas around San Juan.

Despite the downsizing, reductions and privatizations these three points remained

as the primary U.S. SouthCom bases throughout Latin America. In Panama and Puerto

Rico a large part of the downsizing that took place in the early 1980’s transitioned

military and education programs into the private and civilian sector. According to

Stodder and McCarthy the specific intentions of this civil permeation was to provide

national communities “the opportunity of becoming immersed in U.S. culture often

resulting in long lasting professional friendships and gaining useful insights into U.S.
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military concepts, techniques and technology.” The practical intent of these programs

over many years has been to “defend against, and deter aggression against, U.S. interests,

contribute to regional stability, diminish the need for direct military involvement and

promote strategic, political and economic interests. “

With the closure of U.S. bases in Panama, several components of the U.S.

Southern Command relocated to Puerto Rico. For our purposes this move verifies the

transport and technological transference between these primary bases as a casual

relationship. Personnel were more transferable than equipment. Rather than moving

technology, transmitters and devices, privatizations were more common, leaving behind

semi-equipped bases with equipment too outdated for transference but sufficient for

civilian use. The presence of U.S. military telecommunication technology and computer

hardware undoubtedly modernized the public sector and created a surge in the

development of civilian technicians.

Privatization of government enterprises placed state owned assets, technology and

engineering education into the public sector via administrative concessions26. Fort

Clayton, Panama, today called Ciudad del Saber (City of Knowledge), is a vacant

military housing that is rented out to technological and research companies to ferment

commercial and scholastic activity focusing on communications and civil engineering.

All the technology in place at Ciudad del Saber is outdated for military use but quite

adequate for educational and commercial purposes.

Trends in the privatization of military operations and the training of civilian

technologists is common today as exemplified in Traynor’s (2003) investigations since

the end of the cold war. He considers it a booming business that entails replacing soldiers
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wherever possible with highly paid civilians and hired guns that are not subject to

standard military disciplinary procedures. He notes contemporary examples of battleships

in the Gulf, originally manned by U.S. navy personnel, but alongside them were civilians

from four companies operating the sophisticated weapons systems. Today a significant

portion of military personnel has been replaced with civilian technicians.

The surge in the use of private companies should not be confused with the

traditional use of mercenaries in armed conflicts. The use of mercenaries is outlawed by

the Geneva conventions; however Donald Rumsfeld emphasized in 2002 his pledge to

"pursue additional opportunities to outsource and privatize” (Traynor 2003). It is this type

of downsizing that has alternatively grown the private “military” sector. It also enables

the U.S. military to wage wars by proxy and without the kind of congressional and media

oversight to which conventional deployments are subject.

The outsourcing of air transport, base construction, and maintenance and the host

nation rider program, like that of other military activities overseas, diminish the

information and the accountability for U.S. sponsored actions. In Panama, the Air Force

had been using airstrips in Panama for “transportation services” into and out of Colombia

after U.S. troops left27. The contracted “host nation riders” for flights over Colombia are

recruited and employed by a private U.S. military contractor (Linday-Poland 2001).

When the U.S. military forces withdrew from Panama bases became abandoned

leaving behind technologically stocked and reusable universities campuses, docking

ports, luxury resorts, and retirement communities. American Forces Caribbean Network

(AFCN), also known locally as the Southern Command Network (SCN), ended its radio

and television transmissions and abandoned most of the transmittal equipment. After
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SCN disbanded, frequencies that had been left without ownership at Fort Clayton were

put up for public auction (Fitzgerald 1999).

Dickenson’s inspections revealing the contents in 1980 of the military bases and

Fitzgerald’s account of the re-appropriation of technology into the civilian sector in

Panama should be analyzed not as a static inventory or a single incident, but rather as part

of a constant process of hardware upgrade and trickle downs, with consistent flows of

discharging equipment into civilian sectors at the margins of the bases. With the passing

of time and the outdating of equipment, older units - in whole or in parts - made their way

into the local residential margins of the bases. Electronics became accessible to youth

either through educational incentives or labor privatizations that allowed them to acquire

access to the hardware, inspired by the possibilities of “experimenting” with it.

I argue the instruments of hegemonic power that are imposed upon marginal

communities in order to control them, are re-appropriated by these communities to resist

the status quo of their oppressors. Civilians in the margins of the U.S. military bases used

the same equipment that was imported from abroad to survey them in order to create new

expressions of resistance and codes of empowerment. Music was not the only avenue for

deciphering these codes. However it is this generation’s encryption of messages through

electronic musical forms that most affects our understanding of the re-appropriation of

hip-hop in the Caribbean. Let us take a look at how the access to this equipment led to the

development of reggaespañol.
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  (Pause): Creolization of Reggae, Birth of the Dub and Origins of Reggaespañol

It is clear from Norman Stolzoff’s (2000) research that the equipment necessary to

loop and reproduce sound was not only readily available but made accessible to the

masses for experimentation by the late 1960’s. Stolzoff references technological

equipment, primarily audio technology imported to Jamaica from Panama for use by

political parties for public rallies, which he asserts transformed into “instruments of

leisure” in times of “political rest.” A key group of artists in Kingston consisting of

Ruddy Redwood, Byron Smith and Osbourne “King Tubby” Ruddock were

experimenting with musician Lee “Scratch” Perry at his “Black Arc Studio” with such

audio looping equipment yielding new instrumental reggae sounds without lyrics termed

dub or dub riddims28. The mere concept of reggae without lyrics gained wide and

immediate success since lyric-less reggae allowed for greater versatility for multi-purpose

use. It is reported in Chang’s (2005) summary of early dub, that politicians consumed the

backgrounds for their own agendas, and the protest lyrics of reggae music were

substituted with political slogans for alternating parties.

Street chants of reggae music became low humming bass filled musical

compositions open to any political interpretation. With government approval and mass

media reproduction, artists were encouraged to explore new popular musical forms that

could offer a politically neutral sound. Due to the mix of elements and access to

technology the dub sound quickly developed commercially. Although some argue this

was a conscious attempt to silence reggae as protest music, others simply confirm that the

coincidental commercial success complied comfortably in silencing anti-authoritative

political agendas29. In 1973, from sessions held at the “Black Arc Studios” using second
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hand audio looping equipment and amplifiers, Lee “Scratch” Perry in collaboration with

“King Tubby” and Augustus Pablo produced the BlackBoard Jungle Dub album

(Upsetter JA 1973, RAS Records 1988, Auralux 2004) under the group name The

Upsetters, officially publishing and proposing the genre’s name as “dub” (Chang 2005,

Jackson 2007).

 “Toast and boast” is a Jamaican oral tradition made famous in the 1970’s

primarily by artists Uroy and Big Youth (Perkins 1996). It is a method of amplified

talking through a microphone over a dub beat using a sampler or looping amplifier to add

vocal effects. The lyrical intentions of this rap-like performance over the looped dub

beats is that of battling each other, conveying a message of self-promotion and

braggadocio with underlying intentions of minimizing the credibility of the opponent.

Similar African-American practices such as “playing the dozens” or the Latin equivalent

called “te lo presento” are further discussed in Rivera’s (2003) research on the parallels

amongst Latinos and African Americans contribution to early hip-hop in New York City.

Marshall’s (2007) research on hip-hop and reggae migration explains the

dynamics of how music was creatively produced to satisfy a “light island exoticism

catered to tourism.” The term “rumba” was commonly used as a pan-Latin music and

dance that shared instruments from different genres to cater to a bland, neutral all-

inclusive Caribbean sound for the U.S. music industry and tourist market30. Marshall

proposes the intra-Caribbean musical fusions we find from Cuban mambo to Jamaican

mento all form part of the folkloric music of the Caribbean islands, but many of these

were thrown together with the objective of satisfying tourist consumption trends more so
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than organically experimenting with new musical fusions or commemorating specific

musical traditions.

Marshall’s accounts serve as excellent examples of the diffusion of musical

artifacts, such as the appearance of wood blocks in Jamaican mento music to play the 3:2

clave sound of the Cuban son. He notes the transmission of the foundational clave core in

the son is used as a decorative highlight in mento music. Many of these initial fusions

may have been forced to serve exotisized markets but eventually they forged their own

sonic place within orchestras. Based on the migratory nature of musical artifacts, and as

an interesting note to complexify the range of influences in Caribbean sounds for the

purpose of this research, Marshall further explores the direct correlation between early

ska31 musicians and son tied by their relationship to jazz as a symbol of the African-

American modernity.

In the same manner instruments may have migrated between Caribbean genres, so

has electronic reproductive technology and software. After all, traditional instruments of

folklore are equivalent to computer hardware and software for the production of

electronic music. By the late 1970’s American pop icons were integrating reggae music

and what was termed “dub style” production technology, referred to looping and

sampling, as a common theme in their repertoires. Mainstream examples of looping

electronic sound effects and looping dub instrumentation include the works of Marvin

Gaye’s “What’s Going On?” (1971), Steve Wonder’s “Boogie On Reggae Woman”

(1974), and Eric Clapton’s “I Shot the Sheriff” (1974). The acceptance of reggae by U.S.

markets led to major label investments into not only the repertoires but also the financing
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of the new type of electronic instrumentation and its own (re)productive technology or

software.

The same incorporation of reggae electronic instrumentation that became part of

mainstream repertoires in the United States merged with mainstream Latin repertoires.

The significantly large bilingual Jamaican community in Panama, inevitably created a

fusion of salsa with reggae along side soka and calypso32. Reggae and dancehall dub

riddims such as the Dem Bow, the Kimbo King and the Punnaney Tegereg fused into new

sounds. By the 1970’s with the surge of reggae as protest music in the United States, ska

in England and various reggae-fusions in the surrounding Caribbean, the production of

dub riddims surged. Latin performers kept up with the popular genre by creating Spanish

translations of dancehall reggae classics.

The Dem Bow (They Bow) is the beat most associated into what is today known

as the popular genre of reggaetón. Jamaican producer Bobby "Digital" Dixon is known

for having emulated the folkloric rhythm into the electronic dancehall rendition. The

Dem Bow is closely related to another dancehall riddim called the “PocoManJam”

created by Steely & Clevie. “Poco” refers to the Afro-Jamaican polytheistic spirit based

religion, Pocomania. Steely debuted as a keyboardist with Sugar Minott's Youth

Promotion Collective in the 1970s and Clevie is known for pioneering the experimental

use of electronic drum machines in reggae. Coincidently, Steely and Clevie first played

together at Lee "Scratch" Perry's Black Ark Studios experimenting with looping audio

technology that was made available from military concessions in times of peace.

The first documented and publicly acknowledged artist to record reggaespañol is

Chicho Man, native of the city of Colón who produced melodic raps over reggae riddim
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tracks layered in machine-gun snare effects and a distinct previously unexperimented

electronically generated deep bass looped background. At the same time, artist Pocho

Man appropriated a rendition of Chaka Demus & The Pliers’ now classic “Murder She

Wrote” into a Spanish version of the same song called “Pantalón Caliente” (Hot Pants).

Other Panamanian dancehall artists flourished, giving reggaespañol well-known

repertoires by Nando Boom, Little Lenny, La Atrevida, and later in the mid 80’s the

commercial reggae-rap cross over artist, El General.

The first Spanish versions of reggaespañol songs were exact translations of their

original English lyrics over the exact same instrumental riddim beats. Many critics

condemned the genre for lacking originality and criticized it for being unauthentic since

they were after all far from an attempt at innovative authorship. Regardless, the

danceable genre spread fast, placing emphasis in the sensuality of the rhythms appearing

elsewhere in the Caribbean. Hand in hand with the reproductive technology necessary to

hear the sound came access to the software necessary to (re)produce it. Despite its

massive diffusion of the genre in Latin America at the time, we can pinpoint that their

unparalleled development and experimentation occurred in Panama and Puerto Rico

because of the distinct elements of shared bilingual Spanish/English communities with

access to similar technology prevailing in both locations. A significant portion of their

(re)productive technology we can deduce arrived from the privatization of military bases

at their margins, where a new generation of civilian technicians developed, and youth

driven to engage with electronic music, formed their informal underground music

production and recording studios.
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Despite its commercial success in Latin America, reggaespañol did not get much

attention, if any, from U.S. audiences until the appearance of cross-over artist El General

who spiced the reggaespañol sound with rap rhymes. A son of Jamaican immigrants from

the city of Colón, El General took the Panamanian sound to the United States in 1985

exploding the American pop charts with his tracks “Tu Pum Pum” (Your Pum Pum) and

“Te ves buena” (You Look Good). He was without a doubt the first artist to conquer both

the English and Spanish reggaespañol music market.

El General’s exoticized “tropicalized brown

sugar” appearance, posed as a military general, was

propagated throughout Latin America and amongst

Latinos in the United States. His image was as important

– if not more so –than his music. The charismatic young

rapper was an icon for pop cult audiences. His persona

was decked out in U.S. military garb complete with shoulder tassels, suit jacket and gold

trim stripes, not to be confused for guerrilla combat gear that could have implied

solidarity with the leftist movements of Cuba or Nicaragua. His characteristic

iconography was fashionably symbolic of the U.S. military in Panama during the 1980’s.

The image was further propagated for U.S. audiences in the attempt to gain mainstream

public opinion towards maintaining U.S. cultural interests in Panama shortly after The

Carter Administration signed the 1977 treaty to return the Canal territory. El General

offered a “friendly” marketing apparatus idol in an implicit attempt to de-villainize U.S.

military presence in Panama, which extended metaphorically to all of Latin America.
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The U.S. invasion of Panama in 1989 resonated with Americans not because of

administrative or foreign policy initiatives, but rather because of pop culture media

outlets. The “other General,” Manuel Noriega, was removed, ironically by implementing

U.S. military psychological warfare tactics that blasted American rock-n-roll at the

building where he was refuged. Pop culture media was not only the place for befriending

Latin America cultural interests, but also the “weapon of choice” for reprimanding it33.

Important for us to note herein is the mere fact that U.S. foreign policy had achieved pop

cult status unifying mainstream music with Americanization abroad. Young teenagers

throughout the malls of the United States could rest assured that Billboard’s chart toppers

brought down “The General” while El General secured our consumption trends of pan-

Latins. U.S. markets elevated El General, while U.S. foreign policy brought down “The

General.”

If access to simple sound amplifiers and electronic audio looping equipment were

capable of leading to the development of an entire new genre such as dub in Jamaica,

which transposed for Latinos into reaggespañol in Panama, then let us assume that this

type of trickle down access to technology multiplied exponentially by the mid eighties

through the 21st Century. With increased global communications networks, privatization

of military services, people to people contact and greater amounts of outdated equipment

for experimentation, underdeveloped nations of Latin America have undoubtedly

developed not only a new generation of self taught civilian technologists of music

producers and video directors, but also a series of pockets of informal engineering

innovation. Pockets where likely most of its groundbreaking experiments perhaps rarely
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come to light, but those that do, have revolutionized the production and reproduction of

modern electronic music.

  (Fast Forward): Urban, Sonic and Production Spaces

The geographical outskirts of urban centers are often made up of the lower class

housing projects that lie between the inner city and outer rural living conditions. Based

on the original development of hip-hop on the outskirts of Manhattan, in the Bronx, we

can since perceive a historical pattern for the development of hip-hop on outer rings of

metropolitan centers. The Bronx, South Central Los Angeles, and the Clichy-sous-Bois

along the outskirts of Paris all serve as excellent examples of geographically marginal

urban areas where hip-hop has predominantly originated for their respective metropolitan

markets and urban musical scapes.

Image # 6: Map of the Bronx, east of Manhattan on the outskirts of the metro area. Source: Google maps
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The metropolitan areas of Carolina in Puerto Rico and Alamar in Cuba are similar

to these previous cases within my respective field sites. They are on the eastern margins

of their respective metro areas, in locations with predominantly high rates of Afro Cuban

and Afro Puerto Rican descendants. What are the conditions in these urban margins that

drive youth’s interest in producing rhymes, music, break dancing or street art? Essentially

what about these marginal urban areas creates the conditions for youth to identify with

hip-hop? In both Cuba and Puerto Rico these eastern rims are often considered

shantytown developments made over old sugar plantations as refurbished ex-slave

dwelling centers and later turned into urban renewal housing projects. These areas share

(economic, transportation, and communication) marginality and are primarily inhabited

by descendants of urban labor migrants.

Where Ernest Hemingway was inspired to write The Old Man and the Sea is

where the Cuban equivalent of the South Bronx begins. Alamar is considered the cradle

of Cuban hip-hop. It is a metropolitan Soviet style district housing project made up of

hundreds of six-story cement buildings in square rows containing thousands of

apartments. Robinson (2004) describes Alamar as the “new city of the new Socialist Man

of the 1970’s.” Alamar was built to provide homes for the many new urban migrants of

the era. Robinson notes that the need for decent housing was particularly more acute

amongst Afro-Cubans before the Revolution. Since the disparity had been hard to

eradicate, a higher percentage of Afro-Cuban urban migrants moved into Alamar rather

than the inner city of Havana.

According to the U.S. based Time Magazine’s 1974 issue highlighting Cuba’s
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revolutionary progress in an article titled “CUBA: A Curious Style of Socialism,” notes:

“One of the most ambitious housing projects is in Alamar, ten minutes by
bus from Havana along the coast. Since 1971 apartments for 15,000
workers and their families have been built at Alamar along with schools,
workshops, day nurseries, clinics and supermarkets. By 1982, more than
150,000 people will live in its two-and three-bedroom apartments.
Construction is done by "microbrigades," a Cuban innovation in which
workers leave their regular jobs for a year or more to work on housing
construction into which they can then move into.” – Time Magazine, Oct.
14, 1974

Fernandes (2006) uses an inner city displacement model to explain the over-

whelming Afro-Cuban population of Alamar. Concentrating on the displacement of inner

city Cubans during the 1970’s, she argues that Alamar was constructed to solve the inner

city housing crises. Despite establishing localized health care providers, day care centers,

theatres, and sports facilities, it failed to provide educational institutions and barely any

employment opportunities, creating a dependency on inner city commuting. Most

relocated groups came from slum neighborhoods within Havana, such as La Timba, El

Fanguito, and Las Yaguas. Fernandes argues that such modern era housing projects –

which she compares to Cabrini Green – were executed without a clear plan on how

inhabitants would re-build their networks and adapt to their new environments. This

failure created a distinct geographical and economic isolation.
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Image #7: Map of Alamar, east of Havana and location of Real 70 Studio in Barreras. Source: Cubacán

Originally Alamar’s location did not appear as secluded from the inner city, but

with the crises of the Special Period after the fall of the communist camp, transportation

became much more scarce. Limited access seemed to move Alamar further and further

away from the city limits. Alamar is located on the closest ninety-mile point from Miami.

Its beachside location combined with its proximity to the Florida Keys allowed residents

to intercept pirate radio and television waves which brought Soul Train, the SugarHill

Gang, LL Cool J and Public Enemy to Cuban youths. Its geographical situation provided

a clear and uninterrupted reception from which to begin emulating what they saw and

heard. Additional to these architectural conditions, there was a relative relaxation of the

institutions and organizations of social control in Alamar, in contrast with Havana where

these organizations and surveillance methods were more pervasive (Fernandes, 2006).

In Puerto Rico there are two locations of recognition, the first is the marginal

eastern metropolitan borough of Carolina, where hip-hop first emerged, the second
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inclusive of the many caserios or public housing projects throughout the island, is a

contemporary case of urban isolation within the cities. Carolina, Puerto Rico, similar to

Alamar, Cuba, developed geographically on the eastern rim of the island’s capital. Hip-

hop identified with residents in these sectors first, particularly among youth who quickly

assimilated and appropriated it as a tool for communication, rebellion and social

commentary. Hip-hop became a common ground in these areas integrated by the process

of urban renewal amongst displaced communities to connect with one another, but also to

“battle” each other.

Image #8: Map of Carolina, on the metropolitan outskirts, east of San Juan. Source: Google maps

Dinzey-Flores (2008) argues that due to a failing sugar economy and the advent

of an urban industrialism rooted in the new political and economic relationship to the

United States, many Puerto Rican agricultural laborers moved to the urban centers in

search of better opportunities. Dramatic population shifts occurred as Puerto Rico became

predominantly urban. Today, gauging by Dinzey-Flores’ recent account, 94 percent of the

island population lives in urban or semi-urban areas.
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Puerto Rico has the second largest urban public housing system in the nation.

According to Fuste (2010) there are 250,000 inhabitants in 58,000 public housing

projects throughout the island. This housing system called caserios originally intended at

reducing class distances but in actuality had the reverse effect of creating further

divisions, physical compartmentalization and eventually, militarized separation. Fuste’s

work explains that by 1950 half of the urban population of San Juan lived in shantytowns

on the rim of the city. He notes that homes were built from used materials on particularly

wet and muddy vacant lands that had minimal sanitation and no tap water or electricity.

The caserios were meant to replace these shantytowns, and at the same time serve as the

United States’ New Deal’s tropical poster child of modernization for the late 1930’s.

The United States instituted slum clearance programs removing residents from

shantytowns and relocating them to single-family homes, typically built as compounds

made up of two to four story apartment buildings. Their architecture was meant to

symbolize stepping stones, intended to instigate residents to yearn for a more lucrative

lifestyle and activate them to become financially independent, leading to eventually

moving out. However Zaire Dinzey-Flores shows how notions of state-assisted housing

as “temporary,” the dominant position of politicians and housing authorities, was not in

sync with tenant’s construction of “permanent communities” within the public housing

complexes.

According to Fuste, planners and architects designed such housing projects to

reflect progressive human architectural ideals. Architectural form was intended to serve

as a corrective space for social problems. Geometric ordering of the public housing

buildings would contrast with the disorder of the shantytowns and thus intended to help
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foster organization and social order. Nearly all buildings were designed for safety and

hygiene, giving families a sense of their “own” space, intended to help residents abandon

their “communalism” in exchange for individualist consumer concerns and strengthen the

independence of the nuclear family. Homes were designed to motivate men in becoming

enterprising breadwinners, while inspiring women to become responsible homemakers.

Consider these social mindset norms being instilled solely in the public housing

sector. However may they serve as exemplary of most government imposed urban design

and socialization patterns. At the same time lets consider how these patterns are strikingly

opposite in San Juan’s capitalist architectual design than in Havana’s socialist model of

public housing. The housing complex of Alamar was built to make residents that were

traditionally individualistic and oriented toward self and family, to alter their attitudes

and behaviors towards the state, to shun individualist entrepreneurship and adopt a

communitarian mentality, and to reject competition for cooperation. Ironically however,

most of these housing projects, in San Juan and Alamar, in the end, look very similar one

to the other.

Caserios were placed throughout the San Juan metropolitan area strategically

inserted near middle and upper class residential areas to stimulate urges towards upward

mobility. Rather than having any form of long-term integrationist effects, the caserios

became isolated pockets, where criminality and violence increased and became

exponentially isolated by unemployment or discrimination. Neighboring upper and

middle class concerns for safety and private property led to greater divisions between

communities within the caserios and their neighbors. Dinzey-Flores (2008) explores how

Puerto Rican cities today are characterized by rather obvious representations of urban
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inequality. Multi-million dollar shopping malls and gated communities of the wealthy

often exist directly next-door to caseríos and urban barrios. In 1999, 48.2 percent of the

island’s population had an income below the poverty level and 20 percent of households

on the island received public assistance benefits (U.S. Census 2000).

Newer caserios were designed throughout the 1980’s as defensible and territorial

spaces. From 1993 onward the National Guard raided caserios regularly, in 1995, the

Vice Control Division of the Puerto Rican police, assisted by the National Guard, entered

caserios under the operative name “Mano Dura Contra El Crimen” (hard hand against

crime) under governor Rosello’s administration. Apartments identified by undercover

agents were searched as potential sites of drug fabrication or distribution. Among

personal items suggestive of criminal behavior, agents confiscated tapes and CDs from

homes and cars containing rap music (a topic we will further explore in chapter 4

“Repertoire and Rotation”). Upon each raid the National Guard erected perimeter walls

and guardhouses around each caserio complex with police monitored entrance

checkpoints.

I want to turn for a moment to the work on the soundscapes of a Rio de Janeiro

favela by Oosterbaan (2009) to consider how geographic areas of the city are marked by

specific sounds and the types of negotiations that occur between these sonic definitions of

space in order to better understand geographic areas such as Alamar or San Juan’s

caserios. Oosterbaan’s work highlights the fact that electronic media are woven into the

fabric of the social life of a city or neighborhood and are part and parcel of the production

of locality. According to Oosterbaan the mass-mediated sounds, employed to mark space

and identity also demonstrate that identity is not produced either locally or globally, but
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rather trans-locally and that electro-acoustic technology is essential to the

territorialization, deterritorialization and reterritorialization of sounds within the urban

landscape. According to Oosterbaan different groups try to exercise a politics of presence

through the sounds they produce and attempt to conquer one’s place in the urban setting

by means of the (re)production of sound. Oosterbaan’s analysis proposes a new

understanding of how we “hear” the city, urging us to pay attention to the relationships

between sound, territoriality, architecture and urban geography.

Such a seizure of the urban soundscape demonstrates how electro-acoustic

technology can even be used to privatize auditory public space. Using Oosterbaan’s

analysis we can apply this to the areas marked by public housing complexes on each

island of Cuba and Puerto Rico where hip-hop emerges as a soundscape of its geography.

The ability of sound to traverse space and territorialize areas indicates its unique

capability to establish the presence of certain groups within the architecture of the city.

Similar geographic conditions prevailed between Carolina and the caserios of Puerto

Rico as in Alamar in Cuba, despite distinctly different government initiatives, yet both

historically birth hip-hop amongst their respective communities. Besides enhancing

feelings of unity among the admirers of certain music, electro-acoustic technology allows

for the representatives of these geographically marginal groups to claim space in the

urban setting, yet marginal barrios, neighborhoods, and caserios maintain a sort of sonic

geographical authenticity. These spaces are perpetually challenged and negotiated.

Residents loudly amplify their music in their homes, yards or cars, temporarily seizing

hold of the soundscape. As such, the soundscape forms an important element of the

public space and can reveal some of its daily power relations.
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Media demands that we rethink our conceptualizations of locality. As Appadurai

(1996) has argued, the production of locality is heavily influenced by the “form and force

of electronic mediation.” Taking household, then neighborhood, as the smallest

denominator of how locality is realized and expressed, Appadurai underscores the current

tensions between different forces acting in and upon the neighborhood such as the nation-

state that seeks to produce compliant citizens. Another important tension Appadurai

stresses is caused by the global flows of electronic media that present and sustain new

ideas and experiences of community, often exceeding local forms of collectivity.

I apply Appadurai’s analysis of collective spaces to music production studios, that

I argue act as international pockets within their respective specialized musical genres.

Hip-hop is created, produced, performed, reproduced, and distributed in two primary

locations: (1) the live performance or concert space where music as a service is

performed, and (2) the recording studio, where electronic music as a tangible product is

produced. Herein I will further explore the second category on the role of commercial,

state sponsored or underground production studios, that also act as international sites of

contact within local contexts and have propagated the insurgence of a new generation of

self taught civilian technologists.

Let us first consider studios as creative spaces, despite the obvious market that

revolves around the service of music production. Studios are locations dedicated more to

the creative authorship of music, than to the publishing aspect of an editorial or the

financial scope of a distributor. Within a “factory-line” of the music market, studios are

amongst the most creative spaces. Production studios are also spaces specifically

designed and engineered to be removed from society, regardless if they are large
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professional production suits or “underground” home set ups. Their very nature of

creating sonic isolation creates a series of layers from the outside world in order to

achieve the ideal acoustics. This architecture creates an isolated inner core with a series

of layers around them usually marked by access to the interior layer.

All studio locations I visited in Cuba or Puerto Rico had a common layered

design. They tended to be a private and secluded core where the producer and artist

engage with one another surrounded by a series of layers of medium to high traffic

spaces. Depending on the caliber of the fan base for each artist, the population of traffic

in the margins such as, journalists, fans, or media, increases.

Image #9: Production Studios

In Puerto Rico, rates for a professional recording studio range from $150-200 an

hour and up to USD$70,000 an album. Commercial mainstream studios rely on stocking

the most state of the art equipment, consistently updated software and a regular

replenishment of artists and new marketable repertoire. In contrast underground

recording studios prevail throughout the San Juan area made from lower grade but
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relatively modern recording equipment, perhaps considered “second grade” equipment.

Most underground recording studios I visited in San Juan made up part of the individual’s

home, but usually a room or space separated from the home’s daily activities.

Technology is relatively available to San Juan experimenters as long as they are working

with a budget or willing to take hand downs, but there aren’t many tourist/foreign

investors who bring equipment “in solidarity” with Puerto Rican hip-hop. In contrast to

Puerto Rico, in Cuba, technology, and access to technology, are two separate entities.

Artists either gain access to state run recording studios in Havana such as the EGREM or

the Electro-Acustica Studio where rates can range from $15-60CUC per hour, or artists

gain access to underground studios such as Real 70 or Champion Records for rates

ranging between $5-10CUC. In the underground studios, not only are rates more

accessible, but these also have the advantage of working with audio engineers whose

styles are oriented towards hip-hop acoustics, an expertise that state run studios do not

offer. These home studios are considered illegal in Cuba, although there has yet to be a

well known case of an underground recording studio shut down, their producers and

artists alike must rely heavily on their involvement in informal networks to copy and

distribute CDs in the street because it is illegal to generate an independent economy from

such labor. The space itself is considered illegal if it extends beyond the purpose of

personal creativity into a “business operation” and not with standing the studio should

have paperwork to demonstrate where all the equipment originated and how it was

acquired.

Aside from the fact that underground studios in Havana are considered illegal

because of their ability to generate an independent economy, it is also illegal for
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musicians to record music for commercial purposes outside of institutional avenues.

These types of underground studios generally charge services in national pesos (as well

as CUC) making their studios more fiscally available to street artists. Some of these

studios are politically less censored sites for recording controversial lyrics, however

Boudreault-Fournier (2008) reports that in one underground studio she conducted

fieldwork in Santiago de Cuba, the owner/producer of the studio applied severe self-

censorship to what he produced to protect his own interests. She states for example that

he would never record a group that promoted anti-revolutionary messages for fear of

being shutdown. These fears lead him and other home producers to self-police lyrics

themselves. A general tendency among Cuban musicians to self-censor has been said to

reflect the “effective means of institutional control” (Perna 2005). Other studios such as

Real 70 challenge these limitations on freedom of expression and take more direct risks

to record liberally without policing or self-censoring lyrics. Again I stress, despite their

“illegal” nature, neither conventional nor controversial underground studios have, to my

knowledge, been shut down by authorities despite their awareness of these locations as

sites of production. There was an incident in September of 2009 that Aldo’s 26 Musas’

studio computer was confiscated by police, however it was rapidly returned when Silvio

Rodriguez, the prominent Revolutionary Cuban folk singer, claimed the equipment to be

a personal donation on his behalf to Aldo. The justification for the seizure was that Aldo

could not provide the appropriate paper work to demonstrate the origin of his personal

computer. He was not accused of using the equipment for recording musical demos,

rather it was insinuated that Aldo was conducting personal business from reproducing

movies with the equipment that he rented out illegally34.
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Regardless of their location, either San Juan or Havana, underground studios tend

to be genre specific, dividing hip-hop from rock, tropical or punk/”freaky” musical styles.

Their respective production spaces, their producers, hardware and specific software

equipment are also genre specific. This is because most underground studios spring up

around the musical form rather than the profession of audio engineering. Rather than

youth ambitiously experimenting with electronics in order to become sound

technologists, it becomes obvious that youth are motivated by their urge to learn to

produce a genre specific music that leads them to becoming talented civilian

technologists.

Many early Cuban rappers from the 1990’s tended to be computer illiterate, yet a

select group of producers have emerged who are both technologically and musically

savvy as noted in the research by Boudreault-Fournier (2008) in Santiago. She notes that

the acquisition of the technology to produce and record music electronically has been

achieved incrementally since the end of the 1990s, particularly with the help of foreign

sympathizers. Homemade studios equipped with basic computer equipment, speakers,

and microphones have become the primary spaces in which rap or reggaetón is produced

and recorded.

Most studios rely on exchanges with foreigners to develop their technological

arsenal since most audio recording equipment and production software cannot be located

in Cuba, and is even difficult to acquire for state run studios due to the U.S. embargo and

blockade issues. Most hardware is made up of second hand rebuilt used equipment and

nearly all software is pirated. Boudreault-Fournier comments on the entrepreneurship of a

specific New Zealand record label that commercializes reggaetón recordings sowed from
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Santiago reggaetón artists, keeping half of each song’s royalties. She notes that all of the

groups approached by the impresario were keen to sign contracts. Business processes of

signing contracts, buying music, and copyrighting music for underground artists takes

place without the involvement of Cuban authorities and outside of national judicial

networks. In the case of this specific company from New Zealand, it is interesting to note,

that the contracted groups have not yet received any royalties at the time of her writing,

but the foreign impresario has sporadically provided them with mp3s, turntables,

computers, and other electronic devices. In my own experience, contracts are quickly

signed, often times feeling as awkward engagements that are barely reviewed, especially

if they include the transference of money or the promise of such. In my case I turned the

reading of contracts into educational experiences, but it is obvious that despite

professional memberships with institutions, there is little to no education for artists about

author copyrights, publishing, or repertoire distribution.

Roger Rouse’s (2002) work on bi-locality and national identities proposes a

model of dual cultural identity with regard to its influence on global flows. Rouse

proposes that within global centers, smaller international pockets prevail within diasporic

communities that continue active relationships with the homeland. Although Rouse

designs this approach to further investigate the migrant identity, I apply it here as the bi-

locality of a specific space: the hip-hop recording studio. Rouse argues that within

metropolises migrant communities develop pockets that are in themselves localized

manifestations of the diaspora that experience the transference of individuals, images and

finances between (1) their respective nations and (2) concurrently existing pockets in

similar respective urban centers. I have discovered a similar occurrence as Rouse notes
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amongst national diasporic communities has prevailed in a similarly around interest

groups who identify with each other simply because of their mutual artist selections as

seen by the success of genre specific magazines, interest group web sites, networking

platforms, and fan clubs.

Production studios are particular places that define themselves by their nature to

manipulate space and sonics. I propose they can also function as international pockets in

a similar fashion as Rouse proposes for diasporic communities. Recording studios are

isolated localized places where musical genre specific global dialogues prevail. As seen

in image #9, the two outer layers have localized manifestations such as family,

management, media, press, or fans, within the inner circle the producer and artist engage

in a potentially “global” dialogue referencing the musical genre’s expectations proposed

on a worldwide scale. In certain cases where the lyrics of the songs being produced or

recorded contain symbolic or anthem like representations of the rapper’s neighborhood or

city, are obviously dimensions of localized repertoire. However the primary creative

exchange is one that aims to transcend, experiment and transform a genre itself, in this

case hip-hop, without localized competitors or colleagues as the set examples. In the

development of their music or lyrics, producers and songwriters alike may look to

challenge genre specific innovations, building upon international repertoires rather than

localized ones that may prevail in the locations of the studios but not the space within

them.

Image #10 is a visual guide to where the four dissertation tracks were recorded.

Two physically separated artists engaged with the same instrumental musical

composition in two locations that were isolated from their local context, yet in contact
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with each other through the production itself. Consider for example, Real 70 Studios, an

underground studio run by Papa Humbertico, located in rural Guanabacoa, Cuba.

Humbertico started the studio on his mother’s laptop, but today it is the most well-known

and revered underground studio in Cuban hip-hop where both underground and

institutionalized artists record. The cores of these studios, regardless of whether they are

underground such as Real 70 or the Electro-Acustica Studios, they are in contact with

each other, at times more so than they are in contact with their regional localized

contexts. Dialogues between artists in Real70 Studios are far removed from the studio’s

rural location, a 30-minute drive out of Havana. In order to be globally connected, read

the newest edition of a hip-hop magazine or hear the newest track of a foreign artist,

rappers do not visit the urban center, rather their global center is located in the outskirts

of Havana at the Real 70 Studio.

International rappers, producers, and filmmakers alike make the pilgrimage to

Real 70 regularly, bringing with them international movement to a very isolated location

in the far east margin of Havana. They also tend to bring donations and hence contribute

to the technological development of studios such as Real 70. Boudreault-Fournier’s

(2008) work with reggaetón artists in Santiago illustrates how artists maintain long

distance relationships with foreigners who visit the island. These exchanges give them a

glimpse of new trends in musical styles, and visitors often bring with them the electronic

equipment necessary for the further (re)production of music (including mp3 recorders,

microphones, software, hard drives or computers). Such products are in high demand

because they are not available either in the official or the underground markets and are

only available through direct contact with foreigners or informal networks.
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Image #10 Production Studios as a Parallel Global Location

Recording studios serve as small international pockets of global music outwards,

as well as platforms for engaging local artists inward. Some artists belong to an elite

international labor sector and social class, while others are underground or institutionally

marginalized artists. The recording studio itself becomes a local contact zone for these

artists of varied status, their corresponding media and their negotiations with the market

or the state. In addition to being spaces of creation and production, home studios are also

central spaces of socialization where artists meet, discuss, debate, and collaborate with

each other.

Most underground studios in Cuba such as Real 70 are run on PC Pentium

processors using programs such as Fruity Loops software for musical production and

Sound Forge for recording and editing vocals. Over recent years underground studios

have slowly acquired more professional equipment. When Papa Humbertico and I

recorded the vocal tracks for “Sin Permiso” at Real 70 Studios with Los Aldeanos,
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Humbertico used a generic live performance microphone such as a Shure 58A, a

microphone not made for studio recording but rather live performances. However since

then, Real 70 has acquired professional recording equipment donated by foreign allies.

Below I include a series of pictures of Real 70 and 26 Musas Studios in Havana. The first

set of pictures show Real 70 in 2007, the second image reveals the newer Real 70 studios

with a designated vocal booth and a professional condenser microphone taken

approximately one year later. Although not seen in the picture during that year Real 70,

also added a new Pentium IV operating system, a couple terabytes of both external and

internal hard drive space, an audio interface, and a set of audio monitors that I provided

as a donation as well as an air conditioner and soundproof doors that Humbertico was

able to finance from income earned through studio sessions. I am also aware that his

current condenser microphone as well as more modern equipment was also recently

donated from foreign friends.

Image #11: Papá Humbertico on the controls at Real 70 Studios, 2007, photo by author.
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Image #12: Aldo recording the song “Sin Permiso” at Real 70 Studios, 2007, photo by author.

Image #13: Bian rehearsing while Aldo is recording for their song “Los Aldeanos” at Real70 Studios, 2008,
photo by author.

Image #14: Papá Humbertico recording at Real 70 Studios, 2008, photo by author.
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Below are two images taken from 26 Musas, the underground home studio for

Los Aldeanos that serves as Aldo’s bedroom and a high traffic music production studio.

Aldo writes his lyrics and produces beats on his PC, while the closet occasionally serves

as a vocal recording booth that is insulated with egg cartons for compressing echoes and

creates better acoustic output.

Image #15: Aldo and Bian writing lyrics for the track “Coge tu Flow a La Aldea,” 26 Musas, 2009, photo
by author.

Image # 16: Silvito El Libre recording the song “NADA” in the closet vocal booth of 26 Musas, 2009,
photo by author.
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The import and sale of many electronics was banned throughout the 1990s during

Cuba’s Special Period, the deprivation of oil supplies resulted in an energy crunches that

obligated daily blackouts. The import of electricity generators run on fuel supplied by

Venezuela in 2006 propagated Raul Castro’s new platform to legalize the sale of

computers and DVD players/burners for personal consumption, inevitably opening access

to limited (re)productive technology (Frank 2008). The legal permissions allowing

personal computer ownership created a recent surge of new self-taught civilian

technologists in the past few years. The lack of formal training removed many limitations

and expectations enforced by traditional methods and institutional production schools,

allowing for experimentation with new techniques as we saw discussed by Rose and we

reviewed herein with regard to the development of dub and reggaespañol. Experimenting

with high or low frequencies, mixing music, or video editing professional “don’ts” forged

into new unique styles due to innovation within isolation. Take for example early on in

my fieldwork I recall a DJ utilizing a wet sponge wrapped around a microphone to make

the same noise as a record needle scratch, but since there was no turntable, it was re-

created by any means necessary.  Colloquially, many connoisseurs of rap call

“underground” a specific sound, usually marked by rough production acoustics due to

low-end equipment outputs.

According to Moore (2006) recording in Cuba in the 1990s did not increase

because of state initiatives; the increase was due to an expansion of home production

technology. Geoff Baker’s (2005) work elaborates that reggaetón swept the island

through a wave of bootleg recordings and he stresses that the accessibility of recording
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technology is precisely what allowed such a musical “boom” to take place. He further

proposes that reggaetón caught on in Havana primarily due to its popularity amongst

bicycle-taxi drivers, most of whom have loud stereos mounted on their vehicles and act

as conduits for the latest popular music styles within the urban soundscape.

In an interview with Santiago de Cuba rapper Pellón from the group Sentimiento

Rapero, he expressed to me the importance of acquiring technology as trickle downs

from the military base in Guantánamo towards Cuba’s rap and reggaetón production in

the south of the island. At times, early on in the inception of rap in Cuba youth received

recordings of Panama’s reggaespañol, and Puerto Rico’s underground rap through mix

tapes that made their way from soldiers at the military base to civilian hands. Radio

waves from Jamaica were intercepted on the outskirts of Santiago similar to how Havana

residents could intercept Miami radio. Boudreault-Fournier (2008) reports that at the end

of the 1990s many rappers from the region used to listen to Jamaican radio programs

using homemade antennas. She also notes that unlike Cuban rap, which appeared to

emulate Miami sounds, Cuban reggaetón, it is commonly agreed, entered Cuba by the

orient, from the area closest to the naval base area.

Despite some rapper’s accredited status as professional members of the Cuban

Agency for Rap or the Asociación Hermanos Saíz, these artists are not guaranteed access

to state run or institutional recording studios. According to Agency artists, Doble Filo,

their membership as professional rappers grants them permission to perform legally on

public stages and sign contracts as a musical group, but does not entail a recording or

publishing contract. Agencies and institutions in Cuba promote content but do not assist

with the content creation process. Most rappers, both institutionalized and those marginal
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to the state run studios, rely on recording at underground studios such as Real 70, or other

similar home studios to complete the majority of their recordings. In the case of agency

or institutionalized rappers, once the content and the album imaging are finalized, they

negotiate packaging, reproduction, national publishing and island-wide distribution with

the Agencia Cubana de Derechos de Autor Musical (ACDAM), If the artists does not

belong to the Agency these other facets are employed individually on their own as their

resources permit.

Despite the fact that Cuba and Puerto Rico share a series of similar circumstances

facilitating their appropriation of hip-hop, one striking difference between them is their

civilian access to productive and reproductive technology. Where as Real 70 is obviously

“put together” with donated or handed down and second hand equipment, underground

studios in San Juan, even when constructed on a low budget, are still considerably more

upgraded than their Cuban counterparts. Below are two images of rapper Siete Nueve

working with Velcro at his San Juan home recording studio.

Image #17: Siete Nueve recording “Sabor Latino” in Velcro’s home studio, 2009, photo by author.
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Image # 18: Velcro on the controls in his home studio space, 2009, photo by author.

  (Record): Ethnographic Production

Technology to produce or reproduce sounds and images was precisely what my

role as producer in the field provided. My role of Ethnographic Producer, a term I will

later revisit, revealed a gap that the fieldwork served to fill in order to produce the four

musical tracks in Son Dos Alas. By inserting the necessary technology to produce and

reproduce audio I filled an obvious gap between both island’s hip-hop movements. I used

the technology first to create social relationships and give back to, collaborate with, and

serve the promotional purposes of the local hip-hop movement. This included filming

music videos such as “La Ley 5566” with Anónimo Consejo, “Los Pelos” with Obsesión

as well as their live show performances and making it part of the artist’s electronic press

kits, offering help promoting their music online and generating a general “buzz” about

their work. Based on the interest generated by each location towards productions from the

other, I later focused my attention to create a digital space for an encounter removed from

the geographical and political boundaries. Rappers from each island chose to form a
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bridge within that space in order to meet within the media to share their their everyday

experiences and local struggles.

There was no precise object, technology, software, or network I aimed to “insert”

in order to bridge artists through the Son Dos Alas research. Rather I took on each song as

its own project, filling the gaps as they appeared. At first I only intended to produce one

musical track as an experiment, specifically, the title track “Son Dos Alas,” and base my

research on its findings. In some cases filling technological gaps entailed recording

vocals, engineering, editing and mixing audio recordings. In other cases it was focused

around networking, facilitating communication or filming and directing music videos.

Image #19: Recording with Sentimiento Rapero in a homemade cardboard box vocal booth, Casa de
Cultura 2008

Image #20: Filming with El B for the “Sangre Guerrera” video, Nuevo Vedado 2009

I intentionally attempted to take a laissez-faire approach to the initial production

process feeling out who artists commonly recorded with, whose beats they used, were

these usually purchased or gifted and other logistics about how they negotiated their craft.

I tried to keep artists who formed part of Son Dos Alas within their usual recording
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patterns and studios for their respective songs rather than altering this variable. Those

artists who do not regularly record in professional studios were not transposed into one

simply for the sake of acoustic quality. Instead the original networks, musical composers,

audio engineers, and studio locations already in place were kept intact for the research in

order to keep all other variable that could influence artists repertoires as neutral as

possible. As it turned out, artists who are considered institutionally accepted preferred

recording at professional studios, while underground artists were not only more at ease

working in underground studios, they were actually, visibly more comfortable than in a

professional commercial setting, noted by their demeanor, their creativity, and their

outgoingness. A consistent high quality of audio was attained in both settings whether in

professional studios, such as The Lab and Electro-Acustica, or underground studios such

as Real 70 and 26 Musas.

The record button on any (re)productive technical equipment, be it a microphone

or a video camera, is a situational power button. The use of the record button has been

shown to alter human behavior, as people tend to reserve themselves more or become

outstandingly outlandish “in front of the camera.” Although the intention of the recording

equipment may be “capturing the moment” at times this can have the reverse effect of

“altering the moment.” Regardless of which way attitudes may be altered, the camera or

microphone themselves become actors in the field.

The methodological concept of Ethnographic Production requires the “power of

record” be taken into consideration when applied. This consideration allows the

researcher and subjects to be comfortable with how recording media does in fact alter

behavior. Leaving room for this variable, allows the recorded moment to become a
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creative space rather than a window into a lived moment experienced as an “objective

observer.” This approach entails allowing media to have its behavior altering effect on its

documented, and allowing this altered behavior to express itself naturally. The concept of

media and ethnography is to document the culture, the moment, the local context, the

sounds and the images. The concept of media and production is that of generating a

directed and publishable creative product. The two together when applying Ethnographic

Production propose a multimedia approach that incorporates both the creative direction

entailed in documentary filmmaking as well as organically documenting the unscripted

cultural context integral to the purpose and definition of the ethnography. How

Ethnographic Production is conceived as a methodology is further explored in chapter 6

“The Bridge.”

The musical compositions yielded from this research project are: (1) "Son Dos

Alas” by Anónimo Consejo and Tego Calderón, (2) "Guasábara" by Siete Nueve and

Magia López, (3) "Sin Permiso" by Los Aldeanos & Intifada, and (4) “Sangre Guerrera”

by El B and Siete Nueve. There were other attempts at collaborations that did not develop

which I believe are essential to analyzing in order to further understand what created

unity between rappers, and what messages did not instigate follow-through. Among the

tracks that did not blossom involved collaborations between Vico C and Doble Filo,

Eddie “Dee” Avila and Magia, TekOne with El Adversario and ChinoNyno with Papo

Record. These four completed tracks were executed in a similar fashion to those that did

blossom, but different variables held back their completion. In the first case consisting of

a track between Doble Filo and Vico C, the collaboration is still officially “pending” on

Vico C, who emphatically expresses his desire to participate, but has yet to record his
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portion of the song. Doble Filo has already recorded their portion of the song, temporarily

titled “Abriendo caminos” on a musical track donated by Puerto Rican Producer “Gabo.”

For Doble Filo the ends are the musical track, however it is evident from discussion with

Vico C, the track is a means to a potential concert invitation to perform in Havana. Magia

and Eddie’s collaborative song was left uncompleted in 2005. Although Magia recorded

her lyrics for the song, which we recorded during the same session we recorded Son Dos

Alas, Eddie never followed through with his intent to record the other portion of the song.

The original musical composition that Echo provided for the track between Magia and

Eddie required alterations requested by Magia, who accelerated the beat upon which she

recorded her vocals. I cannot speak towards the interpretations of this acceleration on

behalf of Echo or Eddie, however it became evident there was no further interest on their

behalf to either adjust the beat or finalize their end of the recording. TekOne and El

Adversario were considered the freestyle kings of each respective island long before the

famed Red Bull rap freestyle competition that united them years later in Colombia. In

2005 I attempted to consider how we could perform a long-distance “freestyle” within the

media, but the project simply never developed any further. It was a year later in 2006 that

they both respectively won the Red Bull Freestyle Battle in each island and met up for the

final in Colombia. They were, by then, undoubtedly even more motivated to complete a

collaborative track, but life led them each in different directions, and the song was never

completed. Today El Adversario forms part of the Cuban Agency for Rap catalogue and

TekOne has reportedly since “left” hip-hop behind. Lastly the track between ChinoNyno

and Papo Record was left hanging in the creative process when Papo Record decided to
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stay in London and develop his career as a reggaetón artist while ChinoNyno simply lost

communication, focusing on his own debut album release project.

There is just as much validity in asking why these tracks did not develop as there

is in analyzing why the other four did. All the tracks that remain uncompleted relied on

the hip-hop as the platform and theme for the unification. Where as the completed tracks

illustrate a pattern of using hip-hop as a platform, but shared value systems as their

unifying theme. I asses that it was not the fact that hip-hop as a platform failed, rather that

these artists selected rap itself as their message, and rap was undergoing two different

developmental phases between fieldsites. This issue is further explored in chapter 5

“Rites of Rhymes” The individual tracks used as a methodology versus the series of four

and the greater series of eight as evidence is further assessed in chapter 6 “The Bridge.”

On occasions I began to see a pattern of gaps appear with respect to technology. I

began filling the gaps as best I could and took note of what were the essential elements

that built the bridges. I am uncertain as to wether this research could be reproduced today

in the same manner, since patterns of isolation have shifted. Specific to this project was

its context and the timing of the appropriation of hip-hop at each field site. Since this

research was executed, considerable amounts of new technology have entered into

common daily use in Havana and in San Juan. The value of filling the technological gaps

in future research would seem minimal. As discussed further in chapter 4 “Repertoire and

Rotation” I argue that it was the timing of the research at specific phases of hip-hop’s

development in each site that allowed for these bridges to be created within the media.

During the years this research took place, the collaborations between artists from

Puerto Rico and Cuba were (r)evolutionary and historical. These musical collaborations,
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already viral on the internet and appearing on mix tapes by various Caribbean DJs,

produced and reproduced, will have significant future effects of how not only the history

of Cuba and Puerto Rican music continue to converge, but also how they contribute to

discussions of collaborations between post-socialist and capitalist nations within the

creative arts. For the discipline, the methodology will resonate as a new alternative to

creating places using digital media in which human behavior can be participated in,

observed and even altered. Althoguh the fieldsites may have transformed significantly to

reproduce the fieldwork, in contrast, we have only begun to test the potential of this

methodology that proposes creating a fieldsite rather than locating it.

Conclusion

Making something out of nothing, considered a working class value, is inherent in

the origins of hip-hop and critical to reproducing it authentically. So much so that the

concept of “keeping it real” is nearly a mantra in its (re)production. Youth latch on to

hip-hop throughout the globe, arguably to belong to a global majority when they are

considered local minorities.

 “Between Play and Rewind” addresses the issue of the margins and how youth

innovatively adapt their available resources to reproduce hip-hop. The chapter is divided

into sections named after the different stages of reproductive technology such as Stop,

Play and Rewind. The chapter aims to counter argue many hip-hop scholars who

categorize hip-hop as victims of the margin, where as this work aims to express hip-hop

as a victory of the margin. The initial section looks at the original New York Bronx

movement and its marginal development. Images, sound and video were exported abroad
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and reinterpreted, yet hip-hop production materializes more rampantly in key locations

where youth gain access to the necessary technology to (re)produce it.

Despite the fact that Cuba and Puerto Rico share a series of similar circumstances

facilitating their appropriation of hip-hop, the only real tangible differences between

Cuba and Puerto Rico and their subsequent development of hip-hop is their access to

productive and reproductive technology. Reproductive electronic equipment filtered into

both islands from aspects of Caribbean labor migration and privatizations from the U.S.

military bases abroad. In Puerto Rico there was a direct relationship and insertion of the

bases on the island, where as in Cuba, due to the antagonistic presence of the military

base, there was not a direct trickle down of technology into civilian hands. However

pirating radio broadcasting was accessible as was a similar relationship as seen with U.S.

bases with soviet technology entering civil hands. It is questionable how much

technology may have entered into the public domain from Guantánamo, but we can

assume some minimal access was allotted. The margins of military bases where media

communication could be intercepted and the privatization or trickle down of technical

equipment could reach youth who chose to experiment with the technology, yielding a

new generation of self taught civilian technologists. For the music industry this has

yielded new underground music producers, audiovisual engineers, and music videos

directors.

Dub music is looked at as a historical marker on which to consider the value of

electronic amplification technology towards the development of specific sound genres.

These sounds are placed within the urban geography, where I take a particular look at

underground rap as the sonic and lifestyle related to public housing sites such as Alamar
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in Cuba and the caserios of San Juan. Underground production studios act as

international pockets where despite their urban or rural regional location or their

commercial/state-run/underground status, they participate in global discussions beyond

locality with regard to the repertoire they produce and the content the provide for the

industry of the creative arts. These locations is primarily where a significant portion of

my research took place, filling technological gaps in the field site, these international

pockets that are the production studios, is where I opened the door to dialogues within a

place called “media.”

                                                

1 In one day in June of 1975 a record of 40 fires were reported during a 3 hour period (Chang 2005)
2 The Watts Riots of 1965 refers to a large-scale riot in the Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles, California
in August of 1965 triggered by police brutality.
3 The 1992 Los Angeles Riots, were sparked on April 29, when a jury acquitted four Los Angeles Police
Department officers accused in the videotaped beating of African-American ex-convict motorist Rodney
King.
4 Dolores "Lolita" Lebrón Sotomayor is an active advocate for Puerto Rican independence. She became the
leader of a group of nationalists, who attacked the United States House of Representatives in 1954. Huey
Newton was a co-founder and leader of the Black Panther Party for Self Defense. Jose ‘Cha Cha’ Jiménez
was a Puerto Rican nationalist and founder of the Young Lord Party in Chicago.
5 Gang members reported that these figures seemed low and that they reflected more about poor policing
standards than about actual statistics.
6 Section iv of the Final Report Of The Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Respect
To Intelligence Activities United States Senate states: “The Effort to Promote Violence Between the Black
Panther Party and Other Well-Armed, Potentially Violent Organizations”, 1976
7 An excellent case is that of DJ Dangermouse who mixed the Beatle’s “The White Album” with rapper Jay
Z’s “The Black Album,” titling it “The Grey Album,” distributed as a free download online.
8 In general this is a very elusive term. In fieldwork I refer to a producer as anyone who self identifies as
one and has some sort of direct involvement in the recording, directing or production of music.
9 A sampler is a computer that loops any recording by playing it back in any key or pitch. When connected
to a keyboard one can play samples in varying scales.
10 Public Enemy’s musical track titled “Night of the Living Baseheads” uses 45 separate samples joined
together in a unique new order, all of them intentionally indistinguishable from their origin.
11 Brown disqualifies the videos of female rappers in his study stating that these are so few and insignificant
to the larger trends that although their own study is valid they did not play a role in the character make-up
of the early rap video.
12 Interview with HardStone (2005)
13 In 2002 Nelly’s ‘”Air Force One” video about a pair of Nike shoes was initially rejected by MTV for
being too ‘commercial-like.’
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14 The US Navy vacated their last active Puerto Rican practice range in on the offshore island of Vieques in
2003 followed by the closing of the massive Roosevelt Roads Naval Station a year later. The remaining
smaller military bases in Puerto Rico maintain additional political functions. On the island the FBI has
compiled 1.8 million documents based on surveillance proponents of independence and other political
activists. The presence of U.S. military bases plays a significant role in enforcing Puerto Rican
identification with Washington (Lindsay 2004).
15 In 1912 Nicaragua was occupied by the U.S., and. maintains troops and advisors in the country until
1925.
16 U.S. bombs and then occupies Vera Cruz, in 1914 from a conflict arising out of a dispute with Mexico's
new government in which president Victoriano Huerta resigns.
17 U.S. Marines occupy Haiti developing a base to restore order, and establish a protectorate in 1915.
18 U.S. Marines occupied the Dominican Republic in 1916 staying till 1924, maintaining a monitoring base
19 Washington has signed ten-year agreements with Ecuador, the Netherlands (for Aruba and Curacao), and
El Salvador and has funded the renovation of air facilities in Ecuador, Aruba, and Curacao.
20 The U.S. military had used offices in Venezuela for more than 50 years but was evicted from the site in
May 2004 (Lindsay 2004)
21 Besides Roosevelt Roads and despite the US Navy’s closure of the land bombing range on Vieques in
2001/2003, the Navy also operates an “outer range” of nearly 200,000 square miles, an underwater tracking
range for submarines, and an electronic warfare range in waters near the island. The ranges are used both
by the Navy and by private contractors to test sophisticated ship and weapons systems.
22 Guantánamo, Cuba, a base that has been “leased” from Cuba since 1903 has served as a prime
surveillance site for military action within Cuba and around its southern waters.  Guantánamo illegally
occupies the southeast corner of Cuba. The base includes large-scale naval facilities, an airfield, "joint
forces" and "special forces" deployments and  the "Camp X-Ray" detention facility. U.S. troops seized
Guantánamo during the Spanish-American war in 1898. The U.S. claims it legally occupies the land under
a 1903 lease agreement that states that it can only be absolved by the "mutual consent" of the U.S. and
Cuban government.  Continuing to occupy the land against the will of the Cuban government, the U.S. pays
$4,085 yearly under the agreement, checks the Cuban government has never cashed since 1960.
23 790 ACA20 AFRS/SCN at Ft. Clayton, 1340 AFRS Guantánamo Bay operates on 1340 kHz, with a
power of 1.000 watts, as authorized by the FCC and 1470 ACE AFRS/AFCN Puerto Rico, 50 watts.
24 Puerto Rico contained the largest concentration of U.S. forces in the Caribbean region. The Army
maintained 2329 personnel, the Navy 1509 personnel, with 1064 more personnel “a float” – assigned to
mobile activities in the region and 1998 Marines and Air force 3501 personnel. The Canal zone followed
suit with 6121 Army personnel, Naval and Marine forces together totaled 583, and 1138 Air Force, later
increased with the 1968 Coup to 11,721. Lastly Guantánamo
Contained 1536 Navy personnel at shore and 3950 a float with an additional 290 Marines (Strodder and
McCarthy 1983). These bases were followed in dimension by the Virgin Island, British West Indies,
Bahamas, and Netherland West Indies and personnel assigned to civilian sectors followed suit in Dom Rep,
Haiti, Colombia and VZ
25 In Panama Navy and Marine personnel dropped to 316 and the Air force went from 3204 to 1831.
Similarly in Guantánamo naval personnel dropped from 3999 in 1968 to 2479 in 1981 (Stodder and
McCarthy 1983).
26 In the last twenty years the Pentagon is moving to shift much of the operation and maintenance of its
military bases to private, for-profit contractors. For example, the Air Force recently contracted the
operation of many of its bases to Dyncorp, and "host-nation riders" who accompany military flights now
"outsourced" to local private contractors (Lindsay 2004).
27 The contract was with Evergreen Helicopters, a private company that, according to Lindsay-Poland, also
played a clandestine role in the 1989 U.S. invasion of Panama.
28 The vocals from the Paragons hit “On The Beach,” were left too low to be distinctly heard when it was
first recorded and mastered. Although the song was re-finalized with its original vocals at their intended
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volume, the new “instrumental” version created by recording and looping instrumentation, was left as a b-
side to the album.
29 The 1962 independence of Jamaica from Britain triggered concern for the creation of an alternate
Caribbean communism. Jamaica's post-independence history has been characterized by a binary political
tension between the conservative Jamaica Labor Party (JLP) and the socialist People's National Party
(PNP). A decade later in 1972, Michael Manley, as the head of the PNP proposed a regimen based on
democratic socialism, affiliating Jamaican politics with Castro in Cuba, needless to say, upsetting the
Nixon Administration in Washington.
30 Marshall’s example of this is the recording by Lord Power & His Calypsonians of “Special Amber
Calypso.”
31 Ska is a music genre that originated in Jamaica in the late 1950s, and was the precursor to rocksteady and
reggae. Ska combined elements of Caribbean mento and calypso with American jazz and rhythm and blues.
Ska is characterized by a “walking” bass line and accented on the upbeat.
32 Panamanian salsa singer and lawyer Ruben blades provided a musical voice against the US militarization
of Central America. Raised in a middle-class neighborhood in Panama City, his mother, a Cuban emigrant,
was a vocalist and pianist. Blades’ migration to the U.S. opened many doors and created new international
networks between musicians in Panama and the United States. Salsa artists in New York used Panama as a
port to work with other Latin American musicians. Blades joined forces with the Latin-oriented Fania
record label upon his migration to the U.S. and shortly after formed his own band, Los Seis del Solar. His
group performed a fusion of rock, reggae, nueva trova, and son, always with an underlying political
commentary. This new fusion was danceable like the son, yet contained a political agenda like the nueva
trova. Blades became a key figure of political repertoire re-invigorating the son improvisational story-
telling style into salsa, rock and reggae.
33 Noriega had been a valuable asset for the CIA in the fight against the Sandinistas in Nicaragua,
overthrown in 1989 by the U.S. military
34 One  week before the seizure of Aldo’s computer was the high profile “peace Without Borders” concert
held by Latin pop icon Juanes in Havana. Juanes Aldo and myself had held public discussions that he
intended to donate a laptop to 26 Musas, however the transaction had not yet been finalized and many
suggested that authorities seized Aldo’s PC thinking the equipment consisted of the newer donation Juanes
had promised.
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Chapter 4 - Repertoire & Rotation: Music as Contact Zone

Introduction

“Repertoire and Rotation” presents music as divided into two distinct types, labor

and property. The chapter addresses how music functions as a contact zone between

global and local artists divided as a product versus a service. These two create global

contact zones between local politics and global capital as much as between “global”

commercial elites and “local” underground artists. Due to the fact that music no longer

sells as it once did, major labels have altered their investments towards shaping artists

who perform repertoires from their catalogues in order to make money from their

copyrights.

The first group, elite commercial artists, consists of citizens who have the

resources and access to travel as well as the ability to accumulate capital and technology.

The second group, artists whose repertoires are marginalized from broadcasting channels,

depend on grassroots community resources to access technology and develop informal

(often black market) networks to capitalize their artistry. Where elitism creates a type of

global graduated citizenship creating a class of citizens with authority to question

hegemonic institutional power, the opposite case stands to create artists whose

communities identify with them in greater mass despite their lack of institutional support

Music acts as a contact zone between labor types, viewed as a service or a

product. Radio broadcasting, publishing, television or film synchronization and the

performance of songs by artists other than their songwriters or composers all put music

into global rotation as a product. Music as a service occurs when the songwriters and/or
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composers perform in live concerts. Music is also a contact zone between the local and

the global as well as between music laborers and a social elite class of intellectual

property owners. The chapter summarizes these issues as exemplified by the

ethnographic cases assessing how festivals and institutions acts as conduits for global and

local artists and repertoires to connect. Case histories serve as examples to strengthen the

theoretical framework. Lastly the chapter analyses the case of a negated trip to an

international competition by a censored artist in Havana as an example of a stalled

contact zone.

Routes Forged Between Borders, Zones and Scapes

Since the development of the mp3 and file sharing in the new millennium, most

music business models no longer consider the audio recording as a resource for financial

profit. Instead these models today consider recordings the marketing instruments for

generating sales to music services such as concerts or new technology by which to

experience music. The music industry is divided between the production and marketing

of a tangible unit such as albums, recordings, mp3, merchandise, or music videos and the

production of a service such as concerts or performance tours or technology that allows

listeners to “experience” music. In the last decade, the development of the mp3, music

file sharing and piracy have oriented industry interests from investing in the product

towards developing music as a service. Music as an “experience” sells. Internet “genome

projects” like Pandora are sensitive search engines catered towards commoditizing

“taste.” The experience of hearing streaming internet radio catered to one’s preferences
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(defined by hundreds of subcategories) reintroduces music an experience rather than a

product.

Internet platforms allow people to experience music and interact with each other

based on their selections. File sharing communities and music streaming service

providers such as Napster, Rhapsody, or Ping and even the social networking sites such

as Myspace and Youtube have allowed music to transcend commodification as solely a

product. While audiences act as consumers through taste categorization sites, they

simultaneously act as laborers whose productivity as consumers generates trends for

apparent tastes of music which allow service providers to make recommendations for

other consumers, thereby producing revenue for the digital music service industries. A

purchase of a song on a platform such as iTunes followed by a subsequent purchase then

allows iTunes to recommend the second purchase to any other buyers of the first song.

Consumption is thus free labor for these service providers. With the mindset that

experiences cannot be as easily pirated as products, musicians and their labels look to

profit from the music experiences. Although new technologies such as internet music

streaming are becoming common experiences, live performances remain the “grand

experience” of the creative arts.

Singers, songwriters and performers who benefit from a property that can be both

a service and a product forge a socio-economic elite class who generate income for the

nation-state and/or the private sector. Mental labor is one that could be performed outside

the conventional idea of production, and therefore be “unproductive,” but with a potential

to shift should the laborer - as proprietor of his past or present labor - decide to sell the

labor product. Distinguished from physical labor, intellectual property holds an intrinsic
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potential value to shift from that of unproductive to productive. Marx (1867) offers the

example of a poet. When he is writing he is unproductive, however if he sells the poem,

the poem becomes a product and he becomes a merchant. If the poet writes for a

publisher he becomes a literary proletariat. When the poet performs the poem publicly,

his labor transitions from producing or selling a product to a service. The artistry of

producing intellectual property in this case allows the artist to shift between being a wage

laborer or a merchant. Intellectual property of the creative arts has the potential to

transform from being a product to a service without shifting its means of production. In

this sense, according to Marx, intellectual product yields rights, unlike manual labor that

yields alienation.

Many performers who can liberally travel and gain wages abroad belong to a

distinct class who are: (1) paid in EUROs, USD or CUC (Cuba’s hard currency), (2)

granted passports and emigration travel visa permissions, and (3) catered to by the

hospitality industry of hotels and restaurants paid for by tour promoters and booking

agents. Mary Pratt’s (1992) work on “contact zones” points to the creative reform power

of such elites since their position allows them perspective and authority towards

challenging the hegemonic power of the nation-state. With regard to repertoire or artist

rotation, music constitutes a global contact zone between transnational corporate

capitalism and socialist state structures. Levitt’s (2001) analysis of the effects of

migration from the perspective of those who do not travel is insightful in understanding

how repertoire rotation offers a type of fiscal and social remittance for musicians. Sassen

(2000) describes the “border zones” in the service sector as being made up of a

population privileged by the nation-state in terms of an advantaged participation in global
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economic networks. Her work demonstrates that these sectors are not always valued in

terms of national labor standards, but serve as nationalized nodules of transnational

capital. In her study of transnational Chinese labor elites, Ong (1999) refers to privileged

industry sectors as having the ability to negotiate their relationship with the nation state

through what she terms “flexible citizenship” and “graduated sovereignty.” The

anthropological works of these four ethnographers can be applied to the music industry

with regard to the movement of individuals, repertoires and capital in a similar manner.

Travel for artists versus the circulation of their repertoires are distinctly different

conditions and circumstances. Herskovits (1941) theorized musical repertoire migration

as an avenue with which Africans retained their cultural heritage in order to develop a

sense of community in the Americas. The African diaspora has its own musical

soundscapes that contextualize both ends of the migration. The migrant experience

enhances the nostalgic value of their music. Diasporic communities cling to musical

productions as a manner of keeping hold of their nationalities, especially in cases where

the music migrates, as opposed to the touring of its songwriters and/or composers.

Music travels despite the fact that its composer may not. According to Bailey and

Collier (2006), music is an audible sign of social power and a key to creating community

and national identity. The boundaries assumed to be created by nations, states, cultures,

or languages are not static boundaries at all, yet they construct a defined community

(Anderson 1991). We can apply this to the nationalization of music. Combining

Kaufman-Shelemay’s (2001) definition of soundscapes, as that of audible perception

constituting a worldwide experience based on musical resonance, with Appadurai’s

(1996) concept of global flows pertaining to modernity that consists of ethnoscapes
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(individuals), mediascapes (images) and financescapes (market), we yield a category that

can be theorized as a global flow based on sound.

Sound as a global flow is a contact zone where music is a code for defining social

behavior and ideologies. Firth (1989) argued that music had its own identity regardless of

location. Identity through music is not a “thing” per se but rather, a social process.

Individuals relate to each other because they relate to the music. The music proposes

abstract codes by which individuals identify with it. Therefore individuals who do not

know one another identify with each other nonetheless because they reflect their own

identity in their musical preferences. We see this phenomenon in practice by interest

groups and fan clubs. Firth argues that music is not a form of expression of ideals, rather

a way of auditory-living the ideals. His work is important for this study because he

argued that most research analyzes music as it reflects society, such that the

superstructure is symbolic of the infrastructure. Whereas in contrast, the superstructure of

music is a global identity that unites interest groups who are brought together by their

common infrastructure such as class, race, gender, nationality, ethnicity, and language.

Audiences do not identify with each other because of shared musical taste, but rather

their shared infrastructure orients their musical interests towards a similar preference.

Fans of one artist or one genre come together first and foremost based on their

identification with the sound or its lyrical message that speaks to their social

infrastructure. According to Firth we can deduce that hip-hop is the platform by which

youth transform their position as national minorities to that of a global majority by

affirming their solidarity on an international scale. But it is their common grounds in

terms of social class, marginality, economic standing, and racial orientation that bring
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them to the sound. Therefore hip-hop aficionados worldwide, according to Firth’s theory,

identify with each other through shared taste in the music because of infrastructural

similarities.

There are multiple arenas for music to act as a contact zone. One contact zone

exists between music as a service and music as a product, especially where these intersect

between songwriters and performers, not always consisting of the same protagonists. A

second contact zone exists with respect to the rotation of music as a product such as

through radio broadcasting, publishing, television or film synchronization and the

performance of songs by artists other than their songwriters or composers. A third arena

for contact occurs with respect to music as a service such as the travel, performances, and

touring of artists. In all these cases music becomes a contact zone between the local and

the global as well as between music laborers and a social elite class of intellectual

property owners.

Music industry labels are interested in owning the rights to perform, synchronize,

reproduce, and distribute repertoire. The intellectual property is more valuable to them

than the performer since it requires less cost to maintain. Often performers do not write

their own music and labels pair artists to potentially successful repertoire. Other times,

major labels buy out smaller independent labels in order to acquire their repertoire

catalogues without having to do the local groundwork of scouting songwriters or

composers. Artists may attain contracts with a label consisting of recording repertoire or

performing repertoire. The label usually forwards an advance to the artist. Then, once the

advance is fully recouped from sales, the label pays out a percentage of profits to the

artists. The repertoire however becomes useless if they do not have performers and cases
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where the performer is also a songwriter or composer is substantially beneficial to a label.

Music as an “experience” relies on making the performer a cult of personality to allure

concert sales. Since pop music no longer sells as it used to, greater investment is put into

producing the artist than the recording, yielding cookie cutter music hits from airbrushed

artists.

In 2003 Puerto Rican rapper DaddyYankee toppled global music charts with his

recording of the reggaetón hit song “La Gasolina. Universal Music Group (UMG) took

immediate interest in the potential new genre since it could extrapolate sales from a

potential new audience and consumer base. Since 2003 UMG has become the parent

company to most independent reggaetón production labels in Puerto Rico. UMG has

bought out or made performance, synchronization, reproduction or distribution contracts

with All Star Records, Baby Records, El Cartel Records, Gold Star Music, Machete

Music, Mas Flow, Pina Records, WY Records, and White Lion Music among the most

popular. UMG has recently over saturated the urban Latin genres with repertoire from

Puerto Rican reggaetón in order to conquer their potential Pan Latin consumers on the

mainland. Although Univisión is known to have the largest Latin music catalogue

including Tropical, Ballad, Classical and Pop genres, UMG holds the largest Latin urban

genre catalogue.

“La Gasolina,” performed by Daddy Yankee and written by Eddie “Dee” Avila,

was a reggaetón crossover hit for pan-Latin audiences receiving worldwide chart

recognition. The music industry, seeing a whole new bank of untapped sales, went into a

reggaetón frenzy, proposing a whole new genre for the sound titled “Hurban” (Hispanic-

urban) music where they could insert anything with a looped beat and lyrical rhymes in
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return for fast cash. Spanish-media giant Univisión competed with Universal by

converting their stations into 24/7 reggaetón formats, hip-hop magazines such as The

Source spawned Latino-oriented publications, and record labels expanded their Latin

departments to prepare for the coming tidal wave of financial success.

Two years into the reggaetón genres success, the live performance by Eddie

“Dee” Avila and the 12 Discipulos consisting of Ivy Queen, Vico C, and Tego Calderon,

among others, at the 2005 Latin Grammy Awards ignited concert promoters to make an

investment. The allure was not only for the labels, broadcasters, promoters and

publishers, but youth worldwide also became eager to transcend their rhymes into the

new (h)urban market that held terrain primarily in Puerto Rico and Miami. Major labels

scouted new artists and songwriters for recording and performance contracts that could

turn their copyrights into cash.

While Puerto Rico and Miami have become bases for the development of Spanish

urban music, opportunities for Cuban artists of contemporary genres to engage in global

outlets have been scarce. Among the limitations are the challenges for Cuban artists to

receive visas to travel abroad, particularly from the United States, even for short tours,

especially if these are high profile performances. Recently, the Obama Administration

has begun to permit some invitations based on cultural exchanges. However during the

Bush Administration, the U.S. interest section refused to approve visas for Cuban artists.

This caused many stalled invitations for events such as the Latin Grammy’s that included

Cuban repertoires but restricted their artists’ access.

Musicians tend to travel more than any other type of artist and international tours

or competitions bring with them the allure of representing the nation. Within Cuba,
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emigration clearances for artists are an institutionalized endeavor, and the case of artists

taking them on independently has been viewed as problematic. Yet at the same time for

those artists who do gain access to travel, the presence of Cuban performers abroad

insinuates a socialist defiance towards global capitalism. It also brings with it the ability

to access dollars and euros in a piracy-filled industry, where a musician gains more

financial profit from music as a service from performances than as a product from album

sales.

Cubans must attain two clearances to travel, the visa from the receiving nation

and an emigration clearance to depart Cuba. Recently there has been greater flexibility

for Cuban musicians to travel and receive institutional support to receive emigration

clearances, but visas for U.S. entry are limited unless the U.S. interest section deems the

artist could potentially request political exile, adding to their public antagonism towards

the Castro Administration. Groups most often permitted to travel are those with a

nationally commercial repertoire that defines mainstream Cuban culture, such as the

musical styles of son, salsa, timba, rumba, and trova, and generate tourism back to the

island. Nonetheless, nationally acclaimed artists of pop music genres such as Isaac

Delgado, Manolin, and Carlos Manuel have recently chosen to defect in order to advance

their careers. As each one has left, much as was the case with many musicians who left

during the onset of the Revolution, their repertoires were removed from radio rotation so

as to erase their revolutionary presence, or perhaps more adequately put, their

“revolutionary absence.” In contrast, other national icons have suggested that they prefer

to remain in Cuba and publicly denounce these artists as national abandoners. For
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example Paulito FG who declared on GenTV in Miami that his whole life he has been

able to liberally write and author music as well as tour and travel from within Cuba.

In April of 2008, reggaetón artist Elvis Manuel died in an attempt to emigrate

illegally from Havana to Miami in a privately chartered boat. The 90-mile excursion was

a smuggling operation organized and paid for in Miami to bring Elvis Manuel to the

United States. Of the nineteen people on board when it capsized during a storm in the

Florida Straits, thirteen survived1. Among the survivors, Elvis Manuel’s mother at rescue

declared, “We weren’t leaving because we had a problem with the government. We were

leaving so that my son could fulfill his dream to become a reggaetón artist.”

These illegal charters, both profit and politically driven, rely on hyped-up notions

of American lifestyle, first-world luxuries and consumer driven individualism to lure and

convince Cubans to attempt to emigrate. U.S. investigators who track Cuban migrant

smugglers say passengers are generally charged a flat fee per person. A key group of

individuals primarily from Miami organize these charters from within the United States,

providing the crew, vessel, GPS, charts, and pick-up locations. These primarily known as

“right wing” Cuban-American groups, with the help of the U.S. Interest Section in

Havana, rely on individuals within Cuba to seek out, contact, and navigate the

community, speaking to personal acquaintances and building lists of those who want to

leave Cuba to come to America.

Elvis’ story is not unique. His frustration at not being able to realize his “artistic

dream,” as his mother stated, served as motivation to risk his life at sea for a potential

recording and performing contract in Miami. Miami media exploited this in favor of their

anti-Castro agenda. Elvis Manuel was a recent addition to the Cuban reggaetón scene
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with two pop industry hits in Cuba the previous year. Had Elvis Manuel arrived to a

platinum recording contract deal with a major label, it would have marked more success

for right-wing groups to commercialize their political agenda than for Elvis Manuel as an

artist.

Some of the most nationalized groups in Cuba and Puerto Rico participate in an

elite social and professional sector. The situation is more complex for Cuban groups that

do not make up the pop cult repertoires of son, salsa, timba, rumba or trova. Many of

these alternative genre groups do not gain international success until leaving the island.

This becomes evident in the case of the Cuban rap group Orishas, known as Amenaza

before emigrating. The group was awarded first prize in the 1997 International Habana

Hip-Hop Festival for the performance of their song “Ochavón cruzado,” a song about the

struggle of mixed racial identity. But Amenaza did not receive international attention, or

consideration from music mogul Universal Music Group Latino, nor their famous

Grammy on the collaborative track with Puerto Rican rapper Calle 13 for the song “Pa’l

Norte” (To the North)2, until they themselves emigrated and produced their debut album

as the rap quartet Orishas from France. This made it clear to worldwide audiences that

Cuba, despite its many talented artists, remained isolated to global flows, including

access to awards ceremonies and competitions, as well as access to the international

music industry. During the years that I conducted doctoral fieldwork between Cuba and

Puerto Rico many prominent rappers chose to leave Cuba in order to advance their

careers including Las Krudas, Sexto Sentido, Julio of Rapperos Crazy Alamar, Mickey

Flow and Mahoma of Explosión Suprema, promoter and DJ Asho a.k.a. Ariel Fernández,

Jessel Saladrigas known as El Huevo and Randee Akosta, both from the rap duo Los
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Paisanos, Papo Record, El Pelon from Hermanos de Causa, Nono of Omegas Kilay, and

DJ Leydis among others. While some artists departed on fiancé visas or other non-artistic

invitations, others received permissions to travel as musicians where they made the

difficult choice to not return. At the same time, cases in Cuba of unfulfilled trips became

so common that there existed a significant number of abandoned invitations, lost

passports, turned down visas, and pending emigration clearances. Unfortunately, when a

musician obtains the right to travel, especially if he belongs to a marginal genre, the

question “will he return?” becomes even more valid.

In light of this project’s creating new contact zones through musical production,

we should ask a few questions about how participation of repertoire within contact zones

affects its creators. Is global interplay through contact zones considered susceptible, in

the case of Cuba, to result in emigration? Or does operating within contact zones allow

sufficient access to global outlets to suppress emigration? I concluded that due to the

global reach of this research project, these contact zones offered a temporary release from

the pressure of isolation3. Are contact zones international pockets where global ideologies

prevail over localized politics? Can these liminal spaces within the media act as

international nodules of communication withdrawn from local politics? If so, then does

this explain why international pockets as contact zones become highly controlled

locations of tension between market interests and nation-states?

In the case of this research, recording studios (rented or constructed for the

recordings of Son Dos Alas) became isolated spaces where a global message was

consciously created outside state restrictions or market expectations. The sole purpose of

creating this space was with the intention of unifying artists and reaching global
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audiences. My intention was to create a platform for dialogue between two groups who

had been isolated from each other and to analyze the themes that organically prevailed.

Collaborating artists viewed this space as a platform for defiance of their local

restrictions, openly challenging their isolation. It has been shown in the publication of

these musical tracks that audiences take on a role of global witnesses as much as potential

consumers or fanatics. When we view these collaborative songs as international pockets

where communication and contact between isolated artists occurs we see how their

existence could be perceived to undermine national emigration restrictions.

It is important to understand why and how such productions and their local/global

spaces are mediated with regard to hip-hop in Cuba and Puerto Rico. We must

understand how local politics affects repertoire before we can assume that these songs are

either embedded in locality or withdrawn from it. At the time of writing, emigration

clearances and visas have become more common. This shift is opening new alternatives

for artists who are no longer forced to choose between careers as “island” or “exile”

performers. A closer look at how hip-hop repertoire and performances are negotiated in

Havana is helpful for illustrating contact zones between elite and underground artists as

well as relationships between global touring and local politics.

Cuba-Hop: Something a Little Less Traditional than Son

The mid 1990’s marks the historical peak of the Special Period, imprinted with

the mass exodus of “balseros” in 1994 from Cuba to Miami. It is no coincidence that this

era birthed Cuba’s hip-hop movement. The inauguration of the first Habana Hip-Hop

festival occurred in 1995 in the eastern town of metropolitan Havana called Alamar. The
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festival began as an independent project by Grupo Uno, led by poet and producer

Rodolfo Renzoli. In 1999 the Minister of Culture, Abel Prieto officially declared rap an

authentic expression of Cuban identity and began funding the rap festival. Shortly after,

the Asociación Hermanos Saíz (AHS), an entertainment branch of the Young

Communist’s Union, took over the festival agenda. Cuban hip-hop scholar Geoff Baker

(2005) notes that 1999 was a key year for Cuban rap on an international level. The year

included the hugely successful album launch by the Cuban rappers Orishas, formerly

Amenaza, before they relocated to France. It was also the year Cuban Hip Hop All Stars

Vol. 1 the first compilation of Cuban rap for overseas distribution was recorded in

Havana and published worldwide.

According to Baker, the Habana Hip-Hop festival represents not just a series of

concerts but a chance to bring together Latin American rappers in condemnation of U.S.

imperialism, symbolically uniting their countries under a Cuban banner against U.S.

hegemony in the hemisphere. The AHS discourse stresses the marginal origins of U.S.

rap in order to keep the focus of critique against the U.S. government and its policies.

This also allows a deviation towards adapting to local appropriations of hip-hop, where

the state becomes the object of criticism. An excellent example of foreign influence on

the state's attitude to rap was the involvement of the American director, actor, and social

activist Harry Belafonte, who visited Cuba in the pivotal year of 1999. Belafonte, who

has a long-standing interest in hip-hop as a force for social change, met with Fidel Castro

where it is recorded they held an eleven-hour meeting of which perhaps half was spent

talking about hip-hop and its revolutionary presence in Cuba (Baker 2005).
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The Habana Hip-Hop festival brought prominent American rap icons to the island

such as The Roots, Mos Def, Talib Kweli and Common as well as writer/director Danny

Hoch. The American based Malcolm X Grassroots Movement oriented their efforts

towards the “Hands off Asata (Shakur)” campaign4, allying itself with the Cuban hip-hop

movement, much to the appeal of Cuban authorities. American celebrities challenging the

U.S. travel ban to Cuba, albeit on U.S. Interest Section permitted licenses, brought with it

international press from Europe. In hindsight, this was a “golden” age for hip-hop on the

island and Cuban hip-hop became iconic of non-commercial and anti-capitalist hip-hop

worldwide5. The event merged musicians of a social elite class with marginal

underground rappers, students, researchers and international press mingled with political

institutional leaders. The Habana Hip-Hop was an obvious contact zone for many socio-

musical tiers.

In 2002 the Cuban Agency for Rap, a state run office, was inaugurated to promote

rap on the island. Baker reports two to three hundred rap groups in Havana during this

peak of international press and interest by labels towards Cuban rap. He notes that until

2002 there was a relatively unified rap scene, generally described overall and by all as

"underground rap.” But since that year, Baker notes a divide that has emerged between

the leading AHS groups, which tend to maintain this "underground" aesthetic, in contrast

to the ACR members who have been attracted by the commercial possibilities of

reggaetón. Baker’s work illustrates that a gap was emerging between rap's "underground"

rhetoric and its practice and that it became impossible to refer to a homogenized "state" in

relation to rap music on the island. The AHS and the ACR offer excellent examples of

two state-funded organizations that began pursuing diverging policies in relation to
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Cuban rap. Baker’s analysis substantiates that the ACR has been more committed to

making its groups commercially successful, whereas the AHS promotes critical artistic

innovation, musical fusion and content that is a closer reflection of Cuba’s everyday

social reality. Despite divergent paths and agendas, both organizations operate under the

mandate of the Ministry of Culture. The ACR is under the umbrella of the Cuban Institute

for Music and the AHS is the entertainment branch of the Young Communist’s Union

whose membership is restricted to artists under the age of 35. Rap groups from both

freely interact with each other and share performance spaces or promotional avenues.

Divergent organizations cater to many of the same artists and fan base.

The ACR, with the charge to concentrate solely on hip-hop, grew out of a need by

authorities to bridle the hip-hop movement on the island. The AHS embraced a wider

scope of activities that included hip-hop as well as other forms of creative arts and

alternative musical genres.  At that time, hip-hop in the U.S. was undergoing a tense

relationship with the media in an aggressive play of East Coast vs. West Coast. Violent

and aggressive content marked by the murders of African-American rap icons Notorious

B.I.G. and Tupac Shakur, laced with “bling bling” market driven images that would soon

sell it out in America to major corporate enterprises. Far too many messages could be

encoded within rap lyrics and too many marginalized Afro-Cuban youths were clinging

to it as a new identity marker. In order to channel the overwhelming interest for hip-hop

in Havana, the most “revolutionary” solution was to mold the local expression of the

genre towards its anti-establishment, anti-authoritative, anti-imperialist image from U.S.

minorities.
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At its inception, many of the administrators of the Habana Hip-Hop and the

Cuban Agency for Rap were not well versed in hip-hop culture. Although they were well-

recognized authors, artists and playwrights from a previous generation, none were hip-

hop practitioners themselves. This eclectic bohemian class was defined and recognized as

fringe artists and playwrites that flourished professionally in Cuba during the 1980’s. But

the very essence of what hip-hop is, was still foreign to them, literally, and yet, they were

placed in the awkward position of nationalizing it.

The politics of representation shifted in 2006 when a young female emcee with

nearly a decade long trajectory as a local rapper, Magia, was elected as president of the

Agency. For the first time the movement had acquired an agent who was from within the

hip-hop movement. The young, Afro-Latin female emcee was the ideal. Her

administrative role proposed to advance hip-hop as an integral player rather than an

onlooker. At the same time, Magia, as a hip-hop pioneer would have to manage two

roles, that of female emcee and integral member of the rap group Obsesión and her role

as Agency administrator. Needless to say the Agency advanced quickly with her

leadership. It opened forums and discussions on the other elements of hip-hop

(turntablism, break dance and graffiti art), not just rap. It developed annual Hip-Hop

Symposiums that hosted hip-hop artists from all over the island to the capital city for

cultural exchanges. The professional exchanges spread tours of rappers from Havana

throughout Cuban provinces promoting hip-hop outside the capital city. In only three

years the entire hip-hop movement throughout the island began to grow in a networked

and polycentric fashion throughout the provinces. The Agency had achieved a new

internal scope on how to nationalize a foreign element.
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Sin Permiso [Without Permission]

Due to the growing nature of hip-hop on the island, in 2005 a previously

unexpected event took place in Havana for Cuban rap. Red Bull, the European beverage

company, sponsored the first international Spanish language freestyle (improvisational)

rap battle in Cuba called the “Batalla de los Gallos” (Freestyle Rap Cockfight). The

Cockfight is an annual event held worldwide among Spanish speaking countries. Red

Bull utilizes this promotional event to find the most valuable Spanish language emcees

around the world and put them to battle against each other. A smart marketing ploy since

rap music has unified youth globally yet to date does not have its own awards ceremony,

much less for Spanish speaking communities! Improvisation, unlike written, edited, and

studio-recorded lyrics, demonstrates the intellectual capacity of the artists. For the

international community of Latin hip-hoppers, Red Bull’s Freestyle Cockfight has

become the equivalent of the Grammy Award competitions of Spanish rap, but with a

very masculine, virile and humiliating elimination process that yields only one winner.

In its first year, Red Bull’s competition included solely rappers from Havana.

Excluding mainstream audiences, it was held in a remote location by invitation only in

the outskirts of the city. Its winner was minimally celebrated. The following year the

spectacle was held publicly, and its champion, El Adversario, was inaugurated into the

Cuban Agency for Rap and awarded the opportunity to represent Cuba in the

international Red Bull battle held that year in Colombia. There he met TekOne, the

freestyle champion from Puerto Rico. Previously TekOne, El Adversario and I had

discussed the potential to produce a collaborative track based on their improvisational
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skills as a unifying theme. Despite neither taking the global championship title, their

encounter resonated and created a lasting bond between each of them. Unfortunately the

production of a collaborative track between El Adversario and TekOne never advanced

beyond a discussion. It was in 2007 that Bian Oscar Rodríguez Galá, known as El B from

the rap duo Los Aldeanos, became the national champion of Red Bull’s third freestyle

battle in Cuba. Suddenly, international tensions prevailed about conflict at the site of the

final battle in Caracas, Venezuela that detoured the Cuban officials from authorizing Bian

to attend. Red Bull, a capitalist company, supported the anti-Chavez community in

Venezuela, and Cuba, as expected, stood firm in defense of the political left, opting to

boycott the international event. Conflicting accounts gave various reasons for the lack of

Cuba’s presence, some accusing Bian personally, others blaming institutional

disorganization. Regardless, it was noted among producers, emcees and scholars

throughout the Spanish rap community, that the Cuban champion was not present.

Red Bull, despite their attempts to be an “alternative” type of beverage-company

whose branding model relies more on experience than logo promotion, remains a

capitalist corporation with intentions of profiting from sales in the Cuban market.

According to Cuban officials and revolutionary market standards, Red Bull is seen as

offering very little to the cultural and revolutionary fabric of contemporary Cuba.

Bian was a 24-years old University of Havana psychology student who worked as

a teacher at the Calixto García primary school. He makes up half of the rap duo Los

Aldeanos. Although self-declared revolutionaries, the duo is known for their politically

charged lyrics, which are very critical of governmental bureaucracies. At the time Bian,

known artistically as El B, had never traveled outside Cuba and his concept of “global”
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was defined solely in local terms. Los Aldeanos’ musical track “Sin Permiso” (Without

Permission) with the Puerto Rican rap duo Intifada (the third collaboration from this

research data) prides itself on its anti-authoritative lyrics critical of bureaucratic

government corruption. The song is a staple example of Los Aldeanos’ reactionary and

anti-status quo lyrical and flow style.

Luis Díaz of the duo Intifada traveled to Cuba in 2006, a year before we recorded

their song together. Luis, aside from being a rapper, is a high school history teacher and a

public participant of the Puerto Rican independence movement. Most fans and friends see

him as an influential educator and political leader of his community. His political agenda

is clearly stated throughout his musical repertoire. His albums aim to express the voice of

the struggle for the independence of Puerto Rico. Luis’ position as a leader and

community educator is a politically charged one. He is often labeled as a politically

threatening public figure to national security interest in favor of Puerto Rico’s statehood.

This is compounded by his role as a teacher of youth who idolize him as a cult of

personality. Luis doesn’t aim at achieving commercial success in the music industry.

Rather he uses hip-hop as a tool to educate young minds. His collaborative song with Los

Aldeanos, Sin Permiso [Without Permission], is symbolic of the dualities each

experience. They are often both considered rebel dissidents in their respective nations.

La Aldea [The Village]

In 2008, Bian won the Red Bull Battle of the Cock freestyle national

championship for a second consecutive year. For those who hadn’t previously taken a

position with regard to the lyrical repertoire of the rap duo Los Aldeanos, now had to
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make a decision about Bian’s improvisational merit to represent the country abroad based

on greater national interests. Rather than separating the two issues: (1) El B as the

national champion of improvisational rhyme; and (2) El B as contributor to the lyrics of

Los Aldeanos, the two merged into one.

The 2008 final competition was held in Mexico. The nation seemed to offer a

neutral political context compared to the previous year in Venezuela. As dates for the

international event approached, El B remained uninformed about his travel procedures

and rumors began to whisper through the international Latin hip-hop community that El

B would yet again be denied his trip. The strategy by all the institutions involved - the

Agency and the Association – seem to be to ignore the situation in the hopes that it would

simply “go away.” When I personally requested an official statement in regards to the

travel status, the only response I received was “stay out of it.” But Los Aldeanos were not

that easy to ignore outside of Cuba anymore. As a matter of fact, they seemed to be

growing momentum in previously unsurpassed ways.

Los Aldeanos were featured on the front page of the New York Times’

entertainment section in December of 2006, the article, titled “Cuba’s Rap Vanguard

Reaches Beyond the Party Line” was followed by a feature on Miami based Univision’s

right wing news station titled “Revolutionaries of the Revolution.” Both spotlights on Los

Aldeanos, regardless of their content, sparked an immediate interest in the rap duo from

outside the island, particularly among communities known for being foes of the

Revolution. Later in the spring of 2009 CNN International reported on Los Aldeanos in

their article “How hip-hop gives Cubans a voice.” Each publication brought with it new

reactions within the local networks and the tension created a fast growing fan base. The
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more international press coverage they received about their anti-Castro lyrics, the more

pressure they received locally, pulling them from performances and closing down their

concerts. Undoubtedly international press coverage about the Cuban hip-hop scene has

been a pressing contributor to many adjustments in localized politics and policy towards

its artists.

Geoff Baker’s research reflects on Los Aldeanos as displaying a kind of

"revolutionary fundamentalism" in their attacks on inequalities, special privileges,

materialism, and a decline in social solidarity. Baker applies the work of James Scott

noting his study of the "arts of resistance," in which elites are vulnerable precisely in the

areas in which they make the rules. In his examination of the most "hardcore" Cuban rap

groups in which he highlights Los Aldeanos, he illustrates Scott’s contention that "many

radical attacks originate in critiques within the hegemony by taking the values of ruling

elites seriously, claiming that (the elites) do not"  (Scott 1990; Baker 2005).

Los Aldeanos’ critical lyrics and widening fan base made their public

performances hot spots for potential dissident youth in Cuba. Groups such as those that

had sponsored Elvis Manuel’s chartered motorboat took newfound interest in the group

and their lyrics as a source of potential recruitment. Any space where dissidents may

gather yields the attention of state security. The immediate attention brought

controversies within the island, and rather than listening to Los Aldeanos, people were

talking about what was being said about Los Aldeanos. Inevitably the international

attention combined with local fanaticism made Los Aldeanos one of the most popular rap

groups on the island. In a show of their immediate rise to pop cult status, despite their

“underground” appearance and lyrical agenda, last fall, they closed a concert for the
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famed trova folksinger Pablo Milanes in the Anti-Imperialist Tribune6. Closing the

concert of a well-known national icon such as Milanes, granted them the validation as

trovadores (folk singers) of the youth. But the invitation wasn’t without heightened

security, and a very serious concern that once Los Aldeanos got their hands on the

microphone they could present lyrics that had the potential to shake the very foundation

on which that official concert had been built.

As much as a social movement is often defined more by its opposition than by its

own principles, Los Aldeanos became defined more by their rebellious nature against the

status quo than by the diversity of their lyrics. Los Aldeanos propose an ideological

“revolution” in their lyrics that is neither the current communist regimen nor the capitalist

imperialist alternative, and within that ambiguity they honed in on describing the very

real ironic and conflictive experiences of contemporary youth in Cuba. Despite the

various eras of “manias” in Cuban rap, from EPG&Bmania to Anónimomania, this new

phase of Aldeanomania prevailed with a new set of tensions previously unheard of in

Cuban hip-hop. In part this is because of their repertoire, critical of Cuban bureaucracy,

yet defensive of the Revolution itself, making Los Aldeanos the ultimate “bad boy

rebels” of Cuban rap. Their music speaks directly to state officials and confirms

sentiments of discontent among citizens. Where other rap groups may express similar

content in metaphorical manners, Los Aldeanos are known for an “in your face” style.

Los Aldeanos recognize they are in fact leading a new type of revolution for their

generation.
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Rather than using arms in demilitarized zones, they are evolving new ways of thinking

among contemporary youth7. Los Aldeanos proclaim to be the “Guerreros de la Tinta”

(Warriors of the Ink) whose repertoires propose a “(r)evolution of thought.“

All this attention began to highlight a simple fact that many officials wanted to

overlook. For the level of popularity they were gaining, Los Aldeanos did not have the

support of any national institution. Without institutionalized support, there is very little a

group can legally do in an independent fashion in Cuba with respect to public

performances, travel, or publishing. Artists like Los Aldeanos are not included in the

institutions, therefore they have nothing to loose by presenting this type of content, only

notoriety to gain, made popular by pushing the lines of acceptable discourse. Independent

artists such as Los Aldeanos are seen as living off the margins of the official economy.

Such an underground market exists, particularly in Havana, that thrives off goods brought

from foreigners, or the economy from services sold to them. The black market is viewed

as intimately linked to the influx of dollars and euros brought in from over seas.

Los Aldeanos’ draw is so massive in Havana that for two years small underground sites

of their performances were packed beyond capacity. Despite their popularity, these

performances are illegal because they have the ability to generate a class of petite

bourgeoisie of the establishment managers and event producers. Although some cases

stand out in which performances have been shut down or artists arrested after the show,

often the performance has been allowed to proceed, providing officials the opportunity to

note who or what sector of society identifies with this type of music.

 Inevitably, Los Aldeanos were gathering international broadcasting, news

reports, radio and internet repertoire rotation via internet groups with lyrical content
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critical of state authorities, combined with their performance locations seen as sites of

recruitment for dissident groups and fostering marginal economic exploitation. Global

and local pressure merged and inevitably led to the group’s government censorship.

The Cuban concept "batalla de ideas, un combate de nuestro tiempo" (Battle of

ideas, a struggle for our times), exemplifies the value of ideological warfare, in contrast

to physical strength or weaponry, as a dogmatic social agenda within Cuban society. The

Cuban revolutionary concept of the “Battle of Ideas” applies to the critical role Los

Aldeanos embody for contemporary Cuban youth raised under the revolutionary rhetoric,

the same one youth utilize to question the nation-state.

¿Y Mi Cuba Donde Esta? [And Where is My Cuba?]

When El B won Red Bull’s Cockfight for a second year claiming the national

championship of rhyme title, he waited to hear from the Cuban Agency for Rap (ACR),

the producers of the event, about the logistics for his participation at the international

competition. As time passed and the date of the international competition approached, he

began to get concerned that his prized final round would yet again be denied him. Despite

various meetings and negotiations, the Agency refused to process his emigration

clearance based on the fact that he was not a member, nor did they envision inviting him

to become one. The Association Hermanos Saíz (AHS) where he was in fact a member

viewed the event as pertaining to the Agency, and refused to intervene. In a rhetorical

game of ping-pong, time ticked away, and the looming reality that El B would not attend

the international competition began to unsettle Cuban hip-hop supporters worldwide.
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El B’s right to travel came to the forefront of local politics. It was at this time of

institutional silence that El B wrote what is today his most popular (and most

controversial) song titled “La naranja se picó” (“The Orange Rotted”). This song was his

furious response to the bureaucratic negation of responsibility towards his right to attend

the international rap cockfight. “La naranja se picó” blatantly challenged Cuban

emigration laws and received attention from international lobbyists as well as political

bloggers. His case was even cited in the 2009 Human Rights Watch. The song went

beyond rap interest groups receiving rotation by major broadcasting outlets in Miami and

Spain, where large concentrations of Cuban exile communities reside.

I personally walked through nearly all the bureaucratic processes for El B’s

clearance to travel. Our initial visits at the local emigration office provided us with a long

list of all the documents, stamps and seals we needed for a complete application. We

began by confirming Red Bulls financial commitment to host El B, including all costs for

his visa, travel, housing, diet, and transportation. El B received his visa from the Mexican

consulate only hours before our interview at emigration offices. It appeared as though we

were half way through clearances to get El B to the international competition. Emigration

consisted of long lines of individuals waiting to receive fiancé visas, familial clearances

to travel, or emigration clearances for relocations. Nobody in the waiting room had an

application similar to ours requesting clearance for an artist to compete abroad as a

national champion. All the applicants waiting in the lobby with us were there for an

invitation of a personal nature (family or fiancé visas). Artist visas were usually

institutionally processed through other avenues. We knew our chances were slim. Among

the items we needed for Bian’s emigration clearance were the visa from the Mexican
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consulate, his educational curriculum, his military service record, his health records, a

letter from his work stating he would be allowed to miss the five days necessary to attend

the battle, and a letter from the AHS recognizing him as a professional artist member. As

we gathered every item, I sent daily emails to Red Bull and to Siete Nueve, an emcee

from Puerto Rico who was also a friend, colleague, and a judge at the international

competition.

Despite the many lyrics Bian may have in his songs that criticize Cuban

bureaucracy, the over arching theme in his music is his love for the nation and his

ideologically proposed revolution. Had he received emigration authorization to travel,

what is termed the carta blanca (white card), would have granted him the chance to

engage with a global hip-hop community. But it would also have created an unpleasant

precedence for Cuban authorities that a “rebel” was able to override institutionalized

standards. At the same time it would have discredited the truths of his lyrics that profess

he is censored and that Cuban officials do not allow him to travel. Needless to say, El B’s

clearance for emigration was denied despite having Red Bull’s financial support for

travel and a visa for entry to Mexico.

Siete Nueve was an architect of the original concept Red Bull proposed with their

Cockfight, and had been an avid supporter of Cuban hip-hop in his lyrical content and

political inclination. His participation with Magia on the collaborative track titled

“Guasábara” a year earlier made him an integral contributor to the local scene. In the

song, Siete Nueve introduces Magia by naming all the countries of Latin America and

then asks, “…y mi Cuba donde esta?” (…and where is my Cuba?), Magia responds
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saying “Como siempre, aquí y una canción no basta hay tantas cosas por decir” (as

always right here, and one song is not enough to relate everything we have to say).

The news reports I had been able to send via email to Siete Nueve regarding El

B’s uncertain presence at the international battle drove him to design a t-shirt that he

wore as judge for the competition. The shirt read the words he had used to introduce

Magia in their song “Guasábara.” The front read “and where is my Cuba at?” The

purpose was to bring light to the problem that rap was still viewed as nothing more than

noise by government officials in Cuba and that the validity of hip-hop to unify youth

globally was being overlooked. The front of the shirt spoke to the “on-the-ground”

politics El B was facing in Cuba. The back of the shirt read “since 1961 the empire

continues to strangle the star of the Caribbean” directed towards U.S. imperialism as the

mutual political enemy Puerto Rico and Cuba share. Siete Nueve’s intentions by wearing

the shirt were to create solidarity, not animosity. Little did Siete Nueve realize, at that

moment, that his message printed on a t-shirt in Puerto Rico for a global audience and

strategically worn in Mexico would shine attention on localized politics in Havana.

Magia, who had coauthored the song with Siete Nueve, was one of the individuals

who could have helped advocate for El B’s clearance to travel through her role as the

President of the Cuban Agency for Rap. She chose not to. A t-shirt worn in the right

place by the right person placed Magia in the awkward position between that of rapper

and that of administrator. Siete Nueve’s use of the lyrics he used to introduce her in their

shared song attacked Magia, criticizing her lyrics in the song “Guasábara” with Siete

Nueve, as ironic and contradictory to her behavior.
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The tensions raised curiosity and the reality that Cuba was internally struggling

with its rap scene became evident on an international scale. If there is one thing hip-hop

artists recall from the 2008 International Red Bull cockfight, similar to 2007, it is not the

winner. It is the fact that the Cuban champion was absent. Shortly after the event, El B

recorded Sangre Guerrera (Warrior Blood), the fourth completed collaborative musical

track of this dissertation research.  The song indirectly attacked Magia and celebrated

media as a place to meet even though their right to meet in Mexico was denied.

In the same week El B was turned down for his emigration clearance, the Cuban

rap duo Anónimo Consejo performed in Venezuela for the “Caravana de Alegria”

(Caravan of Happiness) hosted by the United Young Socialists. Among the invited guests

n Venezuela’s event was Tego Calderón, with whom Anónimo Consejo shared the debut

track from this dissertation. The opportunity for these two groups to meet was invaluable,

yet most striking was how their mutual attraction as artists was immediate, based solely

on their lyrical exchange within the song Son Dos Alas. What is also notable is that both

participate in the “graduated elite” of their respective national hip-hop industries. Still to

the date of this writing, despite intentions otherwise, Anónimo Consejo and Tego

Calderón are the only two groups who have met each other among all the artists who

collaborated in the four tracks.

Conclusion

The chapter discusses how music is divided into a product and a service and how

these create global contact zones between local politics and global capital. Since the

development of digital music file sharing, the recorded tangible product has been limited
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to marketing purposes for selling the experience of music. Due to the fact that music as a

tangible product no longer sells as it once did, major labels have altered their investments

towards shaping artists who perform repertoires from their catalogues in order to make

money from copyrights.

Music acts as a contact zone between service and product, especially where these

intersect between songwriters and performers. Radio broadcasting, publishing, television

or film synchronization and the performance of songs by artists other than their

songwriters or composers all put music into global rotation without the necessity of

touring the artist to generate sales. A final arena for contact occurs with respect to music

as a service such as travel and touring of artists. Music becomes a contact zone between

the local and the global as well as between music laborers and a social elite class of

intellectual property owners. The chapter summarizes these issues as exemplified by the

ethnographic cases assessing how festivals and institutions acts as conduits for global and

local artists and repertoires to connect. Lastly the chapter analyses the case of a denied

trip to an international competition by a censored artist in Havana as an example of a

unfulfilled contact zone.

                                                

1 Two of Elvis Manuel’s fellow musicians Carlos ”DJ Carlitos” Rojas Hernández and Alejandro ”DJ Jerry”
Rodríguez Lopez were also aboard.
2 “Pal Norte” by Puerto Rican artist Calle13 and Cuban rappers Orishas is a song about emigrating from
one’s Latin American nation to the United States or Europe for socio-economic betterment The track is
relevant to this study as it was produced and published as a Cuba and Puerto Rico collaboration about the
very theme of emigration to the United States. However is distinctly different from these tracks in Son Dos
Alas, as the Cuban portion of the recording was not produced in Cuba, therefore in this case, the music is
not the initial and only contact zone.
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3 To note, all the Cuban artists who participate in the research /production of collaborative musical tracks,
only half or two of four have been permitted to travel, none have chosen to permanently emigrate.
4 The “Hands of Assata” campaign is led by a group of New York City activist who advocate for Assata
Shakur’s freedom as a political exile of the Black Panther Party currently residing in Cuba
5 Rather than openly allowing all hip-hop styles to permeate the local movement, careful strategizing was
given to invite groups to the Habana Hip-Hop festivals who would promote an anti U.S. imperialist agenda.
These groups would allow Cuban youths to ally themselves with the marginalized African American
struggle in the United States, celebrate the Black Panther exiles and their political triumph for revolutionary
Cuba and inevitably influence a “conscious” local lyrical foundation for youth.
6 The open-air amphitheatre is strategically placed in front of the US interest section as a symbol of Cuban
pop culture defiance towards American presence on the island.
7 Interview by author with Los Aldeanos, published in Hip-Hop Nation nu.114 Spain
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Chapter 5 - Rites of Rhyme: The Developmental Phases of Rap

Introduction

Hip-hop demonstrates a pattern of development in Cuba and Puerto Rico in four

phases I refer to as: (1) appropriation, (2) assimilation, (3) homogenized dissimilarity,

and (4) commercial cooption. These stages are by no means static categories. They

should be viewed as flexible patterns that standout in the historical development of hip-

hop when the musical genre and urban culture were adapted in each island. It is important

to signal out these patterns, demonstrated in other cases of “global hip-hop,” that are also

prevalent between Cuba and Puerto Rico since they reflected diverging contexts during

my fieldwork window.

I take a microscopic look at phase three since it is here that the genre splits

between hip-hop and reggaetón (Puerto Rico) or cubatón (Cuba). I argue that it is during

this phase the genre encounters its most defining negotiations with the market and the

state. Two significant events occur during this phase that are relevant to this study (a)

censorship leads to popularity and (b) the political message of the lyrics experience

commercial market cooption. This is contextualized within the greater work of Son Dos

Alas because during my fieldwork Puerto Rico was experimenting with phase four while

Cuba was grappling with phase three. The historical overview is limited to only three

phases for Cuba because at the time of this writing the nation is still undergoing shifts

towards the fourth phase.

In the scope of this research, four tracks were successfully completed, while

another four suffered an impasse. I conclude this disjuncture was due to the separate
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phases each location was experiencing at the time of the fieldwork. The uneven

alignment did not allow rappers to unite on the musical tracks where the themes

concerned hip-hop itself. Instead when value systems and injustices were the primary

theme, as we will review in chapter 6 “The Bridge,” the collaborative tracks, although

laborious, developed smoothly. Lastly this chapter contributes to a detailed and

previously uncollected hip-hop history for each island that illustrates some of the musical

nuances that defined the sounds and protagonists of each location.

Overview of Phases: from “Keeping it Real” to “Bling Bling”

We can diagnose trends through the appearance of apparent patterns in the

diffusion of hip-hop between Cuba and Puerto Rico. Each island experienced different

phases of hip-hop’s adaptation to cultural norms while I conducted fieldwork. Puerto

Rico, a case of complete inclusion to U.S. art movements and popular culture trends

demonstrated what I term for now an “advanced” development of hip-hop, where as Cuba

remained in a more “experimental” phase of cultural absorption. Where Puerto Rican

independent music labels were exploiting the potential wealth of its rap artists, Cuba was

trying to understand how to “listen” to hip-hop in order to institutionally accept or reject

rap lyrics. At the same time Puerto Rican producers was experimenting with advanced

musical production software such as “Reason” or “Logic” for greater sonic depth, Cuban

hip-hop composers were struggling to get their hands on a PC to experiment with an

outdated version of the program “Fruity Loops” in order to replicate instrumentals.

For the sake of dissection, I separate the development of hip-hop into Cuba and

Puerto Rico into four phases. I recognize the fallacy of attempting to insert musical and
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lyrical compositions into stages of development. However my aim is to make a deeper

analysis of how hip-hop transforms local politics through stages of negotiation with

markets, media outlets, and government institutions. This is simpler to assess if we divide

the developmental stages into four stages consisting of (1) assimilation, (2) appropriation,

(3) homogenized dissimilarity, and (4) commercial cooption.

Stage one mimics American hip-hop with regard to song topics, musical

composition, and at times using some words in English for emphasis. Stage two embraces

the uniqueness of a nation’s folkloric sound, fuses musical compositions and integrates

local politics into the lyrical content. Stage three consists of an emerging new talented

pool of rappers and musical producers. This stage is unique and I refer to it as a phase of

homogenous dissimilarity because this is where divisions tend to occur between artists

who are clumped together into one musical genre, yet demonstrate differences between

each other. A review of historical cases allows us to see a pattern develop in this third

phase where artists who are in relationships with institutions tend to “curb” their radical

thought into metaphorical critiques, where as rappers who do not have, nor foresee ties to

market or institutional advancement – those with nothing to loose – take on a more

militant and exuberant “in your face” approach towards their lyrical content. It is this

groups that can at times face censorship by either market or government agents. Precisely

this phase is where I will focus the breadth of this chapter, assessing the divide between

“commercial” or “mainstream” and “underground” or “censored.”

My intent is to demonstrate how a perceived homogenized genre divides within.

A marked result of this stage is the common imposition of censorship as a reaction to

repertoire content. It is when censorship becomes an actor upon musical content that
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aspects of the genre move into stage four. This shift occurs in order to (a) detour

attention, and (b) desensitize, the censored content. The last stage entails the commercial

cooption of hip hop leading to a higher profile within the nation’s media outlets and

greater opportunities for financial gain from their craft, but also a significant watering

down of lyrical content.

Lets us briefly review stages one and two before moving on to a lengthier

discussion about stages three and four. This is important for the scope of Son Dos Alas

because during the time of my fieldwork Cuba and Puerto Rico were experiencing

divided developmental stages of hip-hop. While Puerto Rico was experimenting with

stage four, Cuba was still grappling with stage three. I blame this disjuncture for the lack

of follow through from artists whose songs did not blossom into collaborative tracks

(four of the attempted eight). Especially the two songs that were left half completed,

where the Cuban artists recorded their portion of the song, but the Puerto Rican artists did

not.

In chapter 6 “The Bridge” I discuss the songs that were completed. These four

successful collaborations from of the overall eight productions attempted were

specifically about themes that concerned unity through values. Issues of importance to

rappers on each island included injustices such as race and racism, anti-war, government

corruption and overcoming the violations of civil rights. The songs that were not

completed focused on themes about hip-hop itself. The disjuncture that occurred which

did not permit the songs about hip-hop to be completed was influenced by the two

distinct phases of hip-hop at the same moment in each location. It becomes apparent that
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these different stages were dissimilar enough to disrupt communication about hip-hop as

a theme amongst its genre artists.

The first phase consists of an attempt to replicate American hip-hop and “keeping

it real” becomes a mantra in the reproduction of authenticity. As we reviewed in

“Between Play and Rewind,” cult films such as Ahearn’s classic Wild Style (1982) and

Chalfant and Silver’s documentary Style Wars (1984) inspired Hollywood to take inner

city youth as potentially marketable. Their profit-generating viability let to mainstream

films like Lathan’s Beat Street (1984), and its West Coast rendition Breakin’ by Silberg

(1984). The sound and the aesthetic quickly became emulated worldwide as did the

lifestyle.

With the founding of Music Television (MTV) music video production and

consumption began to evolve quickly. MTV founded in New York City in 1981, six years

later founded MTV Europe in 1987, MTV Tokyo followed suit. Today there is a Latin

MTV network in Argentina, an Australian network based in Sydney, and an African

network based in Kenya. Music video television became the norm, with new programs

sprouting all over the world dedicated to the broadcasting of these short stories set to

music. Although the programming is varied, it undoubtedly allows American pop culture

to be exported precisely at the development of hip-hop in the United States.

Many hip-hop theorists have assessed the reproduction of authenticity as a

variable for the development of hip-hop abroad. In Lusane’s (2004) fieldwork on global

hip-hop he demonstrates how Japanese youth dress and project themselves in a manner

identical to American rap artists seen in the music videos. Condry’s analysis of Japanese

hip-hop (2006) stresses the imagery of tanned skin and dreadlocked hair as an authentic
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expression of the commercial imagery exploitation from “keeping it real” for Japanese

“blackfacers” who entangle African American cultural traits with rap music and

American pop art. Condry refers to this phenomenon in Japan as the “Elvis Effect.”

Wanguhu’s documentary film Hip-Hop Colony (2007) exemplifies how some of the first

Kenyan rap groups to develop locally aimed to fulfill a blue print for how rap should

sound or how one should stand, walk, move, hold the microphone and bounce to the beats

in order to be recognized as an authentic rapper.

A pattern prevails where we find in the initial phase of hip-hop abroad youth who

appropriated the genre were mimicked the sonic and visual aesthetics they received. In

order to successfully imitate American rap they must rely on stereotypes and a strong

vocabulary of those types in order to relay a sense of authenticity. A young rapper in the

housing projects of Puerto Rico or in the soviet workhouses of eastern Havana cannot

“authentically” rap about the same themes as an American rapper. At the moment of

“show and prove” their everyday realities are simply not the same.

Over time specific localized themes and production methods prevail in rap’s new

homeland. Local representations and fantasies based on every day realities begin to

reflect the initiation of a second phase of hip-hop’s assimilation. Fusion of a nation’s

folkloric sound blends hip-hop beats and American rap instrumentals “mashed-up” with

folkloric vocal forms and lyrics that integrate local issues into the content. Samples of

American rap music are looped to create new sounds and although sampling over

“classic” hip-hop may keep the mimicry alive, the aim to attain originality is to

nationalize the genre. Influences are apparent but not immediately identifiable to the

untrained ear. Artists develop their own flow in their own languages creating a hybrid,
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taking musical influences from American hip-hop yet melding them together with

nationalizing musical forms.

The assimilation of hip-hop in Cuba during this second phase is exemplified by

the first Habana Hip-Hop festivals that brought prominent American rap icons to the

island such as The Roots, Mos Def, Talib Kweli and Common. The affiliation with the

American based Malcolm X Grassroots Movement allied itself with the Cuban hip-hop

movement, much to the appeal of Cuban authorities. Cuban hip-hop became iconic of

non-commercial and anti-capitalist hip-hop. Yet the local rappers such as Anónimo

Consejo fused the import with their Afro-Cuban folkloric percussive beats and spoke to

Afro-Cuban leaders as much as Black Panther exiles living in Cuba. What made the

sound authentic was its ability to merge American hip-hop imported from abroad while

nationalizing the sound and the lyrical content.

Rappers who have ties to institutions or broadcasting channels benefit from these

positions of connectivity and networking to get their “foot in the door” as rappers, often

as the only rap group featured, interviewed, broadcasted or recorded. Their place of

privilege also places them in a fragile position where they are expected to provide

professional marketability, meet government “friendly” expectations, and refrain from

“pushing limits.”

Once a mass of rappers develop for which there is not enough room to ration them

broadcasting, budgets, or performances slots – mind you a phenomenon that happens

very quickly – hip-hop transcends into a the third phase of dissimilarity. Geoff Baker’s

(2005) research reports two to three hundred rap groups in Havana when only

approximately twenty had avenues for recording or performing through state institutions.
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This phase is marked by the phenomenon of deconstruction and reconstruction. In some

aspect fusions branch far from hip-hop sonic forms, in other aspects new styles arise that

receive popular support. It is in this phase that a split occurs within what is regarded as a

“homogenized” group of rappers.

A much larger pool of artists than there is allotted space for begins to develop at

the margins of the market and the institutions. Many of the newer generation do not have

ties to formal outlets, nor do they foresee acquiring such ties. Their disjuncture and lack

of responsibility to these creates a “nothing to loose” radicalism/realism. Local politics

take the forefront and limits of permissible content get pushed. At times these limits are

pushed because they reflect real every day tensions that are overlooked by government

officials, particularly when themes of police brutality or racism are prevalent. Other

times, particularly when obscenity becomes a concern, many artists consciously push

these limits to gain attention and standout among the many other rappers in the

“homogenized” larger pool. Content deemed anti-authoritative, obscene or anti-status quo

tends to be initially overlooked by officials until these attain a “critical mass” of

popularity. Once popularity catches up to rappers who question authority or encourage

subversive behavior, market and government authorities resort to formal and informal

censorship in order to silence them.

This stage creates divisions within what is hypothetically a “homogenized” rap

community. Differences prevail between styles, content, goals, and aesthetic identities of

rappers. Here we find the divergence of “mainstream” from “underground” rappers. In

Puerto Rico this stage birthed reggaetón and years later cubatón in Havana. Smaller

numbers of “mainstream” artists prevail usually oriented towards market interests
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contrasted by large numbers of “underground” artists who are underrepresented in the

official avenues but tend to capture mass support. We will return to phase three of

homogenous dissimilarity and its development in the United States, Puerto Rico and

Cuba.

A fourth phase seems to develop due to the popular demand generated in phase

three. Controversy sells and market agents take interest in potentially hyper-

commercializing repertoire and artists, yielding a social desensitization of obscene or

violent content. Divergent paths defined in phase three take shape, where one remains

“underground” the other aims for commercial “bling bling” exploitation and the industry

gears their investments toward profit making from their repertoires. Groups who were

sanctioned or censored are pushed into mass popularity, leading to market or government

cooption as a method of proportional representation and selling “organized rebellion”

back to the masses. In order to coerce subversive lyrical content, a common market-

government strategy is to commercialize it, watering down content yet celebrating its

popularity. At times this either discredits the artists as “selling them out” or brands them

in order to generate profits beyond their musical labor to expand into merchandising or as

spokespersons of wider corporate media campaigns.

Homogenized Dissimilarity: A Microscopic View

Censorship of musical or lyrical content demonstrates that the content expressed

by artists relating to their everyday lives goes against the status quo. When these

expressions conflict with systems of power and social order and they reach a critical

amount of rotation that expresses social contagion, the result is censorship. Given the
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complexity of addressing “social problems,” the realm of the culture industries becomes a

more manageable target. It appears that censoring musical content is by far easier than

reducing unemployment, drug trafficking, murder rates, corruption or providing public

education (Rivera 2009). Music censorship has been implemented by states, religious

groups, educational systems, retailers and lobbying groups, and in most cases they violate

international conventions of human rights set forth in 1953 by the Council of Europe in

Article 10 of The European Convention on Human Rights (Ovey and White 2006).

Hip-hop develops in the margins and rather than view this socio-economic and

geo-political location as one depleted in resources, I assess it as a contact zone where

technical and educational components accumulate. Hegemonic authority (and the

necessary broadcasting/surveillance technology) to censor the violent content belongs to

the government and market institutions but the margins belong to the masses. When the

censored expression entails social critiques, exposes racial tensions or police brutality, or

when the content pushes social norms of promiscuity or obscenity, artists must rely on

audiences who act not only as consumers but also promoters and distributors of the

content surpassing hegemonic control outlets. Audiences who intimately identify with the

content, or reject its censorship, form a critical mass that forces authorities and markets to

subdue to popular demand.

I propose to add to the eternal paradigmatic question of whether the explicit lyrics

of rap diagnoses or promotes social upheaval and violence, whether it can also in some

cases potentially foresee it. I argue we can assess content that carries a prophesizing

factor by analyzing which institutions oppose it with respect to it’s audience’s promotion

despite its censorship. Should masses decide to protect and promote the work, the content
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in question should be reviewed for potential windows of insight into the psyche of the

those masses that identify with it and their positions with regard to the status quo as well

as the authoritative institutions that oppose it.

Phase three catches my attention because of four defining issues that occur during

this stage. (1) This phase tends to encounter its most defining negotiations with the

market and the state often resulting in some kind of censorship. (2) It is here where the

genre splits between hip-hop and other derivatives such as reggaetón, cubatón in the

fieldwork sites. (3) This stage is essentially in defining the genres popularity that attracts

financial success and brings on stage four of commercial market cooption. (4) Cuba was

experiencing phase 3 at the time of my fieldwork, often looking towards and mimicking

results from Puerto Rico’s similar phase. While at the same time artists in Puerto Rico

were concentrated on forging stage four for their independent financial benefit.

With regard to participation in this research, it often resulted that

“mainstream/commercial” artists who were invited to collaborate tended to disregard the

follow through necessary to complete the musical tracks. Where as rappers from Puerto

Rico that self identified as “underground” rappers were more readily available to

participate in Son Dos Alas than rappers who regardless of self identification had entered

into commercial market negotiations for the sale of their repertoires or to advance their

careers in one form or another.

I explore the original phase three in the United States by looking at cases of

censorship and prior restraint with regard to the early “gangster rap” of the late 1980’s. A

decade earlier in the late 70’s when hip-hop developed in the Bronx (phase I) it was a

distinct gritty urban street culture, bordering on gang culture. During the early 1980’s the
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genre was transposed by pop cult status and cosmopolitan intrigue that removed many of

its anti-authoritative and anti-status quo elements (phase II). Its original third phase came

to develop in the late 1980’s once it reached the west coast of the U.S. where it was used

to reaffirm locality and became a tool of expression against police brutality and racism.

The new era received censorship by authorities and broadcasting channels for its

expression of hostility and obscenity. I explore three cases below with a microscopic

view of phase three. First I present an overview of how this stage was negotiated in the

United States, followed by similar historical trends in Puerto Rico and Cuba.

United States of America: The Original Phase III

Prior restraint is in the United States is an attempt to prevent publication or

broadcast of any statement, music, song, statement, speech and free press. Stemming

from the First Amendment of the Constitution, the ban on prior restraint allows

publication of libel, slander, obvious untruths, anti-government diatribes, racial and

religious epithets, and almost any material. There exists an exemption if public or

national security is endangered and with regard to some forms of pornography if

considered “obscene” by a community of peers. The theory behind prior restraint,

articulated by the U.S. Supreme Court in Near v. Minnesota (1931) is that free speech

and free press protections have priority. Lawsuits for libel and slander and prosecutions

for criminal advocacy should curb the affect of defamation and untruths. Prior restraint

specifically refers to the restraint of literary or artistic works before their publication

and/or before a judicial decision is made about their integrity.
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In order for a script, artwork or lyric to be considered legally "obscene" so as to

permit its censorship it must pass the “The Miller Test.” The test demonstrates that the

average person, applying contemporary community standards and viewing the material as

a whole, would find: (1) that the work appeals predominantly to "prurient" interest; (2)

that it depicts or describes sexual conduct in a patently offensive way; and (3) that it lacks

serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value (Miller v. California 1973). An appeal

to "prurient" interest is an appeal to a morbid, degrading and unhealthy interest in sex, or

excretion. With regard to the music industry, the regulations of prior restraint allow for

the legal seizure of albums that could “potentially” incite audiences towards hostile,

criminal, or obscene activity. Prior restraint in these cases allows for action on behalf of

the executive branch of government (police) to censor content before the judicial branch

of government (courts) decide upon the integrity of the content. Let us review how this

has played itself out with regard to hip-hop in the United States.

Popular culture films of the mid 1980’s such as Wild Style, Style Wars, and Beat

Street tamed the rebellious anti-systemic nature of gang warfare and street life

(particularly of the Bronx) that hip-hop represented and reproduced it as a safe, clean and

manageable urban “counter-culture.” Yet the graphic underlying commentaries of racial

prejudice, police brutality, criminal violence, drug use and sexual activity expressed by

rap artists did not cease to exist, rather they were pushed back into new margins of the

“acceptable” visual aesthetics of hip-hop. This era, which began in the mid 1980’s until

the early 1990’s in American hip-hop, was very parallel to the third phase experienced

abroad.
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In 1985 the Parents Music Resource Center (PMRC), led my Tipper Gore,

devised a national campaign towards labeling music for violent or obscene (explicit)

lyrics. The attempt aimed to restrict access to minors by demonstrating common

problems afflicting youths and demonstrating the appearance of these issues in the lyrical

content of popular music. The song that drove Gore’s campaign was not rap music rather

it was Prince’s “Darling Nikki,” a song about female masturbation. The campaign

discourse requested a rating system from the Recording Industry Association of America

(RIAA) equivalent to that used by the Motion Picture Association of America made up of

G, PG, PG-13, R, and X categories.

A year later in 1986, the RIAA announced a new labeling system that abided to

the PMRC’s request. However music labels and publishers who were not members of the

RIAA, as were the majority of independent rap artists, were not obligated to adhere to it.

The labeling system took a few years to brand itself, eventually yielding the now

common “Parental Advisory: Explicit Lyrics” sticker classification. As an immediate

result to “wholesome family oriented consumerism” stores such as Walmart, Sears and

JC Penny pulled sales on any album containing a warning label and independent record

stores located in shopping malls were restricted from carrying “adult” material. The

popular franchise record stores of Sam Goody and Camelot Music followed suit.

Major labels of the era such as MCA, Arista, Atlantic, Columbia, Elektra, Epic,

EMI and RCA all formally warned their artists in contracts about the possible

“consequences” of objectionable lyrics. The same year, Columbia Records forced the

Beastie Boys to remove certain words from their song “Hold It, Now Hit It” and to
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completely delete another song on the album titled “The Scenario” before it would

release their 1986 album titled Licensed to Ill (Glassner 2003).

In 1992 Ice T’s song “Cop Killer” became an anthem against police brutality. The

song was deemed to be hostile and violent, calling for an uprising against police. “Cop

Killer” caused Oliver North to attack Time Warner for inciting anarchy, Dan Quayle

insulted the label for the publication of the album, and George Bush called the album

“sick.” The International Brotherhood of Police Officers (IBPO) announced its intent to

seek civil and criminal reparations against Time Warner if any officer died where the

album was distributed. Subsequently, Time Warner removed the song from Ice T’s album

and six months later Ice T departed from the label (Kahan 1993).

In 1991 Judge Grossman in the state of Florida issued a probable cause warning

based on his own judgment that 2 Live Crew’s album titled As Nasty As They Wanna Be

was to be considered obscene despite the lack of an expert consultant or a jury review.

Under threat of prosecution from Florida Deputy Sheriff’s offices, retailers in the state

pulled As Nasty As They Wanna Be along with all their previous recordings from store

shelves throughout the state (Clark 1990). Luke Navarro, lead rapper and producer of 2

Live Crew filed an appeal. Judge Gonzalez Jr. reviewed the appeal who presented in the

case notes that he personally considered the content obscene, however he added that the

sheriff’s actions, taken before a fair judicial proceeding, constituted prior restraint in

violation of the First Amendment. Gonzalez remarked that it is the courts, and not non-

judicial officials, who can decide if a work is obscene. Needless to say, the album As

Nasty As They Wanna Be it did not pass the Miller Test. Gonzalez Jr. noted in the
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proceedings just how effective informal censorship, such as prior restraint, can be in

silencing music and lyrical content (Luke Records v. Navarro 1992).

The eternal paradigm of whether rap lyrics either (a) diagnose, or (b) instigate,

violence became the sole concern with regard to broadcasting rap music. The most

exemplary illustrative case of this paradigm and the subsequent censorship that prevailed

in U.S. rap history is the case of the song “Fuck the Police” (1987) by Niggas With

Attitude (NWA).

“Fuck the police
Comin’ straight from the underground
Young nigga got it bad cuz I'm brown
And not the other color so police think
They have the authority to kill a minority.”

(Excerpt from “Fuck the Police, by N.W.A., 1987)

The racial violence marked by the Los Angeles riots five years later were already

the topic of NWA’s soon to be censored and contested lyrics about racial tensions

between young African-Americans and police (Kahan 1993, Rose 1994).

Upon publication N.W.A.’s music label, Priority Records, received a letter from

F.B.I. spokesman Milt Ahlerich, expressing that the song "encourages violence against,

and disrespect for, the law enforcement officer….I wanted you to be aware of the F.B.I.’s

position relative to the song and it’s message. I believe my views reflect the opinion of

the entire law enforcement community" (Pareles 1989). The public statement from the

F.B.I. influenced local police departments to denounce the song by refusing to provide

police security for N.W.A.’s concerts within their jurisdictions. The lack of police

security limited venues from acquiring insurance coverage for live shows forcing the
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group to cancel tours. Exceptions were made only if their performances did not include

the song. The limitation on the live performance of the song and the prohibited rotation

on radio or music television raised curiosity, catapulting the song, and the group, into

mainstream commercial success.

The album Straight Outta Compton that contained the song “Fuck the Police” sold

2 million copies without a music video or a single song from the album that met

broadcasting regulations for radio rotation. N.W.A.’s following album 100 Miles and

Runnin’ was not stocked in most music stores because many retailers would not carry

albums with “Explicit Lyrics” warning labels by then imposed by the RIAA.

Nonetheless, sales figures for the 100 Miles and Runnin’ album, from the few locations it

was available, sold over 600,000 units, a considerable number at the time (Verna 1990).

“Fuck the Police” originally a song protesting police brutality became a protest

anthem against censorship. In 1989, Australian radio station Triple J that had been

playing "Fuck the Police" for up to six months before gained the attention of Australian

Broadcasting Corporation management who upon hearing the song attain popular radio

rotation, subsequently banned it. As a reaction the staff went on strike and put another of

N.W.A's songs, "Express Yourself," on continuous play for 24 hours – playing it roughly

360 times a day. During massive street protests in Belgrade, Serbia, "Fuck the Police,"

along with Public Enemy's "Fight the Power" was placed on continual radio rotation for

two days on the Belgrade radio station B92. The continuous play of N.W.A. and Public

Enemy was intended as a message about popular sentiments towards police and the state

regime (Lombardi 1991).
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The police are common recipients of rapper’s critiques because they are the

division of executive authority that interjects in the every day lives of marginalized

communities. The police, unlike diplomats, cabinet members, treasurers, or ambassadors

who are also dedicated to the daily administration of the state bureaucracy in the

executive branch of government, are a civilian working class group of laborers who

belong to many of the same socio-economic demographic they patrol.

“Almost invariably the incident that ignites disorder arises from police
action. Harlem, Watts, Newark and Detroit - all the major outbursts of
recent years - were precipitated by routine arrests of Negroes by white
officers for minor offenses....[T]o many Negroes, police have come to
symbolize white power, white racism and white repression. And the fact is
that many police do reflect and express these white attitudes. The
atmosphere of hostility and cynicism is reinforced by a widespread
perception among Negroes of the existence of police brutality and
corruption, and of a "double standard" of justice and protection - one for
Negroes and one for whites.”
- The Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders
(The Kerner Report 1968).

Twenty-four years later, although the language shifted, unfortunately the

reflection on police treatment of minorities and non-white groups did not.

"Within minority communities of Los Angeles, there is a widely-held view
that police misconduct is commonplace. The King beating refocused
public attention to long-standing complaints by African-Americans,
Latinos and Asians that Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) officers
frequently treat minorities differently from whites, more often using
disrespectful and abusive language, employing unnecessarily intrusive
practices such as engaging in the use of excessive force when dealing with
minorities."
- Report of the Independent Commission on the Los Angeles Police
Department, 1992
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Musicians can act as society’s journalists, reporting the events of the day in a

manner that appeals to the masses (in particular their audiences) more than conventional

news. Chuck D of the popular rap group Public Enemy asserts, "Rap is the only way to

communicate with black youth. We’re the TV station, the six o’clock news. We’ve got to

tell the truth" (DiLeo 1989). Rapper Ice Cube works from the assumption that "Rap

music is a form of education" (Cole 1991).

“…its like fuck Uncle Sam. We just narrowed it down to the police.
Because the black kid out there don’t give a fuck about who’s mayor or
who’s governor or who’s the president….the police is the government in
the ghetto.”
- Ice Cube (Baraka, 1991)

Just months later, Los Angeles was engulfed in flames of rage against the verdict

from Rodney King’s beating by four police officers. It became obvious to many hip-hop

listeners that N.W.A. and the lyrics of fellow rappers had managed to forewarn the

uprising from measuring the sentiment on the streets years earlier.

It didn’t take long for authorities to take note of the similarities between rap lyrics

and social behavior. Rather than just focus on content censorship, the other alternative

was to invest in its commercial cooption. The marketing ploy aimed to desensitize the

political power of the music and at the same time profit from its popularity. Within a few

years American hip-hop was entangled in an East Coast versus West Coast thug-life

media war wrapped in the aesthetic of designer brands and excessive wealth. Youth who

once had looked up to groups like Public Enemy or N.W.A. who taught them to “fight the

Power” or “Fuck the Police” now shifted their interest towards the glamour of gangster

life and “bling bling” materialism.
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Puerto Rico: Mimicking Phase III, Searches, Seizures, and the Birth of Reggaetón

Due to the direct relationship to the New York City birthplace of hip-hop, Puerto

Rico quickly experienced assimilation and reproduction of mainland sonic interests. The

first phase of hip-hop in Puerto Rico took place approximately between 1985 and 1990.

The island genre initiated with the recordings and performances of rappers Vico C and

Ruben DJ. Vico C’s dual residency in New York City and Puerto Rico allowed him to

connect with both identities and granted him a power of transmission and identification

with mainland and island Puerto Ricans. He was nicknamed ‘El Filosofo’ (The

Philosopher) for the contemplative nature of his lyrics. In the mid 1980’s, Vico C made

his own recordings on cassette tapes that were duplicated and circulated through out the

island. By 1987 his tapes circulated from Puerto Rico to New York City developing an

underground Spanish rap fan base. A second pioneer known as Ruben DJ was amongst

the first rappers to receive island-wide radio play for his song titled “La Escuela” (The

School) which was released in 1989. The lyrics encouraged children to stay in school

making his hit song extremely family friendly. The clean content allowed it to receive

rotation even at a handful of Spanish speaking U.S. radio stations, a first for a Spanish

rapper.

During the early phases, it was the DJs, more so than rappers that defined the

sonic styles, transitions and the informal business development of hip-hop in Puerto Rico.

Time Machine Squad, a collective of artists with talents in all four elements was founded

in 1989. DJ Adam began producing mix tapes of Puerto Rican hip-hop in the early

1990’s. Graffiti artists such as SKE provided the musical aesthetic for album cover
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designs and concert backdrops. The four elements of hip-hop on the island were looking

towards mainland Puerto Rican’s in New York to define their styles, yet the emulation of

keeping the four elements together seemed stronger in Puerto Rico at the time than in the

birth place where rap had accelerated beyond the other three elements because of its

merchandising ease.

Similar to the U.S. case, in the Caribbean a primary driving force that

encapsulated the trends in hip-hop were the DJs. Playero DJ’s compilations exhibited the

transition from Puerto Rico’s assimilative to appropriative phases between his first album

Playero 37 released in 1992 and Playero 38 released a year later. Playero’s mix tapes

lacked compositional complexity, but offered a new style utilizing basic variations on the

dem bow beat. His first compilation looked to New York for structure, where as his

second compilation seemed to be getting more influences from neighboring Jamaica and

Panama exhibited by his use of sirens, loops, and samples layered with rap lyrics from

various artists. The music was danceable and recording artists spoke to issues faced by

youths on the mainland as well as on the island such as love, sex, marijuana use, male

braggadocio, and criminality.

Imagery from the album cover designs between Playero 37 and Playero 38 help

exemplify the shift from the assimilative to the appropriative phase through their

expression of the visual aesthetics of the genre. The album cover for Player 37 presents a

fantasy about hip-hop rising from the underground, depicted as urban gutters, and taking

over the streets of a “big city” represented by the illustration of skyscrapers. The imagery

is reminiscent of New York City rather than San Juan, not only because of the skyscraper

designs but also because of the visual interpretations of muralist Keith Haring’s well-
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known graffiti art characters that were prevalent during the 1980’s on streets, subway

cars and art galleries in New York City1. Juan Flores in his publication about the early the

musical diaspora from Puerto Ricans on the island to the mainland in From Bomba to

Hip-Hop (2000) states:

 “While traditionally the trans-local Puerto Rican sensibility was
characterized by the emigrant longing for the beauties of the long-lost
island, in some rap texts and among street youth it was the urban diaspora
settings of the Bronx and El Barrio that became places of fascination and
nostalgia.” (Flores 2000)

Image #21: Player DJ Vol 37 album cover design
Image # 22: Player DJ Vol 38 album cover design

Comparison between album designs demonstrates a shift in the visual aesthetic between the assimilative
and the appropriative phase

Assessing the visual aesthetics between the two Playero DJ albums we can see a

shift in the artistic identity of rap music. Unlike the “big city” images of Playero 37, the

character images of Playero 38 identify with a Caribbean island color scheme. The image

for Playero 38 relies on the use of the red, green and gold color palate reminiscent of

reggae colors or Rastafarianism, a dread locked Afro-Latin Rasta man, and an adaptation

of New York City graffiti block lettering style that looked to appropriate the hip-hop style

yet Caribbeanize the aesthetic.
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The early genre of rap in Puerto Rico was self-titled as “underground” because of

its limited avenues of distribution and its reflection of street life. Despite the limited

distribution outlets, albums and individual songs transferred from person-to-person at

times in more numbers than the cassette tapes of commercial artists. We find when this

occurs the term “underground” becomes reflective of a style, more so than an opposition

to commerciality.

DJ Playero produced many artists in the early 1990’s who lyrically contributed to

his mix tapes including Vico C, Mexicano 777, Baby Rasta y Gringo, Master Joe & O.G.

Black, Don Chezina, Rey Pirin Blunt, OG Black, Wiso G, Rankin Stone, Lisa M, Maicol

& Manuel, and Winchesta Yankee2. These artists provided the sonic template that defined

the first two phases of rap’s lyrical development in Puerto Rico. Their unifying element

that brought these rappers together was DJ Playero, making the DJ a key power-player in

the definitions of early rap. The musical compositions of the underground’s DJs like

Playero, Negro, Joe and Blass consisted of looped dem bow beats, often times fused with

kick drums, snare rolls, cymbal splashes and even cartoon-like digital sound effects

(Marshall 2009). The strategy at this stage was to demonstrate eloquent lyrical flow in

Spanish, particularly with regard to lyrical speed.

It appeared that hip-hop was finding its own island identity. "Tus videos

favoritos” (Your Favorite Videos), founded in 1990 and hosted by Flaco Figueroa3

became a regularly aired television program catering to rap enthusiasts. Rapper Eddie

“Dee” Avila released his debut album titled Eddie Dee and The Ghetto Crew in 1993, the

first in a long career of albums. Two years later, as mix tapes rather than solo albums
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became more prevalent, Eddie appeared on the DJ Chiclin 5 Sin Clemencia compilation

and on U Records #4 mix tape.

In 1994 a series of musical productions signaled a significant shift in the auditory

experience of rap. In hindsight we can assess this marked a shift towards a new rite of

passage for Puerto Rican rap. Among these were Wiso G’s track “Sin parar” produced

by DJ Eric feat Big Boy and Ranking Stone. The track lasted nearly 16 minutes and was

the first of its kind reintroducing the mix of Spanish rap with Jamaican reggae flow4. The

sonic style was neither hip-hop nor reggae. The same year DJ Darwin circulated his

Mixtape #1 and DJ Adam released Mad Jam vol. I. Both compilations exhibited a new

authentically Puerto Rican flow and rap style that no longer relied on mimicking New

York attributes to achieve popularity. These productions introduced significant new

artists: Memo y Vale, Falo, Mexicano, Horny Man Y Panty Man, Point Breakers, Glory,

O.G.M., Oakley and Coo-Kee.

Although many of the rap songs contained explicit lyrics, the most significant

contribution that year came from a group of rappers by the name “The Noise” who

published their debut album produced by DJ Negro. The album showcased the

controversial tracks that seemed to push tolerance levels beyond acceptance for the

emerging rap genre. Songs such as “Funk from the weed” by Fella Rican Kings, “La

rubia” (The Blond) by Tito y Vale and “Maldita puta” (Damn Whores) by Guanabanas

Podrias among a plethora of other explicit tracks were considered far too detailed about

the exposure youth were receiving with regard to sex and marijuana use to be overlooked

by officials. The localized repertoires referred to themes prevalent in specific marginal

communities, particularly the public housing projects or caserios. Although various
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lyrical topics prevailed throughout rap’s previous years, the popularity of the genre

combined with the increased “obscene” and “violent” content that glamorized criminal

activity inevitably led to government interventions of the residencies in the caserios.

For all the tropical glamour San Juan's beachfront resorts have to offer tourists,

Puerto Rico remains significantly poor by American standards. At the same time, the

island has an economic infrastructure stronger than any other nation in the Caribbean

while about one-half of the population receives some kind of public government

assistance. The balance between a Caribbean regional elitism and American welfare

sustenance has yielded notorious cases of government corruption. Schmitt (2000)

published a summary of corruption cases within the U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD) public housing initiatives on the island. Senator Christopher

S. Bond (R-Mo.), head of a Senate Appropriations subcommittee overseeing HUD at the

time stated "According to what the investigators tell us, they keep opening up new areas

of corruption every time they look into something5." Schmitt argues the root of the

corruption problem on the island is caused by the obvious factors of greed and nepotism,

but is accentuated by the polarized struggle in government between statehood and

independence. Schmitt adds that government party members don’t view siphoning funds

as “stealing” but rather as helping fund their ideologies.

There is an estimated 400 housing projects or caserios, in the San Juan

metropolitan area. Many of these caserios are known for their underground economy and

criminal activity. In February of 1995, under governor Rosello’s administration, the

Drugs and Vice Control Division of the Puerto Rico Police Department assisted by the

United States National Guard, entered caserios under the operative name “Mano Dura
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Contra El Crimen” (Hard Hand Against Crime) (Rivera 2009). A significant part of the

operative was to confiscate tapes and CDs from homes, cars and music stores containing

underground rap that popularized criminality. Police and National Guardsmen stated that

the music’s lyrics were obscene and promoted drug use, violence and promiscuous sexual

activity, but their greatest concern was that the musical recordings made it common

knowledge, not to mention “ghetto glamorous” that this activity was being allowed to

happen in certain sectors. The concern was about social contagion. It appeared that

through music, marginal youth were capable of enticing “good kids” into illicit behavior

(Marino 1995).

There was no doubt that the musical genre was the primary target of the raids. The

Vice Control Bureau raided six record stores in the San Juan area and hundreds of

cassette tapes and compact discs were confiscated. Three of the six record stores were

located in the prestigious shopping mall of Plaza Las Americas and six store employees

were issued court citations (Marino 1995, Rivera 2009). The Superior Courts of San Juan

eventually dismissed the charges brought against the commercial establishments for the

sale of “pornographic material” (Rivera 2009). However the cases demonstrate yet

another example of prior restrain on behalf of authorities. These raids were an attempt to

criminalize musical content and clearly demonstrated a prejudice against the genre and its

authors.

The initiative was highly criticized as a threat to civil liberties and a dangerous

precedent for island politics. Critics argued the move would not subdue criminal activity

but rather displace it to other areas. The military occupation of housing projects was

followed by the permanent installation of walls, fences, and security guards to section off
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the urbanization units (Clymer 1996). Within a year, just after Rosello’s re-election, the

military campaign was taken over by private security companies. The irony of the

program was that rather than keeping crime out of the housing projects, it backfired, and

kept crime within the projects, isolating many of their inhabitants. As a result, rap did not

cease, instead financing from drug sales and criminal activity sponsored even more

protest rap amongst residents.

Underground rap was viewed as morally corrupt to society and a large-scale

public mass media campaign followed the caserio raids. This had a reverse effect on the

popularity of the music. Although it temporarily depleted artists financially and restricted

their access to mainstream outlets, its censorship functioned to raise mass curiosity. The

mix tapes by DJ Playero that expressed their everyday realities in the caserios were

moving in large quantities, without necessarily selling albums yet telling their stories to

audiences that began reaching beyond caserio fences and ultimately beyond Puerto

Rico’s shores. It seemed like Puerto Ricans outside the caserios could identify with the

music and it appeared that even greater masses wanted to experience, through the music,

the lifestyle alongside the persecution of censorship. Government agents attempted to

blame underground rap for escalated violence rather than admit the prevalence of internal

corruption, island wide financial ruin, drug trade and criminality. Rappers responded

immediately with lyrics about the raids and these same raids began failing in the eyes of

public interest groups. Due to the mass curiosity, the genre developed a new-

marketability6.
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Three excerpts of classic examples of censored content that reflected life in the

caserios are reflected in the lyrics of Fella Rican King’s song “Funk from the weed” and

The Noise’s track titled “La rubia” and the song “Maldita puta” by Guanabanas Podrias.

 “Yo what happened with the Philly que lo quiero encender?
Buscarme una gata y ponerla a fumar
Ese es el tripeo, ponerlas a gozar….
Ella si que sabe, note dejes tu dormir
A ella le gusta el sexo funky funky from the weed7.”

Yo what happened to the philly (marijuana cigar) – I want to light it up /
Look for a girl (literally: “kitty”) and put her to smoke / That’s the trip, is
to make them have a good time / She knows so don’t sleep on it / She likes
her sex funky funky from the weed.

(Excerpt from “Funk from the weed” by Fellas Rican Kings, 1993)

 “Siempre que estas conmigo tu no puedes inventar, siempre que contigo
lo que me gusta es bellaquear
Ahora viene Tito a cantar, si se me para el bicho me lo tienes que bajar
Conmigo o con el Vale tu te puedes encontrar, pues abre tu las patas que
la chocha vas a dar
Me llamaron a mi, pues abrensé las patas que el Vale ya esta aquí8.”

When you’re with me don’t start inventing, whenever I’m with you I get
horny / Now here comes Tito to sing, If my cock gets hard you have to
bring it down / You might find yourself with me or with Vale, and if you
do, better open up your legs because you’re going to give me your pussy /
I heard you call me, better open up those legs cuz Vale is here.

(Excerpt from “La rubia” by Tito y Vale 1993)

Maldita puta, maldita bellaca
Se pasa toda la vida saboreando matraca
Chingan en los partys, Chingan en los montes
Chingan en tu carro y donde quiera que se monten
Meale la chocha. Escupele la cara
A esa jodia perra. Que no vale nada9.

Damn whores, Damn horny bitches
That spend their whole life sucking dick.
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The fuck at the parties, they fuck in the hills
The fuck in your car and wherever else they are
Piss on her cunt, spit on her face
Cuz that bitch isn’t worth anything.

(Excerpt from “Maldita puta” by Guanabanas Podrias 1994)

The cases of censorship in Puerto Rico’s early rap movement were based on

obscenity, profanity and inciting illicitly sexual behavior more so than questioning

authority. Protection for artist’s repertoires, although unarguably explicit and

misogynistic, rested in the outcome of the appeal by 2 Live Crew filed against the prior

restraint experienced for their album As Nasty as They Wanna Be just a year earlier (Luke

Records v. Navarro, 1992; Clark 1992).

In the following years the visual representation of these song’s music videos were

put into question. Gonzalez-Acosta (2002) describes the music video content of

underground Puerto Rican rap as obscene, usually consisting of “home made” image

montages of scantly clad women gyrating upon and around rappers while they drink

liquor, smoke marijuana and drive around in cars or sail beachside on boats. Gonzalez-

Acosta’s criticism raised concerns about how youths imitate the conduct they see on

television. Her analysis of video content advocated for rap music videos to be labeled

obscene under U.S. law and therefore be restricted by commercial broadcasting

channels10. Parallel to results in previous cases, the artistic works would not pass the

Miller Test. But that did not hold back Senator Velda González of the Popular

Democratic Party to head a mainstream media campaign to reprimand the music as a

social nuisance for its lyrical content and video images. Due to Velda González’s

campaign, rap music videos were repressed from airplay and only allowed late night
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rotation spots until artists brought down the levels of obscenity of their content. Today, in

retrospect, González proudly takes credit for the mainstream notoriety of the genre that

developed from her blatant censorship. She can be seen proudly on the “red carpet”

alongside rappers posing for photographs as the “mother” of rap’s commercial cooption.

Many rappers of the early era concede that González’s repression of the genre was key to

its commercial success11.

Two years after the island wide raids, producer DJ Negro retaliated by publishing

a new “type” of album for the controversial rap duo The Noise. The album was titled The

Noise 3: Clean Lyrics and was intentionally marketed under the slogan of “boring and

un-offensive content” intended for mainstream rotation and consumption. The album

contained no cursing and themes were very watered down metaphorical versions of their

originals. The new approach allowed underground rap to further creep into mainstream

avenues of radio play despite its arguable lack of authenticity for many fans. For a few

years after the raids, the new bland lyrics seemed to diminish interest in the genre, until

1997, when rapper Eddie “Dee” Avila proposed a new approach.

Under the production of DJ Adam, Eddie “Dee” Avila recorded the track “Señor

Oficial” (Mr. Police Officer) where he distinguished himself as a complex and lyrically

“intelligent” emcee, for which he was given the nickname “The Lyrical Terrorist.” The

song was a declaration made on behalf of a street rapper fictitiously speaking to a police

officer. In the song Eddie Dee compares his views of daily events to that of the police

officer’s and claims that they are in fact “not that different” from one another. Eddie Dee

stressed that the officer and himself are only differentiated by their vocabulary to refer to

similar events and the power dynamics of their respective professions. According to
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Eddie Dee’s song, both rappers and police encounter many of the same daily realities

such as drive by shootings, gangs, and drug use. It is the situational power dynamics of

each that alter the context and conditions for them when faced with these situations.

Eddie Dee notes in the song that where government authority prizes one for a certain

behavior, it incarcerates the other for similar actions within parallel contexts. Unique to

the track was that it was not “boring and inoffensive” yet was written using entirely clean

lyrics. The lack of cursing allowed it island wide spins on local radio stations. Curiosity

mixed with clever marketing brought the genre to wider audiences and “Señor Oficial”

became the rebuttal anthem for underground rap. Eddie Dee's trajectory transitioned rap

from an underground and censored urban genre to a musical relic of national popularity

and pride. Eddie Dee received a Puerto Rican National Day of Rap and Reggae award in

1997 for his repertoire, a recognition that opened new opportunities that led to global

recognition, rotation and tours. As a side note for now, five years later he authored the

reggaetón track “La Gasolina,” performed by Daddy Yankee, that became one of the

most commercial songs in the genre’s history.

The post censorship era led to new experimentations and internal divisions among

rappers. Although they were clumped into one category as “rappers” they exhibited many

internal dissimilarities. Some artists had hopes of attaining mainstream commercial

success, while others wanted to best reflect the everyday realities of the caserios or

barrios. The experimentation led to the development of a distinct new sound that

blossomed out of hip-hop, called reggaetón.

Latin freestyle music was becoming part of mainstream radio play in the United

States with groups like Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam, Proyecto Uno, Zona 7, and DJ Baron
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Lopez. An important musical influence came from C + C Music Factory whose name

stood for Clivillés + Cole, the last name of the groups musical composers. Robert

Clivillés and David Cole revolutionized musical styles of the era. Working with artists

the likes of Mariah Carey, Aretha Franklin, James Brown, and Deborah Cooper, their

experimentation fused house music with Latin percussive patterns. One unique trait of

their musical compositions was utilizing the high snare of house music with Latin break

beats and salsa samples. Their album Ultimate (1995) released the Grammy award

wining single “Gonna Make You Sweat” alongside their Latin “spiced” track for U.S.

audiences called “Robi Rob’s Boricua Anthem.” The later anthem proved to be a new

sound that ultimately changed U.S. pop Latin musical genres permanently, particularly

the route Spanish rap would take. Leading by example, the track was a “new” dem bow

like never before attempted with the distinct high snare of house music, compounded

Latin breaks and sampled melodic salsa loops. It combined lyrical flow with melodic

song and secured pan-Latin audiences by featuring none other than the Panamanian

crossover reaggaespañol hit maker El General. C+C Music Factory received five

Billboard Awards, five American Music Awards, two MTV Video Music Awards and

one Grammy nomination for the album. This reception by mainstream American

academies was unprecedented for a Latin group, making such awards an attainable goal

for contemporary young urban Latin musicians.

Back in Puerto Rico DJ Nelson, whose keen musical production style had gained

island-wide popularity, was aiming to pioneer a new sound and likely took C+C Music

Factory’s success as an inspiration. Some might argue many producers where attempting

for the viability of a Grammy award. Experimentation led to many off shoots of rap
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music that were watered down replicas of the original sound. But in 1997, DJ Nelson

released his innovative work titled The Flow. The album contained a wide range of

musical samples, and a compositional style inclusive of dem bow, merengue,

reggaespañol, Spanish rap, American pop, calypso, and house music, with a particularly

high snare effect reminiscent of C+C Music Factory’s loops. Although the early genre

was termed “underground,” “perreo” and at times by some groups “melaza,” the term

“reggaetón” is credited to DJ Nelson. Two poplar origins prevail (1) a popular reference

to it as a “ton of reggae” or a “reggae-ton” and (2) derived from “reggae maratón”

(Jargon 2006). DJ Nelson’s album offered a new template for a divergent sound from

which regardless of the genres name a new musical derivative of rap was birthed. A

second side note, five years later DJ Nelson introduced the production duo Luny Tunes

who produced the reggaetón composition for Daddy Yankee’s “La Gasolina.”

Once The Flow circulated, rap diverged into to two genres, one maintained its

identity as Latin hip-hop or Rap en Español while the other prided itself as the new sonic

revolution titled reggaetón. Island magazine “In The House” established a reliable and

consistently printed publication dedicated to merging both musical styles into one print

periodical on the island with distribution as far as New York City. The publication came

with a free CD of new music, offering a wider recognition of up and coming artists in the

genre to islanders as well as “NuYoricans” on the mainland.

The peak era of these divergent tracks rap was forging during the third phase of

hip-hop in Puerto Rico that birthed of reggaetón was exemplified by the dual album

production titled “Boricua Guerrero” (Boricua Warrior). Published by Elias de Leon12,

the album provided a new sonic template for either genre to develop new avenues for
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production and potential audiences. Composed by DJ Playero, Nico Canadá, DJ Goldy

and Benny Blanco, the compilation album was a conceptual success. Presented as a dual

set, it proposed a split between the two genres calling one of the cassettes/CDs “Mision

Rap” while the other was titled “Mision Reggae.” The conscious split allowed fans to

associate with both or steer towards a particular preference for one of the two.

Where reggaetón is seen as the playful, danceable, misogynistic, mainstream,

consumer driven sound, hip-hop instead prides itself on “culture consciousness.” Due to

its cross-over success in the American music industry, reggaetón has far surpassed the

commercial popularity of hip-hop in Latin America. Reggaetón’s apparent politically

shallow lyrics have allowed it to rise to the top of commercial success, making its genre

artists amongst the most well known and well paid rappers13.

Reggaetón artists aimed for commercial success while hip-hop groups aimed to

realistically represent the barrios. As a result greater solidarity formed among artists who

recorded and performed hip-hop than between reggaetón artists. Where as reggaetón

lyrics and artist interaction was generally motivated more by competition and out

shinning each other, hip-hop artists formed collectives. Siete Nueve, Luis Díaz, Yallzee,

TekOne, and Velcro, formed part of a collective known as Vanguardia Subterranea

(Underground Vanguard). The collective also included OverDoze, J Mo, Koncepto, E.A.

Flow, Severo Canta Claro, SWAT graffiti Crew and R Two. Time Machine Squad

expanded their collective and new posses came to the forefront to represent Latin hip-hop

in numbers. Rapper Welmo Romero reflected that as reggaetón grew stronger, he delved

deeper into hip-hop as a source of inspiration allying himself with other hip-hop groups

that were bonding in light of a growing commercial counterpart such as Gunzmoke, No
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Mel Syndicate, Conciencia Poetica, and 65 Infanteria among others (Romero 2009).

Welmo Romero writes:

“As underground got stronger, I kept getting deeper and deeper into hip-
hop…As perreo14 kept transforming itself, I clung even tighter to hip-hop
as my life jacket. I was unhappy with the formulas, the lack of lyrical
elaboration. Verbal skill no longer mattered, and almost all the artists
sounded the same.” (Romero 2009)

 Reggaetón artists rather than unite, instead they thrived on their ability to

compete with each other, known as la tiradera or battling, where braggadocio about

money, women and drug smuggling took a primary lyrical thematic role. In contrast to

the commercial success experienced by reggaetón artists who took with them only the

element of rap, hip-hop collectives used their power in troupes to keep alive the identity

of hip-hop’s four elements and, as exhibited by Welmo Romero’s script, to find refuge in

each other.

The post-censorship era of Puerto Rican rap seemed to offer commercial outlets

for rappers to ferment careers, particularly for reggaetón artists. The diverging routes

each took, one towards commercialization and the other deepening into the underground

seemed to distinguish dissimilarities in a perceived “homogenous” group of rappers. The

big bang however came with Daddy Yankee’s “La Gasolina,” authored by Eddie “Dee”

Avila and produced by Luny Tunes. The musical track exploded the commerciality of

reggaetón music as the new export from the island.

Daddy Yankee first appeared in DJ Playero 37, under the rapper name of

“Winchesta Yankee.” His debut album release was a compilation CD titled “El Cartel

Del Yankee” in 1997 followed by “El Cangri” and El “Cangri II” in 2000 and later “Los
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Homerun-es” in 2002. The term El Cangri – its should be noted –comes from the word

“congressman,” but in the country-side of Puerto Rico many people could not say the

word “congressman” and adapted it to “cangri-man.” The use of the word today refers to

the biggest, the most powerful, and the most influential “big shot” of a community.

Yankee’s decade long struggle was to claim mainstream commercial success, a goal that

made him stand out early on when rap was protest music, it was undoubtedly rewarded

with his release of the track "La Gasolina."

“La Gasolina” is a song is about a woman who likes “gasoline” interpreted as a

combination of sex and liquor, as she runs up and down the street, having “fun” looking

for more gasoline. The melodic chorus of the song features Glory as the ambiguous

female voice that seems to cry out "dame más gasolina,” (Give me more gasoline). “La

Gasolina” hit #1 on the American Billboard charts in the first two weeks after its release

and achieved double platinum status for Yankee’s Barrio Fino album (2 million sold).

Although “La Gasolina” was about a woman, its title struck a cord with regard to the

U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East and the rising gas prices felt throughout the

mainland U.S. as well as on the island. An addiction to gasoline was an expensive habit.

The Americanization of reggaetón was official with “La Gasolina.” Many

attribute Tego Calderón as opening the door for Puerto Rican rappers with his album El

Abayarde (further explored in chapter 6, “The Bridge). However Yankee undoubtedly

kicked that door down after his chart toppling success. Yankee signed to

Universal/Interscope Records a month after Calderón was contracted by Atlantic

Records. The largest urban pop labels in the United States had secured their rights to

distribute and reproduce the top selling reggaetón repertoires of the island.
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The commercial cooption of reggaetón was an obvious and timely response to a

post-salsa tropical intrigue from a pan-Latin (and Latin curious) consumer base in the

United States. While at the same time reggaetón offered a cultural re-colonization and

exotization of Puerto Rico’s consumption for Americans, it was also the “new” sexy and

the “new” exotic import. The dance style of the music is called perreo or doggy-style and

the movement mimics sexual positions. It was the next cosmopolitan risqué sonic

frontier. With double the amount of Puerto Ricans on the mainland than on the island

there was a new sonic flag to wave amongst urban American music genres and dance

styles. Youth throughout the world could now express their Latinidad by “doing it doggy-

style” and markets didn’t have to compromise its sexual bargaining power.

Reggaetón ignited the imaginations of young Latinos throughout the United States

as much as in Latin America. Just a few years before the only Spanish one heard on non-

Latin radio stations was very limited, but today one hears musical blocks of Spanish-

language ballad, pop, rock and (h)urban15 genres on the same stations that “promise

nothing but blazing hip-hop.” In contrast to the “exotic” nature that has marked Latin

music for non-Latin audiences, reggaetón expresses a familiar modern sound reminiscent

of American rhythm and rhyme. Artists and producers have not only piggybacked on the

success of the pop music industry, they have exploited the business model, especially

with regard to self-promotion, cross-branding, street team or internet marketing, and

navigating formal as much as informal distribution outlets.

Latinos are becoming one of the nation’s largest ethnic groups in the United

States. Shifts in the number of U.S. cities that have become Latino consumer driven

cosmopolitan centers such as Miami, Orlando, Los Angeles or New York are hotbeds for
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major music label investments and recruitment looking for the next Latino cross-over hit.

The commercial Latino music industry is dominated by the major music labels: Univisión

Music Group, Universal Music Group Latin, EMI Televisa Music, Warner Brothers

Latino, and SONY Music Group Latin. Major labels quickly took interest in reggaetón as

further explored in chapter 4 “Music as a Contact Zone.” Universal Music Group became

the parent company to many of independent reggaetón production labels in Puerto Rico

making performance, synchronization, reproduction or distribution contracts with All

Star Records, Baby Records, El Cartel Records, Gold Star Music, Machete Music, Mas

Flow, Pina Records, WY Records, and White Lion Music among others.

The monopoly major labels have over the worldwide music industry has defined

commercial success for Latin genres. Univisión Music Group (UMG) is the leading Latin

music recording company and publisher in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. With a 35% market

share, UMG runs three primary labels under its corporate umbrella16 and has undoubtedly

established itself as one of the most important players in the Latin music business,

holding a 50% stake of all Latin albums sold in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. Univisión’s

competitor, Universal Music Group, a unit of Vivendi Universal, comes in second for

their catalogues of Latin music genres. However by 2004, it became the parent company

via joint ventures, buy-outs and distribution deals for nearly all independent rap and

reggaetón labels in Puerto Rico and Panama, surpassing its competitor Univisión’s

investment in the urban genre. Corporate buy-outs and recording/performance contracts

have in fact created rags to riches fairytales within the music industry for up and coming

Latin artists of all genres.
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In a matter of a few years a musical genre that had reflected the dire living

conditions of marginalized youth in the caserios turned into a glamorous branding

instrument of Latino cosmopolitan success. Héctor Delgado, known today as “El Father,”

who had formed part of the duo “Los Bambinos17” and “Hector y Tito,” commonly known

as a well established and “independently financed bichote.” The term “bichote” refers to

the personnel at the top of the drug trade hierarchy. Soon after the success marked by “La

Gasolina” Héctor became a pop reggaetón icon followed by Wisin y Yandel and Don

Omar18, Most of the “new” icons did not begin their trajectories overnight in the

reggaetón market, rather they had worked for many years as underground rappers, some

offering their services as ghost writers for other more well-known rappers. In 2005,

Héctor signed with hip-hop artist Jay-Z to promote Roc-a-fella’s Latin division in the

United States called “Roc La Familia” under the Island Def Jam label (which is a

division of Universal Music Group). The merger offered Latin lifestyle merchandising as

much as music, including fashion, magazine publications and product branding oriented

towards pan-Latin consumers in the United States. Héctor’s “Roc La Familia” fashion

became the new “must have” aesthetic for the young cosmopolitan Latin male as an

offspring of Jay Z’s Rocawear’s clothing line. The commercial success of the music

inspired fashion quickly concealed the politically charged origin of the genre with the

affirmation of the markets ability to alter the purpose of protest music.

Cuba: A “New” Phase III, The Association, The Agency and the Birth of Cubatón

Early rap groups such as Amenaza, Reyes de la Calle, Primera Base and Junior

Clan popularized the early assimilative phase of hip-hop in Cuba. Many artists today still
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credit Primera Base as the first Cuban hip-hop group they heard who won the inaugural

1995 Habana Hip-Hop festival’s competition with the song “Malo” (Bierma 1996). The

festival’s first few years distinguished early rap groups such as Doble Filo who took first

place in the 1996 competition for their song “Al doblar de la esquina," and Amenaza

(later known as Orishas) who took first prize in 1997 for their track “Ochavón cruzado.”

In 1998, the final year the festival offered a competition, the first place prize was given to

Junior Clan for their song “Los dioses.19” These early years also introduced groups such

as Hermanos de Causa, Anónimo Consejo and Explosion Suprema to the scene. The

musical compositions were minimalistic and many rappers even used American rap beats

to introduce their own lyrics, some even “spiced” with English words to express

authenticity.

The following appropriative phase during the later 90’s was lead by rap groups

such as EPG&B, and 100% Original. The era exhibited the influence of anti-systemic rap

from the United States, marked by their rappers preferences towards American lyricists

considered “conscious rappers.” Many of these conscious stylistic artists were invited to

perform at the Habana Hip-Hop festivals such as M1 from Dead Prez, Common, Talib

Kweli and The Roots. The new era aimed to establish an anti-imperialist context to the

growing expression, accepting some parts of U.S. hip-hop into mainstream society, yet

rejecting other aspects where U.S. interests could promote capitalist ideals. Adding to this

milieu, exiles of the Black Panther Party in Cuba also served as local icons on the island

for lectures, workshops and handing down knowledge about the musical movement’s

post-civil rights origins in the United States. Rappers of the era looked to the educational

insight offered by local American exiles such as Nehanda Abiodun and Assata Shakur.
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Rappers nationalized the import and although their lyrics addressed social critiques, they

did so in a metaphorical and poetic prose that was complacent to revolutionary ideals.

Their repertoires spoke to everyday struggles but did not directly signal them out.

In 2002, things began to change. The first sign a new generation of rap was

developing was when Clan 357 dropped the song “Quien tiro la tiza?” (Who Threw the

Chalk?). Clan 537 had performed at underground rap venues that were barely visited by

tourists. They were not well known outside of the moñas (small scale rap gatherings).

“Quien tiro la tiza?” however quickly spread like wild fire circulating on bootleg tapes

throughout Havana. Catch phrases from the song developed in every-day interactions and

non-rap fans were incorporating its idioms into other songs.

“Quien tiro la tiza?” was about racism and inequality, two issues that were not

directly addressed under the guise of the Revolution – a social system that promotes

equality amongst class lines.

"¿Quién tiró la tiza?
El negro ese.
¿Fue el hijo del doctor?
No, el negro ese.
Porque el hijo del doctor es el mejor.“

Who threw the chalk?
That Black kid
Was it the doctor’s son?
No, that Black kid.
Because the doctors kid is the best kid.

The song is about a grade school teacher who can’t determine who threw a piece

of chalk in the classroom while her back was turned. The song opens saying “first listen,

then dance,” getting the attention of the audience. Then it proceeds by telling us “it was
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the black kid, not the doctor’s son,” and went on to cite differences between those

archetypal characters of the “doctor’s son” and the “black kid.” The “black kid” was the

son of a construction laborer presumed to be, in the song, a criminal element. The

doctor’s son in the song wears Adidas and fancy cologne, and his father has a car. Where

as the poor black child is presented as a delinquent. The song lyrics presume the teacher

will side with the doctor’s son and thereby blame the “black kid” for throwing the chalk

in the classroom. What was critically concerning about this song for authorities was not

so much the character archetypes proposed, but how the lyrics expressed more detail on

what the doctor’s son had than what the poor black boy lacked. In doing so Clan 537

crossed an invisible line, it hit to the core of the economic inequalities defined by race

within a socialist revolution that was supposed to eradicate such differences. “Quien tiro

la tiza?” became a crossover commercial success, and at the same time a political taunt

with a catchy hook. Once “Quien tiro la tiza” peaked in popularity, reaching the “Cuban

shores of Miami,” it vanished from radio airwaves and quickly disappeared from island-

wide rotation outlets.

The popularity of the song enticed youth to consider pushing limits as a method

by which to get attention. As lyrics became more non-conformist, police presence

became more common at hip-hop events. When police repression escalated, so paralleled

the reactionary lyrics of rappers. In the 2002 Alamar hip-hop festival the then 18 year old

Papá Humbertico got on stage with a sign that read “denuncia social” (social

denouncement). Accounts from the Spanish newspaper El País (Vicente 2002) describe

Humbertico illustrating his message first by requesting public pardon for convicted

criminals, then socially denouncing the need for prostitution, and followed suit by
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signaling out the police on-site directly. Once he secured their attention he proceeded by

telling them they could “tighten the handcuffs on his wrists, throw him in one of their

damn trucks, or jail him - but that he would not be silenced.” Humbertico clarified to the

public and authorities alike that he supported the Cuban Revolution, he was born in it and

he would defend it – “I’m with this” he told them, “but I am not with you.” El País later

noted, despite the lighter than expected reaction by Police towards Humbertico when he

stepped off the stage that night, that the next day the Festival was conveniently cancelled

due to a power block out at the Alamar amphitheatre. In an interview with Humbertico he

related to me how the police had no reaction what so ever to the content of his

performance. Not with standing, the Hermanos Saíz Association quickly sanctioned him

to six month leave from any concert series, later reversed to two months but appended

with a year of restrictions with regards to Association recordings and/or island wide

touring20.

Humbertico’s performance set into action a series of questions and the

international press took a new interest in Cuban rap as a cultural element that was

rebelling against Castro’s administration. Miami media and Washington politics oriented

their attention towards rap as a potential investment site for counterrevolutionary and

dissident cells. The United States envisioned “bling blingizing” youths into capitalist

ideals and rap became a key new location for negotiating 50 years of socialist versus

capitalist ideologies. Shortly after Papá Humbertico’s performance the Cuban Agency for

Rap (ACR) was quickly erected to channel youths expressions into a “revolutionary” rap

agenda. In the streets however, Humbertico inspired a new wave of rappers from which

reactionary groups such as Los Aldeanos were birthed.
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Baker observes that until 2002 there was a relatively unified rap scene, generally

described by all as "underground rap.” But since that year, he notes a divide that emerged

between the leading groups who belonged to the Asociación Hermanos Saíz (AHS)

which tend to maintain this "underground" aesthetic, in contrast to the ACR members

who have been attracted by commercial possibilities and share institutional catalogue

space with reggaetón groups. Baker’s work illustrates that a gap was emerging between

rap's "underground" rhetoric and its practice and that it became impossible to refer to a

homogenized "state" in relation to rap music on the island. The AHS and the ACR offer

excellent examples of two state-funded organizations that began pursuing diverging

policies in relation to Cuban rap. Baker’s analysis substantiates that the ACR was more

committed to making its groups commercially successful, whereas the AHS promoted

critical artistic innovation, musical fusion and content that is a closer reflection of Cuba’s

everyday social reality (Baker 2009).

Revolutionary critiques were not welcomed by the Agency, and any Artists whose

content could be termed “risky” were omitted from member candidacy. The ACR exists

under the umbrella of the Cuban Institute for Music (Instituto Cubano de la Música,

ICM) that is under the mandate of the Ministry of Culture. The Association is the

entertainment branch of the Young Communist Union and it is specifically dedicated to

providing membership to youth under the age of 35.

Another notable transition occurred in 2002 that seemed to complete the

popularity shift from rap to reggaetón when the legendary founding rap group Primera

Base, who had won the inaugural Habana Hip-Hop festival in 1995, split up and returned

to the music scene as Cubanito 20.02. The rap group, who had been presenting lyrics
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about Malcolm X and Nelson Mandela, was now telling audiences to shake their booty.

Baker’s (2009) research indicates that the group’s concerts under the discourse of rap as

Primera Base were poorly attended gatherings and usually unpaid. In 2004, two years

after their “conversion” they were receiving national radio and television rotation as well

as performing up to twice a week around the island. Baker proposes two ways to view

this shift, either as a move away from idealism towards commercialism, or a move away

from American musical forms towards one that is closer to Cuban musical traditions and

thereby more easily assimilated by Cuban audiences. The transition from protest music to

entertainment allowed the group to gain access to national media outlets and international

tours yielding economic payback for their services. Based on the audience perception of

“success,” a trend prevailed in which groups changed their repertoire from rap to

reggaetón or cubantón. Many youths followed suit and Baker’s work documents a

marked decrease in new underground rap groups, yet a significant increase of novice

cubatón artists.

The “underground” or the marginal is not marked solely by a rejection of the

institutionalized. Eugene Robinson’s research (2004) brings to the forefront two

polarized types of musical producers in Havana during the third phase of rap’s

development on the island. Robinson positions Ariel “DJ Asho” Fernández as

representative of the mainstream, and Pablo Herrera as representative of the underground.

Ariel Fernandez represented the institutionalized hip-hop of the Associación Hermanos

Saíz, the front man for the magazine Movimiento produced by the Cuban Agency for Rap

and the “Esquina del Rap” radio show host. Fernández writes in a 2005 article for

Movimiento, “A hip-hop without political ideology only benefits capitalism, it takes over
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our minds and our culture.” On the opposing spectrum, was Pablo Herrera harnessing

underground street hip-hop while personifying, what Robinson refers to as, the “Cuban

version of Dr. Dre.” Institutional versus private divides personified by each figure was

beginning to fuel distinctions in the message and sound felt amongst the Cuban hip-hop

communities.

Movimiento magazine was a non-commercial highly intellectual magazine for

most Spanish hip-hop standards. Similar to In the House Magazine from Puerto Rico it

showcased both hip-hop and reggaetón rappers. Only Movimiento, as a Cuban literary

publication, had no advertisements. The lack of ads is a subtle, yet important distinction

during this delicate phase three that appears to lead into commercial cooption. The Cuban

model of reggaetón looked to Puerto Rico to define its commercial success. After all

Puerto Rico was at the time leading the market driven interests of the new genre. Many

cookie cutter replicas of reggaetón rap duos prevailed in Havana, some undoubtedly

similar to their Puerto Rican predecessor, other forging a new sound authentic to the

island that combined the sounds of timba, salsa, and trova by the new title of “cubatón.”

The term cubatón comes from the fusion of the words "Cuba" to which it is appended the

second half of "reggaetón" yet dropping the “reggae.” This derivative was different than

the reggaetón genre made popular much earlier by icons such as Candyman and other in

the southern cities of Santiago de Cuba. This was an offshoot of the Habana hip-hop rap

movement with more influences from Puerto Rico’s reggaetón than Cuba’s own

reggaetón genre that had developed in the southern city of Santiago with greater

Jamaican dancehall influences.
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Lead icons of the cubatón genre include Baby Lores and Insurrecto, who make up

the group Clan 537. The same artists who had earlier proposed “Quien tiro la tiza”

suddenly chose to take advantage of the new sonic aesthetic. With the possibility of

financial success in sight, they completely watered down the social criticism of their

lyrics about racial inequalities and decided to orient their repertoire towards subjects

more apt to sell, such as women, sex, and financial gain.

The split within the hip-hop movement that perceived to be “homogenous”

seemed immediate between underground and commercial rappers, between cubatón

artists and hip-hop lyricists under the umbrella of the Agency competing for mainstream

attention and world tours. Cubatón looked to Puerto Rican reggaetón to orient its

production style and the visual aesthetics of its artists. Considering Puerto Rico was

experimenting with its commercial phase at the time cubatón seemed to have plenty

material to mimic. On the contrary, underground rap in Cuba was forced into greater

isolation, which turned out to be beneficial for the originality of rap repertoire but

difficult to understand for outside audiences. Why would underground rap music that was

consciously responding to societies’ ailments now receive less benefits from the state, in

some cases even marginality, than a genre that was an obvious promoter of capitalist

interests such as cubatón?

While new cubatón groups were working on commercial success, underground

rap groups were finding new ways to succeed despite the lack of many commercial

outlets. In 2008 Los Aldeanos, known as the “Warriors of the Ink,” members of a

prolific, anti-status quo new school of rap were working on their 19th album, an

impressive number for a group who had received no institutional support throughout their
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trajectory. During this creative time El B of Los Aldeanos was turning a second negated

trip as national champion to the annual Red Bull freestyle “Cockfight” battle into the

muse for a new song called “La naranja se picó” (The Orange Rotted). The song is his

furious response to two denied emigration clearances to represent as Cuba’s national

freestyle champion at Red Bull’s international “Cockfight” competition in Venezuela

(2007) and Mexico (2008). Among the most aggressive lyrics of the song, El B

expresses:

Venezuela 2007 México 2008
Victoria frustrada con la dictadura de pinocho
Que empacha con la idea de sociedad culta y socialista
Pero amordaza a el pueblo y viola los derechos del artista…
Yo voy a seguir diciendo lo que vivo
En cada canción y si, por que no..!!
Que viva la revolución!
Pero es insoportable esta situación
En conclusion, ustedes son unos zingados y este país es una prisión.

Venezuela 2007 Mexico 2008
Frustrated victory under Pinocchio’s dictatorship
That fills us with the idea of a cultured and socialist society
But gags the people and violates the civil rights of the artist...
I'll keep saying what I live
In each song and why not
Long live the Revolution!
But this situation is unbearable
In conclusion, you are a “fuckers” and this country is a prison.

(Excerpt from “La naranja se picó” by Los Aldeanos, El Atropello, 2009)

Los Aldeanos were not seeking commercial success with the song “La naranja se

picó.” El B was obviously angry and whether his strategy was to push the limits of

acceptable repertoire or not is irrelevant. He felt disrespected as a professional and Los

Aldeanos’ intent was to express the injustice with lyrics that matched the aggression they
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felt oriented towards them. They too asked themselves how could officials support a new

genre that aimed to conceal societal ailments such as seen by the “sold-out” concerts of

cubatón artists and yet experience repression as professional rappers such as themselves.

They were rappers who had demonstrated a lengthy career, artistic stamina against the

odds, lyrics they self defined as oriented towards the “betterment of society” and a

“(r)evolution of thought,” and undoubtedly had every taxi cab in Havana playing their

music.

The song “La naranja se picó” aimed at critiquing Cuba’s emigration laws. It was

as hostile as N.W.A.’s “Fuck the Police” and as anti-authoritative as Ice T’s “Cop Killer.”

“La naranja se picó” was written as an anthem of rage. Needless to say it didn’t have a

chance to get pulled from radio rotation or broadcasting. News and rumors alone of the

song set decisions into action that cut Los Aldeanos off from all public programming.

Once the song was released and reached the “Cuban shores of Miami” it gained

immediate rotation and news coverage manipulated by Miami media and Washington

politics. The response in Havana was to “dissolve” the problem. Even Los Aldeanos’

previously overlooked illegal performances were shut down and there was no more

negotiating. At least not until the group attained mainstream popularity and had the

potential to commercialize underground rap as “victim” of the Castro Administration’s

“perfect censorship.”

The song “La naranja se picó” gained international attention beyond the scope of

any rap song before in Cuba’s history. Months after the song was released a young Puerto

Rican director named Tito Román studying at the Escuela internacional de Cine y

Televisión (EICT, International School for Film and Television) in San Antonio de los
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Baños, donated the production of a music video for the song in a solidarity effort. The

visual images depicted El B’s case of a stumped trip to Red Bull’s international rap

Cockfight competition by placing the rappers in cages as cocks trained to fight. The

visual aesthetic was powerful and the professional quality of the video was like none any

other underground rapper had received for their repertoire. The music video circulated

worldwide, despite the fact that El B seemed stuck in Havana.

Mass appeal and popularity compounded by stacks of invitation letters to perform

abroad for Los Aldeanos forced Cuban officials to reconsider their censorship of the

group. In hindsight I believe that Los Aldeanos prolific career critiquing the Revolution is

thanks to many of the revolutionary triumphs. Under a capitalist economic and political

framework they would have likely been struggling to put out a third album between day

jobs. However major news outlets reported on the group’s popularity, most often with an

anti-revolutionary agenda. Many Cuban artists began contributing to the group’s cause,

from filmmakers to journalists. Cuban artists seemed to be carving their own talents and

careers using the case of Los Aldeanos as their muse. After a year of what was presented

as “unofficial” censorship by authorities yet seemed quite rigid for using the term

“unofficial” even to me as a foreign ethnographer working with the group. I recall on two

occasions when I was interviewed on radio programs in Havana, I was allowed to play

the song “Sangre Guerrera” as one of my productions, but was advised not to mention

the name of its lyricists.

The popular demand for their permission to perform and travel became inevitable.

In the same manner that authorities has previously overlooked their illegal underground

concerts in order to assess what groups identified with their music, they were forced to
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unblock the group in order to prove that there was, in fact, no censorship. As if fulfilling

a cookie cutter prophecy, at the time of writing in late 2010, Los Aldeanos are on tour in

Miami. They are generating sales for concert tickets valued between $50-$150 and their

20th album has no mention of political issues, nor any critiques of the Castro

Administration.

The Disjuncture of Phases Between Cuba and Puerto Rico

At the time this fieldwork took place between Puerto Rico and Cuba, the U.S.

commonwealth had left their era of censorship behind, embracing the investments in

repertoire, artists, engineers, labor, and productive/(re)productive technology reggaetón

was bringing to the island. Where as Cuba’s vanguard rap scene relied on innovative

technicians to make underground recording studios and the “new school” of lyricists were

undergoing many of the censorship issues faced in Puerto Rico a decade earlier.

The completed musical collaborations of this dissertation research consist of (1)

"Son Dos Alas” by Anónimo Consejo and Tego Calderón, (2) " Guasábara" by Siete

Nueve and Magia López, (3) "Sin Permiso" by Los Aldeanos & Intifada, and (4) “Sangre

Guerrera” by El B and Siete Nueve. There are also four uncompleted tracks. These

consisted of an untitled song between Puerto Rican rapper Eddie “Dee” Avila and Magia

López from Cuba. Although Magia recorded her portion, Eddie did not respond. Two

proposed second and third tracks did not progress beyond preliminary discussion between

TekOne from Puerto Rico and El Adversario from Cuba, and another between

ChinoNyno from Puerto Rico and Papo Record from Cuba. A last attempted

collaboration was recorded with Doble Filo in Cuba as a proposal to record with Puerto
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Rican rapper Vico C. The track his half way completed under the working title “Abriendo

caminos,” but Vico C has not responded. The collaborations were not cancelled per se,

but put off long enough that they did not make the six-year window of this dissertation

fieldwork.

The four completed tracks discussed themes such as race and racism, anti-war

protest, government corruption and violations of civil rights, the uncompleted four

directed themes at hip-hop itself including the historical role of Latinos in the genre,

freestyle competency, the divide between hip-hop and reggaetón and the longevity of rap

pioneers. The most obvious comparison between the successful and the uncompleted

tracks is their lyrical themes. All the tracks that remain uncompleted relied on the hip-hop

as the platform and theme for their unification. There may have been other influences

that revolved around uncompleted tracks, such as local politics, power hierarchies,

vendettas between rappers, personal dilemmas, or simply lack of interest. However for

the purposes of this research I will focus on the themes as a source of insight since these

mark the most obvious objective differences. Whereas the completed tracks illustrate a

pattern of using hip-hop as a platform, but shared value systems as their unifying theme.

See image #27 (Chart of four uncompleted musical tracks) in chapter 6 “The Bridge”.

Other than Tego Calderón, Siete Nueve or Luis Díaz, who participated in the

project enthusiastically, it appeared more difficult to access and keep the attention of

Puerto Rican rappers than Cuban ones. The lack of financial gain from the collaborations,

the geographical and internet limitations combined with the time each musical track

would take to complete became immediate turn offs for artists who had become

accustomed to a fast paced and high tech music industry. Adding to general setbacks,
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their musical compositions and a capella recordings were formally viewed as a

“donation” to an “educational” project. Nothing about these elements seemed very

attractive for commercial rappers. Adding to the perceived disadvantages, the designation

of their vocals or musical compositions limited their use elsewhere, yet guaranteed no

financial profit. The financial let down was compounded by generating controversy and

dislike from a highly influential group of Cuban-American music moguls that menaced

inducing potential losses from boycotts targeting any releases they may have after

collaborating with Cuban rappers. All these factors generated serious concerns for artists

to participate. Of the Puerto Rican artists deemed “commercial” or “mainstream” that

were proposed to participate in the project, only Tego Calderón followed through with his

recording. Yet ironically, at the time of publication on The Underdog/El Subestimado

album (Atlantic Records 2006) he self-censored the song “Son Dos Alas” using only the

35-second introduction without mention of Anónimo Consejo and omitting any reference

to its Cuban origin.

Puerto Rican artists whose tracks did not blossom such as Eddie “Dee” Avila

were basking in the afterglow of the success of “La Gasolina” and seemed at times

disinterested or hard to reach. Vico C, although openly enthusiastic about performing in

Cuba and collaborating with Yrak, his Cuban counterpart, had two years to record his

vocals. But he chose not. Perhaps the production itself did not stimulate either of these

artists, perhaps they were preoccupied with more profitable projects, regardless of my

speculation, it is clear that they did not make themselves available to record with their

Cuban counterparts.
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In contrast, underground rappers from Puerto Rico such as Siete Nueve, who took

a leading role in the series of collaborations, viewed these digital meeting places as

perfect locations to meet his Cuban cohorts. Luis Díaz and Siete Nueve were not

concerned with boycotts or the political implications of their participation. On the

contrary, their defiance of geographic and political barriers was sure to propel their

musical purpose throughout Latin America, where they aimed to obtain contact with

audiences, more so than meet the expectations of the music industry from the United

States. Their participation in the project also offered a commitment to their anti-

American aesthetic.

As the research data demonstrates rappers from Cuba utilized these productions as

trampolines to further their own musical careers and to challenge authorities that

overlooked their artistic value. This is evident from the data set outside the collaborations

of music videos where the number of Cuban music video productions yielded far exceed

the Puerto Rican ones (7 to 1). I consider the results illustrative of the processes hip-hop

was enduring in each location. Rap in Puerto Rico had been assimilated and appropriated

and the necessary audio-visual reproductive technology for reproducing hip-hop was

readily available. Rap in Puerto Rico had already confronted authority and been induced

by the hyper-commercialization that followed suit. One manner by which to push the

limits yet again was to come from the underground rappers by collaborating with Cuba as

an avenue to instigate anti-American rebellion and challenge the ban on a Puerto Rican

alliance with Cuba.

Lastly, in many cases the expectations of high-end production and recording

studios limited desire and motivational follow through to work with Cuba. Instead
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rappers in Cuba were curious and hungry, with two or three hundred rap groups Havana

yet only about eleven in the Agency and another twenty in the Association, the possibility

to collaborate meant at the least a demo for their own use. My equipment that seemed

minimalist and outdated for Puerto Rican industry standards exceeded the available

technology most rappers in Cuba had available to them.

Conclusion

This chapter aims to diagnose trends in the diffusion of hip-hop in order to situate

both field sites during the time of my research. The development of hip-hop in Cuba and

Puerto Rico has shown to experience four general phases. These phases are by no means

static categories. Rather they should be viewed as flexible patterns that standout in the

development of hip-hop when the musical genre and urban culture are adapted abroad.

Stages of hip-hop’s development abroad include (1) appropriation, (2) assimilation, (3)

homogenized dissimilarity, and (4) commercial cooption. It is important to signal out

these patterns that are prevalent between Cuba and Puerto Rico since they reflected

diverging contexts during the time of my fieldwork. I asses these diverging contexts

influenced my results. This is particularly true with regard to the four out of eight

attempted musical collaborations that did not develop when the primary message focused

on hip-hop as the theme. Although I present a historical overview of all four phases in

Puerto Rico and three initial phases in Cuba, I focus on phases three it is here that the

genre splits between hip-hop and reggaetón (or cubatón) and encounters its most defining

negotiations with the market and the state. Lastly this chapter illustrates a complex and

previously unpublished history of hip-hop in each location.
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1 Keith Haring was a graduate from the New York School of Visual Arts. He was known for
his public and canvass art Works during the 1980’s. He worked closely with fellow artists
Kenny Scharf and Jean-Michel Basquiat, as well as the musicians, performers, and graffiti
writers that comprised a significant part of the urban art community.
2 Winchesta Yankee is today known as Daddy Yankee.
3 Today Flaco Figueroa is a well known and successful rap, reggaetón music video producer
in Puerto Rico.
4 The total run time for “Sin Parar” made the track reminiscent of the infamous “big bang of hip-hop”
released in 1979 by The SugarHill Gang called “Rappers Delight” that despite its nearly 15 minute run
time, the song received massive radio rotation. Although earlier recordings are known, “Rappers Delight”
was the first hip hop single to become a Top 40 hit. The song uses the instrumental track from the classic
hit "Good Times" by Chic as its foundation.
5 Schmitt claimed that from the $250 million a year that supported the public housing authority in Puerto
Rico, a sum second only to that spent on New York City, that the majority has been siphoned off.
6 For further discussion of the “underground” rap movement with respect to its relationship to Puerto Rican
government see Frances Negrón-Muntaner and Raquel Z. Rivera “Reggaetón Nation.” 2007. In NACLA
Report on the Americas, vol. 40, no. 6, November/December, pp. 35-39
7 “Funk From the Weed” by Fellas Rican Kings (1992). Playero 37, Puerto Rico.
8 “La Rubia” by Tito y Vale (1994) The Noise Uno, Puerto Rico.
9 “Maldita Puta” by Guanabanas Podrias (1994) The Noise Uno, Puerto Rico.
10 Luke Records v. Navarro, No. 90-5508, United States Court of Appeals For the Eleventh Circuit, 960
F.2d 134; 1992 U.S. App. Lexis 9592; 20 Media L. Rep. 1114; 6 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. C 532, May 7, 1992.
11 Both Eddie “Dee” Avila and Luis Díaz confirmed Gonzalez’s role in my interviews with them regarding
the censorship of rap during this era.
12 Elias de Leon is founder of White Lion Records with Stan “Cash” Stephen
13 In an interview I conducted with Tego he openly remarks that the genres were not that separated
originally. Many early reggaetón songs, including his own, were recorded on hip-hop beats, but later
transformed by producers in the studios, overlaid on reggaetón musical compositions Interview with
Author Feb 28, 2009. Published in “Para Cuba con Amor” by author July 21, 2010 in
http://emetreceproductions.wordpress.com.
14 Reggaetón was also referred to as perreo because of its doggy-style dance formation.
15 The term (h)urban is used as a musical category by many major labels to distinguish Hispanic Urban
genres or markets.
16 UMG umbrellas Univision Records, Fonovisa Records and has a 50% ownership in Mexico-based Disa
Records.
17 Julio Voltio was one of their primary ghostwriters for “Los Bambinos” which later led to fall out with
Voltio’s own commercial success.
18 Previously a Spanish gospel singer, Don Omar had previously offered his services as a ghostwriter for
“Hector y Tito.”
19 Yrak Saenz related these as the winning songs respectively for each group. The groups who
won remain consistent – but there exist opposing memories of which were the winning tracks.
Movimiento magazine reports Primera Base winning for their song “Igual que tu.” Doble Filo,
ironically of which Yrak is a member, is reported to have won for their song “Soy de aquí.” I
mention this here not that the detail of which song was the winner, rather to express some of
the politics of memory that one is confronted with in the field.
20 Interview with Papá Humbertico by author, August 2008
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Chapter 6 - The Bridge: “Son Dos Alas,” “Guasábara,” “Sin Permiso,”

& “Sangre Guerrera”

“Make it funky now, lets take it to the bridge…”
- James Brown, 1973

- 

Introduction

In the composition of musical forms, most popular western styles incorporate a

unique portion of the song referred to as the “bridge” to create an auditory climax. This

portion of the song deviates from the original form of the composition to allow the

listener to reflect on the first portion of the song and prepare for the finale. It is usually

placed as the third eight-bar phrase in a thirty-two-bar composition, located slightly

before the end of the composition manifesting a musical “crescendo.” Commonly the

"bridge" is in a contrasting key to the original melody and it is in this portion of the song

where musicians, and lyricist alike, deviate from the originally proposed structure of the

song in order to experiment with improvisation. This tends to be the most unpredictable

and unstructured part of the composition where artists may take solos to demonstrate

their skills or instigate audience participation in live performances. Aside from the

obvious reason of bridging rappers and islands through music, I title this chapter “The

Bridge” in the symbolic spirit of this unique auditory space designated for innovation.

This keystone chapter, “The Bridge,” presents the core ethnographic fieldwork of

this dissertation. The chapter examines the musical tracks yielded from this research

methodology and outlines my results. The successfully completed tracks include: “Son
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Dos Alas,” by Anónimo Consejo and Tego Calderón; “Guasábara,” by Siete Nueve and

Magia; “Sin Permiso,” by Los Aldeanos and Intifada; and “Sangre Guerrera” by Siete

Nueve and El B. Another four tracks were attempted but were not completed due to lack

of follow on behalf of one or both of the paired participating artists. The disjuncture

between the completed and the uncompleted tracks is discussed in chapter 5 “Rites of

Rhymes” as well as herein as offering insight towards my research results. The evidence

suggests that the themes of the songs may have been the core difference between those

that yielded follow-through by both participating artists. The message proved as more

influential towards completion than the means.

The successfully completed tracks are presented in three sections: theme; getting

it done; and structure and composition. The first section discusses the song’s topic and

places the selected themes proposed by the artists within a wider social, historical,

political, and national context. This first section also offers insight into the biographical

case histories of each contributing artist. The second part critically assesses how each

track was produced between locations, presenting the basics of “getting it done.” The

third section, “structure and composition” analyzes the composition and structure of each

song, explaining why certain elements were used along with their symbolic meanings.

The last section also offers some insight into selected portions of the artists’ lyrical

contributions. The entire lyrics of each song can be found in appendix A and the audio of

each track is the appendix B - CD. The last two tracks yielded additional music videos

that I filmed and edited alongside their musical productions. The cinematographic

approaches and deeper symbolic meaning is explained and analyzed within their
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individual subsections titled “Visual Matrix.” All the music videos from the fieldwork are

cataloged in appendix C – DVD.

Three of these songs “Son Dos Alas,” “Sin Permiso” and “Sangre Guerrera” were

directly recorded and engineered by me. “Guasábara” however, held a different

logistical production process in which I did not serve as the engineer or producer; rather I

took on the role of facilitator. The collaboration may have been developed without my

presence and I often considered not including it in the dissertation because of this

differential factor. But as the other tracks developed I found more value in keeping

“Guasábara” in this collection since the last track, “Sangre Guerrera” was in large part a

reaction to “Guasábara.” Also to note is the repetition of the rapper Siete Nueve in these

two tracks. This unfolded organically and hence gave more value to the tracks

“Guasábara” and ”Sangre Guerrera” as examples of how the musical collaborations

encouraged responsibilities and interaction between their respective artists.

Hypothesis + Results ≠ Global Hip-Hop Movement

I set out into the field with the sole intention of pressing the record button to allow

the camera and microphone to act as agents in the field. I openly registered reactions as

results. I proposed to artists that rather than basing my research on a question and answer

format that they respond through hip-hop. Although I was initially open to all four

elements of hip-hop forming part of this research, those that were most eager to respond

were rappers. I assessed that a question/answer format could have impaired responses.

Therefore I left the lens and interfaces open and merely suggested themes about the

unification of Cuba and Puerto Rico. Artists responded to the media instruments making
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Ethnographic Production the primary methodology because, as established herein, hip-

hop is an audiovisual culture.

As fieldwork developed artists who chose to participate were paired with their

counterparts from the other island as explained in each case. My hypothesis entering the

field was that hip-hop artists would unite between islands, despite political and

geographic isolation from each other. I proposed that these unions would take place based

on race and class ideologies. The fieldwork discovered this to be true, yet more

expansive. As proved herein, youth responded to each other based on shared value

systems and shared judgments about shared injustices but not about shared assessments

of hip-hop.

Eight collaborative tracks were attempted. Four were successful. The four tracks

that were successful are elaborated further in this chapter. The four that were not

successful are discussed in chapter 5 “Rites of Rhymes.” I assess that the disjuncture in

the developmental phases of hip-hop (Puerto Rico in a phase 4 and Cuba in a phase 3)

influenced the inability of rappers to unite based on the message when the topic was rap

itself.

The fieldwork data demonstrates that, although hip-hop practitioners loosely

speak about a “global hip-hop movement” or a “hip-hop generation,” this is not exactly

the case between Cuba and Puerto Rico. When value systems were the themes of the

songs, these were completed. When hip-hop itself was the theme of the songs, the artists

did not demonstrate follow-though and the songs were not completed. Based on the

ethnographic evidence this leads me to assess that hip-hop, or in this case rap as a

platform, means and code was legitimate for artists to communicate, but it was not
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sufficient to create unity. Themes and similar assessments of injustices in their messages

provided the motivation for follow-through that drove artists to participate and complete

their collaborative musical tracks.

It should be noted that artists selected their own themes in an organic fashion and

these were never imposed. I summoned artists to select whom they might like to create a

song with based on their common repertoires. It was in their songwriting processes that

they proposed their own themes. Most of the time artists who selected specific

counterparts were met with enthusiastic acceptance. In each case the artist verbally

agreed to take part in the project and was conscious that the other participant was

engaged to “meet” in the media. However in the case of the uncompleted tracks,

counterpart artists lost interest or became difficult to reach.

The data proves that the message turned out to be more important than the means.

Hip-hop served as the platform by which rappers communicated with each other, but hip-

hop did not serve as the message that allowed for connectivity. Rappers did not unite with

each other based on hip-hop as the matter of significance. They connected with each

other based on value systems and their assessment of injustices. Hip-hop served as the

platform providing the codes by which rappers discovered each other, by which they

assessed commonalities of their shared values, and upon which they communicated with

each other within the media. However the songs that were completed were the ones that

spoke to shared assessments of injustices rather than those that spoke about hip-hop.

Completed tracks reference racial pride and racism, anti-war sentiment,

government corruption, the violation of civil rights. As the series progressed, rappers

spoke to the media itself as a meeting place. The unsuccessful tracks proposed to discuss
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the role of Latin hip-hop, freestyle rap champions, the divide between hip-hop and

reggaetón and lastly the status of hip-hop pioneers. The later tracks, although attempted,

resulted in only partial recordings of two of the four. Their lack of completion

demonstrates a disjuncture in connectivity with regard to making the platform and the

message one in the same between islands.

Ethnographic Production: The Matrices

Ethnographic Production refers to the use of media as an agent in the field. Rather

than solely a form of documentation, archiving or disseminating ethnographic fieldwork,

media becomes an active agent in the field as a place for participants to act, interact, and

meet. In this case between Cuba and Puerto Rico, political and geographic barriers

prevented participants from meeting by other means; therefore Ethnographic Production

was the innovative method by which to overcome this limitation. Although Ethnographic

Production as a methodology could be critiqued as a limited form because it is restricted

to use where populations are restricted from meeting in person, I consider Ethnographic

Production a unique and resourceful innovation for overcoming this obstacle.

Ethnographic Production provided the fieldwork a safe zone in which the

repression from the state or the market became irrelevant. The political and geographic

restrictions that limit artists from being able to meet in person were overcome by their

meeting in a place called media. The more public the song, the more social vigilance can

act as a witness, and therefore the space in the media and through the music is perceived

by artists as a safe gathering space and uncensored place to meet one another.

Ethnographic Production goes beyond the common use of media in anthropology where it
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serves as a method of archiving, documenting or disseminating information.

Ethnographic Production offers media as a place for interaction, agency and altering

behavior of those who enter the space. In order to best understand how Ethnographic

Production has functioned as the essential tool for this fieldwork, and how I differentiate

it from previous disciplinary uses of media, it is important to review how documentary

filmmaking and media has played a historical role in anthropology.

Distinguished from documentary films, audiovisual production is a method that

demystifies the comparison between oneself and the Other. Documentary filmmaking and

anthropology expanded together in the first half of the 20th century. Russian filmmaker

Dziga Vertov and French anthropologist Jean Rouch labeled Cinéma Vérité as provoking

audiences to promote social change through realistic documentation laced with scripted

camera work and editing. Interpretive ethnographers who incorporate multimedia into

their Ethnographic Productions now have more room for interplay between the

circumstances of fieldwork and the control of their ethnographies (Roseman 1991). I

discovered that the execution of this type of ethnographic vérité production expands

traditional anthropological fieldwork not only through multimedia presentation but also

by narrowing the power dynamics between anthropologists and their subjects in the field,

relying less on the word choice of literary works that can obstruct situational power

relations in the subjectivity of the script. This chapter aims to defy those who suggest that

ethnographic multimedia productions such as songs and music videos taken as oral

sources and created within a media space cannot offer the insight of the analysis of

written sources. In fact I argue it offers far beyond the capacity of the textual description

or novel anthropological essay.
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Another pioneer of ethnographic film was anthropologist Margaret Mead, who

was strongly influenced by Franz Boas’ visual ethnographic style (Prins, 2002a). Her

collaborations with Gregory Bateson used visual images as a basis for new ethnography.

She suggested that anthropology was a discipline of more than mere words, arguing that

ethnographers were mistaken when they only used pencil and paper in the field.

Rose Hikiji’s (2010) ethnographic work utilizing audiovisual production argues

that the medium could be appropriated for communication and reflection that

incorporates the element of sensibility. Audiovisual production, she proposes, is a

medium suited for the sensual and the aesthetic universe with which subjects of the

research sense their involvement in the ethnography in which they are represented.

Through image and sound it is possible to present aspects of expressions that cannot

always be transcribed or translated into words. These manifestations include the

fluctuations of sounds, pauses, pitches, harmonies, physical movement, body language

and much more that is limited by the interpretive nature of textual descriptions. She

claims the audio-visual production process is a provocative method because the subjects

are provoked by the camera or the microphone as actors – performing for the potential

viewers (and implicitly consenting by doing so) – they create and recreate themselves in

the process, even if the raw data is never again viewed, edited or published.

She explains her intentions for using audiovisual production, derived from

Rouch’s (1995) work on shared knowledge through cinema, as a complementary medium

for ethnographic documentation to solely relying on textual descriptions. Rouch’s model

of shared knowledge opens the discussion of the possibility of creating a dialogue with

instead of a discourse on research subjects. Hikiji observed that the learning and
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contribution among young participants in her social project relied on the audiovisual

production process as an actor that created sensibilities and consciousness about self-

reflection of the world around them. She stresses that the process of audiovisual

production creates a hands-on relationship between the researcher and the research

subject. The positions of actor/producer are less important than the relationship and the

experience created in, and for, the production or audiovisual ethnography itself

Anthropology and media have a long relationship, primarily using audiovisual

production as a method of archiving, documenting or disseminating cultural data. Harald

Prins (2002b) used media as a method of disseminating tribal messages about land rights

in order to conjure activism on behalf of indigenous communities. His filmmaking paid

off to gain land rights to acknowledge the Aroostook Band of Micmacs and settle its land

claim in Washington. Its disciplinary contribution was that it succeeded without being

framed in “primitivist” terms. Harald Prins (2002b), Terence Turner (2002), and Louisa

Schein (2002) proposed the use of media towards salvage projects of visual anthropology

taken for the purposes of posterity and cultural preservation. Anthropologist such as

Prins, Turner and Schein used documentaries and filmmaking for community betterment

and furthering understanding to promote political advocacy on behalf of the

disenfranchised.

Ethnographic film requires a researcher-director to make decisions on multiple

dimensions such as, where and how long to film, placement of camera(s) (conspicuous or

hidden), and choice of frame angle (wide, two-shot, or close-up). Placing the camera on a

tripod offers stable shots, easy handling and fluid pans and zooms. The other alternative

is the handheld camera for what has been termed “guerrilla-style” filming. The camera
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can be quickly shifted and moved as an extension of the body of the cameraperson and

tends to yield naturalistic footage with greater movement and animated perspectives

rather than still shots.

These decisions, pertaining to the selection of material at the editing stage, are

inevitably subject to interpretation, bias or to idiosyncratic personal factors such as

gender, age, relationship with the subject, and taste. These editing techniques can be seen

as relatively similar to what Crapanzano proposes as the “authority of the text” but allows

many voices rather then just the ethnographer’s to be heard as not only part of the

observed event, but also its ethnographic sequencing and presentation.

Ethnography, regardless of text, video or audio mediums, is a qualitative method

that seeks a thorough description of a particular situation of the social world by “telling

the story of how people, through collaborative and indirectly interdependent behavior,

create the ongoing character of particular social places and practices” (Katz 1997).

Traditional ethnographic fieldwork relies on the researcher’s entry into the “world” to be

studied, establishes rapport with key informants and successfully acquires access to

places, people and interactions over a specific desired time period. Richard Wilk (2002)

proposes that media, in his case television, contributes to cultural methods of keeping

time. He compares the use of media as similar to births, deaths, clocks, calendars,

photographs and journals. Wilk’s work in Belize is a unique case because the nation is

multi-lingual, uniting content rather than language as codes of commonality, which he

demonstrates, not only keep time, but also unite a nation. Wilk describes how Belizeans

can have common conversations about NBA Basketball, network sitcoms or the Cosby

Show through shared media, despite language barriers. His work also demonstrates how
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broadcasting from abroad makes awareness of the local and the global a domestic

interaction through an “electronic peephole” in every home. Wilk’s work proposes that

the shared concern for foreign media’s influence over local politics is a new ground of

commonality.

Ginsburg (2002) proposes “cultural activism” to describe the cultural intervention

and political agency of “talking back” to agents of power and social control. Combining

media with anthropology this “cultural activism” is applied to a wider world of imagery

production and circulation as a tool for indigenous rights and self-representation. She

argues that the progressive development from small-scale community based videos to

broadcast media, independent film and feature motion pictures appears to coincide with a

transition in the loss of authenticity. Reflecting a changing status of the representation of

culture based on the changing status of media as it relates to the archiving and

dissemination of audiovisual productions.

I argue that although insightful into my research, this anthropology of media

remains one-directional and solely uses media as a form of archiving, documenting or

disseminating information, content, and images for the purpose of salvaging culture.

Based on their use archiving and disseminating – these videos and media recordings

stand to alter social thinking, public opinion and therefore yield social change. This is

different from what Son Dos Alas attempts to conduct with media, where it is used not

only as a form of archiving, documenting and disseminating data, but is further explored

as an active agent and location in the field.

The ongoing debate over participant observation revolves around the degree of

access the researcher obtains. Positivists believe that knowledge of a culture can be
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developed based merely on observation without much interaction needed, while

ethnography requires the researcher to possess an extensive knowledge and expertise of

the culture, act within the social stratum, play an integral role and gain access that would

be otherwise unattainable except by participation (Becker, 2001).

According to Crapanzano (1986) ethnography establishes three points in the

anthropological text. It must establish itself as an authority, construct the Other for the

readers, and in constructing the Other must position the self. He insists that ethnographic

text can tell us as much about the author as it can about the subject. In the process of

decoding messages we learn about the ethnographer through their interpretations and

writing style as well as how much they perceive themselves, making the text either

deconstructive or reflexive.

Field notes are the ethnographer’s primary textual “view-finder” for later

reflection. They are emic observations of a specific culture and informant’s actions.

Concluding the data collection phase, the researcher initiates an etic process of analysis

and explanation. The editing of post-field notes intersects the recent debate over the

legitimacy of interpretive ethnographic writing. Audiovisual ethnography is not immune

from these legitimacy concerns. However the process of audiovisual production can offer

new qualitative methods for experimenting with traditional, as much as with

contemporary, ethnographic descriptions.

Similar to field notes, the digital inscriptions may be stored. However the text is

interpretive whereas audiovisual production remains in tact as the events occurred despite

multiple duplications. Digital productions may be re-analyzed, examined for inter-coder

reliability and retrieved by future researchers. Editing software makes it possible to
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manipulate audio and visual data as if it were text, that is, to edit, cut, paste and modify

media for analysis, comparison and presentation. I argue that the non-linear edit

sequencing of audio and video is just as legitimate a form of ethnographic storytelling as

the writing of “thick description” (Geertz 1973).

Audiovisual production refers to an ensemble of digital technologies for

documentation, editing, and presentation. It relies on a set of strategies that take into

account the research subject, populations, location, and environment (natural or artificial

lighting, noise, etc.). At its most basic level it is a product of traditional ethnography, but

it responds to new social conditions. The microphone and the camera are actors whose

agency allows both behavior and observation to occur simultaneously, in front of and

behind it.

This status of observer arises because of differences between investigator and

subjects. The status of participant arises because of sameness between these same actors.

When the division between participant and observer is replaced with an apparent wall

made up of technological apparatuses such as camcorders, cables, mixers, and

microphones, the visual expression of ethnographic fieldwork can question the semblance

of normal participant/observation. In documentary filming this division between subjects

and producers is often referred to as the “invisible wall.”

The concept of an “invisible wall” is often used by documentary film-makers to

emphasize that what goes on in the interactions that are being documented should be

strictly separated from both the subjects and the work of the camera crew doing the

recording (Hampe, 1997). The invisible wall is important for documentary filmmakers,

given the historical and commercial development of their relationship with audiences or
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distributors and the need to maintain the illusion of non-presence. Shrum et. al (2005)

proposes it is not an invisible wall that separates actors from production crew in the

audiovisual context. Rather, he makes reference to a “fluid wall” that separates

participants from producers, who mutually discuss filming, recording, composition

structure, camera angles, and may even at times exchange roles1. Utilizing Shrum’s

method relies on an investigator who must be willing to educate, to act in front of the

camera, and to allow for trading situational power dynamics when using technology.

Furthermore, one must be willing to turn the camera on oneself, to let subjects film the

researcher, to signal one’s role as participant while observing.

The concept of Ethnographic Production that I propose with Son Dos Alas goes

beyond Shrum’s “fluid wall,” allowing for media to create a place – essentially a media

matrix - where the behavior can be observed, participated with and altered. Both the

subject and the producer enter the audiovisual media matrices together, on equal grounds,

as collaborators and participatory actors who learn from each other, conscious that their

actions and behaviors within the media matrix have repercussions inside and outside the

digital space created for anthropological inquiry. Ethnographic Production refers to using

media to create a place for anthropological inquiry. This is a “safe space” where artists

met despite their inability to meet in person. Within the space, bridges between

communities who are isolated from one another were metaphorically erected. The bridges

that are created in Son Dos Alas are just one of perhaps many potential matrices that can

be achieved using the method of Ethnographic Production.

The space itself is key to understanding Ethnographic Production. Since

enslavement, Afro-diasporic communities have formed “safe” or “protected” spaces in
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social gathering areas. Such spaces allow for a social control that can act as witnesses of

abuse or repression (an act of sousveillance to counteract surveillance, discussed further

herein). These spaces act as refuge from hostile everyday realities of racialized

marginalization. Within these collective spaces new cultural forms of expression prevail.

In historically repressive conditions, safe zones were often created within conspicuous

settings, such as dances or festivals where individual’s interactions may be less

suspicious. We see the development of music, dance, song and oral narratives enabling an

experience of in-depth social meaning. The combination of music, recording and space

allowed me to explore how to digitize and transcend historical safe spaces beyond

locality.

In these productions rappers strategized their lyrics more carefully than they may

have for other recordings intended to remain within regional limits. Their strategizing

lyrics differently than for local repertoires insinuates the perception of entering a new

zone. Roseman (1991) explains a similar manifestation prevailed in the filmmaking of

Vietnam war movies since the 1960’s by American filmmakers in which concern for

presenting political and cultural critiques of the social world become “protected” by

being separated from their political context and “deposited” in a global audience’s

psyche. Artists who participated in this fieldwork often interpreted these recordings as

more protected than they themselves as protagonists.

As I developed this method I believe it was more effective to work independently

taking on all roles of director, filmmaker, producer, engineer and ethnographer rather

than with a production crew. Working alone allowed subjects and me to interact more

fluidly and connect on themes that a team effort could have impaired or biased. Creating
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the space depends on the mutual responsibility of subjects and ethnographer to work

together and fewer elements could influence or complicate the production processes. In

this manner artist’s participation could take on a greater role. Had a production team been

used, artists’ percentage of contribution would have been minimized. In this fashion the

production depended 50% on my follow-through and 50% on theirs.

Action research as presented by Lewin (1944) as “a comparative research on the

conditions and effects of various forms of social action and research leading to social

action” applies to this fieldwork and its multimedia component. Herein cooperative

inquiry, also known as collaborative inquiry, is combined with the action research

approach. The major idea of cooperative inquiry is to “research ‘with,’ rather than ‘on,’

people.” It emphasizes that all active participants are fully involved in research decisions

as co-researchers (Heron 1971, Reason & Bradbury 2001). I discovered in the field the

subtleties of working one on one as more effective towards narrowing power dynamics

rather than a production crew setting a stage for subjects to enter, respond, perform and

exit.

Participation is also a political process. It honors the right for people to have a say

in decision-making. In traditional research, the roles of researcher and subject are

mutually exclusive. The researcher contributes the thinking that goes into the project, and

the subjects contribute the action to be studied. In co-operative inquiry these mutually

exclusive roles are replaced by a co-operative relationship based on reciprocal initiative

and control, so that all those involved work together as co-researchers and as co-subjects

(Bookchin 1991; Bachrach and Botwinick 1992). This is not an immediate occurrence. In

this fieldwork I have acted as primary investigator, but the cooperation with the artists
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took its own range of processes (and consequences). Some included building trust or

navigating the lack thereof, acquiring recognition as a producer, transcending gender

roles and acquiring business savvy when it came to legal contracts and releases.

Creating a participatory fieldwork team has its share of politics. In some music

video productions I resorted to creating local teams and teaching youth how to use media.

I discovered that teaching cohorts techniques to represent themselves such as video

taping and editing were empowerment tools. Turner (2002) discussed how the act of

donating a camera or placing a camera in the hands of a community member can at times

result in “mediating” social and political relationships. This is not the same when the

cameraperson or producer is an outsider. This role for the community member becomes

prestigious, potentially altering status or power dynamics because the recipient of the

means of representation comes into control of the image. When I did select participants to

educate I was at times unaware of preceding political tensions or status. In the long run,

some of the participants who learned filming techniques and received equipment from me

continued to form part of the work crew for the duration of six years. Others immediately

upon their appropriation of “their new equipment” ceased further collaborative efforts. In

the most extreme case, one recipient of donated equipment decided to use it to make his

own music videos of a similar nature, but in an exclusive and almost competitive nature,

seeking other foreigners such as myself to assist them in “making the bridge.”

Son Dos Alas fieldwork focuses on uniting collaborative inquiry with action

research as proposed by Freire’s (1970) Participatory Action Research (PAR). Freire’s

work on the pedagogy of the oppressed offers a point of departure, where we critique the

method of “banking” knowledge by a teacher to a student in the student’s minds, to later
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be reproduced in the testing process. This unidirectional method from teacher to student

can limit the ability for each to learn from the other and minimizes the value of their

mutual experiences in the pedagogical process. The power dynamics are shifted in PAR

so that all participants bring a unique value to the research. This promotes the idea that

PAR researchers are really co-learners with the people they meet in the fieldwork

process, and promotes the validity that all people are intellectuals who develop intricate

philosophies through acquired knowledge and lived experience. Sharing the educational

process mutually yields new data for the research itself and stands to offer a democratic

mediation to the research goals.

Artists confirm there exists a place within the media assessed by how their lyrics

are oriented to each other, yet directed towards their audiences – as if both artists were

standing in the created space within an environment inside the media dialoguing with

each other yet at the same time speaking outward to their mutual audiences. These songs

demonstrate that, when given the first opportunity to communicate, youth selected to

collaborate on themes based on value systems more so than their shared element of hip-

hop. Texts in the lyrics do not celebrate situations that are right in their environments,

such as wealth, fame, materialism, romance, or courtship. Rather rappers came together

based on their mutual assessment about injustices. One commonality through all the

songs is the declaration of wrong doings and fantasies to remove these injustices. The

fantasy occurs within the media matrix.

The instruments I used to “create a place,” record, and edit the musical tracks and

music videos were identical in both field sites. These consisted of:
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1. G4 Macintosh laptop

2. Shure KSM 32 microphone

3. 400 M-Audio interface

4. Sony PD 170 mini DV video camera
5. Software: Final Cut Pro HD 4.5 & ProTools 6.8

6. Sony M-700 Headphones

7. XLR, RCA, firewire and mini DV cables

Methodology Versus Evidence

Each individual musical track serves as an ethnographic method with which I

create a place within the media for social interaction. The methodology borrows from

Boas’ (1940) and Herskovits’ (1941) relativist approach by generating knowledge and

meaning from the interaction between experience and ideas that developed songs and

music videos based on participants’ “own terms.” It amplifies Geertz’s (1973)

interpretivism by recreating “thick description” through filmmaking and editing

techniques, allowing the “creation of culture” through a series of audiovisual public

performed symbols and codes. Each musical track takes a constructivist approach

(Cliford 1988, Mauss 1967) between the anthropologist and the subject to co-construct

the “reality” of the place called media. These approaches to the research are then

implemented using Freire’s Participatory Action Research (1970) with the production of

each song or music video aimed at a collaborative inquiry with rather than on subjects,

teaching and co-learning about the research themes (and its components) while

conducting participant/observation.

Everyday local experiences are taken into the media, but in order to prove that

media was in fact a “place” I needed evidence that the experiences which occur in the
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media are transposed to everyday behavior. In order to prove the existence of media as a

“place” I needed to yield at least two results: (1) the experiences in the media must alter

everyday “real” local behavior, and (2) the relationships developed from encounters in

the media must create obligations and responsibilities, not only in, but also outside of, the

place called media. The series of four completed musical tracks and accompanying two

videos provide the evidence of the methodology’s accuracy and validity demonstrating

how social behavior was altered by the interaction within the media. This is evident in the

relationship between the songs, its protagonists, and the references to, or reflections upon,

previous recordings in the series. Looking at the larger set of eight tracks provides more

conclusive results. These eight assess the variables concerning the tracks that did not

blossom and offers greater insight towards supporting my claim that rappers united based

on value systems.

However the most compelling evidence towards proving media is a “place” came

from Siete Nueve’s behavior outside of the media to make a t-shirt with the words “¿Y mi

Cuba donde esta?” These are the same words he used to introduce Magia in the song

“Guasábara.” However, when placed on the t-shirt and strategically worn when in a

position of power as a judge for the RedBull international competition, Siete Nueve now

re-codified the same words to question Magia’s role in El B’s denied international

competition. Siete Nueve demonstrated an altered behavior and a sense of responsibility

from an experience that occurred solely in the media. The relationships established in

“Guasábara” were now challenged by “real” behavior, therefore making both places a

valid location for anthropological inquiry. The subsequent use of the t-shirt again in the
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“Sangre Guerrera” music video continues a reciprocative cycle that affirms a sense of

responsibility and obligation.

The first chart, image #21, offers a timeline for the production of each track and

the overall research fieldwork inclusive of all the songs and music videos as well as the

publications and releases of the audio tracks. This allows a view of the six years

conducting research and the production of each music video or song recording as linked

to a series of social relationships and events within a plotted timeline.

Chart image #22 outlines “Sangre Guerrera” as a single musical track assessed as

a methodology for Ethnographic Production. The methodology depends on the

collaborative production work team as a participatory approach to the research. The

Ethnographic Productions could not have been created without participatory research and

therefore this method depends on mutual collaboration between researcher and subjects.

The third phase interviews serve as answers to themes as well as reflections on the

methodology and as a completed track are similar to a form of audiovisual “thick

description.”

The following chart # 23 maps out the four completed songs as a series of musical

tracks where we can see the relationships between them and their influences on one

another. This chart maps out the musical tracks and their production teams, further

illustrates the themes of each track in relation to the others, and assesses the additional

scope provided by the music video that amplifies each song’s theme. In this chart we can

see how “Sangre Guerrera” reflected upon the two previous tracks of “Guasábara” and

“Sin Permiso,” first by use of lyrical content in reference to “¿Y mi Cuba donde esta?”

the words by which Siete Nueve presents Magia in “Guasábara,” and second by the
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reference and video appearance of the protagonists from each island in the track “Sin

Permiso.”

The first reference in “Sangre Guerrera” is a reflection on the situations that led

to the creation of the song. The reference alludes to El B’s denied emigration clearance to

attend the international rap battle where Siete Nueve was a primary judge. This denial of

El B’s civil right to travel became the purpose of creating a bridge within the media and

the motivation for creating “Sangre Guerrera.” The reference to “¿Y mi Cuba donde

esta?” refers to the same words used by Siete Nueve to introduce rapper Magia in the

track “Guasábara.” This use of words and visual icons in the music video for “Sangre

Guerrera” make reference to the local politics the songs, as a series, reflect upon.

Magia, as the President of the Cuban Agency for Rap, stood in a perceived

position of power as one of the individuals who could have facilitated El B’s travel

clearance. The Cuban Agency for Rap was the organization that produced the national

Red Bull freestyle competitions throughout the island that yielded the 16 semi-finalists.

The final competition yielded El B as the national champion of improvisation by a panel

of 5 judges. Yet Magia as administrator refused to process his travel clearance. The

reference in “Sangre Guerrera” asks listeners to revisit Magia’s lyrics in the song

“Guasábara.” Her lyrics in the second track refers to youth who, before they know it,

have been brainwashed and become the front lines of a battle run by government

interests. The same metaphors Magia uses in reference to converting youth into soldiers

of war is exposed against her in “Sangre Guerrera” as ironic and contradictory to her

behavior with regard to El B’s case. In the perception of many from within the rap

movement, Magia became the soldier on the front lines she professes to be against in
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“Guasábara.” After this song, other songs followed suit with reference to her as

“turning” on the movement or her “reign of power” being diminished. My intention

herein is not to enter into a debate about Magia’s divided role between these two

positions of Agency administrator and rapper. Rather my objective is to illustrate how

Ethnographic Production captured the local/global issue in a manner that I argue would

not have been as evident through any other methodology.

Lastly it is important to look at the same variables in the songs that did not

blossom in order to further understand why the other four were successful. The most

obvious comparison between the successful and the uncompleted tracks is their lyrical

themes. All the tracks that remain uncompleted relied on hip-hop as the platform and

theme for the unification. By contrast, the completed tracks illustrate a pattern of using

hip-hop as a platform, but shared value systems as their unifying theme.
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Image #23: Ethnographic Production fieldwork timeline 2004 - 2010
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Image # 24: Individual musical track “Sangre Guerrera” as a methodology
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Image #25: Chart of four completed musical tracks as a series
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Image #26: Chart of four uncompleted musical tracks
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“Son Dos Alas” - Anónimo Consejo & Tego Calderón (2004 – 2006)

        
Image #27: Anónimo Consejo filming the video for La Ley 5566

Image #28: Tego Calderón in Puerto Rico
Photographs by M.Riviere (author)

"Son Dos Alas"
Anónimo Consejo and Tego Calderón
Musical composition by Paul “Echo” Irizarry
Percussion and vocals by Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernández
Chorus vocals by Viviana Pintado
Scratches by DJ Racier
Lyrics written and recorded by Maigel “Kokino” Entenza, Yosmel “Sekou” Sarrías,
Tego Calderón, Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernández, & Viviana Pintado
Recorded by M.Riviere (Electro-Acustica Studios) and Jose “Hyde” Cotto (The Lab
Studios)
Mixed by Jose “Hyde” Cotto and M.Riviere
Directed & Produced by M.Rivière

The Brotherhood of Race

The song "Son Dos Alas” by Anónimo Consejo featuring Tego Calderón marks

history as the first musical collaboration in the genre of hip-hop between Cuba and Puerto

Rico. The artist’s primary thematic objective was to highlight race as transcendental to

political boundaries between their two islands. Miscegenation is still seen as a whitening
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process and underlying themes of an egalitarian society have taken their toll on the lack

of images, politics and recognition of race dynamics in popular media outlets in both

islands. Tego Calderón and Anónimo Consejo are considered mainstream rappers in their

respective nations, where they regularly engage with major media outlets but have both

commented that they do not commonly see their phenotype proportionately publicized.

They selected to open the dialogues between islands placing race as a primary unifying

theme.

The Cuban Revolution is said to have encompassed issues of racial inequality,

however racism remains a common theme of Cuban rap. Due to the U.S. embargo

imposed on the nation, today Cuba relies primarily on economic development via

remittances and tourism. Those who have family members in the U.S. from whom

Cubans receive remittances tend to be the lighter skinned population who fled the island

during the inception of the Revolution. Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Cuba’s primary

mobile capital comes primarily from tourism where stark racial dichotomies prevail with

a preference towards hiring primarily Cuban “mulattos” or mixed racial phenotypes. The

exoticized charm of Cuba sold to European tourists as rum, salsa and the sexualized

mulatta creates an avenue for access to economic opportunities for those who fill that

profile. Access to the tourism industry over the last decade alone has created new class

identities in an ideally classless society.

In contrast Puerto Rico has hybridized racially much more than Cuban society. It

was in fact considered one of the “whitest” islands of the colonial Caribbean as a first and

last transitory layover between Spain and the Americas. Today the racial mix between

Taino Native Americans, Africans and Europeans permeates Puerto Rican society.
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Influenced by the political nature of Puerto Rico’s commonwealth status, issues of race

tend to get overlooked by concerns for nationalism.

Race is a common theme in the repertoires and imagery of both Anónimo Consejo

and Tego Calderón previous to this collaboration. Tego Calderón redefined the sound,

and the look, of Latin hip-hop and reggaetón with the production of his debut album “El

Abayarde” in 2002 (White Lion Records), yielding an unprecedented Afro-Latin listening

base and reifying issues that pertain to the contemporary new Afro-Latin identity of the

Americas. In general the term “Afro” declaring race has been commonly hyphenated with

nationhood, such as Afro-American, Afro-Cuban or Afro-Brazilian. In Spanish such a

hyphenated term doesn't exist replaced with terms that provide greater insight towards a

personas shade of darkness, such as negro, mestizo, mulato, trigueño, jabao or prieto.

Throughout Latin America stark differences exist between national assessments of race.

Take for example the fact that recently Afro-Dominicans have been lobbying state

authorities for the right to be categorized as “Black” on their passports. In contrast, Afro-

Latin scholars debate as to whether Afro-Argentineans even exists, and if they do

whether they are an endangered group - yet in neighboring Brazil over half of the

population identifies itself as pertaining to African ancestry.

Racial issues such as these are conveyed in the script for the music video of the

song “Los Pelos” I produced for the rap duo Obsesión. The screenplay of the video

confronts paradigms of racial prejudices with respect to mainstream stereotypes of beauty

and identity. The images take us through the journey of rapper Magia, the female

protagonist, as she seeks to purchase a black doll. The only black dolls in the stores are

the traditional afro-folkloric ones that are either playing conga drums, dressed as
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religious figures of Santeria or carrying fruit baskets. The scenes alternate between Magia

and El Tipo Este rapping amongst the streets of Cayo Hueso, Calle Obispo and Regla,

neighborhoods of Havana’s metro area. Shots on Calle Obispo are of Magia looking for a

black doll amongst the toyshops, which all had dolls, but they were all white, blond, and

none were sold in Cuban pesos. Confronted with the absence of a “regular” black doll,

she offers the solution of painting one as a reflection that serves to empower her own

image. Synchronized to the chorus of the song that chants "up with the hair and may the

dreadlocks grow" the video introduces the viewer to several integral members of the

Cuban hip-hop movement with varied afro-hair styles celebrated visually as crowns of

their negritude.

An interlude in the video confronts the viewer with a young woman whose hair is

straightened, she comments to another woman referring to Magia and El Tipo Este, “Did

you see them? You would never see me with my nappy hair out like that!” Scenes

interplay with shots braiding “nappy” hair. Most Cuban women tend to use a hair relaxer

to straighten their hair and most men wear their hair in braids. It is somewhat new, and to

the dismay of the older generation, that the youth are beginning to wear their hair out. We

took shots of hair being braided in order to later reverse the recording and present it in the

video as the releasing of the confined hair.

In Latin America most classifications are based as much on class as they are on

race. For example, education or economic success can often times “wash out” racial

classifications. Perception and solidarity of “Blackness” is an issue of great importance in

the diffusion of hip-hop into both islands. The racial aesthetics of rap offer youths an
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alternative source of Afro-pride and empowerment than necessarily available through the

national avenues designated for celebrating Afro-Cuban or Afro-Puerto Rican identity.

During colonial times only a handful of slaves brought from Africa ended up in

North America where as the vast majority of African descendants were transported to

Latin America. Afro-Latin identity is far more complex than in the U.S. Take for

example the Mexican Government's 2005 release of a series of stamps featuring Memin

Pinguin, a Jim-crow era sambo figure popularized in 1940’s Mexican comic books.

Activists, both domestic and international, criticized the government’s use of the figure

citing it as offensive. While Mexico’s official response has been a denial of the racist

nature of the figure, Mexican officials argue that critics don’t understand Mexican culture

and that the stamp publication is in adoration of the figure2.

Image #29: “Mexican stamp fuels racial stereotypes” (Associated Press 2005)

While this controversy raises several important issues about race, one that stands

out is the dichotomization of Afro and Mexican that occurred in the midst of these

debates. The “leaving out” of black Mexicans in their debate, points to a larger failure to

incorporate the experience of Afro-Latinos into academic and activist dialogues about

race and racism. The concept of “voicing the hyphen,” as we see in Tego Calderón’s

recordings and performances, from his vocal tones to his appearance, place a spotlight on
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this “no-longer-invisible" identity proposing that through music and arts we can begin to

recognize its existence amidst the media wars. The little attention that has been given to

this demographic by the media tends to be market oriented since they are seen as a

potential new consumer group.

The United States today is a cultural “melting pot” where a pan-Latin identity

amongst Latino migrants of diverse backgrounds has prevailed. Panamanians who grow

up in a primarily Latino neighborhood that has a predominant Puerto Rican population,

create bonds and daily interactions, roles of responsibility and familial like ties between

other Latinos of varied national backgrounds. This pan-Latinism is unique to the second

and third generation of migrants in the diaspora. A cultural milieu is experienced that is

not parallel to the same extent in their respective homelands. These individuals live the

hyphen of being Panamanian-Puerto Ricans at the same time they are American-Latinos.

These new fusions offer new identities reflected through the syncretism of music,

religious customs, recipes, slang, and fashion.

Race and ethnicity are integral factors in measuring the social exclusion and

poverty faced by Afro-descendants in Latin America. There is a strong correlation

between race, ethnicity and access to social services such as education and health care

(hygiene and access to clean water/environments), as well as sustainable development

initiatives and the empowerment of role models. Latin American nations never

experienced a civil rights movement equivalent to that led by Martin Luther King,

Malcolm X, and other activists of their era. As a result many nations have suffered

prolonged racial tensions made more complicated by imbedded working class struggles.
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Perception and solidarity of “Blackness” is an issue of great importance in the

diffusion of hip-hop into both islands. The racial aesthetics of rap offers youth an

alternative source of Afro-pride and empowerment than available through the national

avenues designated for celebrating Afro-Cuban or Afro-Puerto Rican identity. Figures

such as Malcolm X, Chaka Zulu, Mumia Abu Jamal, and Assata Shakur are maintained

in the social imagination by the repertoires  of Tego Calderón and Anónimo Consejo.

Immediately following the release of “El Abayarde,” Tego Calderón’s debut

album, he became known as a “phenomenon” by his capacity to add social, political and

racial dimensions to the message of his music while keeping the sound accessible,

entertaining and danceable (a key element for marketability to pan-Latin markets). He

was the first reggaetón /hip-hop artists to sign to a major label (Billboard 2005) and is

recognized as the pioneer for breaking reggaetón into mainstream American radio

broadcasting and markets.

Tego’s incorporation to this project brought with it the status of his fans and

media allies that guaranteed Anónimo Consejo a new listening audience. Undoubtedly

Tego’s collaboration elevated their global status on a local level. For Anónimo Consejo

the act of gaining access to record with such a popular artist from Puerto Rico was

considered a sign of recognition, international rotation and celebrated as even elevating

the national identity. For Anónimo Consejo a song with Tego elevated the status of the

entire Cuban hip-hop scene to an international platform of recognition. Alongside

recognition, the collaborative project completed within an educational framework granted

it an untainted aura of independence. Without the reliance of an Agency or any institution
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within Cuba, nor driven by market major label interests off shore eased the tension that

any sponsor or state institution might censor or purchase lyrical content.

Anónimo Consejo is made up of two Afro-Cuban males, Sekou Mesiah and

Kokino who started the duo in 1996. They are well-known rappers from the town east of

Havana called Cojimar, near the outskirt eastern city of Alamar that is considered the

island’s cradle of hip-hop. Anónimo Consejo is recognized for their distinctly labeled

Black pride oriented image and repertoire, combining rap and reggae vocal formats with

deep bass beats. The rap duo forms part of the Cuban Agency for Rap catalogue since the

agency was founded in 2002. They are considered mainstream rappers who have

participated in the Habana Hip-Hop festivals (1995 – 2004) and later the Cuban Hip-Hop

Symposiums (2005 – present). Although their lyrics entail protest themes, these are

usually presented metaphorically so as to imply critiques rather than directly signally

them out. Because of their “lighter” political approach to social criticism they have been

granted the opportunity to perform on stages abroad and even perform to a sold out

audiences in the United States with a tour in 2001.

Tego, in a recent discussion we shared expressed to me that racial alliances

between hip-hop artists have the potential to redefine Afro-Latinism as a global

manifestation and bring to light issues of social and political importance that revolve

around race and racism. Messages within the music, he stated, have the potential to bring

these issues into discussions without seeming abrasive, to get slowly digested by fans,

before real localized political change occurs. He continued that music, is constantly

linked to social transformation, and reflected that the song “Son Dos Alas” sensitized

audiences to the politics that have divided both islands for 50 years. “These are all
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statements that an artist can express through music,” he concluded, “that one might be

restricted from saying blatantly in an interview.3”

Getting it Done

I produced “Son Dos Alas” between December 2004 and January 2006. Initially I

approached Tego with five tracks by Anónimo Consejo to familiarize him with their style

and lyrical repertoire and suggested the possibility of creating a song between them in a

“long-distance” fashion. Once Tego confirmed his interest in the project, producer Paul

Irizarry, also known as “Echo” donated the beat co-produced between himself and

“Diesel,” his production assistant at The Lab Studios.

I took the background beat with me to Cuba in January of 2005. I rented out a

space in the Electro-Acústica Studios and recorded the introductory Columbia rhythm

and vocals by Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernández along with Anónimo Consejo’s

vocals, as well as the scratches by DJ Racier. At the time it was rare for these artists to

record at a professional studio without the backing budget of a foreign producer. I

initially mixed a draft of these recordings, labeled the song temporarily “Cuba y Puerto

Rico Son” and left Anónimo Consejo a copy.

When I returned to Minneapolis I sent the reference to Tego in Puerto Rico. Tego

immediately called me enthusiastically approving of the song and independently recorded

his verse with engineer Jose “Hyde Cotto, another of The Lab’s Studios employees at the

time, and returned the a capella vocal files to me. Jose “Hyde” Cotto also known as MC

Hyde, formed part of the fieldwork I conducted in Puerto Rico. Only a year earlier I had
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directed and filmed his first music video for a track titled “Melodia.” This gesture was his

way of returning a professional favor.

Tego seemed enthusiastic about the project and expressed publishing the song in

his upcoming sophomore “The Underdog/El Subestimado” album. However we both

agreed some time was needed for adjustments. We wanted to make changes to the final

version, a new mix and the incorporation of a different chorus that I had reconstructed

from scraps of Sekou’s vocals. In March of 2005 Tego enthusiastically announced he

planned to release the song on the album in an interview conducted in Primera Hora, a

Univisión Channel arts and entertainment program.

The public announcement that Tego had recorded with Anónimo Consejo proved

to offer controversy amongst certain groups, particularly from Miami, where Latin rap

has its largest consumer base. It appeared that the negative reaction by Cuban-American

groups made Tego change his attitude about the project and he became very stand offish,

eventually loosing contact with me. Although the recording was completed, he put off

signing the contractual consent/release form to allow Anónimo Consejo or myself to use

his vocals. It began to appear that the song would never reach completion and Tego’s loss

of enthusiasm to release the song in his forthcoming album was an obvious marketing

scare from menacing of boycotts.

In the meantime while before I began to get concerned about Tego’s participation

I had sent a copy of the first version of the song containing Tego’s lyrics to Anónimo

Consejo through a third party that was traveling to Cuba. The CD I sent contained a

rough mix with the original chorus that was later altered, and the draft background beat.

Despite clear directions for confidentiality until all processes and clearances were
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completed, within a few months the song was playing throughout the island. On my next

visit, I heard the song played from quinceañeras (sweet 16 parties) in Cojimar to DJs in

Santiago and dance venues in Havana. Everyone seemed to be grooving to the poorly

mixed, unauthorized version of “Cuba y Puerto Rico Son.” The immediate widespread

nature of the recording was overwhelming and forced me to confront Anónimo Consejo’s

lack of professional etiquette. I was also forced to explain to Tego that with or without

his official release, the track had leaked. I assumed he refrained from signing the release

so as to distance himself from the project and legally stay clear from any problems that

could arise from recording with Cuban artists. The only factor holding back the song’s

worldwide diffusion was the minimal internet access on the island but I knew it was only

a matter of weeks before Miami Cubans would get their copy from a relative on the

island.

The innocence towards legalities, consent forms, publication protocols and

political influence or market boycotts was foreign to Anónimo Consejo. The result of its

widespread piracy forced me to consider the undefined legal terms I was facing.

Anónimo Consejo didn’t mean to overlook the value of this, but after all, due to Cuba and

U.S. laws, there really was no binding nature of a contractual release. Despite being

artists who are members of the Cuban Agency for Rap, they are not instructed by such

institutions about copyrights, publishing or even legal releases. Without a doubt, Sekou

and Kokino were both star struck enough to allow access to the song to increase their

social and professional status, at the same time, their lack of knowledge in regards to

confidentiality and unaware of the viral nature of such piracy placed the entire project in

a deleterious situation. My judgment trusting Anónimo Consejo with a copy of the
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reference was a learning experience, but being my dissertation and my bad judgment, it

was my situation to face.

At this time, I expected “Cuba y Puerto Rico Son” to be the only exemplary song

of the Ethnographic Production work from this fieldwork. Therefore this awkward

situation carried even greater weight. Especially when forced to recognize that there was

no plan b. I sent a letter to Tego’s offices explaining the situation but the letter has never

acknowledged. I continued to develop the mix and the structure of the song, but began

setting my sights on a potential new track or even a new project considering the dilemma.

I took the initiative to get creative with the song and potentially even add a new

artist in lieu of Tego and began to make structural changes to the composition. I formed a

new chorus using end vocals from Sekou and incorporated singer Viviana Pintado, a

vocalist from Cuba, currently residing in Minneapolis, to cover gaps from these edits of

the new chorus. The addition of new vocal harmonies by Pintado offered a layered series

of tones singing “Son Dos Alas” and “Cuba, Puerto Rico,” inspiring me to rename the

song "Son Dos Alas.4"

Tego received a copy of the completed track, and again seemed positive about the

project. He orally expressed permission to use the song and made clear to me he “doesn’t

sign contracts.” But this wasn’t sufficient to make a successful research project. Perhaps

it was music label expectations while under Atlantic Records, or perhaps it was just a

case of poor organization, regardless the consent release for the track was not signed until

late 2007, once Tego changed music labels from Atlantic Records to Warner

Entertainment Latino.
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Despite Tego’s reservations to authorize use of his vocals, he did take the

initiative to use the introduction of the song that I had recorded by Alfredo “Punta de

Lanza” Hernández for the “The Underdog/El Subestimado” album before our agreement

was formalized, he even used the same title of “Son Dos Alas.” Rather than reproduce the

entire track, he was used the isolated 35 second introduction as an interlude. The credits

for the track never appeared on the album, nor did any reference of its origin in Cuba. My

first Ethnographic Production was appearing to have developed into a disciplinary failure.

Regardless I gave up on the idea of making this my dissertation research project

but felt indebted to give something to Anónimo Consejo. Tego verbally agreed that he

liked the song, but remained removed from the project and did not respond to the liberal

use of the introduction in his own album. In April of 2006 I requested a live public

broadcast premier of “Son Dos Alas” on the Puerto Rican radio show Hip-Hop Vox, a

University of Puerto Rico program. I invited Tego to come on the air assuming such an

initiative would help push his contractual as well as creative relationship to the song. The

broadcast was historical for Cuban hip-hop. Anónimo Consejo appeared live on the air

via telephone throughout Puerto Rico and online. It was the first time Puerto Rico had a

live broadcast from Cuban rappers. Only one thing was missing: Tego.

In 2007, during a brief social encounter with Tego I stressed the need for the

consent agreement to get signed. I also expressed concern for his use of the song without

granting us ours. Within a few days of our encounter I received the signed release from

his manager. Immediately Anónimo Consejo published the song in their independently

released album “Los Nuevos Inquilinos” that same year.
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Structure and Composition

Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernandez:
“El mismo sol nos alumbra, y el mismo mar nos ampara”

(The same sun shines upon us, the same sea divides us)

The song opens with a Columbia style Cuban rumba. The Columbia is the most

rural and least Europeanized of the rumba percussive patterns. The introduction sung by

Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernández, is derived from Lola Rodríguez de Tio’s poem

titled Cuba y Puerto Rico. Hernández offers a new twist to the traditional poetry with a

new perspective. Rather than islands divided by “bullets and flowers” as Rodríguez

proposes in her poetry, Hernández states that both islands are united. He states they are

joined by natural elements such as sun and sea that may divide them geographically also

embraces them together.

Kokino:
Pa’ mi gente linda de Latino América entera y Puerto Rico

(For my beautiful people of Latin America and Puerto Rico)

Kokino’s opens his set of lyrics dedicating the song to all peoples of Latin

America. He distinctly distinguishes Puerto Rico from Latin America, and calls it by its

native Taino name of Borinquen.

A todos estos guasa que a veces piensan que es mejor su raza
Porque no lleva bemba ni ñata ni pasa

Senor racista yo no concuerdo con sus pintas

(For all those 'wanna be' that sometimes think their race is better
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Because they don’t have thick lips, wide noses or nappy hair
Mr. Racist, I don’t agree with your vision.)

Kokino makes reference to “guasas,” a term made popular in Calderon’s

repertoire. A “guasa” is street slang for a person who claims to be something they are

not, it is a criticism of authenticity. Kokino is describes his “neighbor” as racist, which

should be interpreted not as one sole individual but all those who surround him regularly.

These “fakers” think they are better than him, because they do not have big lips, wide

noses or nappy hair. Kokino responds to his metaphorical “neighbors” publicly

denouncing their racism and celebrating the fact that his features are beautiful.

Mis Latinos unidos que brinquen de la habana a borinquen
No somos esclavos ya y ahora tienen que oírme…..

…Monina, somos los reyes de la rima
Anónimo y Calde rompiéndote las bocinas

(My united Latinos may you jump from La Habana to Borinquen
We are no longer slaves and now they have to hear me…

…My dear creoles – we are the kings of the rhyme
Anónimo and Calde blowing out your amplifiers.)

Kokino calls on Latinos to “jump” from Havana to Puerto Rico. He continues to

state that “we” are no longer slaves and that due to this the “neighbors” are forced to

listen. One can easily assume he is proposing that Afro-Cubans are no longer to be

assumed as an invisible category.

Sekou Messiah & Viviana Pintado:
Y si yo sigo tu sigues,
Y si yo vivo tu vives
Cuba, Puerto Rico

Y si yo sigo tu sigues
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Y si yo vivo tu vives
Son dos alas

(And if I move forward you move forward
And if I live you live

Cuba, Puerto Rico
And if I move forward you move forward

And if I live you live
They are the two wings)

The chorus of the song is intended to express mutual respect and mutual space.

Sekou recites “if I live you live, if I move forward you move forward.” Viviana

harmonizes the words, “Cuba, Puerto Rico” and “Son Dos Alas” over Sekou’s lyrics. The

intermingling of the vocals provides a patch for editing gaps, but it also serves to create

an intertwining of auditory levels that intends to create a sense of unity. This was the

second chorus for the song, adapted from scraps Sekou had recorded as extras. The

vocals by Pintado on the chorus serve to camouflage the cuts of the edits, and to bring a

crescendo to the vocals of the chorus that could not be achieved with Sekou’s vocals

alone.

Tego Calderón:
Anónimo Consejo
Zumbando fuego
Somos la candela

Cimarrón de veneno

(Anónimo Consejo
Blowing fire with speed

We are the flame
Maroon made of venom.)

Tego’s first presentation in the song recognizes the collaboration with Anónimo

Consejo. This “shout out” is more than merely a form of recognition, it actually offers to
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the collaboration between artists a confirmation of authenticity under hip-hop codes. Due

to so many mix tapes and DJ remixes of vocal a capellas and previously published

records, it is not unusual to hear DJ mixes that join together artists who did not actually

record a song together using loose a capellas. However when artists mention each other

in the recording it confirms their joint effort in co-authoring the song together. His lyrics

continue by speaking to a perceived brotherhood with Anónimo Consejo based on being

descendents of maroons (runaway slaves) and compares their role as rappers in a parallel

fashion to the bravery of leaders such as Chaka Zulu.

Tego Calderón:
Tu no puede hablar del tema que pena

Sin sangre negra en tus venas

(And you can’t speak to this topic
Without Black blood in your veins.)

The musical composition is cut and one only hears the rumba Columbia running

along the background interlaced with the DJ scratches when Tego states: one cannot

associate with the topic if they do not have black blood in their veins. My intentions

behind this mix are double. First I wanted to demonstrate that by pulling back the

electrical music, the consistency of the drum comes to the auditory forefront, coinciding

with the metaphor that behind physical façades brotherhood is within the veins. Second I

wanted to make a statement about afro-diasporic sounds, combining only the percussion

with the turntable, considered the most primitive with the most modern musical

instruments.
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Tego Calderón:
Cuba jala o no jala, jala

Borinquen jala o no jala, jala

(Cuba pulls you or doesn’t pull you? It pulls you
Puerto Rico pulls you or doesn’t pull you? It pulls you)

In much the same manner that Kokino borrowed from Tego to construct his

opening using the term “guasa,” here Tego uses a popular jingle Anónimo Consejo is

known to exercise, especially during live performances to ask crowds if something is

good or if it “pulls” them, by singing “jala o no jala” and the audience responds “jala.”

Tego adapts Anónimo Consejo’s jingle to ask if Cuba and Puerto Rico together “pulls?”

This also demonstrates to listeners who are familiar with the artist’s previous works that

they have studied each other’s repertoires.

Sekou Messiah:
Afro-descendiente yo, lucho por mi gente yo

Negro orgulloso yo, siempre armado con dios…
… Máximo respeto, pa mi pueblo prieto
Yo vine completo, amor hay en el ghetto

El mundo llora y no es por un negro sujeto yo.

(I am an Afro-descendant and I fight for my peoples
I am proud of being Black, I’m armed with God…

…. Maximum respect, for all my Black communities
I was born complete, there is more than enough love in the ghetto

The world cries, but not for a Black subject. I.)

Sekou references his own African lineage as essential to what makes him a

participant in the struggle against racism. He states that he is armed with God on his side,

but also alternates God with the Rastafarian deity of Jah. Sekou’s lyrics claim elements of

Black pride combined with celebration of the ghetto as a place where resources may be

scarce, but where there is love. The world may cry, he states, but not for a Black subject.
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In this sense “subject” has two interpretations, the first as in reference to the lack of

agency. Sekou claims that marginality is not an issue of despair but one that has formed a

new identity. The second sense is with respect to Rastafarian dialectical English form.

To best understand Sekou’s lyrics, it is important to also assess Rastafarian

vocabulary, or Iyaric, part of a Jamaican island wide English dialect. Rastafarian

teachings believe that English is an imposed colonial language and their remedy for this

has been the creation of a modified vocabulary reflecting a desire to linguistically

confront what is viewed as the corrupt and decadent society referred to as “Babylon.”

This reconstruction of linguistical form avoids words or syllables that are perceived as

“negative,” and changes them to “positive” ones. “I” is commonly used to replace the use

of the term "me," the later of which appears to turn the person into an object. Whereas

replacing “me” with the term “I,” emphasizes the subjectivity of the individual.

The bridge of the song is carried by the scratches of DJ Racier followed by the

voice of Viviana Pintado who expresses the credits of the collaboration naming Anónimo

Consejo and Tego Calderón. The scratches are mixed with the Columbia rumba that has

been extended throughout the entire track, but here after the bridge the gain or volume on

all the tracks were brought down in order to overlap the mix of violins in order to end the

song in a climatic harmony of violins. The intention with this climactic ending is to create

a crescendo, insinuating that the song may not end but leaves the listener in the illusion of

a “higher” place attained. It is also metaphorically induced to create a progressive

timeline from the percussive intro highlighting an Afro-diasporic origin towards the sonic

effects of violins, traditionally thought of as a western instrument. Merging these sounds

is intended as an auditory representation of racial syncretism.
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"Guasábara" - Siete Nueve & Magia Emcee (2006 – 2007)

            
Image # 30: Siete Nueve recording at Velcro’s home studio in San Juan, PR 

Image # 31: Magia Emcee recording her lyrics for “Guasábara” at Obsesión’s home studio in Regla, Cuba
Photographs by M.Riviere (author)

“Guasábara”
Artists: Siete Nueve and Magia (Obsesión)
Musical composition by Christian “Nuff Ced” Carrión
Lyrics written and recorded by Freddy “Siete Nueve” Abreu and Magia Lopéz
Vocals recorded by Jko Dox and Alexey Rodriguez (Obsesión)
Mixed by Jko Dox
Collaboration facilitated by M.Rivière

Against the War

In 2006 when the collaborative track between Siete Nueve and Magia was

proposed, resistance to the U.S. led war in the Middle East seemed like an immediate

topic of allegiance between both rappers. Siete Nueve had witnessed the recruitment

efforts by U.S. Army and Navy personnel on his island enticing young males to enroll for

a “video game like session at war” without presenting the very real circumstances of such

enrollment. On the other end, Magia also rejected the U.S. led war in the middle East, but

also felt the direct affects of the U.S. military base in Guantánamo that help prisoners of

the war.
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Siete Nueve began his rap career in 1997 as part of a collective called Conciencia

Poética that also included artists such as Luis Díaz, TekOne, and Yallzee. Siete Nueve

remarks that it was his growth in this group that taught him the value of music as an

element of social change beyond words, to be interpreted by artists as a philosophy of

life5.  After six years with the group he broke off to work in his debut independent album

titled “El Pro-Greso” produced musically primarily by Yallzee. His lyrics tend to focus

on issues of surrounding Puerto Rico’s political climate and his own Afro Puerto Rican

and Dominican identity. His popularity as an underground rapper is unsurpassed and he

has traveled extensively and shared stages with hip-hop artists in France, Brazil,

California, México, Venezuela, and Colombia. His career has led to many pioneering

performances and reviews for an “underground” rapper, including being the first Latin

rapper to perform at New York’s Carnegie Hall alongside Latin Jazz musician David

Sanchez. In 2003 the popular U.S. based Source Magazine categorized Siete Nueve as the

underground rap anti-thesis to the island’s booming reggaetón movement. His second

album, “Trabuco,” where the song “Guasábara” was publicly inaugurated, was hailed by

Spain’s Hip-Hop Nation Magazine as one of the best Spanish rap albums of all time.

Magia López was an ideal counterpart for the song. She is a member of the

husband and wife rap duo Obsesión, a group that was initiated years earlier as an all male

rap group led by Alexey Rodriguez. Because of their intimate relationship Alexey taught

Magia about rhyme, flow, and the “how to” of rap, training her in as a member of the

group. Eventually, Magia and Alexey, artistically known as “El Tipo Este,” remained the

only two members of Obsesión6. The group’s repertoire is historically known for being

accessible to wider audiences, rapping about issues in every day life but placing them in
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contexts that youth from any Latin American nation can identify with. Her apprenticeship

under Alexey had made Magia one of the most talented female rappers in Cuba at the

time and both of them set to work together on her lyrics for this collaborative track.

Opposition to military recruitment by youth activists suggests that young people

in Puerto Rico are at the center of tensions caused by enrollment for U.S. wars abroad.

The U.S. Army and Navy have an imbedded relationship in the island for over a century

and have long elicited recruitment amongst young males. Although statistics show that a

high quantity of young Puerto Rican are enrolled in both the U.S. Army and Navy, the

recruitment operations are often met with resistance. Whitney (2007) reported that the

U.S. war in Iraq has killed 66 island-based Puerto Ricans and wounded 1,700 more.

Between 2003 and 2007, 6,275 Puerto Ricans joined the Army or Army reserve. By

2007, 2,300 Puerto Rican National Guard and reservist soldiers were serving in Iraq. Yet

recent opinion surveys put antiwar sentiment at 75% of the adult population, higher than

the 62 percent in the United States. Most island wide antiwar sentiment and parallel

activism are seen as propelled by sentiments towards independence and most particularly

concentrated amongst University students. While providing troops for Washington’s

agenda abroad, island resident Puerto Rican’s do not have a vote in U.S. elections.

The Cuban perspective of the U.S. war on Iraq is very pessimistic, multiplied by

the negative sentiment towards the use of Guantánamo Bay remaining in U.S. military

operation and serving as a site for holding prisoners of war. Guantánamo was instated as

part of the 1901 Platt Amendment in Cuba and remained in U.S. hands when they signed

the "Treaty on Relations" which eliminated the influence of the Platt Amendment but

continued to allow the U.S. to lease Guantánamo Bay7. When the Revolution triumphed
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in 1959, the U.S. banned its soldiers stationed at the bay from entering Cuban territory.

The Cuban government asserts that Guantánamo should have been returned to Cuba at

this time8. On June 14 2002, at the United Nations General Assembly, Cuba demanded

that Guantánamo territory be returned to the island. Despite minimal information about

the on goings within the U.S. military camp it has become an icon of repression and

unjust human rights violation towards detainees. Months before the United Nations

General Assembly demand in January of 2002, photographs from the arrival of the first

Taliban and al-Queda prisoners from Afghanistan leaked to the press appearing amongst

worldwide headlines under a single word description: Torture! U.S. Secretary of Defense

Donald Rumsfeld did not view the detainees officially as “prisoners of war,” rather they

were classified as “unlawful combatants” and therefore did not have rights under the

Geneva Convention, nor as foreign nationals held outside the United States could they

have any recourse in American courts (Rose 2004).

The theme of “Guasábara” opposing the war was not new or isolated amongst

youth of the hip-hop generation. At the time the song “Guasábara” was recorded youth

throughout the world began to identify with each other based on a common cause against

the U.S. led war in Iraq and Afghanistan. Groups such as Youth Against War and

Racism9 in the Twin Cities (2004), the International Socialist Party’s youth group against

the war10 in London (2006), and Latin@s Contra la Guerra11 (Latinos Against the War)

in California, all formed to unite youth throughout Latin America, Europe and the U.S. to

oppose the U.S. war in Iraq and military recruitment in public schools. It is not unusual to

hear female voices against war. Women, due to their traditional maternal roles, have

often been at the forefront of the protest against war. At times because it was their
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husbands or children who were drafted to war, other times because their roles as laborers

shifted with the departure of their male counterparts.

Image #32: Illustration by Lalo Alcaraz, 2002, taken from Counter Recruiter (2007)

Women in hip-hop have historically taken secondary roles as visual accents.

Usually when they are incorporated as rappers o b-girls, they tend to be highlighted as the

sole female in the all boy crew, posing them as a novelty or an oddity. In many cases,

women get involved with one of the elements of hip-hop through their relationships with

men, some of these may be familial relatives, but most are through romantic

engagements. Unfortunately, when their relationships end, so does their experimentation

with hip-hop culture. When they separate from these initiatory relationships they find

themselves isolated from furthering their hip-hop careers. Many of the men, themselves

competing to advance within hip-hop’s hierarchy, refuse to associate themselves with the

“ex” of another practitioner, colleague, or competitor. Be it for competitive reasons or

whether they find it best not to create discord amongst the male group (Riviere 2008;

Riviere and Austin 2001).
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We find most women take on intermediary roles as bridges between popular

culture and hip-hop. These roles predominate as hip-hop photographers, documentalists,

designers, promoters, and journalists. Due to the nature of these roles, women have been

primarily influential in the globalization of hip-hop. When acting as practitioners of one

of the four elements, the sacristy of women leads them to network despite geographical

barriers, presenting a primary role women have taken as being international disseminators

of hip-hop culture.

Amongst the most well known female Latin rappers known today are La Mala

Rodriguez from Spain, Malena D’ Alesso from Argentina, Gabylonia from Venezuela,

Anita Tijoux from Chile, and Magia from Cuba.  Topics prevalent in these female rappers

repertoire include heterosexual courtship, relationships, infidelity and dishonesty, using

men for profit (financial and security) or opposition to women who do, independence,

and sexual politics. In Cuba female rappers identify themselves primarily as independent

feminists, motherly, spiritual (particularly with reference to Afro-Cuban Santeria),

sensual (often with an with exaggeration of Afro-Caribbean tropicalized themes), and

sexually secure. Magia, who has opted for a non hyper-sexualized appearance, donned

primarily in African garb, whose image is oriented towards an afro-centric prototype, has

a plethora of songs that she performs that address women’s every day struggles in Cuba.

These include issues about relationships, domestic concerns, prostitution, and Afro-

Cuban Feminism.

As it turns out, women have a higher success rate in hip-hop when they surround

themselves in a collective of fellow female colleagues (Riviere 2008). This assists

women in maintaining regular practice sessions and support networks on a regular basis
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for them to develop their skills outside of romantic or sexual relationships. Among the

most well known female rap groups in Havana were Insincto, then some time later the

group Las Krudas took a primary role. At one point a collective of female rappers from

various groups and individuals called Omega was initiated – however the collective did

not last long due to internal tensions. One prominent duo that stemmed from that

collective today is Omega Kilay. In 2007 the Cuban Agency for Rap published a

compilation CD titled “Respuestas” (Responses) that showcases twelve female hip-hop

rappers and groups from Havana.

Women tend to either belong to an all women rap group or are the sole

harmonizing vocal component to the male rap duo such as we saw Danay’s role amongst

Los Aldeanos during their initial years. Danay was one of the member’s wife, however

when their relationship terminated, so did her vocal contribution to the group. Although

she has developed her own career independently, it has deviated from a rap repertoire to a

more diverse fusion of rap with jazz, rock and funk. Women in other elements are far

more dispersed, counting with perhaps only one or two females that stand out publicly in

each of the other elements.

Magia takes on a dual role in the Cuban hip-hop movement. She is a rapper in the

rap group Obsesión and a government official as the President of the Cuban Agency for

Rap. Her dual role has lent itself to a more visible representation of women in hip-hop

amongst official Cuban hip-hop forums. These double roles for women are much more

common among men. Despite traditional feminine roles as domestic and professional

multitaskers, it seems hip-hop communities are less responsive to this. Where it is more

likely to see a man take on the simultaneous roles of music director, rapper, DJ, and
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promoter, women tend to take on just one role within hip-hop, primarily one that utilizes

their femininity (models or vocalists) and usually this role is exploratory with one foot

still firmly planted outside of hip-hop culture.

Getting it Done

During the recording of “Son Dos Alas,” a second recording with a beat by Echo

was in the works. This second production was intended as a second collaborative song

between Magia and long-time friend and professional colleague Eddie “Dee” Avila.

However, the proposed second track by Eddie and Magia track is among the

collaborations that failed to blossom. Magia preferred an altered tempo to the beat Echo

offered and to complete this the beat required alterations that wasn’t to its author’s

preference. Magia sped up the beat on her own initiative and used the reference to record

her vocals for the proposed collaboration. We recorded the same at the Electro-Acústica

Studies after the recording session with Anónimo Consejo. She expressed feeling

unprepared and uncomfortable with the beat and wanted to re-record her part after Echo

had altered the musical composition to her liking. I took with me the lyrics she had

recorded to show Eddie where the creative process was left at and introduce him to her

proposed theme. Her lyrics concentrated on highlighting the dynamic and pioneering

roles Latins shared with African-American’s in the development of hip-hop.

Eddie, upon receiving Magia’s recording didn’t seem to understand the

importance of the message nor did I notice him to react enthusiastic about responding to

the subject Magia had put forth. He alluded to the possibility of “trying something else”

but later, over time, became difficult to get a hold of to complete his portion of the track
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or to propose a different theme. Echo was also unresponsive towards altering the beat,

after all this was a donated beat of work he was not going to make any financial gain

from elsewhere and didn’t show much enthusiasm about altering his original work to

meet Magia’s requests.

About one year later, Siete Nueve brought to my attention his interest in recording

with Magia. With Eddie seemingly “unavailable,” the opportunity and Magia’s

availability combined with Siete Nueve’s preparedness and quickly set a new

collaboration into motion. Siete Nueve was already writing and recording a song he had

titled “Guasábara,” in which he had hoped to include Magia. If the song were to be

completed on time, it would be published in his upcoming sophomore album, “Trabuco.”

He gave me his draft a capella vocals with the background beat composed by producer

“Nuff Ced.”

When Siete Nueve released his debut album titled “El Progresso” in 2004 I took

Obsesión a copy. The album became one of the duo’s favorites. In July of 2006, during

my trip for the 2nd Annual Hip-Hop Symposium in Havana, Obsesión recorded their

vocal tracks in the studio they had built out of their home. Obsesión is a group that has

been at the forefront of the Cuban Agency for Rap, expanded by Magia’s role as the

Agency president, and therefore they experience greater access to international networks

and recording equipment. Contact with foreigners lends itself towards building

independent home recording studios, as is the case for Obsesión. In the small room of the

Regla apartment Magia and Alexey took turns engineering each other’s tracks while I

filmed their interaction managing their roles between co-writers, rappers, and spouses.
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I returned to Minneapolis where I mixed Magia and Siete Nueve’s vocal files.

Due to some discrepancies with regard to Obsesión’s home studio, the files were much

too distorted to place in parallel tracks with Siete Nueve’s. The experience taught the

importance of using the same equipment for vocals to be mixed together in the same

song. Eventually Obsesión re-recorded their portion and sent Siete Nueve and myself a

second copy back. Upon receipt producer JKO Dox engineered the final mix.

My role in this song was more so one of facilitator than producer. I often

considered removing it from this research data because of its different production

process, however as the dissertation developed, this track became essential to

understanding the value of the ones that followed suit, in particular, “Sangre Guerrera.”

Because of its core theme against wars that are held by governments that do not represent

their masses adding to the mere fact that Magia and El B of Los Aldeanos represent two

polarized aspects of the local rap politics of in Havana, the two tracks have been pitted

against each other in an ideological rap war. Magia represents the Institutional

government rap “repressor” and El B is positioned as the rebel towards and victim of her

abuses of power. This polarized characterization was compounded by Siete Nueve’s

participation in both tracks. Magia’s role as an institutionalized administrator in

contention with El B’s role as an independent and censored artists further placed Siete

Nueve’s role in “the Middle.” However this aspect also allowed Siete Nueve to

experience the most unique relationship towards the two musical tracks in the space of

the media for us to observe how these two dialogues within the created space altered the

behavior of the three.
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When the case of El B’s travel restrictions was made public in 2008, Magia’s

lyrics in the song “Guasábara” were conjured up by rappers communities to question her

role as both administrator and rapper. It seemed that her authenticity in both roles were

put into question. Her critique of military agendas that recruit youth with lies to make

them soldiers in the front lines was mocked at. It seemed for many rappers that her

decisions reflected a similar parallel to her own story. Her credibility as a “one of us” was

attacked, using her own lyrics against her, and she was accused of being recruited by

government officials in a similar fashion as what she laid out in her lyrics.

Siete Nueve’s use of the same words he uses to introduce Magia in the song he

shares with her was now used to conjure up concern. The same words “¿y mi Cuba

donde esta?” transitioned from a positive to a negative meaning. The same words used to

introduce her to a global audience in a new context now accused her as a responsible

agent in El B’s negated right to travel. Regardless of just how responsible Magia was to

blocking El B’s travel to the international competition is unknown. Regardless if it was

her decision to withdraw support for Cuba’s freestyle champion or she was simply acting

on grounds “from above.” What we do know is that Agency that she manages did not

complete the necessary travel procedures on his behalf based on the grounds that El B

was not an Agency member. His actual eligibility to travel took a back seat to the

perception that Magia had impaired the local rap movement from a potential international

champion.

Had “Sangre Guerrera” not been produced, this track “Guasábara” would have

likely been omitted from the series. The removal of this track would have likely yielded

more confined conclusions.  A comparative approach between means and message could
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have been deduced, however “Sangre Guerrera” is the song and video that demonstrates

rappers responding to the media as a place around this particular local/global issue and

adds a new layer of meaning to the series and my overall findings. One final parallel

between these songs is that the song “Guasábara” is about ceasing war and against

military recruitment methods, whereas “Sangre Guerrera” returns to this war theme but

with a new perspective that we are warriors and will fight together for what is mutually

deemed just.

Structure and Composition

Siete Nueve:
América Latina, Guasábara

Ven crucemos la frontera pueblo para conocernos
Sin jalar el gatillo en el nombre de gobierno

Ven crucemos
Crucemos y vivamos libre

Que sobren los motivos y que sobren los minutos
Los segundos, las horas,

que el abrazo de un hijo no sea por computadora
y respetar a los viejos, vuelva y se ponga de moda

(Latin America, Guasábara
Come lets cross the borders and get to know each other

Without pulling a trigger in the name of a Let us cross and live free.
May we have motives minutes, seconds and hours.

May the hug of a child not be in a computer
And may paying respect to our elders come back into fashion.)

The song opens with the sound of gunfire creating the sonic presence of warfare,

as the gunfire subsides, the melodic musical composition enters the auditory forefront.

Siete Nueve open by making a call on Latin America to rise together in peace as a people

against war. He proposes to traverse frontiers and break down the divisions made by
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governments which he claims are instated with the purpose of separating communities.

He requests Latinos to get to know each other, to cross into each other’s lands and insist

on living free of war. He calls for youth to enter a new space where we can all live in

peace.

Siete Nueve:
Por cada veterano que perdió sus neuronas probando su agalla.

Y hoy reposa en el nombre de los dueños de su casa, los dueños de sus
sueños. Los dueños de su isla, los dueños de la CIA que le importa tres

carajos

(For every veteran that lost his neurons
And today relaxes in the dreams of their domicile, the owners of their

dreams, the owners of their island, the owners of the CIA that no longer
care about him.)

In these first lines Siete Nueve solicits war against war, to fight for the military

men who have lost their lives for a struggle that is not theirs in order to defend a home

they do not own and a dream that cannot attain. He proposes that in war, soldiers risk

their lives for a nation whom he claims the “owners” of the CIA do not care about.

Siete Nueve:
Maquinas de destrucción, nucleares y masivas
pintadas por el welfare y cupones de comida

A través de Univisión, CNN y Cristina
Hermano la comodidad no ha costado familia
Y el alma del trabajo nuestra América Latina

(Putting away the arms, nuclear and massive machines of destruction.
Painted over as welfare coupons and food stamps on Univisión, CNN and

Cristina
Brother, comfort has cost us family,

And the soul of our labor has cost us all of Latin America.)
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Weapons of mass destruction are painted with the brushstrokes of welfare

coupons and food stamps. Soldiers are themselves the lower classes fighting for

bourgeoisie interests. The war has cost human beings their livelihood and the spirit of a

united Latin America. Siete Nueve suggests unification, to become warriors in a new

fight, not one to win the war, but in the struggle is to stop military warfare.

Siete Nueve:
Pero dime si en Miami existe un hospital

Donde operen a tu hijo sin tenerles que pagar.
Y pregunta si en Puerto Rico cada niño se sabe nuestro himno nacional

Le enseñan que Colon les trajo la libertad
Hasta que a los dieciocho años estén ready pa’ matar.

In God We Trust.

(But tell me if in Miami there exists a hospital where they will operate on
your son without having to pay.

Or ask if in Puerto Rico every child knows our national anthem.
They teach the youth that Columbus brought our natives liberty

And at eighteen they should be ready to kill.
In God We Trust!)

Siete Nueve asks: where do we start to create a better world and a fight against the

war? The United States concerns itself with freedom and democracy abroad, yet he

proposes that in Miami a child will not receive surgery if their parent cannot pay for the

service, and in Puerto Rico children don’t even know their own national anthem. Siete

Nueve's questions are oriented towards the ironies inherent in the production of war

discourse that allow for inconsistencies towards nationalized permissions to kill one

another. He asks, where do we start to rebuild our society? We live in a society that has

been led to believe the Christopher Columbus brought liberty and breeds children

prepared to kill at 18 years of age. Yet returns to an ironic tone by stating “in god we

trust.” The later considers the nationalization of religion as an instigator and justification
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for war, and at the same times alludes to the words found on the dollar bills of the United

States. The use of these words forms a double meaning that wars are bought and sold,

similar to their justifications.

Siete Nueve:
Pa Perú y pa Venezuela, Costa Rica y Panamá

Guatemala, El Salvador, Chile y Uruguay
Colombia Argentina, Brasil y Paraguay,

Y las Vírgenes Canarias, Ecuador y Trinidad,
Aruba, Honduras, Bolivia, México y Jamaica,

Nicaragua y Surinam. Belice y Curaçao
Granda y Gran Caimán, Dominica y Quisqueya

Desde mi Borinquen bella, y mi Cuba donde esta?

(This is for Peru and for Venezuela, Costa Rica and Panama Guatemala,
El Salvador, Chile and Uruguay, Colombia Argentina, Brazil and

Paraguay. For the Virgin Islands, Ecuador and Trinidad, Aruba, Honduras,
Bolivia, México and Jamaica, Nicaragua and Surinam. Belize and

Curaçao, Grenada y Grand Cayman, Dominican Republic and Quisqueya.
From my beautiful Borinquen, and where is my Cuba?)

Siete Nueve dedicates and makes mention that the song is oriented towards all the

nations of Latin America, lists a lengthy roll call, and then introduces Magia in the song

by asking, “and where is my Cuba?”

Magia:
Como siempre, aquí!

Y una canción no basta hay tantas cosas por decir.

(As always, right here
One song is not enough for all the things we have to say.)

Magia enters upon her introduction to represent Cuba, “as always” she states, “we

are right here and one song is not enough to share all things we have to say.”

Magia:
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Imagina. Un par de lentes con cual vez claramente
Y lo que siempre te han dicho no es así exactamente.

Te la construyen la Guasábara te la pasean por delante.
Te convierte de repente otro soldado en el frente

Es mas
Ya eres teniente por tu meritos de guerra.

Hoy es Irak, mañana borran del mapa tu propia tierra

(Imagine. A pair of glasses with which you could see clearly.
See that what you were always told isn’t exactly real.

They construct the Guasábara for you and parade it before you,
You become all the sudden another soldier in the front lines.

Even more, you are a commander now for your merits of warfare. Today
its Iraq, tomorrow they erase from the map your own land.)

Magia’s lyrics paint a picture of military recruitment amongst young Latinos to

fight for a war that that is not to their benefit. A war she states merely uses them as

shields of hate and corruption. The armies and navies use lies and deceive youth,

hypnotizing them with war images that turn their participation into national heroes. She

proposes that deceiving recruitment methods steal their minds and washing their brains

until they willfully become part of the front lines. Today the war may be in Iraq she

states, but tomorrow, they will take your land next speaking directly to listeners as the

next possible victims of war.

Magia:
Mencionaran los caídos

Se ocultaran tantas muertes
Reconocerás a muchos, Latinos curiosamente
Te colgaran la medalla, el sello del inocente.

Y gritaras emocionado, viva el señor presidente.
Pero al izar la bandera y el himno gringo tu cantas

Notaras en ese instante que han añadido otra estrella.
Y justo a su lado, tu mente, tu mente.

(They’ll mention the names of the fallen ones, deaths will be occulted.
You will recognize many of them, curiously so many of them Latinos.
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They will place medals on you, your seal of innocence, and you will
scream emotionally, “long love the president.”

But as they raise the flag to the sound of the gringo anthem you sing,
You will notice in that instant that they have added another star.

And by its side, is your mind, your mind.)

Heroes will be mentioned and more deaths will be counted, too many of the fallen

will curiously be Latinos. She directs her words towards potential recruits stating that

“medals will honor you as you scream long live the president.” Once glory is claimed and

the flags are raised, she councils potential recruits that they will be hypnotized and that

suddenly against their own needs and well being, youth will sing a new American

anthem. It is then that they will notice there is a new star in the embroidery of their flag.

Symbolically the new flags represents not only the new land but alongside it their freshly

conquered minds.

Siete Nueve:
Y hoy cruzamos la frontera y nos encontramos en un sitio donde no somos

extranjeros
Puerto Rico y Cuba, dicen paz. Guasábara no mas.

(Today let us cross the border and meet in a place where none of us are
foreigners.

Puerto Rico and Cuba say peace, Guasábara no more.)

Siete Nueve re-enters the song at the conclusion by asking youth to cross borders

and meet each other in a new place where no one is a foreigner, where war is meaningless

and cannot infect them. One could consider the place Siete Nueve proposes exists only

within the song (within the media space) these artists created.

After Siete Nueve and Magia’s closing lines, the song is followed by a lengthy

compilation of recorded comments from various rappers and activists from all of Latin
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America who contributed by sending vocal recordings about this theme of the track to

Siete Nueve. Latin American rappers responded to the value of the collaborative nature of

the song or spoke out in solidarity against the war. As such the end of the song contains

nearly 8 minutes of commentary about unity, against the war or in support of the

collaboration from various well-known hip-hop artists. The final remarks add a greater

scope to the bridge between Cuba and Puerto Rico and solidify these commentators as

active witnesses to this collaboration.

The grammatical tense and prose of the song is directed towards youth. The

structure of the song is different than most standard hip-hop tracks, lacking a defined set

of bars between distinct choruses. This is an intentional attribute that makes the song

stand out from others because it is not intended as a “sing along” anthem with a simple

structure of 8 or 16 bars followed by a chorus and then another set of bars and choruses.

This type of composition catches the attention of the listener and stands out as a song that

demands listening to rather than dancing along to.
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“Sin Permiso” – Los Aldeanos & Intifada (2007 – 2008)

                
Image # 33: Los Aldeanos preparing to record “Sin Permiso” at Real 70 Studios, Cuba

Image # 34: Luis Díaz of Intifada recording his portion of “Sin Permiso” at my homemade 009Once studio
in San Juan, PR

Photographs by M.Riviere (author)

 “Sin Permiso”
Los Aldeanos & Intifada
Musical composition by Glidden “Yallzee” Quiñonez
Lyrics written and recorded by Bian “El B” Rodríguez, Aldo “El Aldeano”
Rodríguez, & Luis Díaz
Vocals recorded by Papá Humbertico (Real 70) & M. Rivière (009Once)
Mixed by M.Riviere
Directed & Produced by M.Rivière

Power to the People

Sin Permiso is a song about government corruption, stalled bureaucratic

processes, and the administrative double standards of its delegates. The song divides

society between vagabonds and rebels in opposition to government authority. Marx’s

“lumpenproletariat” of beggars, guerrilla armies, or gangs are placed in the position of

the “good guys” as opposed to bureaucrats, government officials, soldiers, state security

and police who defy the laws they impose, posed as the “culprits”. The lack of

permission, an integral part of the title and the song’s chorus, is a commentary about the

taking back of power and re-leveling binary relationships between the bureaucrats and the
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masses. The overarching theme of Sin Permiso is about resisting and questioning

authority figures. In sync with the title of the song, the thematic content refers to telling

the truth of how people “really” live as one of the responsibilities of the underground rap

artists. Because of the controversial nature of telling the truth that goes against official

rhetoric, the song’s theme proposes that it tells the truth without asking for permission,

assuming such would not be granted.

Both the Cuban and Puerto Rican artists target issues of class struggles from each

island that are viewed as controversial within their own political contexts. All three

rappers’ lyrics make reference to the exclusion of the poor in localized decision making

processes. Together they reference a metaphor for global politics as the rancid stench of a

homeless man’s breath. In Cuba, issues of class are removed from any mainstream

discussions of the revolutionary process although differences prevail between those who

have access to global capital and those who do not. Signaling out class differences is

often viewed as unpatriotic and anti-revolutionary. Nationalism, as we have already

reviewed, is the predominant theme used to occlude class or race questions in Puerto

Rico. The dominant cultural norm is to hinder discussions of race and class as secondary

to the struggle for nationalism, independence or statehood.  The proposition of Puerto

Rico as a nation then becomes anti-authoritative in contrast to such a cultural norm.

There exists a shared “imagination” of a working class unity throughout Latin

America that is shared by factory workers from Mexico, Miners from Bolivia, ranchers

from Brazil, Petroleum refiners in Venezuela, and cane cutters in Haiti, or textile workers

in Puerto Rico. A similar social agenda has united working classes throughout Latin

America, particularly via worker’s unions, and populist or socialist workers political
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parties (Berquist1986). An icon of the Latin American working class political tensions

expressed through comedy is the cartoon called Mafalda that is reproduced in newspapers

and other popular print media throughout Latin America.

Image # 35: Written and drawn by Argentine cartoonist Joaquín Salvador Lavado

Mafalda is a comic strip that features a 6-year-old girl who is deeply concerned

about humanity, world peace and working class issues. The success of the comic strip is

demonstrated by its widespread popularity leading to two animated television cartoon

series and a movie. In the above cartoon Guille asks Mafalda why their father has to

work, she responds to Guille explaining that their father has to work in order to purchase

food and clothes. Guille insists, why? To which the young character Mafalda respond that

it is because the world is organized as such, without further explanation. Guille insists yet

again, why? To which Mafalda responds that her little brother who is just a year and a

half old is a prime candidate for getting tear gassed and arrested by riot police.

The working class struggles prevalent throughout Latin America are what have

made a group like Los Aldeanos international rap stars. The duo is made up of Bian

Oscar Rodríguez Gala (El B) and Aldo Roberto Rodríguez Baquero (El Aldeano). They

held their first public performance at 5 Palmas in La Lisa on February 27, 2003, a
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performance where there weren’t more than five people present. Today they are

considered the most popular and controversial rap group form Cuba and revered

throughout hip-hop audiences worldwide. Later that same year when they performed at

Park Almendares inaugurating their rap duo as “Los Aldeanos” I happened to be filming

live performances during the 9th edition of the Habana Hip-Hop. Coincidently I recorded

their performance, as I had done so with many other artists that day. In their inaugural

year, they received the Cuban Rap Plaza award for their song “A veces sueño”

(Sometimes I Dream), the same song I recorded live at Almendares.

They are a rap group whose repertoire is recognized for being revolutionary, yet

extremely critical of regimen bureaucracies and corruption. They recorded their debut

album Censurado (Censored) together in 2003 and today have twenty independent

albums catalogued. A year after I filmed them at Almendares I returned with the footage

to give back to artists and held a small informal gathering for viewing at La Madriguera,

a Havana office of the Hermanos Saíz Association. Los Aldeanos, amongst many other

groups showed up. However their tape was mislabeled since I had misunderstood their

group’s name as Los Haitianos (the Haitians, rather than the Villagers). This mistake

actually worked in my favor to establish a long-term friendship since it became an inside

joke between us.

On that 2004 trip Los Aldeanos gave me their recent publication titled

Censurados and I returned to the United States and made copies of the album as I did

with many other artists in a solidarity fashion. I held two events in 2005 and 2006 called

Habana Hip-Hop fundraisers where I made reproductions of the albums available to

interested listeners and requested donations. I would take these donations back with me
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yearly and divide them up amongst the rappers in an active way of helping their cause.

These monetary donations along with cables, hard drives, equipment and other donations

were a regular part of my exchanges. This was a manner of helping educate and provide

technical assistance to artists and the overall rap movement, but it also functioned to

build trust and upon which to establish social relationships.

Los Aldeanos received international recognition at the end of 2006 with a feature

article on the front cover of the entertainment section of the New York Times titled

“Cuba's Rap Vanguard Reaches Beyond the Party Line.” Soon after, a spotlight on

Univisión titled them "Revolutionaries of the Revolution." The attention from U.S.

audiences propelled a newfound global curiosity for the Cuban rap duo that brought with

it a series of local political tensions.

Shortly after, in 2007, Los Aldeanos joined the collective of over 40 emcees

called “La Comision Depuradora” (Purification Commission) alongside Explosión

Suprema, Maykelxtremo, El Adversario, Hermanos de Causa, and Mano Armada

amongst other Cuban rappers, contributing to the self-titled double CD album of the

collective produced by 26 Musas and Real 70. Most recently they were labeled the Cuban

folk singers of the new generation when they were invited to share the stage with world

famous Cuban trova singer Pablo Milanes held at the Anti-Imperialist Grandstand, an

honor reserved only for elite singer/songwriters.

Los Aldeanos counterpart in the song “Sin Permiso,” the rap duo Intifada who

takes its name from the Arabic word that literally means "shaking off," translated into

English as "uprising" or "resistance.” It is often used as a term for popular resistance to

oppression12. The rap duo is made up of Yallzee the musical composer/producer and Luis
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Díaz the lyricist. The duo takes on the political significance of the uprising concept

proposed by their name but applies it towards Puerto Rico’s political affairs. The hip-hop

musical project orients its lyrics and performances towards issues of independence,

resistance, social critique and anti-colonial/anti-hegemonic grassroots politics of Puerto

Rico. Luís Díaz’s trajectory began a decade earlier as part of a greater collective called

“Vanguardia Subterranea” (Underground Vanguard) with fellow band mate Yallzee, and

colleagues such as Siete Nueve, TekOne, and Velcro, among others.

A distinct parallel between Intifada and Los Aldeanos is the rapper by night /

teacher by day profiles of both El B and Luis from each group. During my fieldwork El B

was a primary school teacher at the Calixto Garcia grade school in Havana, while Luis

worked as a high school history teacher in San Juan. Although it may seem like a loose

parallel, I think it is important to note because I assess their roles as academic teachers

has been influential in their intellectual development as rappers.

Getting it Done

Just as the second track on the Ph.D., "Guasábara" was beginning to get attention

in Havana, I began to talk with El Aldeano about doing a third collaborative song that

would include Los Aldeanos. Back in Puerto Rico I had played Los Aldeanos’ music for

rapper and songwriter Eddie Dee. Despite having failed to follow through with the

recording with Magia he became very enthusiastic about potentially recording with Los

Aldeanos instead. Their writing style, he commented he felt was reminiscent of his own.

Their ability to question authority was in line with his own productions such as

“Censurarme” (Censor me) or “Señor Oficial” (Mr. Police Officer).
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In Cuba, the project of collaborations was gaining notoriety, and many rappers

would have been delighted to participate in this project. According to many Cuban

colleagues, my choice to include Los Aldeanos in the project was interpreted as a “risky”

one. First off they are not integral to the Cuban Agency for Rap, which in Cuba it would

be assumed that such a high profile international collaboration would be limited to

Agency or institutionalized artists, second, their highly charged critical lyrics guaranteed

polarized responses to the project within Cuba. Their recent widespread fan support over

the last few years had created new difficulties for the Agency and other government

institutions to negotiate their sponsorship with their popular support because of their

lyrics critiquing many revolutionary elements – precisely the aspects that were making

them popular. This deemed Los Aldeanos as marginal and politically dangerous to work

with. I recall in the summer of 2007 Magia mentioning to me that should I decide to

record with Los Aldeanos, many “doors would close” for me in Cuba. At the time I

interpreted her comment to offer concern for my project. In retrospect, I realize just how

much she would be directly responsible for such “door closings” and how much she

would devise a political agenda directed against my research.

Luis Díaz from the Puerto Rican group Intifada had been in touch with me

because he was traveling to Cuba and wanted some contacts among Cuban emcees. I

connected Luis with the Cuban Agency for Rap artists such as Obsesión and Anónimo

Consejo. In 2006 Luis joined us for the opening day of the hip-hop symposium. When he

was in Cuba he did not have the chance to meet Los Aldeanos directly, but upon his

return to Puerto Rico he became very enthusiastic about recording with them. I discussed

the potential for this collaboration with Eddie since he had expressed interest first,
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however again, Eddie was “difficult to reach.” As time passed, I began working on the

third track and it appeared Eddie was out and Intifada was in. I facilitated a series of

conference calls between Luis and El Aldeano to decide on the theme. Luis gave me

Yallzee’s beat in Puerto Rico in April of 2007. I sent the beat to El Aldeano via a third

party however the CD never arrived, suspected of being intercepted by authorities (a

common recipient of blame when anything went against the grain with Los Aldeanos). I

sent a second copy of the beat to a friend at the University of Madrid who forwarded my

package to Cuba. El Aldeano received the beat and both him and Bian wrote their portion

of the lyrics and waited for me to arrive in Havana to record three months later in July.

I wanted to keep as much of the raw underground sound Los Aldeanos manifest in

their musical recordings consistent for this track. Since they usually record at Real 70

Studios, it only seemed appropriate to get Papá Humbertico involved. Humbertico has

been a significant part of the hip-hop movement in Havana for years.

Until this pilgrimage, I had only heard stories about how “far” Papá Humbertico’s

Real 70 home studio was located. On the day we set out to record at Humbertico’s I met

up with Aldo on Infanta & Carlos III where we caught a car to Old Havana and met up

with Bian. The summer was hot and every bus that could take us out to Humbertico’s

home was packed beyond capacity of beach goers to the Playas del Este (beaches). We

hired a car from near the railroad station that took us out to the nearest point on the

thoroughfare, 3 kilometers out by foot from Real 70. As we passed Alamar heading

further east Real 70 began to seem endlessly far. When the car pulled over I thought we

had finally arrived, but to my surprise we were still not even close. This drop off was

where the three-kilometer walk began on a small dirt road that appeared to have very
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little traffic. Aldo and Bian took turns caring the backpack with my recording equipment

and the video camera. Not a single car passed by on the walk up with which could have

tried to negotiate a brief lift.

By the time we were half way there the three of us had drank all the water we

brought with us and the late morning sun was beating down, turning into midday sun over

our heads reflecting the beads of sweat that rolled down our faces. Aldo cracked jokes

about how Cuba is ahead in technology making midday sun and heat. I cracked jokes that

rappers didn’t need to prepare to write at Real 70, the walk alone left enough time to

conjure up a whole new song. Finally, in a faint mind state, just when the thought

actually crossed my mind, “if we don’t get there soon…” Aldo gasped out  “we’re here.”

I looked up to see on my right hand side a small yellowish house with the #70 next to the

front door on Real Street, in Barreras. We had arrived to the world famous underground

hip-hop recording studio known as Real 70.

Since we recorded the song “Sin Permiso” myself and many other international

friends of Cuban rap have made donations to Real 70 to get it into operation as one of the

most technologically well equipped hip-hop studios in Havana’s metro area. However at

the time, Humbertico worked on a Hewlett Packard PC, running Windows XP, an

industry standard in Havana. Today he has a condenser vocal microphone however when

we recorded “Sin Permiso” he only had a very simple hand held performance vocal

microphone. Needless to say, in 2007, Real 70 was a skeleton of what it is today three

years later.

Real 70 is an independent underground recording studio with very basic

equipment, a desk top PC with and audio mixer and a simple microphone. Humbertico
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recorded Aldo and Bian’s vocals for “Sin Permiso” throughout the afternoon while I

filmed the recording. He bounced all the vocal files and saved the project in three formats

to make sure we would have software compatibility due to differences between

Macintosh and PC formats. Forewarned that working with Los Aldeanos was politically

“risky” in both Cuba and the U.S., I labeled all the files and CDs with text that read

“Pupy y Los Que Son Son vol. 1-3.” The later are a popular Cuban salsa band. Having

their CDs would seem like just another Cuban cultural treasure for any foreigner leaving

Cuba and entering the U.S.

There was a charm to Real 70, more than just the distance, something magical like

a hip-hop oasis that survives by “any means necessary” in the middle of a physical and

psychological dessert. Rappers come from all over the island to record at Humbertico’s

home studio. According to Humbertico, Real 70 receives rapper from throughout the

island because it is one of the only places where artists can record outside of the

institutionalized forums. Recording studios in Havana are expensive for Cubans, usually

at a rate from $15-25/hour and their audio engineers are not specialized in hip-hop audio

production. Humbertico provides audio engineering and musical arrangements for a third

of the rate of mainstream studios in Havana13. Therefore Real 70, and small independent

studios like it are the only realistic alternative Cuban rappers have access to.

Since my first pilgrimage there have been many more visits. Today Real 70 has a

reputation and recognition to it, such that many rappers comment that if you do not

record in Real 70 at least once, you are not an authentic “underground Cuban hip-hop

rapper. Since the release of a Spanish documentary by Mixed Medios (2008) titled “Calle

Real 70” that gave worldwide audiences a window into the small studio set up and its
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localized politics and dynamics, the studio has become globally iconic of Cuban rap. Its

global recognition brings artists from Europe and Latin America to experience the

pilgrimage to the studio and visit the space as a historic monument of Cuban underground

rap.

When we finished recording we headed down the long road back, a strong pair of

Adidas was our only form of transport. As we walked we talked about Los Aldeanos’

trajectory and both Aldo and Bian expressed their concerns of being so popular yet

lacking formal structure. The shared with me their unease about potentially being taken

advantage of by fans outside of Cuba. They had heard their music was reaching

audiences in other nations despite their local marginality on state sponsored stages, but

had no way to confirm these rumors, much less control their copyrights. They had also

received word of other rappers making music videos to their songs and lip-syncing their

lyrics, trying to pass for being Los Aldeanos. They kindly and humbly asked whether I

could help them administrate their international image and repertoire. Although I listened

and offered suggestions, I declined.

Immediately upon my return to my home studio in Minneapolis I had given the

name of Emetrece Productions Studio I began normalizing and compressing vocals and

cutting up the track to make a new mix based on the previous reference. Highlights were

moved around, filler audio takes became main lines, drops from the end of the song were

moved to the front, and mid vocal highlights were moved to the chorus, etc. During this

phase I gave the song the working title of “Despierta America” (Wake Up America). It

wasn’t until just before recording with Luis Díaz that I spliced the ending vocals where

El B says “asi se penso, y asi se hizo, la verdad no se dice con permiso” (as it was
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thought, so it was done, the truth is not said with permission). I placed the conclusion

towards the front as the intro of the song and gave it the working title of “Sin Permiso.”

The lyrics of the chorus by Los Aldeanos have a line that says “From our streets

to the entire galaxy,” which sparked the idea of making the introduction of the song

sound like it is being tuned in from an intergalactic radio. I played the reference over the

phone for Aldo and Bian and the responded very satisfied with the results. “Sin Permiso”

was ready for Luis Díaz to record in Puerto Rico.

I sent Intifada the reference and Luis began writing. Unlike Los Aldeanos that

recorded in nearly one take, it took a series of trips to record Luis. The first recording was

“nice” but Luis was uncomfortable with his flow style. In Puerto Rico I recorded Luis in

the underground vocal studio booth I had created that I called 009Once. We recorded

three different sessions yielding seven versions of his verses in the song. In the mixing

process I spliced the different portions of his vocals to form one final version with the

best takes. I played this back for him and he was very please with the final results.

In June of 2008 we released the track “Sin Permiso” on Hip-Hop Vox in Puerto

Rico. Both groups were represented with Luis and myself in the studio and El Aldeano on

the phone participating in a one-hour long on-the-air conversation that was broadcast

throughout Puerto Rico. Two months later, in August of the same year we released the

song at Radio Ciudad de La Habana in Cuba. When I left the studio with Los Aldeanos in

Havana that night in 2007, they again spoke to me about their concerns regarding the

globalization of their repertoires, this time however with more formality. They asked me

to take the role of their international representative. Traditional disciplinary procedures

may be against taking on this type of role and it could have been considered a conflict of
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interest. I was torn between being and scholar and a producer already, now I was torn

between being an anthropologist and an entrepreneur, but despite the obvious tensions

involved, I accepted.

Composition and Structure

El B:
Así se pensó, y así se hizo.

La verdad no se dice con permiso.

(As it was thought, so it was done.
The truth is not told with permission.)

The song opens with static noise used to frame auditory space and proposes to the

listener a separation of space created within the media. While this removes the listener, it

also generates a sensation of proximity as the clarity in the tuning of an “intergalactic”

radio comes into definition and the voice of El B is heard. His prose and delivery,

through this static effect is aimed to make reference to the auditory resemblance of

revolutionary speeches by Fidel or Che Guevara from the 1960’s and 70’s. Since the

chorus of the song describes the message to be coming from the street corners of Cuba

and Puerto Rico and dedicated to the entire galaxy the mix intends on taking the listener

into two metaphorical directions of communication: (1) a message from earth outward,

and (2) the tuning in to earth from a far without defining where that “far” is.

The street corners reference the urban centers and margins that now rather than

separated, from afar appear much more homogenous, sharing common social, economic

and political plagues. This effect attempts to unify both islands geographically and
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politically, precisely the terms they have been most divided by historically. Starting the

song from a fantasized auditory setting in outer space, implicitly conjoins Cuba and

Puerto Rico as a united Caribbean region. The sensation of unity also makes more viable

the artist’s perspectives denouncing universal conditions of oppression between mass

proletariats and bourgeoisie capitalists across the globe. The divisions between them are

removed but the divisions within them are articulated.

El B:
Cuba y Puerto Rico nos unimos,
es hip-hop underground Latino.

Parte de guerrilla de la calle
Batalla, metralla, que la camarilla estalle.

Hoy no se salva ni el soldado de rayas.

(Cuba and Puerto Rico we unite, its underground Latin hip-hop
The guerrilla of the streets

Battles, guns, may the political groups explode on themselves
Today not even the high rank soldiers will be saved)

The opening lyrics make reference to Cuba and Puerto Rico joined through

struggle despite their geographical or political isolation, proposing that through

underground hip-hop networks working class issues become prevalent as unifying

themes. Referencing the guerrillas in the streets in a revolution of thought, rather than

weaponry, that El B proposes fights ideological battles rather than physical ones. El B

states that “not even high ranking generals will be saved’ which makes reference to the

military police and governments are just as much as the corruption of the bourgeoisie.

El B:
El aliento de un mendigo

Es el olor de la política internacional.
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Imperio del mal
Brutal método de gobierno

Abuso policial
Dólar, global infierno

Mundo enfermo.
No corrigen sus faltas

Gobernantes que disfrutan ser las prostitutas de la clase alta.
Basta! Latino América despierta

(Like the stench of a vagabonds breath
Is the smell of international politics today

Empire of evil
Brute methods of governing

Police abuse
A sick world

That won’t correct its failures
Governors that enjoy being the prostitutes of the higher classes

That’s enough, wake up Latin America)

El B compares global politics to the stench of a beggar’s breath. He states that all

empires are corrupt, and all governments abuse their power. Government corruption is a

consistent theme in Los Aldeanos’ repertoire. This is a trait that had allowed their

message to spread rapidly amongst Latin American youth, as they may be today arguably

the most popular rap duo of Spanish rap. El B refers to the global capitalist economy as a

virus that has made the world sick. He furthers that there is no remedy for the disease

because politicians and global leaders have become the prostitutes of the upper class

bourgeoisie. The last lines before the chorus, intentionally expanded in the engineering

process for greater volume and depth, appear to scream Latin America wake up!

Chorus: El Aldeano & B:
Como un arpón atravesando la distancia desde nuestras calles para toda

la galaxia.
Oh!

Resistencia -
Oh!
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Un solo canto -
De Cubita la Bella pa’ la Isla del Encanto!

Latino América despierta -
Oh!

Fuerza -
Oh!

Derrumbando obstáculos -
Un triangulo, cinco franjas y una sola estrella.

De la Isla del Encanto pa’ Cubita La Bella.

(Like a harpoon through the distance, from our streets to the entire galaxy
Oh!

Resistance
Oh!

One song
From beautiful Cuba to the island of enchantment

Latin America wake up
Oh!

Strength
Oh!

Breaking down obstacles
One triangle, five stripes and one star.

From the island of enchantment to beautiful Cuba.)

The chorus, written by El Aldeano and El B, joins both nations metaphorically in

rhyme by lyrically illustrating the imagery of their national flags. Commonalities such as

the flag designs between Cuba and Puerto Rico is a common post-colonial reference to

the similarities between both islands. Joined together, Los Aldeanos explain, “like a

harpoon that traverses the geographical distance.” Lastly, the chorus proposes that

together in support of this union, Cuba and Puerto Rico (artists and audiences alike) are

strong enough to connect all of Latin America to cure the ailments of corruption. Here we

see the rappers not only signal out a social ailment but also offer a solution, that through

strength in numbers, society can rid itself of corruption.
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El Aldeano:
Que aquí se escupen frases en defensa de la clase pobre.

Que sobre el medio pondremos de penitencia el susto
Sacando a flote lo justo estamos a gusto.

No hay duda desde Cuba para Latino América
Rap con ética sin replica y mas fe que estética….

…Que lo niños sin cuna alcancen vacunas
Y ver la luna antes de que los yumas se pongan un par de pumas.

(Here we spit phrases in defense of the poor classes
May we place upon our fear the penance of fright

Brining forth justice we are gratified
There is no doubt, from Cuba to all of Latin America

Rap with ethics, without replica, and with more faith than esthetic
May children without cradles receive vaccines before Americans may

wear new pumas.)

In these lines El Aldeano states that rap has a unique protocol in a galaxy where

leaders have lost their etiquette. This has a play on the double meaning of class as

etiquette and class in reference to economic margins. “Having more faith than aesthetics”

he continues describing his rap, more real and more authentic than pretty or commercially

oriented mainstream artists. He reiterates the social value of the poor and emphasizes that

material wealth should be placed as secondary to health care. Children should receive

vaccinations throughout the world, before the United States prioritizes putting another

man on the moon or buy new tennis shoes.

El Aldeano:
Que la humanidad no se ciegue
Que la tranquilidad nos llegue

Que la maldad se abreve
Y que Posada fallezca este jueves.

Que las armas ideológicas rompan las biológicas
Y que se jodan los políticos.

(May humanity not blind itself
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May tranquility arrive
May the maliciousness retract

And may Posada die this Thursday
May the ideological arms break the biological ones

And may all the politicians get screwed.)

The plea is for humanity not to blind itself to the truth that surrounds us but may

not always be aware of. These lyrics suggest that the manipulations of truths from

governments, media, and institutions, have been given the power to construct convenient

“truths.” Rewriting history, or omitting names, incidents, tragedies, massacres, or

triumphs are ways of manipulating truths, and therefore manipulating masses.

El Aldeano also states in these lines “may Posada die this Thursday.” Luis Posada

Carrilles also appears in one of Los Aldeanos’ first tracks from 2003, “A veces sueño”

(Sometimes I Dream) in which they paint a fantasy occurrence of Posada being executed

in the middle of the Vedado neighborhood of Havana. In this song, unlike the previous

one where he imagines Posada dead, El Aldeano pleas for Posada’s immediate death.

Posada Carrilles has been an icon of the manipulation of “truth” by all types of political

leaders and media channels between Havana and Miami. He is considered a terrorist

against Cuba yet safe guarded by the U.S. government. Posada Carrilles is a known an

opponent to Castro’s administration, and a leading figure in terrorist plots against the

Cuban Revolution. Posada worked for the CIA until 1967 when he moved to Venezuela

where he served as chief of security and counterintelligence with the secret police. He is

credited with the 1976 midair explosion of a Cubana Airlines plane flying out of

Barbados that killed all 73 people aboard. He later gave an interview to the New York

Times (Bardach and Rohter 1998), where he admitted to planning a series of bombings in
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Cuba and that he had received funding from the Cuban American National Foundation

(CANF) for those attacks.

In November 2000 Posada, along with three colleagues, were arrested and

imprisoned after trying to assassinate Fidel Castro at the University of Panama. Posada

fled to the United States in 2005, where he was held by U.S. authorities for illegal

presence on national territory, not with standing, charges were dropped in 2007. “Sin

Permiso” with Los Aldeanos was recorded just a few months after Posada’s charges were

dropped and he was considered a free exile in the United States. Posada Carriles in the

song “Sin Permiso” represents not only the individual, but also as an icon of U.S.

sponsored terrorism towards Cuba. Los Aldeanos’ use of Posada in this manner

exemplifies the complexity of their lyrical repertoire as they defend the same thing they

are often “critiqued for critiquing” and also hints to the level of education concerning

world politics these two young men are exposed to.

El Aldeano:
Queremos que cese el odio

Y que las pandilla no se maten por drogas ni territorios.
Que le demos un adiós eterno a la prostitución

Y que el presidente de la UNO escuche esta canción.

(We want the hatred to cease
May the gangs not kill each other over drugs or territories

May we give an eternal goodbye to prostitution
And may the president of the UN listen to this song.)

El Aldeano asks for peace amongst guerrilla groups and street gangs. He seals his

request to audiences by asking the president of the United Nations listen to this song. His
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prose does not speak directly to the UN leadership, rather to the people who surround him

in a manner that insinuates that leaders (they) are not listening to the masses (us).

Luis Díaz:
Voy hablar sin permiso con pasaporte yuma

Salario miserable y una sed hija de puta.

(I will speak without permission with an American passport
A miserable salary and a terrible thirst.)

Luis jumps into the track with lyrical velocity stating he is taking his turn to speak

seriously and that he has something to say. Despite having an American passport is he

does not consider himself American. He continues that despite owning a U.S. passport he

suffers many of the same miserable salaries and thirsts for freedom, exhaustion from

exploitive working conditions and the same socio-political alienations as his Latin

American counterparts.

Luis Díaz:
Libres somos como putas de la demanda y la oferta.

Libres como aves encerradas en su jaula
Para que los federales hagan fiesta con mi casa.

Libres como loros, como el agua de inodoro
Con una peste a colonia pero es la patria que adoro.

(Free we are like whores of supply and demand
Free like birds closed of in their cages

So that the feds may come and make a party out of my house
Free like parrots, free like toilet water

Free like its stench of cologne but it’s the nation that I love.)

Luis’ verse clearly critiques Puerto Rico’s neo-colonial status using metaphors

such as Puerto Rico being a stench of cologne, this comments on the mind state of the
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colonial status and the economic infrastructure Puerto Rico experiences compared to

other Caribbean island standards. He degrades community leaders for not listening to

their followers, and calls on marginalized groups cease allowing the bourgeoisie to live

off the sweat from their backs. Both groups allude to the fact that government corruption

exists because the masses have allowed it. Both demonstrate a keen understanding of

each other’s political circumstances. Take for example El Aldeano’s reference to

Vieques, where Luis re-enforces his vocals, shouting “Vieques,” as a reference to the

small island off Puerto Rico where the U.S. Marines were forced to evacuate due to civil

disobedience in 2001.

Luis Díaz:
Porque matan con el AK los que jugaban Nintendo.

Como soldados de plomo
Carnes de cañones

Fieles a la causa y nos echan los tiburones.
Regalan becas, ofertas de la Nasa.

(Why do they then kill with AKs the kids that grew up killing on Nintendo
Like soldiers made of lead

Meat of cannons
Faithful to their cause and they are still thrown to the sharks

They give out scholarships, the give offers from NASA.)

Puerto Rico’s colonial status is exemplified in Luis’ lyrics alluding to the

relationship between the Americanization of war games with his reference to raising

children on Nintendo as a training ground for enticing youth to enter the military. The

same children Americanized with video war games, today serve as America’s living

shields of war – an overwhelming majority of which are Latinos, more particularly Puerto

Ricans. Youth are raised faithful to attempt to attain the “American Dream” that grants
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them educational scholarships to join the army but ends up turning children into food for

sharks. Sharks in many Latin American protest songs are used metaphorically in

reference to the U.S. government14.

Luis Díaz:
Entre barras y estrellas y se olvidaron de casa.

Repartiendo cupones, jamones de la PRERA
Su carne de gallina como a perros de pelea.

La vaina esta bien fea, como esperanza de pobre
Debemos, recoger latas o robar líneas de cobre.

Parados en la esquina, fumando lo que sobre
Nos rompemos es lomo a beneficio de traidores.

(But in between bars and stars they forget where their home is
Giving away coupons, PRERA hams

Hen meat more like dog fights
Things are ugly, like the hope of a poor man

Who has to collect metal cans or steal copper lines
Standing on the corner, smoking left-overs

We break our backs for the benefit of traitors.)

In these lines Luis makes a reference to the Puerto Ricans who are employed by

the U.S. government on the island. He refers to them as giving away food stamps referred

to in his lines “giving away coupons, PRERA hams.” The mention of the PRERA in

Diaz’s lyrics is in reference to the program for economic assistance known as Puerto

Rican Emergency Relief Administration (PRERA) implemented in 1933 under U.S.

president Roosevelt. The Emergency Relief Administration agency was set up to provide

direct federal grants to states for assisting the unemployed during the Great Depression.

Its implementation in Puerto Rico during the 1930’s was received with aggression against

America's government presence on the island. He insinuates Puerto Rican’s in

government positions of power give away America’s assistance program everyday but
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have forgotten about building their own structures of resistance. These agents of power

are fighting amongst themselves. He parallels this political phenomenon as leaving

society to salvage itself as beggars might fight each other to “rob copper lines or smoke

leftovers.”

Visual Matrix: Sin Permiso

The music video for “Sin Permiso” was recorded without a script. The visual

matrix carries us through an average day in each rappers daily life. Based on knowing the

artists in a day-to-day manner and with minimal resources or time to invest in the music

video I decided to express these routines as a visual experience. Los Aldeanos would

regularly leave their homes in Nuevo Vedado and take public transportation the long

distance to Real 70 to record the songs they had written the days before. We made this

the subject of the video. After all “Sin Permiso” or living outside of permission was about

a daily experience, not a performance piece.

The video opens consistent with the

auditory fantasy of the earth as seen from space,

the camera moves into the Caribbean basin and

right into the Havana geographical area. The idea

of opening and closing the video with shots from

outer space coincides with the auditory journey of tuning in a radio listening in to the

earth. This is intended to join Cuba and Puerto Rico from a distance. The technique

creates a non earthly Other perspective, which unites us as a human race and breaks down

many of the local geographical and political barriers the song aims at transcending.
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Aldo and Bian depart from Aldo’s home known publicly as the home studio

called 26 Musas. They walk to the

nearest major intersection where they

take a vintage American vehicle that

are known in Havana as communal

taxis called “Taxi Nacional” or

“Maquina.” We were forced to use a

vehicle for this shoot because it was the only location we could have a portable CD

player and speaker system to lip sync songs to. With no intended script for the music

video and just one day to film I shot the Los Aldeanos rapping their lyrics in distinct

locations of transit from their home to the recording studio of Real 70 where we recorded

the musical track. The journey insinuates the distance traveled to get to Real 70 from 26

Musas, but also aims to present just how the far the outskirts of Havana in Barreras is a

place of centrality for the local rap movement. The documented journey is in fact the real

expedition made by urban rappers to record at Papa Humbertico’s home studio of Real
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70. It is also with the intention of showing each artist moving forward within their

locality, connected to each other in a parallel manner, as one raps their part in Cuba, the

other raps their part in Puerto Rico, they each move forward in their respective locations

as they simultaneously move forward in the space created within the media.

Luis Díaz’s takes were filmed on the

San Juan elevated train line. His scenes open

with him leaving the high school where he

works as a history teacher and jumps on the

metro rapping the lyrics as he walks through

the rail cars. He becomes the object of oddity as commuters stare. The takes are natural in

the sense that no props or staging or lighting was used. None of the extras in the train line

shots are put in place, all awkward stares are real. Nearing the end of our shooting metro

security caught on to our spontaneous filming and chased us quickly off the line.

The music video interjects both rappers in a location that seems outside of the

script. The viewer is informed at the end of

the video that this is the place of arrival, the

recording space. This space is marked by a

timeless filter effect intended to represent

two locations, one a timeless space within

the media and the other the locations where they are each commuting towards. The

editing presents concepts of everyday realities, locality as viewed from outer space,

aimed to present in one zoom action the “world” and the street corner, mixed with the

concept of rap in progressive forward transit.
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At the conclusion of the video Los Aldeanos and Luis Díaz each arrive to their

intended locations. Luis arrives to Old San Juan, and Los Aldeanos arrive to Real 70

Studios, greeted by Papa Humbertico. The visual matrix ends in the same manner as it

begins proposing a global setting, panning out from the Caribbean basin and back into

outer space as the viewer leaves Los Aldeanos and Intifada in Cuba and Puerto Rico

respectively, on earth.
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“Sangre Guerrera” – El B & Siete Nueve (2009 – 2010)

Image # 36: Design of music video promotional picture of El B and Siete Nueve. Photos taken while
filming the music video for “Sangre Guerrera”
Photographs and design by M.Riviere (author)

 “Sangre Guerrera”
El B & Siete Nueve
Musical composition by Aldo “El Aldeano” Rodríguez
Lyrics written and recorded by Bian “El B” Rodríguez & Freddy “Siete Nueve”
Abreu
Vocals recorded M. Rivière (26 Musas & 009Once)
Mixed by M.Riviere
Directed and Produced by M.Rivière

We are Warriors

When I refer to “Sangre Guerrera” (Warrior Blood) as the “last track” of the four,

this in terms of methodological chronology. “Sangre Guerrera” in many ways could be

viewed as the first song and video of its kind instigating these types of collaborations

between not only parallel locations but worldwide where barriers to physical encounter

prevail. “Sangre Guerrera” could be viewed as a new beginning because of its

incorporation of new layers of meaning in its production and cinematographic techniques,
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my own self-representation in the song and video, as well as its unique diffusion method.

“Sangre Guerrera” is the most expressive songs to demonstrate the existence of social

the social relationships that prevailed in the created space.

 “Sangre Guerrera” is about the rap movement from each island being connected

through these audiovisual productions despite their artist’s physical isolation. In the song,

artists are self-identified as warriors because of their ability to transcend isolation and

locality through the use of media where they are in the power position to create a

fantasized place of encounter. The proposed fantasy entails Siete Nueve and El B meeting

within the media despite being negated the opportunity to meet as professional rappers a

year earlier at the 2008 Red Bull Freestyle rap cockfight. When El B won the national

competition for a second consecutive year yet was negated the right to travel to the

international competition, Siete Nueve who had collaborated with Magia in the track

“Guasábara” a few years earlier, was selected as one of the judges of the same

international Cockfight held in Mexico. From his high profile position as judge, he

publicly responded to El B’s absence at the competition by wearing a self designed t-shirt

that read: “Where is my Cuba at?” The purpose of this fashion was to bring light to the

problem that negating El B’s presence at the international competition was overlooking

the importance for youth to unify globally through rap. It also brought attention to Magia

since these were the words used to introduce her in the song “Guasábara” and in the

position of President at the Cuban Agency for Rap, she was amongst the bureaucrats who

could have supported El B’s right to travel. In hindsight, I believe she was placed in an

awkward position between bureaucrat and rapper, where she was the face of bureaucracy,

but the overlying decision to negate or grant El B his right to travel was not in her hands.
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One of rap’s value systems relies on battling, scouting and fighting against an

obvious icon of oppression. We see this unfold in lyrics against police, bureaucrats, and

upper class bourgeoisie as a common thread in rap. In this case, the first recipient of

critique became Magia as many factors were put into play, her role as an Afro-Cuban

woman in a position of power, the series of decisions she had made to hold the national

championship but not covet a non agency artist to travel to the international competition,

all made her a target to battle15.

Battling for one’s rights or for a people’s rights is at the heart of the meaning of

“Sangre Guerrera.” The translation posed as “Warrior Blood” is deceiving as it can seem

like the term warrior is an adjective or descriptive of a type of blood, which is one way

the term is used in Spanish but it also carries a definition of a verb, such that it could be

translated less elegantly as ‘Fighting Blood.” The term “Sangre Guerrera” refers to

lineages and descent of battling, warring, fighting, and struggling peoples. “Sangre

Guerrera” can refer to lineages of generations fighting for a similar cause or against a

similar enemy, as it can also refer to a person whose blood boils with rage and imply the

individual naturally is a fighter, something that runs in their veins and cannot be changed

by circumstances.

According to McFadden (2004) a 25 million year old "warrior gene" was isolated

amongst the sets of anatomically modern human chromosomes. He states that scientists

became interested in a gene called MAOA when they discovered that mice lacking in the

gene suffered anger management problems. For the aggression gene to survive so long it

must have provided some advantage to its hosts. McFadden proposes that aggressive
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behavior encoded by "warrior" genes is likely to have provided payoffs for our ancestors

in competition for mates or resources.

Although I am wary of McFadden’s findings, I apply it to the research because I

do believe that socially convincing perceptions of lineage is at times more powerful than

lineage itself to determine individual’s social behavioral codes. The social expectation

that one is due to behave in a certain manner because of a familial or sanguine lineage is

sufficient to influence the perception of one’s anticipated behavior, and alter it

accordingly. Regardless of one’s true biographical genealogical tree the social memory is

sufficient to allow the individual to create a memory pertaining to a heritage that

encompasses one’s ideologies and influence their behavior as if it were in fact, in their

blood.

Getting it Done

At the Red Bulls 2008 international freestyle rap competition called the cockfight

held in Mexico, Siete Nueve proudly showcased the shirt he designed and made a short

video of all the international rappers sending El B a greeting from the convention. The

video traveled to Cuba and throughout the web on platforms such as Youtube and

Facebook. El B expressed to me that he wanted to respond to Siete Nueve’s gesture

publicly. Although we tossed around the idea of recording a video greeting from El B to

Siete Nueve it was obvious to all of us that the most appropriate response was to create a

place within the media where in fact they could fantasize a meeting and produce a

collaborative track.
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El Aldeano worked for about a week on a beat he titled “Arma Secreta.” He gave

El B the track and El B went home to write. We didn’t see him for nearly two weeks, but

when he returned he had written his lyrics and was ready to record. We couldn’t record

late at night because despite the silence El B’s vocals were very loud for neighbors, and

during the day the phone or the doorbell at Aldo’s house would not stop ringing all day.

The magic to recording at 26 Musas was about timing and knowing when to lock the door

of Aldo’s room and take the phone off the hook when we were in session. The best time

to record was in the evenings after 9pm but before midnight, but only when the entourage

had left the building or the foreigners had already got their interview and taken their

pictures. The reality of recording at 26 Musas at this time in April 2009 was difficult

since we struggled to get a good window of opportunity to record. In January of 2010 on

a separate trip I was still able to create a space at 26 Musas to record, but after that the

popularity of Los Aldeanos was so wide spread and constantly knocking at the door that

it would no longer permit a the uninterrupted time long enough to build a creative space

in 26 Musas.

I recorded the vocals with El B for “Sangre Guerrera” in April of 2009 at 26

Musas on the same weekend we recorded the now popular song “Coge tu flow a La

Aldea” for which we dedicated the following week to filming and editing its

accompanying music video. The concept of “Coge tu flow a La Aldea” is that you can

nourish your flow at Los Aldeanos’ restauRAP called “La Conekta.”

I returned to Puerto Rico and gave Siete Nueve an unmixed reference of the

recording. Once Siete Nueve heard El Aldeano’s beat and El B’s lyrics he responded

enthusiastically to write his verses in less than one week and we recorded immediately at
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the homemade studio of 009once, the same place Luis Díaz recorded his portion to “Sin

Permiso.”

I quickly joined both references together and sent it with a friend who was

traveling to Cuba to give to Aldo and Bian. They were happily surprised by Siete

Nueve’s verse and we all agreed the track was ready to be mixed. I rented out a session

with Will Ways in the St. Paul Fuzzy Slipper’s Studio to get access to a wider catalogue

of Protools software plug ins in a well tuned audio suite. The song “Sangre Guerrera”

was ready and El B placed it on his upcoming album titled “Viva Cuba Libre.”

Composition and Structure

The musical composition by El Aldeano is built around on a sample from the

soundtrack score “Gonna Fly Now16,” known as the popular theme song from the

American film “Rocky.” “Rocky” is a sports drama film (Avildsen 1976) starring

Sylvester Stallone that tells a rags to riches story of Rocky Balboa who starts out in the

film as a club fighter who gets a shot at the world heavyweight championship when the

scheduled contender breaks his hand17. El Aldeano completed the beat and named it

“Arma Secreta” (Secret Weapon). Using this sample as an auditory reference to the film

insinuates a similar story line as El B’s case, derived from the film’s script and alluding

to the triumph of the human spirit based on the glory of the underdog winning after

succumbing to a long and arduous fight.

El B:
Sin acceso a internet otra vez de aquí pa’ ya línea directa

Fuerza amor hip-hop, lucha Emetrece nos conecta.
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(Without internet access again from here to there we have a direct line
Our love of hip-hop, our struggle, and Emetrece connects us.)

El B opens the song by reminding listeners worldwide that despite lacking

internet access he has a direct line through Emetrece, which is my nickname as a

producer. El B recognizes that through the media and the space that is created, he has a

directly line to Puerto Rico and everyone listening. Internet access to the worldwide web

in Cuba is restricted to hotels and government agencies - some underground outlets

where individuals that have access, sell timeshare to dial up servers illegally. The Cuban

government places culpability for limited access and the slow connection speed on its use

of a single satellite due to restrictions forced by the United States trade embargo.

Accordingly, the trade sanctions set in place by the United States prevents Cuba from

connecting to underwater fiber-optic cables installed just miles off the country’s

coastline. Instead of connecting to this “highway of communication,” Cuba must rely on

expensive satellite uplinks to establish internet connections via countries such as Chile,

Brazil and Canada (Reuters 2009)18.

El B:
Colaboración de corazón las millas no interceden

Antecede una razón,
Revolución, misión se puede

(Collaboration of the heart, the miles are not an obstacle
Revolution mission, yes we can.)

El B’s first lines already acknowledge he is speaking from a different place from

where he is recording the song. He expresses that miles do not create interference

between locations. Its clear from El B’s opening statements that through the media, the
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recording geographical barriers are broken down. “Revolución mision se puede”

(Revolution yes we can) has many potential interpretations. We later used this slogan

when disseminating the video as a strategy. “Yes we can” is reminiscent of the Obama

campaign in the last 2008 elections in the United States.

El B:
Somos la voz de los de abajo, su sentir, su luz

La ira en el zapato que debió darle en la cara a Bush
El buche amargo

De alcancía ampliar su hegemonía, rebeldía Boricua Taina América
respira

Todavía.
Como Luis Díaz firmeza por chorro

Manteniendo el trafico pesado como Ayala en Portorro

(We are the voice of the downtrodden, we are the feeling, we are the light
We are the anger in the shoe that should have hit Bush in the face.

The bitter spit
From piggy banks expanding its hegemony
Boricua Taina defiance, America breathes.

Not yet.
As Luis Díaz affirms strength

Keeping traffic heavy as Ayala in Portorro)

Claiming his audience and his cause, El B self identifies as the voice of those “on

the bottom.” Los Aldeanos lyrics are at the “bottom” because they represent the margins.

However their daily lifestyle coincides with historical cases of revolutionary leaders such

as El Che, Fidel, and Camilo, coming from an educated and healthy middle class

upbringing. History demonstrates revolutionary leaders in Cuba’s history coming from a

healthy middle class that could afford to educate their children. El Che was a medical

doctor, and Fidel was a lawyer. Both Aldo and Bian are from Nuevo Vedado, considered

a comfortable neighborhood of Havana. Mind you, I stayed at Aldo’s house for many
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trips and although by all means the apartment is comfortable for Cuban standards, it still

suffers from many of the usual electrical and water outages.

The use of the self identification as “we” makes it obviously El B isn’t rapping

solely about his own experience, but he is aware that the masses are behind him, its

important to note as a sign of confidence that he doesn’t question whether his audience

agrees or not. This coincides with the concept of social memory and the value systems

that conjoin the voice of the rappers with their communities.

 “We are the anger in the shoe.” In December 2008 on the cusp of “HOPE”

generated by the Obama campaign, Muntadhar al-Zaidi, a reporter for the TV channel Al-

Baghdadia “hurled” his shoe at U.S. president Bush at a press conference. He later stated

to CNN that his shoe throwing was “a traditional insult in Arab culture, a ‘farewell kiss’

to a ‘dog’ who launched the 2003 invasion of Iraq” (CNN 2008).

In Cuba the ideology against U.S. imperialism celebrated Muntadhar al-Zaidi’s

exercise of aggression. El B’s lyrics obviously identify with the action. The Bush

administration tightened restriction for U.S. citizens in Cuba, but it also funneled large

amounts of dollars for dissident social cells in support of groups such as the Cuban

American National Fund. Two ideologies prevail in this statement, the first is the most

obvious, that, EL B rejects the U.S. foreign policy abroad, but it also implicitly remarks

that despite often being mislabeled as a dissident, El B is at the same time against U.S.

foreign policy just as much in Cuba.

El B:
¿Y mi Cuba? ¿Donde esta?

¿Y mi Borinquen? ¿Donde esta?
Traemos verdad que Latina América vibre

Sangre Guerrera, que vivan Cuba y Puerto Rico libres
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(Where is my Cuba at?
And my Borinquen?

We bring truths that vibrate the veins of Latin America
Warrior Blood

May Cuba and Puerto Rico live free.)

“Where is my Cuba at?” are lines that have become famous. “And where is my

Cuba at?” These words have weight today. These are the words Siete Nueve used to

introduce Magia in the song “Guasábara,” they are the words Siete Nueve had printed on

a t-shirt that he wore in Mexico in protest of El B being negated his right to travel, words

that rang deep with Magia. When El B wrote “La naranja se picó,” I wrote an essay titled

by the same words ¿Y mi Cuba donde esta? An essay that gained me many new enemies

but spoke the truth about my experience getting ping ponged around in the labyrinth

helping El B seek clearance to travel to Red Bull’s international freestyle rap competition

in November of 2008. “Truths that vibrate the veins of Latin America” references the

influence of “Sangre Guerrera” based on the impact of the issue. El B’s case became

well known because youth throughout the world were affected by El B’s absence in the

international event. Mass audiences acted as witnesses to an injustice. The element of rap

brought them together, rappers, competitors, audience, but it was based on the basis of

value systems that they all agreed what occurred was “wrong.” Despite the fact that El

B’s context made him the talent it is, it also deprived him, and them, of his presence.

 “La naranja se picó” is the furious response by El B. The song was released in

December 2008 on the Los Aldeanos’ album, El Atropello. Director Tito Román was a

Second year Puerto Rican student at the International School for Film and Television in

San Antonio de Los Baños in Cuba at the time and offered to produce a music video for
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the song, donating his time, experience and access to technology as part of an academic

project. The music video was filmed onsite in a cockfighting ring on March 28, 2009.

Scenes include appearances by various Cuban rap artists who are positioned in the video,

alongside Los Aldeanos, as caged cocks prepared to fight in the ring.

Unfortunately many groups have manipulated the content of their Los Aldeanos’

music towards their own political interests. This phenomenon has resulted in various

controversies. Their talent combined with their lyrical content and their global isolation

on the island has developed a complex problem of representation and personification.

Today there exist various individuals and groups attempting to personify AL2, El B and

the rap duo Los Aldeanos on web platforms such as Myspace, Facebook, Youtube. Many

of these imposters use Los Aldeanos’ music in a context with which AL2 and El B are

often in disagreement. Take for example a surprised and disgruntled reaction AL2

experienced when he saw for the first time an imposter album cover design of theirs

online passing for the official cover of their most recent album, El Atropello. The image

is of an open road with a run over Cuban flag in a shape of a cadaver spread on the

asphalt (in Spanish, El Atropello means to “run over”).

The release of the video was done exclusively on their official web page receiving

approximately 200,000 views a month. It aired in Miami’s Univisión and Chicago’s

Telemundo. In Havana, the music video release was the last straw for government

officials, and it took Los Aldeanos from a subtle censorship to a clear expulsion from

stages.

El B:
Un billón de kilos de apoyo pa' los del ghetto
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7 universos de amor y 9 de respeto
Para el que acepto el reto de hacerlo de esta manera

Real, comprometida, sincera

7 toneladas de valor, 9 de fuerza
Un billón de placas de a mil de firmeza

Pa’ el que cree que luchar por ser libre si vale la pena
Para todo el que lleva en sus venas

(A billion kilos of support for the ghetto
Seven universes of love and nine of respect

For those who accept the challenge of doing it this way
Real, committed, sincere.)

(Seven tons of courage, nine of strength
A billion plaques of stability

For those who believe in the struggle for freedom
To all who carry in their veins)

El B’s make reference to Siete Nueve’s (Seven Nine) and his own name in

parallels of numbers that play with phonetics of their sounds. The double meaning alludes

to his matching their names with reference to values such as courage honor, strength,

love, stability, and respect. The structure of his lyrics allow for a play between rhythm

and delivery that are interpretive of the self, and Siete Nueve, as a voice in the struggle

for freedom (those who accept the challenge of doing it this way… those who believe in

the struggle for freedom).

Siete Nueve:
Por la encendida calle antillana, ha

El que retumba esta quimbamba

(By the fiery West Indian street
Rumbling this Quimbamba)
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 “Por La encendida calle antillana” is a tribute to the poetry of Luis Pales Matos’

1937 poem “Majestad Negra” (Black Majesty) that opens in a similar manner as Siete

Nueve’s lyrics:

“Por la encendida calle antillana
--Rumba, macumba, candombe, bámbula--

Va Tembandumba de la Quimbamba.”

Pales Matos’ prose and word construction marked the beginning of a new genre

of Latin American literature called “Poesía Negra” that blended African tribal words and

word construction with Spanish verses. Palés Matos, along with the Afro-Cuban poet

Nicolás Guillén, are considered the fathers of the "Negrismo" (Black literary) movement.

Siete Nueve:
Mucho tiro, mucho plomo y no se acaban las balas

Tanto brillo, tanto oro, y no te lavas la cara
Tanta ira, tanto odio, por algo que tanto amas

Que tanto miras pa’ arriba si el de abajo te reclama

(Many shots, lots of lead and they never run out of bullets
So much glitter so much gold but you don’t wash your face

So much anger, so much hatred for something you love so much
You look up so high buts it is those beneath that claim you)

Siete Nueve’s lyrics comment on the amount of violence, crime, aggression,

shootings, and war he is witness to and “they never run out of bullets.” Puerto Rico's

homicide rates surpassed 800 victims in 2008, reported by the Latin Americanist (Erwin

2008) as “the highest homicide rate in over a decade.” Reportedly, the highest homicide

rates were reached in 1996. Siete Nueve continues directing his speech away from El B in

critique of the upper class sector of society, and accuses them they may be very well off,
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full of glitter and gold, but still be very dirty. Beyond the accusation there is a deeper

meaning of not washing one’s face, unlike not washing their feet or other body parts, the

face is the individuals facade of identity. Then he asks, why do you keep looking up,

trying to get ahead than the rest, thinking about the existential, when your people below

are asking for you?

Siete Nueve:
Una aldea de respeto a quien siembre la conciencia

Un mundo lleno de virtud y resistencia
En el caribe sudamos sangre y candela

Y no hay embargo que nos apague la vela
No habrán gobiernos ni cobardes en la tierra

Que nuestra historia puedan convertir en mierda
Somos los hijos de la rumba y de la Ceiba
Somos orishas, ya rompimos las cadenas

Somos los indios que apuntaron con su flecha
A los tiranos que robaban su cosecha

(A village of respect for who sow awareness
A world full of virtue and strength

In the Caribbean we sweat blood and fire
And there is no embargo that will blow out our candle

There will be no governments or cowards on earth
That can shit upon our history

We are the children of the rumba and the Ceiba
We are orishas, and we broke the chains

We are the Indians who pointed with their arrows
To the tyrants who stole our crops

Rather than rapping again El B’s chorus, Siete Nueve presents his own yet

maintains the play on words between presenting values and referencing the other’s

names, such as “a village of respect” turning the word village into a quantity or a mass of

respect.
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Values that prevail as unifying themes are virtue, strength, stamina, wrongdoing,

and overcoming the fearful and fainthearted governments who oppose them. There is a

mutual struggle expressed against authority and made explicit in stating that the embargo

will not hold them back. The reference to ancestry is reinforced by Siete Nueve’s

statement that “we are the children of the rumba and the Ceiba.” The social memory is

conjured up but rather than defined by national heroes it is marked by non-political

Caribbean history of dance, deities, indigenous tribes and nature.

Siete Nueve:
De nuestros brazos podrán cortarnos las venas

Y se harán ríos de nuestra Sangre Guerrera

They may cut our veins
But our rivers will flood from warrior blood.)

We can be killed, Siete Nueve expresses, but we cannot be destroyed. They may

cut our veins, but our legacy will live on in the rivers that are the veins of the earth.

Although accounts are nearly impossible to confirm, it is socially commented that the

revolutionary icon, Ernesto Guevara is said to have said similar words to the soldier who

shot him “when you shoot me all you will have done is kill a man” (Soderbergh 2009).

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
Que reclama nuestro ancestros

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De montaña y de cemento

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De lucha y revolución

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De sueño y educación

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De clase trabajadora

De rap protesta, comisión depuradora
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El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
Que aborrece la censura

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
Desde Puerto Rico y Cuba

(El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Claimed by our ancestors

El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of mountains and cement

El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of struggle and revolution

El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of dreams and education

El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of the working class

Protest rap, “Comision Depuradora”
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood

Despises censorship
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood

From Puerto Rico to Cuba)

In this chorus we encounter a series of messages. Claimed by our ancestors makes

reference to the lineage of being warriors today taken from the examples of national

heroes, learned history and the collective memory. Of mountains and cement makes

reference to an entire nation, an entire island, rural and urban. Value systems such as

struggle, revolution, dreams, education, working class identity, protesting, and anti-

censorship are all themes that Siete Nueve proposes unite warriors of today.

El B and Siete Nueve appear to simultaneously sing “Sangre Guerrera” the a

capella files are virtually manipulated to pair their vocal speeds and tones together. I took

El B’s version of the words from the end of his verse where both say the lines together.

Siete Nueve recorded over El B’s words, but for the chorus Siete Nueve proposed, I only

had the earlier recording to work with. I copied his vocal recording and slightly elongated

the timing to match Siete Nueve’s verbal flow.
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Siete Nueve:
El B, Siete Nueve, Aldo en la música, Habana, Santurce, el Puente:

Emetrece
Se puede papi.

(El B, Siete Nueve, Aldo on the music, Havana, Santurce, the bridge:
Emetrece

Yes we can.)

El B uses the bridge of the song to present the credits. As often occurs in rap, the

practice of “shouts out” or “la pauta” in songs give credit to all those who worked on a

production. This has become more common because the music is consistently duplicated,

many times separate from its credits or album liner notes, if these even exist. There is not

a lack of formality to crediting the artists, producers, and composers in a song, rather

there is a significantly different practice to publishing these. In hip-hop we find it in the

“shouts out.19“

As a play with words, Siete Nueve makes reference to myself as a metaphorical

bridge within the structural bridge in the song.  It is not the ethnographer who decides

when their role has transitioned from that of observer to participant, often times we may

believe we are fully participating in action however a communities’ etic perspective of

the ethnographer may never diminish as seeing him or her as an outsider. After years of

fieldwork, the title of bridge I am given as producer and ethnographer by Siete Nueve

clearly defines my role as neither belonging to one side or another, rather to the act of

“being” the bridge between both locations.
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This statement serves as the strongest validation towards the research

methodology of Ethnographic Production. This direct quote from the primary artist, who

participated in two tracks herein, recognizes that these collaborative tracks have in fact

served to bridge these communities despite geographical and physical isolation. Siete

Nueve expresses a sense of responsibility, not only to El B, but also to myself as

researcher and indirectly to the methodology as one that has accessed him, on his own

terms.

Visual Matrix: Sangre Guerrera

The music video script for “Sangre

Guerrera” takes us between Puerto Rico

and Cuba through the delivery of “warrior

blood” to rappers who have contributed

between islands as part of this research

from each location. In the video I appear

abstractly filling small bottles with a hybrid of ancestral blood that proposes the

formation of a “New Rapper” (derived from the sociological concept of the “New Man”)

from sanguine fluid specimens of Cuban and Puerto Rican historical revolutionaries

including donors such as Ernesto “Che” Guevara, Quintin Banderas, Maximo Gómez,

Jose Martí, Antonio Maceo, Filiberto Ojeda-Ríos, Ramón Emeterio Betances, Pedro

Albizu Campos, Lolita. Lebrón, and Eugenio Maria de Hostos.
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I deliver the packages containing the hybrid blood to both rappers El B in Cuba

and Siete Nueve in Puerto Rico who continue to disseminate the specimens to their local

allies. Amongst the various messages the video aims to disseminate is the fact that we are

connected through hip-hop, through music, through the audiovisual production, through

what we have …in our blood…. and that we can in fact be united simultaneously, if not

without then within. For the sake of this research, the blood could be a metaphor for the

media, within the media imagination and fantasy meet allowing artists to forge their own

ideals.
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Keeping in line with the literature that memorializing the image of national heroes

is a means of giving a living definition to the state as a model worthy of emulation in

daily life, trafficking national heroes blood in cardboard boxes carries a subversive

imagery of the heroes blood as something we can inject to keep alive yet is removed from

authority of the state and injected into

the people. The concept of trafficking

blood amongst the rappers gives the

concept of nationalism a twist that it is

not external that relies on our collective

memory, rather it is something that

unites us from within.

Using the stark example of the part of the Palestinian community residing in

Lebanon, Khalili’s (2007) study demonstrates that national commemoration is a dynamic

and changing process. Those who died may have been commemorated as heroes of the

battlefield, at a different time become immortalized as martyrs and represented as

innocent victims of massacre. Khalili argues that national heroes life histories of the past

are manipulated to suit the needs of the nation within the present.

Honoring, commemorating or immortalizing the dead is a continuation of national

struggles over the meaning of a nation’s identity. To commemorate is to combine

memory and ceremony, to remind or be mindful – to witness again. The recollection of

the past is an active, constructive process, which is beyond simply retrieving information

or learning history. Analisis by Adebanwi (2008) of the ethno-national memory and
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history in the context of 21st-century challenges faced by the Yoruba in Nigerian politics,

particularly in relation to ethno-regional relations within the nation-state is helpful in

theorizing the role of national heroes’ blood to build the “new rapper.” His work

demonstrates how� c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a�r�y�,� �m�o�d�e�r�n� �s�o�c�i�e�t�i�e�s� �c�o�n�t�i�n�u�e� �t�o� �b�e� �e�n�c�h�a�n�t�e�d� �b�y� �t�h�e� �d�e�a�d

and how despite being deceased they� �c�o�n�t�i�n�u�e� �t�o� �a�n�i�m�a�t�e� �t�h�e� �s�t�u�d�y� �o�f� �p�o�w�e�r�,� �p�o�l�i�t�i�c�s� �a�n�d�

�s�o�c�i�a�l� �r�e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s. Adebanwi claims that this phenomenon is due to the fact that “human

activity nearly always has effective and meaningful dimensions” that take place through

symbolic processes where death is considered as an “indicator and invigorator of political

life.” His work also demonstrates how collective memory could be seen as a “place” that

contains a part of the past to serve conceptions and needs of the present.

How martyrdom plays a role in the contemporary views of the deceased nation

heroes, or more so, how heroic stories are retold it is helpful to look at Stoner’s (2003)

research findings regarding the similarities and differences in ways early revolutionary

publicists in Cuba appropriated feminine militancy to authorize patriarchal systems and

suggest social order. Her work links female national heroes with concepts of martyrdom,

national suicide, honor, and militant faithfulness to male family members, national

leaders, and a social patriarchal relationship to the state. Her work illustrates how Cuban

leaders and intellectuals unify historical figures around symbols of patriotism to solidify a

nationalist spirit. In the processes of resurrecting historical figures, she demonstrates how

some biographies were retold with a new emphasis on militancy and violence. In other

cases, post-1959 authored biographies transferred attention from revolutionary work

based on gendered divisions of labor into stories of physical danger and defiance of

colonial authority.
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The concept of using warrior blood as “real” blood donations from national

heroes is a metaphorical attempt to remember the nation as a collective, yet propose these

artists as new contemporary idols living out the legacies of past heroes. It is assumed that

every social movement carries something form the past, in this video we propose that the

youth carry their ancestors who represented to them as warriors, but rather that carrying

these outside the body in a collective memory, we propose these artists carry it inside

their bodies, in their blood. The potentially morbid or blasphemous use of blood, or even

the idea that there would exist a laboratory that has such blood samples of these heroes

can be interpreted as a mix between an underground reserve of DNA and an intelligence

think tank where the “new rapper” is made. A potentially blasphemous interpretation

generates curiosity, and we have seen the result yield youths inquiry as to who the

donor’s are. Such that youth from Cuba who are fans of El B have come to learn the story

of Puerto Rican independence fighter Lolita Lebrón because they were curious whose

blood made up the “new rapper.”

Subtle messages are inserted in the video imagery with the use of the t-shirt Siete

Nueve wore to the Red Bull Cockfight used symbolically to overcome political and

geographical distances by being worn by both rappers in each location. The selected

shoot locations are key places of social encounter and the diffusion of hip-hop in the

home neighborhoods of both El B and Siete Nueve.
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Imagery of blood in moving panes float between scenes in the video that at the

conclusion demonstrate to make up the stripes of the flag for both Cuba and Puerto Rico.

Symbolically this represents the notion that nationalism is visually represented by

“blood-lines.”

Image #37: Extract from “Sangre Guerrera” music video

I began the music video shoot in Puerto Rico with Siete Nueve. Our first day of

the shoot we went to El Yunque, a tropical rainforest, to take images of Siete Nueve

amongst waterfalls. Originally the script was based on filming both Siete Nueve and El B

on and around rivers, especially since their lyrics make reference to their warrior blood

turning into rivers and covering the earth. My intentions were to play with the idea of the

water turning to blood. But the reality set in and we were not able to either get a boat or a
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canoe or really get any good shots amongst or within rivers and the second day we opted

for a new creative idea.

Siete Nueve and I decided we would label two cardboard boxes with the title of

the song “Sangre Guerrera” and act as if we were delivering warrior blood amongst the

rappers named in the song by El B which included Hermes Ayala and Luis Díaz, who had

already recorded with Los Aldeanos in the past and we added Velcro who works

intimately with Siete Nueve. In retrospect, the only props used in the video at each field

site were the two cardboard boxes.

Originally artist acted out their parts receiving the boxes as if something of value

were in them, however at the time we shot the scenes we did not know what exactly

would be in the boxes. Our friend and colleague DJ June Bug lent us his “tumba coco”

the name for a car with loud speakers used for promotional purposes. Siete Nueve drove

the vehicle and rapped his portion of the song as we shot the images of him in the

neighborhood streets of Santurce and Rio Piedras. We shot one scene where I scripted

myself in the video giving him the boxes he would then disperse amongst others. We met

up with Velcro outside of his house in Santurce and filmed him accepting one of the

boxes. Later we met with Hermes Ayala who accepts his box in front of a well-known

hip-hop venue called La Respuesta, and finally we went to Luis Díaz workplace at a

private high school where he walked out and accepted the package.

I then departed for Havana and took the two boxes with me. It could not be

expected that similar boxes would be available in Cuba. We shot the video with El B in

one day, selecting key locations for El B to walk through Nuevo Vedado – his home

neighborhood, meeting up with allied artists Charly MuchaRima, El Aldeano and Silvito
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el Libre giving them each a box. We completed the shoot with a scene of my meeting up

with El B in a park giving him the boxes he would then disperse to the others.

Once the shots were completed El B and I discussed potential contents for the

box, scenes I would shoot on my own, filling the boxes and that the idea of what exactly

was “warrior blood” would be presented in the filling of the boxes. At first we considered

filling the boxes with CDs, or cables or microphones, but this idea had already been used

in the “Coge tu Flow a La Aldea” video in regards to consuming rap and actually eating

the items such as microphones, cables or CDs. As we pondered the idea I recall

remarking to El B, “What if it was blood? Real blood? Blood form national warriors?”

and although our first reaction was that is seemed somewhat blasphemous or morbid, it

also seemed appropriate.

Once both approved the idea of trafficking blood, El B, Siete Nueve and myself

threw out some names of whom the blood should represent. I filmed the shots of making

the blood in a set up home studio placing cornstarch with light red food coloring against a

white background with a bright light on the transparent bottle. I then placed the lens to

capture 48x close up and dropped blue food coloring in the light red cornstarch mix. I

recorded the colors mix for 20-30 min intervals and later in the editing sessions sped up

the footage to make it appear as if two different blood types were merging. I then built a

laboratory set up where I positioned the bottles of blood with each donors name facing

the camera, and took from the set of smaller samples and poured them into a bigger bottle

with the name of each rapper.

Different from the other songs or music videos I had produced in the past is the

self-presentation of placing myself as an agent within the created space. Although in all
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previous songs the artists mentioned my name or made reference to me, I always

removed these as I felt my inclusion could obstruct the data. For example in “Sin

Permiso” Aldo stated “Los mejores raperos representan y Melisa nos conecta” (the best

rappers represent and Melisa connects us), but in the editing of the song I intentionally

removed it. The same is true for highlights that originally appeared in “Son Dos Alas”

making mention of my name. I appear in the greetings that follow “Guasábara” making

mention to the value of this collaboration. I struggled with the act of self-representation

in the songs as it is often a way that producers or directors or studio implement

themselves or their own recognition. In some cases, producers will charge less for

recording a track for rappers if the rapper calls out their name in the song and I wanted to

stay clear form this type of proprietorship that could be misinterpreted or detract from the

purpose of these collaborations. However as I became an integral member of the local

scenes, it was no longer acceptable to pull myself out of the production and artists began

inserting me into their lines rather than adding me in the shouts out or highlights, forcing

me to face the issue of self-representation.

Artists considered me as a common principle between them and gave me the title

of “bridge” that lies between them. The inclusion of my name or existence in the lyrics

forced me to begin considering my role in the music videos and we all agreed the role of

mixing the blood, packaging the bottles and giving each rapper their boxes was the best

way to demonstrate my role in the visual matrix. As is true to the space created within the

media matrices, I am the only character in the video that enters both field site and both

music video locations, clearly demonstrated in the “Sangre Guerrera” music video.

In the editing sequences I used a consistent black and white photographic
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technique every time a box containing the “new blood” changes hands aimed at exposing

the “eye” of vigilance that watched over us while making these collaborations in both

locations by Cuban and U.S. authorities. This exposure expresses visually that the

vigilance is the same “eye” unites us. The technique creates a black and white image of

the exchange but keeps the boxes in color. This is meant to stress that what is seen is not

the individual but the exchange, the box, and raise awareness of authority’s curiosity

towards what youth are transferring amongst each other. The visual technique intends to

make public the structures of surveillance who attempt to use their secrecy as an element

of power, regardless if the observation refers to the supervisory control of populations in

a self mediated approach as Foucault (1977) proposes or the use of information to

coordinate or subordinate social activities as proposed by Giddens (1991).

Surveillance cameras in public places have initiated a change in orientation

towards recording technology in everyday lives. When at one time subjects may have

altered their behavior knowing they had been placed under surveillance by recording

technology, the routinization of its use creates a new awareness, conscious of its

presence, yet allowing it an inherent invisibility in human behavior. The camera is an

actor, but in these cases a disregarded one. The routine act of surveillance means that as

recording becomes more pervasive, participants take decreasing notice of the technology

and cease altering their behavior in front of the camera. In this case I use the camera and

the editing sequences to illustrate the knowledge of being monitored by state authorities

both from the U.S. and Cuba, using the same technology that is dominated to observe our

behavior, turned towards the eye that watches over. The photographic technique allows

the viewer to recognize the presence of surveillance despite its inability to be filmed.
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Surveillance is “any systematic attention to a person's life aimed at exerting

influence over it” (Kerr and Mann 2006). The use of this technique aims to conjure

consideration of sousveillance as a participatory form of observation (Mann 2004).

Where surveillance often requires secrecy and panopticism, sousveillance seeks to

decentralize in order to achieve transparency in every direction. Sousveillance thus seeks

invert (reverse) the panopticon. Inverse surveillance is typically an activity undertaken by

those who are generally the subject of surveillance, and may be thought of as a form of

ethnomethodology as an analysis of the surveilled from the perspective of a participant in

a society under surveillance (Mann 2005). Although it is tempting to see “sur” and “sous”

as binary, us-versus-them opposites, the manner it is used in these photographic effects of

the “Sangre Guerrera” video is to propose equivalence. That is, the possibility that these

two very different social practices might somehow result in some kind of equilibrium.

The snapping of photographs of

ourselves, acts against the secrecy of

surveillance itself, letting the viewer or

surveyor know we are watching them,

watch us. This proposes the use of

sousveillance as “watching from below”

referring to the reverse tactic that monitors authorities and aims to nullify the power of

their secrecy (Hoffman 2006, Mann 2005)20.

 One final layer of interpretation viable only through Ethnographic Production is

the method of diffusion for the “Sangre Guerrera” music video, conducted on-line and in

the streets of Havana simultaneously. We titled the project of dissemination as
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“Revolución Mision se Puede” as an act of solidarity throughout the worldwide Latin hip-

hop community. The act of disseminating the productions paralleled the act in the video

of trafficking warrior blood. We distributed the music video digitally on-line and on

DVDs in the streets of Havana simultaneously. The intent was to actively engage in a

participatory process that connected local and global communities through the

dissemination of the media. I uploaded the video clip to a web server from within the

United States before departing for Havana and requested allied artists, bloggers and on-

line magazines to help us diffuse the link upon receipt of a press release with the server

location. On the day of the release I sent an announcement containing the link. Copies

were burned onto DVD and with the help of local organizers we held an informal

gathering for viewing in Havana at La Madriguera, a recluse gallery in the middle of a

small ecological reserve located in Havana. The space designated for the showing and

neighboring rooftops were covered with audiences to watch in support. There was no

promotion other than the email press release and word of mouth, yet we calculated 2000

people gathered in attendance. The DVD copies were gifted hand to hand at the showing

and throughout the following two days. We received nearly 10,000 downloads on-line

during the three days we disseminated hard copies. On the third day the online link

placed in a U.S. based server was mysteriously removed and in Havana I was promptly

summoned for an interview at local immigration offices. Today the video has virally

received nearly 100,000 views on Youtube and has exponentially been reproduced in the

streets of Havana.
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The Values of Unity

Within the text of all the songs we find wrong doings and fantasies to remove

these injustices based on common value systems. In the last song, “Sangre Guerrera,”

artists confirm there exists a place within the media (both song and music video) and that

their unity becomes evident in the series of the collaborations. Lyrics are oriented

towards each other, yet also towards each other’s audiences. The tenses and grammatical

formations of their words propose they could be standing together (within the media)

dialoguing with each other, yet at the same time speaking outward to their mutual

audiences. These songs and their respective music videos are the first collaborations

between rappers from Cuba and Puerto Rico and demonstrate that, when given the first

opportunity to communicate, the interaction and collaboration in the created location was

based on a mutual assessment about injustices.

Each song contains its own authentic message, yet when considered together, they

all express the unity of value systems. Although each track discusses different injustices,

it becomes clear that unity between both islands relies on similar assessments of

wrongdoings. The song “Son Dos Alas” is a celebration of brotherhood defined by race

and racial allegiance. What created the dialogue between the rappers was not necessarily

their message of racial solidarity as a self-identifying category, rather their allied

assessments and experiences overcoming the injustices of racism. In “Guasábara” the

rappers Magia and Siete Nueve mutually expressed the social consciousness of the

politics of war based on their mutual antagonism towards military warfare and combat,

yet their expression of wrongdoing is oriented towards a mutual criticism of inappropriate

recruitment methods by military institutions of youth. In “Sin Permiso” rappers protest
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against common class inequalities and government corruption, yet the underlying

message is that corruption and class inequalities imposed by those in power who do not

abide by the same laws they profess, are wrong. In “Sangre Guerrera,” rappers El B and

Siete Nueve make reference to historical figures, national pride and rappers as society’s

new warriors in order to substantiate their denouncement of the case denying El B his

right to travel as a professional artist as an injustice. Although the example may be El B’s

particular case, the greater implication is that dividing and conquering rappers in order to

silence a generational social movement in an injustice that will not be tolerated.

None of the rappers who participated in this project selected themes that may be

deemed “right,” such as perhaps could have been seen through the topics of love,

patriotism, courtship, materialism, or fantasies of wealth and fame. Rather, when given

the first opportunities to create a public dialogue, youth self directed their expression

towards common assessments of wrongdoings and injustices. The themes are obvious,

but what may not be so obvious is the presentation of rights and wrongs as the core

unifying values between these rappers.

There is little anthropological work on value systems and their indication of

behavior. Value systems are the result of experiences the individuals manifest with

emotion, where negative emotions generate disapproving interpretations and categorize

what one considers “wrong.” Albeit the shortcomings in the literature with regard to

universal value systems, there are some indications from which we can derive general

conclusions based on the anthropological studies of emotions. According to Ruth

Finnegan (2003) there are diverse ways that people experience music and notes the use of

sounds and vocal tones to induce emotional states of trance and hypnosis to create
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feelings of “right,” “wrong” or the “enlightenment.”  Her work demonstrates that

emotions can also be managed and used as a form of social cohesion evident in religious

or political speeches that deliberately deploy emotional and socially motivating

performances.

Emotive coercion through music relies on further studies of how music relates to

value systems. Finnegan reverts to the psychological research by Paul Ekman (1972) who

proposed five facial expressions that correspond to universal emotions. According to

Ekman the basic emotions of anger, fear, sadness, happiness and disgust are

predominantly biological and thus universal, expressed and perceived in similar ways

across all cultures. Four out of five of these emotions: anger, fear, sadness and disgust,

are considered socially negative sentiments. Finnegan (2003) furthers the discussion that

emotions are culturally relative. However she argues that emotions are not human

universals, rather that people learn to feel and execute emotions in contexts deemed

appropriate for their situations. Associated with behavioral responses, they also learn the

discourses through which to verbalize their emotions. She proposes that the study of

music and emotions lacks sufficient analysis of how people participate through music

rather than about it and considers analysis should further investigate the emotional

interaction and identification of feelings through music. She proposes that the study of

the five universal human emotions should be developed in the study of sound to invoke

sentiments. Although text analysis is good, she exposes its limitations for solely

understanding a series of semiotic encodings that omits tonal fluctuations, frequencies,

pitch and rhythm as emotionally affective instigators.
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Ganti’s work on Bollywood films is helpful in understanding how human emotion

is a tool used by directors to unite audiences with their creative works. This is particularly

true with respect to the inclusion of music to video montages. Ganti states that

Bollywood films are replicas of Hollywood films, but their selection process is based on

themes that strike universal human emotions rather than local politics. Bollywood films

are deemed unsuccessful if their recognition remains only national, communicating to us

that the film must be identified with outside of locality to be considered a local success.

Essentially it must have universal appeal. The director of “Ghulam’s,” Vikran Bhatt

states:

“For me a film has to be that of a universal appeal, by which I mean that a
film needs to be centered around a human emotion more than a set of
circumstances” (Bhatt in Ganti 2002).

Bhatt’s statement illustrates how “emotion” is the key unifying factor for the

universal appeal of a creative audiovisual work. Ganti’s research also demonstrates that

musical scores are carefully selected and composed for Hindi films because of their

highly influential nature to conjure human emotion. She notes that songs are the primary

vehicles for representing fantasy, desire, and passion in Hindi films when paired with

video images. Ganti’s work offers a perspective in the value and importance placed on

the combination of image to video. Through her interview with Bhatt she illustrates how

the director stresses that companies require musical scores in the films because of their

inherent ability to target human emotions. “The songs have to be there and there have to

be enough gaps between the songs, at least five to six songs you require, forty minutes

recorded tape, the music companies want that, that is the contract” (Bhatt in Ganti 2002).
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He notes that at times up to 25% of a film’s budget will go to the musical score and that

there have been very few memorable motion pictures without songs, so few, that their

most memorable feature is their lack of musical scores.

We will revisit this in the analysis of online Youtube viewer’s statistics of the

productions in Son Dos Alas in the next section since the inverse has proven to be also

true. When the music video was available versus just the song, audiences engaged with

the music video 70-93% more that the sole musical track. This demonstrates a much

greater appeal towards hearing the song when accompanied with a visual image.

These feature filmmakers are seeking box office hits and capital returns therefore

they seek to unify audiences by targeting human emotions rather than localized problems

that are primarily relevant only to local communities. Son Dos Alas was an ethnographic

research that was not guided by audience interest nor potential box office returns; it was

neutral with regard to what content should or could provide audience interest. This makes

the audience’s reaction more valuable since their needs were never at the forefront of the

production process. Artists spoke to them, at times more so as witnesses than fans, but I

myself as producer disregarded their needs in favor of yielding neutral research data.

Music fans experience a relationship with the repertoire and the artists that they

adore, often transforming them into cults of personality. By identifying with their music,

both textual and the compositional structure, they apply the content of the sound and

message to the contexts of their life experiences. This application of lyrics and musical

composition into their everyday lives creates a psychological bond with their idols. Fans

who experience this adoration may likely never personally meet their idols, yet their

affect of devotion alters their behavior, to be like the artist and to emulate their behavior
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in order to meet the expectations of the song’s emotional values or messages. Despite

never encountering their idols, fans do encounter cohorts who similarly adore the artist

and often seek to be recognized by fellow fans as meeting the expectations, appearance,

and attitude of their idols. Fans do not attend concerts solely as spectators; they also

participate actively and engage with their idols, such as singing along with the artists, as

well as with their fellow fan mates. It can also be noted that some fans attend concerts not

so much for the actors but for the audience, the personal encounters, and the politics of

being seen in “the right place,” more so than solely to observe the artist interpreting the

songs. Ola Stockfelt’s (1994) work could be applied to this phenomenon. She makes the

claim that “the listener, and only the listener, is the composer of the music.” She argues

that it is through the sonic emotion generated by the music that listeners “compose” the

music by the act of interpreting it.

Who Reads a Dissertation?

The disciplinary “Ivory Tower” tends to turn out magnificent well-written

dissertation and research theses that have benefited the “social sciences” yet have been

rightfully criticized for not effectively reaching or representing the communities they

study. Activism, native anthropology and post-modern methodologies have attempted to

balance some of this disjuncture. I propose combining participant collaboration with

Ethnographic Production can help target many of the deficiencies exposed in academia

and its restricted forums because each unit, song, or video produced allows for immediate

criticism, self-evaluation, review and feedback from audiences.
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Multimedia formats and integrated production teams as complimentary to the

literary theses have a wider range of networks. Whether Ethnographic Production could

benefit all social anthropological inquiries may be certainly questionable, however

researching contemporary pop-culture communities without including this method risks

overlooking important elements with regard to communication codes, social

relationships, and the individual’s role in social movements.

In this fieldwork case the productions were fragmented – published as individual

tracks – by artists themselves, allowing for public interaction during the fieldwork rather

than solely upon completion. Questions proposed by criticism throughout the publishing

process can yield more efficient final results if one aims to understand whether the data

reflects the social interest and communal consciousness.

Online Youtube total views/listens of dissertation 
data from 2006 - 2010
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Image #38: Views/listens of collaborative music videos/ musical tracks of ethnographic productions that
make up the dissertation data reported from online Youtube channels on Dec 1, 2010
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I include two charts herein to demonstrate public viewing on line of the

ethnographic productions. The first chart lists the numbers of views each song and/or

video received from the Youtube web platform online. This chart aligns these statistics

against one another to give a greater idea of the increased interest and engagement with

the works. The chart demonstrates an increased interest in the dissertation from viewers

and listeners. “Son Dos Alas” published on line in 2006 received twelve thousand views

in four years, “Sangre Guerrera,” the most recent music video has received nearly six

times in only one year. Although only the later two collaborative tracks had music videos,

it becomes evident that when the video is made available, audiences engaged with the

music video 70-93% more that with the sole musical track21.

The second chart plots the total views and listens for the other music videos that

form part of the ethnographic fieldwork but did not form part of the collaborative tracks.

 video  views
2004Morir por la Musica es Vivir (unpublished) n/a
2005La Ley 5566  12,588
2005Protesto  1,574
2005Melodia  1,301
2006Los Pelos  12,686
2009Coge tu Flow a La Aldea  197,716

 TOTAL  225,865
Image #39: Views of non-collaborative music video ethnographic productions reported from online

Youtube channels on Dec 1, 2010

Total listens/views of collaborative musical tracks/videos   174,089
Total views of non-collaborative ethnographic music videos  225,865
TOTAL VIEWS/LISTENS OF THE ETHNOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTIONS IN SON DOS ALAS   399,954

Image #40: Total listens/views songs and music video ethnographic productions reported from online
Youtube channels on Dec 1, 2010
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I deduce that a total 399,954 views of the research data on Youtube at the time of

completing the dissertation writing demonstrates public interest in the topic. This type of

interactive forum is best attained through short (less than ten minute) windows into the

fieldwork audiovisual productions. Such a forum allows me to see what reactions the

videos and songs generate, which productions are more popular, and measure these facts

with other relevant data such as publication dates and locations of viewers worldwide.

The interaction and multimedia platforms also allow for a greater and wider range of

audiences to interact with (1) the ethnographic productions, (2) the artists and

collaborators, (3) the dissertation, and (4) the discipline.

Conclusion

The research data proposes that the rappers who collaborated in the four musical

tracks of Son Dos Alas identified with each other and each other’s audiences based on

their value systems. Although it is often remarked that hip-hop is a tool for social change,

I argue that it is not hip-hop per se, on its own, that stands as a tool for social change;

rather hip-hop is the platform by which youth learn codes of communication and acquire

values that are put in place in order to alter their behavior. These include but are not

limited to reciprocity, apprenticeship, mentoring, trust, hierarchies, eldership, talent,

honor, respect, and leadership. “The Bridge” demonstrates that when these values

coincide between rappers, despite physical isolation and varied localized politics, shared

uncertainties are amongst the first common bonds upon which the communication of

injustices and wrong doings prevails. This chapter presents the ethnographic material to
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demonstrate that it is these value sets that create the motivation for hip-hop to reach

fellow youths beyond national, geographic or political borders and offer a platform on

which to dialogue as “global citizens” amongst each other and their audiences. These

dialogues could not be isolated in a focus group or a question/answer interview process

nor by reviewing comparative cases of the diffusion of hip-hop abroad. I argue that these

value sets could only be isolated with the use of Ethnographic Production as a

methodology because it narrows the division of power dynamics, places the margin at the

center of the focus, and allows rappers to answer on their own terms, removing

limitations created by the framing of the ethnographic questions. The audiovisual

methodology complements the text in order to further the anthropological descrption that

can be limiting when solely reliant on field-notes. Its most revolutionary aspect howver is

its ability to propose a new location where the ethnographer and the subject consciously

enter together, void of hierarchies, censorship and localized politics, organic and neutral,

yet consciously globally public despite its creation within isolation.

Lastly, Ethnographic Production is a methodology, while also serving the

conventional uses of media as an instrument of dissemination and an archive. The

research data of songs and music videos are in themselves an audiovisual text,

demonstrated herein to reach new audiences complimentary to the ethnographic text. This

data allows exposure of the anthropological fieldwork to varied numbers and types of

audiences who can interact with the material in an immediate and interdisciplinary

manner.
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1 An excellent example of this is found in the “Coge tu Flow a La Aldea” music video where I appear in the
kitchen “cooking up” music with the artists. To create these shots, the same artists took the camera on and
filmed me as their subject.
2 Memín Pinguín is a fictional character that is a very poor Cuban-Mexican boy, the series first appeared in
the 1940s. The name Memín Pingüín was derived by the publisher from the word pinga, from which they
derived “pinguín,” as a slang term for "penis." Memín was created writer and illustrator, Yolanda Vargas
Dulché.
3 Interview with Author Feb 28, 2009. Published in “Para Cuba con Amor” by author July 21, 2010 in
http://emetreceproductions.wordpress.com
4 Viviana’s vocals were recorded by Andrew Turpening and Joe Kurysh (J-1 Productions), independently
during two separate recording sessions in Minneapolis while I was in Puerto Rico at the Lab Studios
working with Jose ‘Hyde’ Cotto developing the mix of the song with Tego’s a capellas.
5 Taken from Siete Nueve’s biography posted on http://www.myspace.com/sietenueve
6 Interview with the author (Riviere 2004).
7 The Lease Agreement signed on February 16 1903, annexed to the Platt Amendment, granted the U.S.
"the right to use and occupy the waters adjacent to said areas of land and water… and generally to do any
and all things necessary to fit the premises for use as coaling or naval stations only, and for no other
purpose." (Rose 2004).
8 "It's no secret," wrote Rafael Hernández Rodriquez in Subject to Solution: Problems in Cuban-U.S.
Relations, "that the main mission of the naval bases in this area of the Gulf is to control, police and spy on
Cuba." Cited from http://www.historyofcuba.com/history/funfacts/guantan.htm (Sept 2010)
9 Youth Against War and Racism (YAWR) began in the fall of 2004 when three high school members of
Socialist Alternative started to organize against military recruiters at Kennedy High in Bloomington,
Minnesota. Cited in http://yawr-mn.blogspot.com/p/about-us.html (Sept 2010).
10 International Socialist Resistance (ISR) is a new youth organization that has been initiated by Socialist
Party members in England and Wales. Similar youth organizations have been initiated by sister parties of
the Socialist Party across Europe. Cited in http://www.notowar.org/aboutus.htm (Sept 2010)
11 Latin@s Against the War is a coalition of workers, artists, teachers, students, and community activists
who have dedicated themselves to opposing the U. S. Government's war on Iraq and their neocolonial wars
and occupations of sovereign nations….We are opposed to the Affirmative Action programs that heavily
and discriminatorily recruit our youth into the military. Cited in http://latinoscontralaguerra.org/
12 The “First Intifada” is used in reference to a Palestinian uprising against Israeli rule from 1987 to 1993.
13 Humbertico charges between $5 and $10 CUC per recording and mixing of a track, no matter how long
he invests. He is known for not to charging artists who he believes have talent and knows they cannot
afford to pay him.
14 Ruben Blades in his song “Tiburón” (Siembra y otros Favoritos de Salsa 2001) proposed the
metaphorical icon of sharks as symbols of the US government and has since retained reference in many
contemporary songs.
15 Magia has been the recipient of some other songs that contest her position of power amongst rappers
such as El B and Silvito el Libre’s track titled “Se acabo la Magia” (The Magic is Over) released on the
album by Silvito el Libre, El PacienT 2010.
16 written by A. Robbins, C. Connors, B. Conti, EMI Catalogue
17 The film was made on a small budget (less than $1 million) and shot in 28 days yet it made over $225
million, making it the highest grossing film of 1976, and won three Oscars, including Best Picture. The film
turned Stallone into a major star spawning five sequels: Rocky II, III, IV, V and Rocky Balboa.
18 There exist many proposals to install (or revive copper lines) with fiber optic cables underwater between
Key West and Havana. Currently fiber optics run from Key West to Cancun, needing only a 32 KM split to
reach Cuba. These options however are still pending approval from the Cuban government.
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19 I have witnessed recording sessions where engineers or producers charge artists less for the recording and
mix or the musical composition if they provide the shout out as a form of marketing or purchasing
advertising space in music.
20 In a primitive form, sousveillance can be traced to 1991, when footage from a home video camera
exposed the Los Angeles police officers who beat Rodney King. Today, with the spread of cheap,
lightweight cameras and the rise of Web video sites like YouTube, sousveillance has proliferated (Hoffman
2006).
21 It should be noted the Youtube as an online platform has an inherent “viewing” intention and therefore
the platform is oriented towards providing a viewing of media rather than sole listening. This may alter the
results of the statistics towards favored hearing of the songs on Youtube versus the viewing of their music
videos.
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Chapter 7 - Son Dos Alas (They Are Two Wings): A Conclusion

“The last turtle is always a matter of methodological convenience, or stamina”
- Arjun Appadurai, 1995

Hip-hop emerged from race and class rebellions during the New York City fiscal

crises of the 1970’s. The musical genre expressed the post-civil rights social movement

that flourished under marginal conditions as an expression to overcome repression. I

concentrated my research on the globalization of hip-hop in Cuba and Puerto Rico,

because each island showcases a unique and thriving rap scene yet holds contrasting

cultural and economic contexts. Although Cuba and Puerto Rico share common colonial

histories, this work demonstrates how they hold polarized relationships with the United

States, the birthplace of hip-hop. In the case of Cuba, the U.S. embargo is older than hip-

hop, offering a case of complete exclusion from direct influences, while Puerto Rico is a

U.S. territory and thereby intimately linked to American art movements, youth genres,

production resources, and market interests.

Hip-hop is a manner in which youth use their position in the margins to invert

hegemonic power, creating codes that exclude non-marginal communities in order to

define themselves and each other. Institutions, markets and governments of hegemonic

power that are imposed upon marginal communities in order to control them are re-

appropriated by these communities to resist the status quo of their oppressors. Civilians

have used the same equipment that was put in place to repress or survey them in order to

create new expressions of resistance and codes of empowerment. I argue this is true in

both Cuba and Puerto Rico; however, they have manifested in very different localized
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contexts. The archival research presented in this dissertation demonstrates the socio-

economic and historical complexities in the differences and similarities in each island.

The methodology of Ethnographic Production aims to unify these communities through

media in order to validate their points of encounter and propose a new approach to

incorporating media into anthropological inquiry.

The first chapter of the dissertation addresses the post-colonial history of musical

collaborations from each island. I divide music into a service or a property, defined by

either the live performance or the recorded tangible product. As we review points of

collaboration between Puerto Rico and Cuba we will also find locations of tensions.

These contact zones where friction prevail are the result of differences between U.S.

capitalism and Cuban socialism with regard to the intellectual property that is music. This

is important for the assessment of the research data. Despite an illusion of isolation

between both islands, “A Caribbean Soundscape” demonstrates that in fact there have

been historical collaborations throughout each island’s musical genres in the last fifty

years despite their mythical appearance of mutual seclusion.

Complementary to a historical review of musical collaborations between islands is

the research oriented towards how marginalized youth gain access to technology. One of

the primary tangible differences with respect to the production of electronic music

between sites is their access to audiovisual reproductive technology. Electronic

equipment filtered into both islands from aspects of Caribbean labor migration and

privatizations from U.S. military bases abroad. Chapter 3, “Between Play and Rewind”

assess avenues of access to media and technology based on the politics and geography of

margins. Access to media is related to multidisciplinary forms of freedom of expression
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as related to issues of human and civil rights. The act of challenging authority motivated

youth to experiment with trickle down technology that became accessible due to military

privatizations and people to people contact yielding a new generation of self-taught

civilian technicians.

“Between Play and Rewind” is an analysis of the impact that (re)productive

technology has had on the globalization and localization of electronic music. The

research focuses particularly on the “margins.” Be they urban, institutional, market,

technological or symbolic margins, they are reintroduced into the discussion of global

hip-hop as a location of experimentation and innovation based on minimal access to

resources. Had the appropriate technology and education been made available, much of

the experimentation that led to innovation may not have occurred in the same historical

patterns. It is precisely the marginal reality of minimal access, limited resources, and

scarce education that translated into innovation. This reinsertion of the margins from a

new perspective intentionally argues against the concept most developed in hip-hop

studies of a social movement rising out of the victimization of marginality. Instead, I

argue that it is the very nature of marginality itself that breeds hip-hop. It is the creation

of specific conditions that are “central to the margin” that ignites youth’s creative arts.

Despite the fact that Cuba and Puerto Rico share a series of similar circumstances

facilitating their appropriation of hip-hop and similar post-colonial contexts, one striking

difference between them is their civilian access to productive and reproductive

technology. Labor migration, U.S. military base development, and economic trade

between Panama, Cuba, Puerto Rico and Jamaica created access for youth to acquire and

subsequently experiment with communication technology. Through government
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privatization contracts and broadcast piracy, media images and reproductive technology

trickled down into the hands of civilians. Access to reproductive technology gave birth to

a new generation of self-taught civilian technicians that this research distinguishes as

unique and innovative group of audiovisual producers that become role models and

leaders, such as social centers of the margins.

Similarities prevail among the geographic, economic, urban and sonic settings of

the Bronx (New York), Alamar (Cuba), and Carolina (Puerto Rico). These similarities are

presented in Son Dos Alas and analyzed with regard to their geographic metropolitan

isolation. Recording studios, whether commercial or underground, are explored as

architectural and global/local spaces defined by soundscapes that are often more

connected to one another – be it between Cuba and Puerto Rico - than their local

metropolitan settings.

Global contact zones in the music industry guided by mobile capital demonstrate

phases of the diffusion of hip-hop abroad. We find in the archival and comparative data

that two public arenas for ideological negotiation between civil groups and the state

prevail. The first is the formation of a global social elite of artists belonging to a

“graduated citizenship” that are inserted into the global music industry. This group

produces music as an integral part of the cultural industries and “represents” the nation

through international tours and worldwide rotation of their repertoires.  A second group

develops on the institutional and market margins with limited access to similar global

networks. Both of these responses lead to global rotation, one for artists the other for their

repertoire. Even when the content is institutionally marginalized or censored, the

repertoire, without the artist, is popularized into global rotation.
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“Rites of Rhyme” concentrates on whether censorship is a stage that is inherent in

the development of hip-hop or whether it is contextually conceived. Both fieldwork

location field sites suggest similar historical processes that led to and surpassed

censorship leading into a later stage of commercialism. The review of the developmental

phases of hip-hop in Cuba and Puerto Rico demonstrates that rappers and their repertoire

can at times face censorship by market or governmental authorities as a reaction to their

social critiques.

The separate phases each fieldwork location experiences at the time of the

research can help us isolate patterns of the development of hip-hop abroad and its binary

relationships between “underground” and “mainstream” commercialization. In this fifth

chapter the research utilizes a comparative approach to analyze the four stages of hip-

hop’s development abroad. These include a first stage of assimilation and emulation

followed by a secondary phase marked by the fusion of regional elements,

instrumentation and lyrics pertaining to local politics, which I refer to as an appropriative

phase. A third phase is a critical one in which we see the divide within what is perceived

as a homogenous group. If lyrical themes posses content that pushes the social limits of

acceptable public performance or rhetoric (marginally obscene content or questions the

authority of the state), it receives some form of censorship or surveillance. A final stage

is marked by a form of hyper commercialization that desensitizes society to the themes

that may have resulted in censorship.

Rather than utilizing standard question and answer interview formats to address

these themes, I requested artists respond “on their own terms” to the overall research. I

kept themes very abstract in order not to impose my own conclusions or formulate new
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questions. Rather I proposed what and how musical repertoires between both islands

could be created and what might the content be about. This approach yielded musical

tracks between both islands that as an outcome became obviously united through the

expression of shared value systems. As the work developed, artists took part actively in

the creation of media as a participatory methodology in which local hip-hop artists on-

site in each location only meet through the musical production. The audio and visual

productions yielded from this research include: (1) "Son Dos Alas” by Anónimo Consejo

and Tego Calderón, (2) "Guasábara" by Siete Nueve and Magia Emcee, (3) "Sin

Permiso" by Los Aldeanos & Intifada, and (4) “Sangre Guerrera” by El B and Siete

Nueve. The songs serve as the research data from which I selected key themes from the

productions’ process as well as their lyrics and musical compositions.

Social relationships, responsibilities, obligations, and allegiances were created

between participants through the fieldwork methodology of Ethnographic Production that

was demonstrated by their altered behavior and expressed shared value systems. Behavior

that took place in the created location within the media proved to alter subject’s behavior

in their daily lives, altering a shared sense of responsibility towards each other.

The overall project of Son Dos Alas demonstrates that youth utilize hip-hop to

express their individual local struggles to unite with each other between Cuba and Puerto

Rico as “world citizens” in order to belong to a global majority when they are considered

local minorities. Through multimedia production, local artists globalize their repertoires

despite geographic, economic or political restrictions. The innovative fieldwork

methodology herein termed Ethnographic Production proposes the use of audiovisual

media to create a contemporary technological “place” in which youth transcend
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boundaries to create virtual dialogues through their repertoires in order to overcome

externally imposed isolation.

Each song contains its own authentic message, yet when considered together they

all express the unity of value systems. Although each track discusses different injustices,

it becomes clear that together they express that unity from both islands relies on similar

assessments of wrongdoings. The song “Son Dos Alas” is a celebration of brotherhood

defined by race and racial allegiance. What created the dialogue between the rappers was

not necessarily their message of racial solidarity as a self-identifying category, rather

their allied assessments and experiences overcoming the injustices of racism. In

“Guasábara” the rappers Magia and Siete Nueve mutually expressed the social

consciousness of the politics of war based on their mutual antagonism towards military

warfare and combat, yet their expression of wrongdoing is oriented towards a mutual

criticism of inappropriate recruitment methods by military institutions of youth. In “Sin

Permiso” rappers protest against common class inequalities and government corruption,

yet the underlying message is that corruption and class inequalities imposed by those in

power who do not abide by the same laws they profess, are wrong. In “Sangre Guerrera,”

rappers El B and Siete Nueve refer to historical figures, national pride and rappers as

society’s new warriors in order to substantiate their denouncement as an injustice the case

denying El B his right to travel as a professional artist. Although the example may be El

B’s particular case, the greater implication is that dividing and conquering rappers in

order to silence a generational social movement in an injustice that will not be tolerated.

None of the rappers who participated in this project selected themes upon which

to bridge dialogues that may be deemed “right,” or “complacency” such as perhaps could
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have been seen through themes such as of love, patriotism, gender-pairing, courtship,

materialism, or fantasies of wealth and fame. Rather when given the first opportunity to

create a public dialogue, youth self directed their expression towards common

assessments of wrongdoings and injustices. The themes are obvious, but what may not be

so obvious is the presentation of rights and wrongs as the core unifying values between

these rappers.

The research data proposes that the rappers who collaborated in the four musical

tracks of Son Dos Alas identified with each other and each other’s audiences based on

their shared value systems. Hip-hop is the platform by which youth acquire values that

are put in place in order to alter their behavior. These include but are not limited to

reciprocity, apprenticeship, mentoring, trust, hierarchies, eldership, talent, honor, respect,

and leadership. “The Bridge” demonstrates that when these values are held by other

rappers, despite physical isolation and varied localized politics, shared uncertainties are

amongst the first common bonds upon which the communication of injustices and wrong

doings prevails.

 “The Bridge” concludes that the dialogues rappers created in Son Dos Alas as

“global citizens” between each other and their audiences could not have been reproduced

in the same fashion by any other methodology. These dialogues could not be isolated in a

focus group or a question/answer interview process nor by reviewing comparative cases

of the diffusion of hip-hop abroad. I argue that these value sets could only be isolated

with the use of Ethnographic Production as a methodology.

The methodology of Ethnographic Production narrows the division of power

dynamics between researcher and subject because it demands equal collaboration. It
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places the margin at the center of the focus, and allows rappers to answer on their own

terms because their responses are not limited by the framing of the ethnographic

questions. The methodology proposes a new space, void of censorship and localized

politics, organic and neutral, yet consciously public and global despite its creation within

isolation. The monologues are simultaneously an anthropological dialogue. The

methodology of creating convergence through media proposes the practice of a new tool

for anthropological inquiry. This methodology proposes that the key site for

anthropological inquiry is not waiting to be “discovered” or “located,” as traditional

disciplinary expectations propose, rather it can also be “created.”

As a result, the dissertation demonstrates how the experiences rappers articulate

within this space modified their behavior, demonstrating a sense of responsibility to each

other. We see this in the response to El B’s denied right to travel with the song “Sangre

Guerrera,” in which attention is oriented towards the first song Siete Nueve participated

in, “Guasábara,” as an origin point of the discussion.  The fact that these artists chose to

stress the question Siete Nueve uses to introduce Magia in “Guasábara” demonstrates in

the lyrics of the song that they mutually accuse Magia of having been “recruited” to

exercise censorship and holding back the collaborations by rappers. Making reference to

her song accuses her of abiding by a double standard.

The research data, consisting of the collaborative songs between rappers from

each location, reveals that it is through value systems and common civil rights struggles

that artists unite with each other. These value systems that define standards of “right” and

“wrong” are the themes that united rappers despite their isolation from one another.

Rather than strictly participating in one or more of the four elements (rap, break dance,
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turntablism or visual art), the research demonstrates value systems and mutual

assessments about injustices as the obvious unifying forces. Hip-hop offered youth a

platform upon which to communicate with one another and their global audiences, but

they did not choose to reflect on the elements. The evidence reveals youth selected to

reflect on the four themes discussed through hip-hop: racism, unethical military

recruitment methods, government corruption, and civil rights. “Sangre Guerrera” is the

strongest evidence, since most artists who collaborated in the project come together in

this song and its music video to support the project and its methodology as a valid bridge,

stated by Siete Nueve when he says “El puente, Emetrece” as an active agent that has

allowed them to overcome isolation.

Audiovisual production as a methodology, combined with historical analysis and

a multimedia dissertation, aspires to update traditional forms of anthropological research

to suit current multidisciplinary expectations. This process nurtures and stimulates the

creativity of the subjects, and offers them an integral and autonomous role within the

dissertation. Ethnographic Production as a methodological approach places both

investigator and subject on similar grounds, aiming to narrow the power dynamics

between these. The nature of the method requires participatory action on behalf of

collaborators, and allows the data (songs and videos) to become a tool for anthropological

inquiry as well as one of archiving and disseminating itself.
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Appendix A: Son Dos Alas Song Lyrics in Spanish and English

"Son Dos Alas"

Anónimo Consejo featuring Tego Calderón
Participating Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernandez, Viviana Pintado & DJ Racier
Musical composition by Echo a.k.a. Paul Irizarry
Vocals recorded by M.Riviere (Electro-Acustica Studios) and Jose “Hyde” Cotto
(The Lab Studios)
Mixed by M.Riviere and Hyde
Directed & Produced by M.Rivière

Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernández (con Viviana Pintado):
Cuba y Puerto Rico son vamos a ver, de un pájaro las dos alas.

Cuba y Puerto Rico son oye lo, de un pájaro las dos alas.
El mismo sol nos alumbra, y el mismo mar nos ampara.

Kokino:
Anónimo consejo, directamente de cuba

Pa’ mi gente linda de Latino América entera y Puerto Rico
América Latina, hey manos arriba

Llegaron los negrones los que mejores la tiran.
Anónimo consejo junto al Abayarde Tego Calderon

Pa’ meterle mucho mas cabrón
A todos estos guasa que a veces piensan que es mejor su raza

Porque no lleva bemba ni ñata ni pasa
Senor racista yo no concuerdo con sus pintas,
Su pinta no se me despinta aun que la pinten.

Mis latinos unidos que brinquen de la habana a borinquen
No somos esclavos ya y ahora tienen que oírme.

Kokino sietemesino, me dicen el asesino
A veces recuerdo las palabras de mi vecino

Afloja un poco mijo que estas excedido
Esta visto y comprobado que ninguno pudo contigo

Monina, somos los reyes de la rima
Anónimo y Calde rompiéndote las bocinas

Sekou Messiah & Viviana Pintado:
(Coro)

Y si yo sigo tu sigues,
Y si yo vivo tu vives
Cuba, Puerto Rico

Y si yo sigo tu sigues
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Y si yo vivo tu vives
Son dos alas

Tego Calderón:
Anónimo Consejo
Zumbando fuego
Somos la candela

Cimarrón de veneno
Dios los cría, el mismo  los junta

Bravo como Chaka
No me vendo nunca

Que viva mi timba linda, cultura chula
Raza sufrida, nuestra herida nunca cura
Tu no puede hablar del tema que pena

Sin sangre negra en tus venas
Yo le prendo velas

A mi viejo y mis abuelas
Pa’ mi raza que sufre y nunca se queja
Unión caribeña, Cubana Borinqueña
To’ estos raperitos prendo como leña
Hay artillería, me sobran las ganas

Tengo lo que toma
África me llama

Cuba jala o no jala, jala
Borinquen jala o no jala, jala

Coro
Un poquito mas, un poquito mas.

Sekou Messiah:
Well well, es Sekou Messiah del Cartel

Tinta en el papel ya veras lo que va hacer, hey
Jah bless, navego como un pez
Salase fe, rastafari príncipe oye

More fire, asurcana en playa
Desmaya pon el talla

Cada campo voy dar raya
Ayo, zion, lion, llegaron los caballos

Con la voz de zion al hipócrita desmayo
7, 4, 8, de mayo i o i

All you man and i, del king Selassie I
Afro-descendiente yo, lucho por mi gente yo

Negro orgulloso yo, siempre armado con dios
Tu matar esto? Te meto con Echo

Máximo respeto, pa mi pueblo prieto
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Yo vine completo, amor hay en el ghetto
El mundo llora y no es por un negro sujeto yo.

Coro
Un poquito mas, un poquito mas.

Scratches por DJ Racier

English translation:
Alfredo “Punta de Lanza” Hernández & Viviana Pintado:

Cuba and Puerto Rico, let us see, are the two wings of one bird
Cuba and Puerto Rico are, here me now, the two wings of the same bird
The same sun shines upon us, the same sea divides us

Kokino:
Anónimo Consejo, directly from Cuba
For my beautiful people of Latin America and Puerto Rico
Latin America, put your hands up
The Blacks have arrived, the ones that do this best
Anónimo Consejo with Tego Calderon
To give it to you even better
For all those 'wanna be' that sometimes think their race is better
Because they don’t have thick lips, wide noses or nappy hair
Mr. Racist, I don’t agree with your vision
Your image is only an illusion even when its painted on
My united Latinos may you jump from La Habana to Borinquen
We are no longer slaves and now they have to hear me
Kokino the seventh month born, they call me the assassin
Sometimes I recall the words of my neighbor
“Lighten up my son that you have gone too far
Its been shown and proved that nobody can keep up with you”
My dear creoles – we are the kings of the rhyme
Anónimo and Calde blowing out your amplifiers.

Sekou Messiah & Viviana Pintado:
(Chorus)
And if I move forward you move forward
And if I live you live
Cuba, Puerto Rico
And if I move forward you move forward
And if I live you live
They are the two wings

Tego Calderón:
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Anónimo Consejo
Blowing fire with speed
We are the flame
Maroon made of venom
God creates them, on their own they come together
Brave like Chaka
I will never sell out
Long live the percussions and rhythms of my sweet culture
A suffered race, our wounds never heal.
And you can’t speak to this topic
Without Black blood in your veins
I light candles
For my father and my grandmother
For my race that suffers and never complains
Caribbean union, Cuban and Puerto Rican
All these little “rappers” I light them up like firewood
I have the weaponry and I’m overflowing with the urge
I have what it takes
Africa is calling
Cuba pulls you or doesn’t pull you? It pulls you
Puerto Rico pulls you or doesn’t pull you? It pulls you

Chorus
And here’s a little more, a little more

Sekou Messiah:
Well well, its Sekou Messiah from the Cartel
Ink is on the paper, You’ll see what he’s about to do, hey
Jah bless, I navigate like a fish
Faith in Selassie, Rastafari prince
More fire. getting near the beach
If your feeling faint – get into shape
In every camp I’m making ranks
Ayo, Zion, lion, the battle horses have arrived
With the voice of Zion I make all the hypocrites faint
74, 8 of May i.o.i.
All you men and I, the king Selassie I
I am an Afro-descendant and I fight for my peoples
I am proud of being Black, I’m armed with God
You kill this? I’ll hit you with Echo
Maximum respect, for all my Black communities
I was born complete, there is more than enough love in the ghetto
The world cries, but not for a Black subject. I.

Chorus
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And here’s a little more, a little more

Scratches by DJ Racier

“Guasábara”

Siete Nueve featuring Magia (Obsesión)
Musical composition by Nuff Ced
Lyrics written and recorded by Magia Lopéz and Freddy Abreu Vocals recorded by
Jko Dox and Alexey Rodriguez
Mixed by Jko Dox
Collaboration facilitated by M.Rivière

Siete Nueve:
América Latina, Guasábara

Ven crucemos la frontera pueblo para conocernos
Sin jalar el gatillo en el nombre de gobierno

Ven crucemos
Crucemos y vivamos libre

Que sobren los motivos y que sobren los minutos
Los segundos, las horas,

que el abrazo de un hijo no sea por computadora
y respetar a los viejos, vuelva y se ponga de moda

Sin ser volteado cada veinticuatro horas
Llegar a la luna sin usar la matadona

Sin caer a la lona
Sin visa, pasaporte, ni carné ni tarjeta para el trafico

ilegal de niños mujeres y hombres
que nadie pueda engañar, castigar, disparar, explotar, y mandar a volar la esperanza de

un hogar por cada familia herida en el campo de batalla.
Por cada veterano que perdió sus neuronas probando su agalla.

Y hoy reposa en el nombre de los dueños de su casa, los dueños de sus sueños. Los
dueños de su isla, los dueños de la CIA que le importa tres carajos

Si florece o se liquida fue su mayor interés
Punto de partida de cualquier lugar del mundo

Pa’ guardar su machina.
Maquinas de destrucción, nucleares y masivas
pintadas por el welfare y cupones de comida

A través de Univisión, CNN y Cristina
Hermano la comodidad no ha costado familia
Y el alma del trabajo nuestra América Latina
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Con los precios mas baratos se visten de factoría
Y no goza del buffet que con sus manos cocina
Por que sale mas económico hacerle un letrina

Que bañarnos con impuestos de marcas reconocidas.
Pero dime si en Miami existe un hospital

Donde operen a tu hijo sin tenerles que pagar.
Y pregunta si en Puerto Rico cada niño se sabe nuestro himno nacional

Le enseñan que Colon les trajo la libertad
Hasta que a los dieciocho años estén ready pa’ matar.

In God We Trust
Por eso existen las rejas, por eso existen potencias, por eso nace la guerra

Por que los males sociales no se debaten en la mesa
Por que eso no es motivo para negociar

Y esto mi pana es la pura realidad.
Y dale stop al CD si no quieres la ver dad.

Por que ya yo me canse de tener que trabajar
Y pagar contribuciones para luego fracasar

Y sentarme a ver noticias con el seguro social
Por eso en este ritmo me tengo que desahogar.
Pa Perú y pa Venezuela, Costa Rica y Panamá

Guatemala, El Salvador, Chile y Uruguay
Colombia Argentina, Brasil y Paraguay,

Y las Vírgenes Canarias, Ecuador y Trinidad,
Aruba, Honduras, Bolivia, México y Jamaica,

Nicaragua y Surinam. Belice y Curaçao
Granda y Gran Caimán, Dominica y Quisqueya

Desde mi Borinquen bella, y mi Cuba donde esta?

Magia:
Como siempre, aquí!

Y Una canción no basta hay tantas cosas por decir.
Compre mis utopías a costo de pensamiento y hoy mis veinticuatro horas tienen su

fundamento.
Imagina. Un par de lentes con cual vez claramente

Y lo que siempre te han dicho no es así exactamente.
Te la construyen la Guasábara te la pasean por delante.

Te convierte de repente otro soldado en el frente
Es mas

Ya eres teniente por tu meritos de guerra.
Hoy es Irak, mañana borran del mapa tu propia tierra

Y te subirán de atrás un acto bien solemne
Será un discurso de hazañas disimuladas de sangre

Mencionaran los caídos
Se ocultaran tantas muertes

Reconocerás a muchos, Latinos curiosamente
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Te colgaran la medalla, el sello del inocente.
Y gritaras emocionado, viva el señor presidente.
Pero al izar la bandera y himno gringo tu cantas

Notaras en ese instante que han añadido otra estrella.
Y justo a su lado, tu mente, tu mente.

Identifica la garganta que origina tus cambios
Como las lejas tan deseables que te muerden tus labios

Nunca fueron, pensamientos menos aceptables,
Mas necesarios en tu estero, sin misterio

Es mas conciencia que llueve,
Al fin lo hicimos Siete Nueve

Es Magia de Obsesión
Ya tu sabes
Siete Nueve:

Y hoy cruzamos la frontera y nos encontramos en un sitio donde no somos extranjeros
Puerto Rico y Cuba, dicen paz. Guasábara no mas.

English translation:
Guasábara (Caribbean Taino indigenous word for war)

Siete Nueve:
Latin America, Guasábara
Come lets cross the borders and get to know each other
Without pulling a trigger in the name of a Let us cross and live free.
May we have motives minutes, seconds and hours.
May the hug of a child not be in a computer
And may paying respect to our elders come back into fashion
Without being over run every 24 hours.
Lets make it to the moon without using methadone, without falling down.
Without visas, without passports without converting the illegal trafficking of children,
women, and men into an exchange of meats for plastic cards.
May nobody be able to cheat, punish, exploit or destroy the hopes
Of a home in a battle zone
For every veteran that lost his neurons
And today relaxes in the dreams of their domicile, the owners of their dreams, the owners
of their island, the owners of the CIA that no longer care about him.
If he blossoms or destroys himself, is no longer of interest. This is our parting point from
anywhere on earth.
Putting away the arms, nuclear and massive machines of destruction.
Painted over as welfare coupons and food stamps on Univisión, CNN and Cristina
Brother, comfort has cost us family,
And the soul of our labor has cost us all of Latin America.
Cheapest prices dressed in factories
Of workers who do not enjoy the meals their hands cook
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Because it’s cheaper to make them our waste so that we bath in taxes of recognized
brands.
But tell me if in Miami there exists a hospital where they will operate on your son
without having to pay.
Or ask if in Puerto Rico every child knows our national anthem.
They teach the youth that Columbus brought our natives liberty
And at eighteen they should be ready to kill.
In God We Trust!
For this reason we have bars have global powers that divide us. Wars are born.
Because the social ailments aren’t discussed at the dinner table
Because it is not a motive to negotiate.
And this my friend is the tragic reality.
Press stop on the CD player if you don’t want to hear the truth
Because I am tired of having to work.
Paying contributions that fail and sit down to watch the news with my social security.
I have to let this out in this song.
This is for Peru and for Venezuela, Costa Rica and Panama Guatemala, El Salvador,
Chile and Uruguay, Colombia Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. For the Virgin Islands,
Ecuador and Trinidad, Aruba, Honduras, Bolivia, México and Jamaica, Nicaragua and
Surinam. Belize and Curaçao, Grenada y Grand Cayman, Dominican Republic and
Quisqueya. From my beautiful Borinquen, and where is my Cuba?

Magia:
As always, right here
One song is not enough for all the things we have to say.
I bought my utopias at the cost of my intelligence and today my 24 hours have their
foundation.
Imagine. A pair of glasses with which you could see clearly.
See that what you were always told isn’t exactly real.
They construct the Guasábara for you and parade it before you,
You become all the sudden another soldier in the front lines.
Even more, you are a commander now for your merits of warfare. Today its Iraq,
tomorrow they erase from the map your own land.
And from behind you they’ll raise a solemne act with a discourse of prose that hides the
bloodshed.
They’ll mention the names of the fallen ones, deaths will be occulted.
You will recognize many of them, curiously so many of them Latinos.
They will place medals on you, your seal of innocence, and you will scream emotionally,
“long live the president.”
But as they raise the flag to the sound of the gringo anthem you sing,
You will notice in that instant that they have added another star.
And by its side, is your mind, your mind.
Identify the throat that originates your real changes
Like the distant lands that bite your lips.
They were never, less acceptable thoughts
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Necessary in your mind, without mystery. Consciousness rains.
We finally did it Siete Nueve
Its Magia of Obsesión, you know.

Siete Nueve:
Today let us cross the border and meet in a place where none of us are foreigners
Puerto Rico and Cuba say peace, Guasábara no more.

“Sin Permiso”

Los Aldeanos & Intifada
Musical composition by Yallzee
Lyrics written and recorded by Bian Rodríguez, Aldo Rodríguez, & Luis Díaz
Vocals recorded by Humbertico (Real 70) & M. Rivière (009Once)
Mixed by M.Riviere
Produced by M.Rivière

El B:
Así se pensó, y así se hizo.

La verdad no se dice con permiso

Oh!
Desde Cuba, es fuego.

Puerto Rico y Cuba
Latino América despierta

La Aldea, Initifada, Bomba!
Real 70!

Cuba y Puerto Rico nos Unimos, es hip-hop underground Latino.
Parte de guerrilla de la calle

Batalla, metralla, que la camarilla estalle.
Hoy no se salva ni el soldado de rayas.

Basta ya!
De falso reyes mas sus leyes deplorables que atropellan

No apoyan ni caen en el sentir de pueblo
Hablen sin peros verdad.

Mensaje sinceros fuera embusteros
Se lo espera verdadero hip-hop.

La realidad del barrio
Diario de eleccionarios

Que escuchan por el contrario si luchan no hace ya la paz.
Una vez mas por la igualdad entre los hombres

Sociedad con falsa humanidad que excluye y no ampara los pobres.
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Nos cubre la suciedad
La situación es critica

El aliento de un mendigo
Es el olor de la política internacional.

Imperio del mal
Brutal método de gobierno

Abuso policial
Dólar, global infierno

Mundo enfermo.
No corrigen sus faltas

Gobernantes que disfrutan ser las prostitutas de la clase alta.
Basta! Latino América despierta

Respuesta!
Cuba y Puerto Rico línea recta.

Conecta tus audífonos con amplitud, es la voz de la juventud
A plenitud, libre espíritu y tu? Que has de hacer?

Si vas a luchar avanza, rebeldía es la causa
Tu fuerza en limite rebasa.

Es la Aldea con Intifada atravesando la distancia
Desde la esquina del barrio para toda la galaxia.

Los Aldeanos:
Como un arpón atravesando la distancia desde nuestras calles para toda la galaxia.

Oh!
Resistencia -

Oh!
Un solo canto -

De Cubita la Bella pa’ la Isla del Encanto!
Latino América despierta -

Oh!
Fuerza -

Oh!
Derrumbando obstáculos -

Un triangulo, cinco franjas y una sola estrella.
De la Isla del Encanto pa’ Cubita La Bella.

El Aldeano:
No problem

Nuestro propósito es mas noble
Aunque na’ se acople

De ideas fuertes como roble.
Que el mensaje falso por la otra esquina doble

Que aquí se escupen frases en defensa de la clase pobre.
Que sobre el medio pondremos de penitencia el susto

Sacando a flote lo justo estamos a gusto.
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No hay duda desde Cuba para Latino América
Rap con ética sin replica y mas fe que estética.

Que lo niños sin cuna alcancen vacunas
Y ver la luna antes de que los yumas se pongan un par de pumas.

Que se unan los pueblos y los guerreros del papel
Y que la ley con los de arriba también sea igual de cruel.

Que la humanidad no se ciegue
Que la tranquilidad nos llegue

Que la maldad se abreve
Y que Posada fallezca este jueves.

Que las armas ideológicas rompan las biológicas
Y que se jodan los políticos.

Que ni tu país, ni mi país, lleven un cielo gris
Que sea feliz, Vieques Luis

Viva los reales emcees.
Que andan sobre los compases

Ganando mas aplauso que el dinero un Paparazzi kamikaze en Londres.
Queremos que cese el odio

Y que las pandilla no se maten por drogas ni territorios.
Que le demos un adiós eterno a la prostitución

Y que el presidente de la UNO escuche esta canción.

Coro

Luis Díaz:
Voy romper la boca del idiota que se calla

Que aplaude como idiota cuando un oficial le habla.
A ponerle una bala por la cien al embustero

Que reclama justicia pero no escucha su pueblo.
Voy hablar sin permiso con pasaporte yuma

Salario miserable y una sed hija de puta.
Vine a activar la bomba Aldeanos en la colúmbia

Al estilo de Yallzee para los niños de Cuba.
A meterle una mina por el culo al senador

Y que se explote la panza de ese ilustre comelón.
Libres somos, dicen ellos, monigotes de partido

Recogiendo limosna, premiando su padrino.
Socios de compra venta, compadres y prevendas

Libres somos como putas de la demanda y la oferta.
Libres como aves encerradas en su jaula

Para que los federales hagan fiesta con mi casa.
Libres como loros, como el agua de inodoro

Con una peste a colonia pero es la patria que adoro.
Si la primera enmienda es una pila de excremento

Pero prefiero la playa que vivir en el invierno,
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Si la segunda enmienda es otra mierda que no entiendo
Porque matan con el AK los que jugaban Nintendo.

Como soldados de plomo
Carnes de cañones

Fieles a la causa y nos echan los tiburones.
Regalan becas, ofertas de la Nasa

Entre barras y estrellas y se olvidaron de casa.
Repartiendo cupones, jamones de la PRERA
Su carne de gallina como a perros de pelea.

La vaina esta bien fea, como esperanza de pobre
Debemos, recoger latas o robar líneas de cobre.

Parados en la esquina, fumando lo que sobre
Nos rompemos es lomo a beneficio de traidores.

Coro

English translation:
El B:
As it was thought, so it was done.
The truth is not told with permission

Oh! From Cuba, its fire.
Puerto Rico and Cuba
Wake up Latin America
La Aldea, Intifada, dropping bombs
Real 70!
Cuba and Puerto Rico we unite, its underground Latin hip-hop
The guerrilla of the streets
Battles, guns, may the political groups explode on themselves
Today not even the high rank soldiers will be saved
That’s enough!
Of false kings and their deplorable laws the trample over
 They don’t support nor do they even feel the masses
Speaking without truths
We need sincere messages, out with the liars
Real hip-hop is waiting for them
The reality of the neighborhoods
Diary of electorates
Who listen to contradictions, even if they fight now they cannot achieve peace
Once more for the equality amongst men
A society with false humanity that excludes and doesn’t help the poor
We are covered in filth
The situation is critical
Like the stench of a vagabonds breath
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Is the smell of international politics today
Empire of evil
Brute methods of governing
Police abuse
A sick world
That won’t correct its failures
Governors that enjoy being the prostitutes of the higher classes
That’s enough, wake up Latin America
Respond!
Cuba and Puerto Rico in a straight line
Connect your headphones to the voice of the youth
Free spirited. And you? What will you do?
If you are going to fight, hurry up, rebellion is the cause
Your strength even when limited surpasses
It’s the Aldea, with Intifada transgressing the distance
From the corners of our neighborhoods to the entire galaxy

Los Aldeanos:
Like a harpoon through the distance, from our streets to the entire galaxy
Oh!
Resistance
Oh!
One song
From beautiful Cuba to the island of enchantment
Latin America wake up
Oh!
Strength
Oh!
Breaking down obstacles
One triangle, five stripes and one star.
From the island of enchantment to beautiful Cuba.

El Aldeano:
No problem
Our purpose is much more noble
Is born together
With ideals as strong as oak
May the false messages disappear around the corner
Here we spit phrases in defense of the poor classes
May we place upon our fear the penance of fright
Brining forth justice we are gratified
There is no doubt, from Cuba to all of Latin America
Rap with ethics, without replica, and with more faith than esthetic
May children without cradles receive vaccines before Americans may wear new pumas
May the neighborhoods of the world unite alongside the warriors
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And may the law be just as cruel with those on top as it is with those on the bottom
May humanity not blind itself
May tranquility arrive
May the maliciousness retract
And may Posada die this Thursday
May the ideological arms break the biological ones
And may all the politicians get screwed
May not your country, nor my country carry a grey sky
May we be happy, Vieques Luis
Long live the real emcees
Who mount atop the tempo
Meriting more applause than a kamikaze paparazzi in London
We want the hatred to cease
May the gangs not kill each other over drugs or territories
May we give an eternal goodbye to prostitution
And may the president of the UN listen to this song.

Chorus

Luis Díaz:
I will break the mouth of the next idiot
Who applauds when an official speaks to him
Put a bullet in the rear of the next liar
Who claims justice but refuses to listed to their people.
I will speak without permission with an American passport
A miserable salary and a terrible thirst
I came to activate the bombs, with Los Aldeanos on the columbine
To the style of Yallzee for the children of Cuba
To put a mine up the senators ass
And explode the stomach of an illustrative fat greedy man
We are free, that’s what the government puppets tell us
Gathering donations to prize their godfathers
Colleagues of buying, selling and trading
Free we are like whores of supply and demand
Free like birds closed of in their cages
So that the feds may come and make a party out of my house
Free like parrots, free like toilet water
Free like its stench of cologne but it’s the nation that I love.
If the first amendment is a pile of excrement
But I prefer to live here than in the cold
If the second amendment is another shit I don’t even understand
Why do they then kill with AKs the kids that grew up killing on Nintendo
Like soldiers made of lead
Meat of cannons
Faithful to their cause and they are still thrown to the sharks
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They give out scholarships, the give offers from NASA
But in between bars and stars they forget where their home is
Giving away coupons, PRERA hams
Hen meat more like dog fights
Things are ugly, like the hope of a poor man
Who has to collect metal cans or steal copper lines
Standing on the corner, smoking left-overs
We break our backs for the benefit of traitors.

Chorus

“Sangre Guerrera”

El B and Siete Nueve
Musical composition by El Aldeano
Lyrics written and recorded by Bian Rodríguez and Freddy Abreu
Vocals recorded M. Rivière (26 Musas & 009Once)
Mixed by M.Riviere
Directed and Produced by M.Rivière

El B:
Si no sabes lo que es hip-hop

Quédate Callao
Las 26 Musas niño

Siete Nueve:
El B papi - Siete Nueve

El B:
Sin acceso a internet otra vez de aquí pa’ ya línea directa

Fuerza amor hip-hop, lucha Emetrece nos conecta.
Hora exacta 10:20, 7 de abril 2009

Colaboración de corazón las millas no interceden
Antecede una razón,

Revolución, misión se puede
Con el flow cabrón no caeremos en tus redes
Sabes que sucede, que ya somos millonarios

Nos sobra actitud de royaltia es el puño arriba de los barrios

Contrario al la marea corrupta
La receta: abajo todos los presidentes del planeta es justo
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Siete Nueve:
Abajo

El B:
Están en gusto haciendo leyes como reyes

Y no haya ni solución para el pobre que muere de hambre en la calle
Que estalle

Somos la voz de los de abajo, su sentir, su luz
La ira en el zapato que debió darle en la cara a Bush

El buche amargo
De alcancía ampliar su hegemonía, rebeldía Boricua Taina América respira

Todavía.
Como Luis Díaz firmeza por chorro

Manteniendo el trafico pesado como Ayala en Portorro
Aquí no hay forro, estamos?

El compromiso con la conciencia, los cojones y todo lo que amamos
Vamos

El B & Siete Nueve:
Fire, Fire, Fire Babylon

El B:
No se encaja ni falla, cruza la raya y es tu firma

Se batalla con convicción devoción probada
Nuestra espalda es la fe sin limite como espalda mojada

Nada de listas, de aquí cero
Cero

Reales MC Siete nueve el viento
Bien partistas, aquí somos guerreros

Siempre sincero, sin pero al hip-hop fiel
Si se agota el tintero la sangre manchara el papel

Tropas de rimas se avecinan si no esta
¿Y mi Cuba? ¿Donde esta?

¿Y mi Borinquen? ¿Donde esta?
Traemos verdad que Latina América vibre

Sangre Guerrera, que vivan Cuba y Puerto Rico libres

Un billón de kilos de apoyo pa' los del ghetto
7 universos de amor y 9 de respeto

Para el que acepto el reto de hacerlo de esta manera
Real, comprometida, sincera
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El B & Siete Nueve:
Sangre Guerrera

7 toneladas de valor, 9 de fuerza
Un billón de placas de a mil de firmeza

Pa’ el que cree que luchar por ser libre si vale la pena
Para todo el que lleva en sus venas

El B & Siete Nueve:
Sangre Guerrera

Siete Nueve:
Por la encendida calle antillana, ha

El que retumba esta quimbamba
Cogió un pasaje de la bomba hasta la zamba
Por nuestras costas se te queman las espaldas

Somos el fuego el mismo sol nos abraza
Son las estrellas las que nos llenan la panza

Somos el rayo que con la maleza rasa y a la masa se la pasa en el tema de la raza
Se le olvidan que las pasas se les rizan desde casa

Y se atrasa se retrasa nos reprimen y rechazan
Pero tanto da la gota que la copa se derrama

Nos faltan caballeros pero nos sobran las damas
Mucho tiro, mucho plomo y no se acaban las balas

Tanto brillo, tanto oro, y no te lavas la cara
Tanta ira, tanto odio, por algo que tanto amas

Que tanto miras pa’ arriba si el de abajo te reclama
Jugando la lotería no alimentas a tus chamas

Vamos, sigue trabajando que esto es hasta mañana
Pa’lante pa’lante no se te quitan las ganas

Gente bien humilde, bien humilde pero brava
Mi frente bien en alto, bien el alto y bien sudada

Bien sudada de Santurce hasta La Habana

Somos un pueblo que se levanta bien tempranito en la mañana

Una aldea de respeto a quien siembre la conciencia
Un mundo lleno de virtud y resistencia
En el caribe sudamos sangre y candela

Y no hay embargo que nos apague la vela
No habrán gobiernos ni cobardes en la tierra

Que nuestra historia puedan convertir en mierda
Somos los hijos de la rumba y de la Ceiba
Somos orishas, ya rompimos las cadenas
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Somos los indios que apuntaron con su flecha
A los tiranos que robaban su cosecha

De nuestros brazos podrán cortarnos las venas
Y se harán ríos de nuestra Sangre Guerrera

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
Que reclama nuestro ancestros

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De montaña y de cemento

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De lucha y revolución

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De sueño y educación

El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera
De clase trabajadora

De rap protesta, comisión depuradora
El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera

Que aborrece la censura
El B & Siete Nueve: Sangre Guerrera

Desde Puerto Rico y Cuba

Siete Nueve:
El B, Siete Nueve, Aldo en la música, Habana, Santurce, el Puente: Emetrece

Se puede papi

Siete Nueve:
Una aldea de respeto a quien siembre la conciencia

Un mundo lleno de virtud y resistencia
En el caribe sudamos sangre y candela

Y no hay embargo que nos apague la vela
No habrán gobiernos ni cobardes en la tierra

Que nuestra historia puedan convertir en mierda
Somos los hijos de la rumba y de la Ceiba
Somos orishas, ya rompimos las cadenas

Somos los indios que apuntaron con su flecha
A los tiranos que robaban su cosecha

De nuestros brazos podrán cortarnos las venas
Y se harán ríos de nuestra Sangre Guerrera

English translation:
El B:
If you don’t know what hip-hop is….
Then shut up
The 26 Muses
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Siete Nueve:
The B - Siete Nueve

El B:
Without internet access again from here to there we have a direct line
Our love of hip-hop, our struggle, and Emetrece connects us.
This clock reads 10:20, April 7, 2009
Collaboration of the heart, the miles are not an obstacle
Revolution mission, yes we can.
With our flow we will not fall into your nets
You know that happens? We already are millionaires
Our royalties are the raised fists of our neighborhoods

Contrary to the corrupt tides
The recipe: down with all the presidents of the planet

Siete Nueve:
Down

El B:
They are making laws like kings
And there is no solution for the poor starving in the streets
We are the voice of the downtrodden, we are the feeling, we are the light
We are the anger in the shoe that should have hit Bush in the face.
The bitter spit
From piggy banks expanding its hegemony
Boricua Taina defiance, America breathes.
Not yet.
As Luis Díaz affirms strength
Keeping traffic heavy as Ayala in Portorro
The commitment to consciousness, we are the courage and everything we love

El B & Siete Nueve:
Fire, Fire, Fire Babylon

El B:
We cross the line with your signature
It is our battle of proven devotion and conviction
Our backs are limitless as faith on wetbacks
No lists, hence zero
Zero
Real rappers, Siete Nueve against the wind
Here we are the warriors
Always sincere, very second guessing true hip-hop
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If the ink runs out, blood will stain the paper
Troops of rhymes approach
Where is my Cuba at?
And my Borinquen?
We bring truths that vibrate the veins of Latin America
Warrior Blood
May Cuba and Puerto Rico live free

A billion kilos of support for the ghetto
Seven universes of love and nine of respect
For those who accept the challenge of doing it this way
Real, committed, sincere

El B & Siete Nueve:
Warrior Blood

Seven tons of courage, nine of strength
A billion plaques of stability
For those who believe in the struggle for freedom
To all who carry in their veins

El B & Siete Nueve:
Warrior Blood

Siete Nueve:
By the fiery West Indian street
Rumbling this Quimbamba
Take a passage from the bomba to the samba
Our shores burn you back
We are fire, the same sun embraces us
Stars fill our bellies
We are the lightning
We are the mass
We are the race
You forget that your hair curls from home
And is too late to repress and reject us
The drop is so strong that it spilled the cup
We lack gentlemen but the ladies abound
Many shots, lots of lead and they never run out of bullets
So much glitter so much gold but you don’t wash your face
So much anger, so much hatred for something you love so much
You look up so high buts it is those beneath that claim you
Playing the lottery does not feed your children
C'mon, keep working until tomorrow
Keep moving forward you don’t loose steam
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We are very humble people, very humble but brave
With my face held high, while sweating
Sweating from Santurce to Havana.

We are a people the rise bright and early in the morning

A village of respect for who sow awareness
A world full of virtue and strength
In the Caribbean we sweat blood and fire
And there is no embargo that will blow out our candle
There will be no governments or cowards on earth
That can shit upon our history
We are the children of the rumba and Ceiba
We are orishas, and we broke the chains
We are the Indians who pointed with their arrows
To the tyrants who stole our crops
They may cut our veins
But our rivers will flood from warrior blood.

El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Claimed by our ancestors
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of mountains and cement
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of struggle and revolution
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of dreams and education
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Of the working class
Protest rap, “Comision Depuradora”
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
Despises censorship
El B & Siete Nueve: Warrior Blood
From Puerto Rico to Cuba

Siete Nueve:
El B, Siete Nueve, Aldo on the music, Havana, Santurce, the bridge: Emetrece
Yes we can.

Siete Nueve:
A village of respect for who sow awareness
A world full of virtue and strength
In the Caribbean we sweat blood and fire
And there is no embargo that will blow out our candle
There will be no governments or cowards on earth
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That can shit upon our history
We are the children of the rumba and Ceiba
We are orishas, and we broke the chains
We are the Indians who pointed with their arrows
To the tyrants who stole our crops
They may cut our veins
But our rivers will flood from warrior blood.
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Appendix B: CD of Musical Productions / Songs

1. “Son Dos Alas” (They Are Two Wings)

Anónimo Consejo & Tego Calderón

2. “Guasábara” (Indigenous Taino word for War)

Siete Nueve & Magia

3. “Sin Permiso” (Without Permission)

Los Aldeanos & Intifada

4. “Sangre Guerrera” (Warrior Blood)

El B & Siete Nueve
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Appendix C: DVD of Music Videos

1. “Morir por la Musica es Vivir” (To Die for Music is to Live)

Yimi Konclaze, 2004
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions

“Morir por la musica es vivir” (To Die for

Music is to Live) by Yimi Konclaze was the first

music video I filmed in Havana in 2004. Yimi’s

video was shot with a minimal script exposing the

viewer to different iconic location and cityscapes of

him rapping for the camera. The video opens with the camera following a young woman

who is the object of Yimi’s attention, she walks down the streets towards Yimi where we

encounter him outside of his home. There is a juxtaposition of scenes of Yimi rapping in

his house, then outside on the rooftop where we see him “on top of the city” and

eventually he takes to the streets.

The scene suddenly changes and there is an interlude where Yimi is working on a

PC, although he is interrupted he negates any distractions. The female who opens the

script as the object of Yimi’s attention calls him on the phone and he abruptly brushes her

off letting the viewer know that his priority producing music on his PC is his primary

desire. The scene shifts to a grade school classroom where Yimi is lecturing about hip-

hop’s four element, symbolic of his teaching about the genre, that it is not about money

or sex he professes, rather that hip-hop is a four field culture. The video leads into a scene

where various fellow rappers join Yimi as a backdrop of visual support in solidarity with
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his message. Their walking style appears to be a cross between dancing and militantly

marching in the streets. The video follows Yimi and his love interest through a series of

scenes until they finally come together dancing on the Havana boardwalk.

2. “La Ley 5566” (The Law 5566)

Anónimo Consejo, 2004
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions

“La Ley 5566,” is a song and music video that

proposes ten laws or commandments of hip-hop as seen

by Anónimo Consejo. These are: (1) always speak the

truth, (2) remain humble, (3) your friendships are worth

more than financial profit (4) put your mother and

family first, (5) use your voice, (6) be willing to die for

your nation and your land, it will make you live amongst the martyrs, (7) take risks based

on your ideals without being afraid, (8) don’t use drugs, (9) be proud of your origin and

religion, and (10) keep it underground.

The music video for “La Ley 5566” opens with a young Afro-Cuban boy putting

the Anónimo Consejo album on a 1970’s Russian record player, an element to engage the

viewer in the contradictions of modernity within contemporary Cuba. The viewer slips

into the grooves of the record, where Anónimo Consejo is holding a meeting in the

residency of Bahia, a housing project between Havana and Alamar known for being the

birth place of the Habana Hip-Hop festivals, started by Grupo Uno in 1995. In these

scenes Kokino and Sekou spread out leaflets containing the ten hip-hop commandments
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that make up La Ley 5566 and begin to form a small gathering of supporters for

Anónimo’s proposed law. Hiding in the background are three young Afro-Cuban boys

who look on – we see these youth throughout the different phases of the video, as they

represent the next generation looking towards these rappers as their idols. One of the

three boys is the same one who placed the vinyl record in the introduction of the video.

Scenes alternate between neighborhoods from Cojimar, Alamar and downtown Havana

where masses are beginning to read about Law 5566

Upon completing the recital of La Ley’s commandments, the screen shatters onto

a news report announcing on the channel Anónimo-Noti-Centro that the Law 5566 has

been passed. General reactions on the street are positive. We scripted a few neighborhood

friends of the duo to respond stating “it’s a good law for youth since the commandments

are against drugs,” that “the new law should be maintained” and “how essential it is for

people to now follow through and put the commandments into action.”.

The final scenes take place in an underground recording studio in Havana. Egg

cartons cover the walls for acoustics and a standard performance microphone is the sole

recording device, these shots were filmed at the home studio of DJ Tony in central

Havana. At the end of the video, the viewer again passes through the grooves on the

Anónimo Consejo vinyl record and we encounter our young Afro-Cuban boy, who

appears observing the rappers from a distance throughout the video, pulling the record off

the player. At this point the viewer realizes our journey was not along side Anónimo

Consejo, but rather along side the young boy, the next generation, who curiously

observed the passing of Anónimo Consejo’s law 5566.
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3. “Protesto” (I Protest)

RCH, 2004
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions

“Protesto” opens with scenes of all four

members of RCH waking up, individually, each

in their own homes. They get dressed, and set

out for an “average” day. Audiences are

introduced to each of them separately, Billy, El

Profe, MarcosCimarron and Bola. Two primary images occur in this video, one is in

black and white in a run down hallway, where the protagonists collectively present the

song. The second primary scene in the video is again, in a run down patio of an apartment

complex where dancer Mickey performes a Cuban style of break dancing in front of walls

painted in a “graffiti like” style containing images of Malcolm X, Che Guevara and Fidel

Castro. In the break dance scenes with Mickey we see the syncretism between American

break dance freezes and Afro-Cuban rumba dance steps. The four protagonists, who

rarely encounter each other outside of the black and white scenes - until the end of the

video - walk along the streets singing their individual portions of the song. They run into

each other as one ends their lyrics another takes over their lines, made to appear

coincidently handing off the spotlight to one another.

The four of them come together at the end of the video on the front steps of the

University of Havana, declaring the need for education to wake up the sleeping masses.
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The last shot is taken from above, looking down on the artists, with their fists in the air,

this leads us to the final scene of Mickey dancing in which he freezes with his middle

finger to the camera in a b-boy stance.

4. “Melodia” (Melody)

MC Hyde, 2004
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions

The only music video from Puerto Rico in

this collection of ethnographic data is of the song

“Melodia” by MC Hyde featuring Biggademus.

Melodia is a love song, but rather than actually

being about a woman, Hyde is rapping about

Melodia meaning Melody, as metaphorical for his love of music.

The opening scene is of Hyde reviewing photographs of a romantic escapade with

a woman, he flips through the pictures melancholically, throwing them over his balcony

where they land in the swimming pool of his home and begin to sink towards the bottom

of the pool. The camera focuses in on one of the pictures and through the image of the

photograph we arrive at the scene where it was taken, in the Puerto Rican rainforest of El

Yunque, where the video storyline begins.

Hyde is presented rapping to a woman who is a metaphor for music, she is

dressed in white to represent the “purity” of song. The visuals of the video rest on the

exchanges between Hyde and the woman of his desire interlaced with scenes of the

natural beauty of the rainforest. Through out the courtship scenes the play on photographs
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versus reality is accentuated to create a sense of confusion as to whether the journey is

actually in the time of these scenes or rather if the audience is accompanying Hyde in his

memory of the interactions.  The video ends traveling back through a photograph into

Hyde’s swimming pool where the images continue drowning.

5. “Los Pelos” (The Hairs)

Obsesión, 2005
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions

 The music video script recreates the lyrical

content of the song "Los Pelos" (The Hairs) by the

Cuban rap duo Obsesión. The screenplay of the

video confronts paradigms of racial prejudices

with respect to mainstream stereotypes of beauty

and identity. The images take us through the

journey of rapper Magia, the female protagonist, as she seeks to purchase a black doll.

The only black dolls in the stores are the traditional afro-folkloric ones that are either

playing conga drums, dressed as religious figures of Santeria or carrying fruit baskets.

The scenes alternate between Magia and El Tipo Este rapping amongst the streets of

Cayo Hueso, Calle Obispo and Regla, neighborhoods of Havana’s metro area. Shots on

Calle Obispo are of Magia looking for a black doll amongst the toyshops, which all had

dolls, but they were all white, blond, and none were sold in Cuban pesos. Confronted

with the absence of a “regular” black doll, she offers the solution of painting one as a
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reflection that serves to empower her own image. Synchronized to the chorus of the song

that chants "up with the hair and may the dreadlocks grow" the video introduces the

viewer to several integral members of the Cuban hip-hop movement with varied afro-hair

styles celebrated visually as crowns of their negritude.

An interlude in the video confronts the viewer with a young woman whose hair is

straightened, she comments to another woman referring to Magia and El Tipo Este, “Did

you see them? You would never see me with my nappy hair out like that!” Scenes

interplay with shots braiding “nappy” hair. Most Cuban women tend to use a hair relaxer

to straighten their hair and most men wear their hair in braids. It is somewhat new, and to

the dismay of the older generation, that the youth are beginning to wear their hair out. We

took shots of hair being braided in order to later reverse the recording and present it in the

video as the releasing of the confined hair.

At the time of this writing in late 2010, the Cuban Institute of Radio and

Television (ICRT), held its XIII annual music video festival known as the Lucas Awards.

Among the 22 videos, groups and recognized winning directors, the video for "Los

Pelos" (The Hairs) received the award for "Best Hip-Hop Video of 2010." Although in

the United States one might consider this recognition similar to the MTV Video Music

Awards, it is in fact significantly different. Most of the cultural industries in the United

States have been privatized, thereby programming and broadcasting channels such as

MTV are designed with the interests of their corporate owners in mind. In Cuba, the

Lucas award comes from the Cuban Institute for Radio and Television and due to its

focus on music it is conjoined with the cultural industries of the state. For purposes of
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understanding the cultural value of this award by American audiences, the Lucas could be

compared to a mix between MTV’s programming and broadcasting influence with the

cultural credentials and government recognition of the National Endowment for the Arts.

6. “Sin Permiso” (Without Permission)

Los Aldeanos & Intifada, 2009
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions

See the section Video Matrix: Sin Permiso in Chapter 6, “The Bridge”

7. “Coge tu Flow a La Aldea” (Get Your Flow ala Aldea)

Los Aldeanos, 2009
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions & Boris DJ

The song, “Coge tu flow a La Aldea,”

was written by Bian Rodríguez and Aldo

Rodríguez on a beat produced by Silvito

Rodríguez. Bian and Aldo wrote the song in

three hours and I recorded and pre-mixed the

draft on Sunday April 19, 2009 in the closet of

26 Musas. That next day, Aldo, his friend El Fino and myself scripted a potential video

concept and BorisDJ, in the role of co-producer, confirmed permission to use the dining

room and kitchen of the Havana Ballet School student residency for a film shoot. We did

not have “official” permission to shoot the video, but Boris acquired access to the

security guards while the school was under construction whose sympathy was sufficient

to grant us entry. Within the next 24 hours we began set production in the kitchen and
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initiated filming for a total of 6 hours (set construction, costumes, placements, audio, etc)

rendering 45 minutes of applicable footage. The following day we filmed in the dining

room with invited guests for three hours, rendering a second set of 45 minutes footage.

That evening BorisDJ and I began downloading and editing the video, not only a

US/Cuba collaboration but also crossing a Mac/PC frontier. By Friday, April 24 we

finalized the song and music video.

The concept of the song is that you can nourish your flow at Los Aldeanos’

restauRAP called La Conekta. Silvito, Aldo and Myself are cooking rap music in the

kitchen, using instruments not usually found in a kitchen such as CDs, axes, cables,

cameras, microphones, three tomatoes, two onions and a head of lettuce. Aldo and Bian

are the figures that transcend the kitchen to the dining room area. It takes a team to make

a rap group and they are the icons audiences see, but behind them, pushing them into the

dining room are Silvito and I as producers. In the dining room consumers “eat” the plates

of music served up while Aldo and Bian rap around the table. The deeper meaning of the

visual journey is about consumption and more particularly the state of music today where

we “eat” the music.

8. “Sangre Guerrera” (Warrior Blood)

El B & Siete Nueve, 2009
By M.Riviere; Emetrece Productions

See the section Video Matrix: Sangre Guerrera in Chapter 6, “The Bridge”


